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Equipped with his five senses,

man explores the universe around him and calls the adventure Science."

Edwin Hubble, Astronomer

Personne ne sait comment sont exactement les choses

quand on ne les regarde pas.”

transl.: No one knows exactly how things are

when we do not watch them.

Hubert Reeves, Physicist

今日の読書こそ真の学問である

transl.: Today’s reading is the real form of scholarship.

吉田松陰 Yoshida Shōin, Samurai and scholar

Observar sin pensar es tan peligroso como pensar sin observar.

transl.: Observing without thinking is as dangerous as thinking without observing.

Santiago Ramón y Cajal, Neuroscientist
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Preface

Looking at nearby galaxies has always been a passion of mine, both as an amateur and as a pro-
fessional, and sorting/classifying them out (somehow) has been a recurring question in my life. To
be able to sneak a peek at some of my favourite ones, and better yet, being able to study them in
detail, was truly a dream come true.

The unprecedentedly large number of galaxies used as our base sample, the UV to IR wave-
length coverage available, the various morphological types present, and the close distance and thus
the high spatial resolution, make this sample one of the best we have for nearby galaxies. The
properties of the galaxies are seen, not only as a whole, but on smaller scales as well since we have
spatially resolved photometry. I must say that working with this data set was a lot of fun.

With the advent of technology, we are now entering an incredible era where we are able to
discern individual stars in distant galaxies. Sifting through their UV images, directly seeing the
current star formation of the galaxies, as well as the IR images, seeing their underlying old stellar
population, was one of the most enlightening experience.

While working on this thesis, I also had the privilege to witness the construction of the
Multi-Espectrógrafo en GTC de Alta Resolución para Astronomía (MEGARA) led by my Ph.D.
supervisor Armando Gil de Paz, from the construction of the optical laboratory itself, all the way
to the reduced data. The project was an immense success, and the instrument is now permanently
installed at the Gran Telescopio Canarias, the world’s largest optical telescope to-date. While
this amazing feat was carried out by a team of experts, I am proud to have done my share with
the development of the MEGARA Online Exposure-Time Calculator, a web-based application to
calculate integration time of the instrument.

This thesis is a compilation of articles that were published (or in press) over the course of
five years as a Ph.D. student carried out at the Universidad Complutense de Madrid. Results are
also published in the following academic journals: the Astrophysical Journal Letters (ApJL), the
Astrophysical Journal (ApJ), the Astrophysical Journal Supplement Series (ApJS), and the Monthly

Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society (MNRAS). The appendices include the manual for the
image database as well as the entire catalog of galaxies.
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Resumen de la tesis

0.1 Introducción

La tasa de formación de estrellas de las galaxias ha estado disminuyendo desde z = 1 hasta el
presente, lo que hace especialmente difícil el estudio de la cantidad y distribución espacial del
dicha tasa de formación estelar en largas muestras de galaxias del Universo Local. En esta tesis se
ha intentando solventar dicha situación mediante el uso de observaciones en el rango ultravioleta
de una muestra de un tamaño sin precedentes de galaxias cercanas, como medida de la tasa de
formación de estrellas observada, es decir, afectada por la atenuación por polvo. Partimos de la
muestra de galaxias cercanas (d<40 Mpc) denominada S4G (del inglés Spitzer Survey of Stellar

Structure in Galaxies) que fue observada en su totalidad por el satélite Spitzer en sus bandas
de 3.6 y 4.5 µm. Para llevar esto a cabo recopilamos por tanto todos los datos UV disponibles
públicamente para esta muestra así como los productos en el infrarrojo generados por el equipo
del proyecto S4G.

0.2 Objetivos

El objetivo de esta tesis es tener una mejor idea de la tasa de formación estelar actual en gala-
xias cercanas (tanto en términos globales como con resolución espacial) y su relación con el tipo
morfológico, la masa y el entorno, principalmente. Hacemos esto no sólo para la galaxia como un
todo, sino mirando la formación de estrellas actual dentro de cada galaxia y la relación de esta con
la distribución y cantidad total de masa estelar.El punto de partida de esta tesis es construir uno
de los catálogos de fotometría UV existentes más actuales de las imágenes FUV y NUV tomadas
por GALEX, y evaluar la reciente tasa de formación estelar de una gran muestra de galaxias cerca-
nas de todo tipo y su relación la cantidad y distribución de masa estelar disponible a partir de las
imágenes en banda de 3.6 µm del satélite Spitzer disponibles dentro del proyecto S4G.

0.3 Resultados

Realizamos con éxito la fotometría FUV y NUV para las 1931 galaxias de la muestra GALEX/S4G
(82 %), obteniendo magnitudes asintóticas, perfiles de brillo superficial FUV y NUV y de color
(FUV − NUV). De las propiedades globales de las galaxias, construimos el diagrama de color
(FUV − NUV) vs. (NUV − 3.6 µm), lo que nos permite ver el distribución de las galaxias S4G
en términos de galaxias con formación estelar activa en el presente y aquellas que se encuentran
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actualmente inactivas o quiescentes. Diseñamos un esquema de clasificación basado en las regiones
de este diagrama definiendo tres clases de galaxias según su ubicación en el diagrama, a saber, la
secuencia azul de GALEX (GBS, del inglés GALEX Blue Sequence), la secuencia roja de GALEX

(GRS, del inglés GALEX Red Sequence), y una región intermedia denominada el valle verde de
GALEX (GGV, del inglés GALEX Green Valley).

Las galaxias en el GBS son principalmente galaxias clasificadas morfológicamente como
irregulares o espirales (i.e., galaxias de tipo tardío) que están activamente formando estrellas,
mientras que las galaxias del GRS son elípticas o lenticulares (i.e. de tipo temprano) relativamente
quiescentes. Es importante hacer notar que el uso combinado de datos UV e infrarrojo nos permite
identificar la region dominada por galaxias con formación estelar como una secuencia, en vez de
como una nube (la clásica Blue Cloud en diagramas color-magnitud y color-color en el visible),
lo que además permite definitir también de forma más nítida la región del valle verde, donde se
encuentrarían los objetos actualmente en transición y donde se espera que los mecanismos de evo-
lución de la GBS a la GRS, o viceversa, que han debido gobernar la evolución de la población de
galaxias en los últimos 109 años, deben ser más patentes y, por tanto, más fácilmente identificables.

El análisis posterior reveló que las galaxias en el GGV tienen además discos más rojos que
sus homólogos no GGV, haciendo que la región GGV sea de naturaleza transitoria, en el sentido
de que las galaxias podrían pasar en apenas 109 años de la GBS al GGV debido al progresivo
enrojecimiento de sus discos por el cese o amortiguamiento de su tasa de formación de estrellas o
de la GRS al GGV por un rejuvenecimiento o formación de un nuevo disco (aunque este segundo
escenario parece menos probable a tenor de nuestros resultados). También hay indicios de que el
enrojecimiento del disco ocurre en ambientes más densos con una fracción alta de lenticulares y
espirales de tipo temprano (S0, S0-a, Sa) del cúmulo de Virgo situadas en el GGV, en vez de per-
tenecer al GBS o al GRS. Este tipo de estudios de color UV también ha permitido identificar, en
el caso de las galaxias tempranas (ETGs, del ingles Early-Type Galaxies) es decir, principalmente
para tipos morfológicos E y S0, una relación entre el color (FUV − NUV) más azul de algunos de
estos objetos y un elevado cociente de masa estelar a luz en los mismos. Esto se ha relacionado en
los últimos años con la presencia de una Función Inicial de Masas estelar (IMF, del inglés Initial

Mass Function) con exceso de estrellas de baja masa, es decir, bottom-heavy, en dichas galaxias
ETGs más azules. También obtenemos para todas aquellos objetos donde la emisión UV es debida
a estrellas masivas, usando la fotometría espacialmente resuelta, la densidad de formación de estre-
llas (SFR) observada y la tasa específica de formación de estrellas (sSFR). La SFR observada (sin
corregir de extinción) se puede obtener directamente del FUV y la masa estelar de la luminosidad
en la banda infrarroja de Spitzer de 3.6 µm.

Finalmente, nuestro catálogo de fotometría superficial UV e infrarroja nos sirvió para iden-
tificar todas aquellas galaxias con un alto ritmo de crecimiento de sus discos (debido a un aumento
reciente de la SFR y la sSFR en las partes externas de estas galaxias) y determinar sus propieda-
des. Estos objetos se corresponden con las denominadas en inglés XUV-disk galaxies o galaxias
con discos UV extensos. Además de identificar estos objetos a partir de nuestras medidas, carac-
terizamos sus propiedades tanto en lo referente a sus masa, tipos morfológico y entorno como en
términos de su posición en los diagramas color-color desarrollados a lo largo de esta tesis. Como
trabajo en desarrollo y trabajo futuro fruto de esta tesis estamos actualmente explorando mediante
observaciones espectroscópicas con el Gran Telescopio de Canarias las abundancias químicas de
estos discos extensos.
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0.4 Conclusion de la tesis

La fotometría superficial combinada en las bandas UV y de infrarrojo cercano nos permite de-
terminar la distribución de la tasa de formación estelar observada y de la masa estelar dentro de
cada galaxia, haciendo de este catálogo una colección sin precedentes de datos de las estructuras
internas de las galaxias, y una valiosa herramienta para estudios más detallados sobre la formación
y evolución de las galaxias, tanto para objetos quiescentes (ETGs) como para objetos en transición
(GGV) como para aquellos ejemplos más extremos de galaxias en actual crecimiento debido a su
reciente actividad de formación de estrellas (XUV).
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0.5 Introduction of the thesis

The star formation rate of galaxies has been declining since z=1 to the present, which has made
particularly difficult to study the amount and the spatial distribution of the star formation rate in
galaxies in the Local Universe. In this thesis, we carry out this analysis using ultraviolet observa-
tions of an unprecedentedly large sample of nearby galaxies, as a measure of the observed current
star formation rate within nearby galaxies, as these trace newly born, massive, spectral type O and
B stars, with peak blackbody emission in the ultraviolet. We used the Spitzer Survey of Stellar
Structure in Galaxies (S4G) sample of nearby galaxies as our base sample, for which we collected
the publicly available GALEX data and near-infrared 3.6 and 4.5 µm images and surface photom-
etry available from the S4G project.

0.6 Objectives

The aim of this thesis is to have a better idea of the current star formation rate in nearby galaxies
(globally and with spatial resolution) and its relation with morphological type, as well as mass
and environment. The starting point of this thesis is to build one of the largest-to-date UV+IR
photometry catalogue from FUV and NUV images taken by GALEX, to near infrared 3.6 µm
Spitzer Space Telescope images and to assess the recent star formation rate and stellar mass content
of a large sample of nearby galaxies of all type.

0.7 Results

We successfully performed FUV and NUV photometry for the 1931 galaxies of the GALEX/S4G
(82%), obtaining asymptotic magnitudes, FUV and NUV surface brightness profiles and (FUV −
NUV) color. From the global properties of the galaxies, we construct the color diagram (FUV −
NUV) vs (NUV − 3.6 µm), which allows us to see the distribution of the galaxies in the S4G sample
in terms of those with active star formation in the present and the ones that are currently inactive or
quiescent. We designed a classification scheme based on the regions of this diagram defining three
classes of galaxies according to their location in it, namely the GALEX blue sequence (GBS), the
GALEX red sequence (GRS), and an intermediate region we call the GALEX green valley (GGV).

Galaxies in the GBS are mainly galaxies morphologically classified as irregulars or spirals
(i.e., late-type galaxies) that are actively forming stars, while the GRS galaxies are ellipticals or
lenticulars (i.e. early-type galaxies) that are relatively quiescent. It is important to note that the
combined use of UV and infrared data allows us to identify the region dominated by galaxies with
star formation as a sequence, rather than as a cloud (the classic Blue Cloud in color-magnitude
and color-color diagrams in the optical/visible), which also allows us to define more clearly the
region of the green valley, where objects are currently in transition and where the mechanisms of
evolution of the GBS to the GRS, or vice versa, that should have governed the evolution of the
population of galaxies in the last 109 years, should be more obvious and, therefore, more easily
identifiable.

Subsequent analysis revealed that the galaxies in the GGV have redder disks than their non-
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GGV counterparts, making the GGV region transient, in the sense that galaxies could pass in just
109 years from GBS to GGV due to the progressive reddening of their disks due to the quenching or
damping of their rate of star formation or from GRS to the GGV due to a rejuvenation or formation
of a new disk (although this second scenario seems less probable in terms of our results). There
are also indications that disk-reddening occurs in denser environments with a high fraction of
lenticulars and early-type spirals (S0, S0-a, Sa) of the Virgo cluster located in the GGV, instead of
belonging to the GBS or to the GRS. This type of UV color studies has also allowed us to identify,
in the case of early-type galaxies (ETGs), that is, mainly for morphological types E and S0, a
relationship between the bluer (FUV − NUV) color of some of these objects and the higher stellar
mass-to-light ratio in them. This has been related in recent years to the presence of a stellar Initial
Mass Function (IMF) with an excess of low-mass stars, also known as bottom-heavy, in these bluer
ETGs. We also obtain for all those objects where the UV emission is due to massive stars, using
the spatially resolved photometry, the observed surface density of star formation rate (SFR) and
the specific star formation rate (sSFR). The observed SFR (without extinction-correction) can be
obtained directly from the FUV and the stellar mass from the luminosity in the Spitzer infrared
band at 3.6 µm.

Finally, our catalog of UV and infrared surface photometry helped us identify all those galax-
ies with a high rate of disk-growth (due to a recent increase in SFR and sSFR in the outer parts of
these galaxies) and determine the properties of these so-called XUV-disk galaxies or galaxies with
extended UV-disks. In addition to identifying these objects from our measurements, we character-
ize their properties both in terms of their mass, morphological type and environment and in terms
of their position in the color-color diagrams developed throughout this thesis. As work in develop-
ment and future work resulting from this thesis we are currently exploring, through spectroscopic
observations with the Gran Telescopio de Canarias, the chemical abundances of these extended
disks.

0.8 Conclusion of the thesis

The combined surface photometry in UV and near infrared bands allows us to determine the dis-
tribution of the observed star formation rate and the stellar mass within each galaxy, making this
catalog an unprecedented collection of data of the internal structures of galaxies, and a valuable
tool for more detailed studies on the formation and evolution of galaxies, both for quiescent objects
(ETGs) and objects in transition (GGV) as well as for more extreme examples of galaxies currently
growing due to their recent star forming activity (XUV-disk galaxies).
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Introduction

A la izquierda en la página anterior: la galaxia NGC 45.

1.1 Introduction: Looking at the Big Picture

Where are we? And what does the universe look like? These are some of the questions that keep
us awake at night, and for which humanity struggled to answer for millennia. Fortunately, the
scientific revolution of the past few centuries allowed us to answer these fundamental questions to
some level of satisfaction, and we should feel proud and very lucky to live in such an era in human
civilization. We now know that we live on Earth, that the Earth is revolving around the Sun, and that
the Sun is revolving around the center of the Milky Way galaxy, among a few hundred billions of
other suns/stars. We know that the Milky Way is surrounded by at least two bright companions, the
Large and Small Magellanic Clouds, and that these are but just a few galaxies of the Local Group,
a group of galaxies that includes also our famous neighbor, the Andromeda galaxy. The Local
Group is only a small group of galaxies sitting at the far edge of the Virgo cluster, the closest (with
its center at ∼17 Mpc) large cluster of galaxies, comprising thousands of galaxies. Galaxies in
general are known to gather into groups, clusters, and superclusters (cluster of clusters of galaxies).
There are, of course, exceptions to this simplistic generalization, and galaxies are also found in
the “field”, not belonging to any group or cluster. These field-galaxies are most likely the best
galaxies to study their secular evolution, since galaxies in groups and clusters are in a very violent
environment, where merger events, ram-pressure stripping, harassment, are common occurrences.
Many clusters of galaxies are known, other than the Virgo cluster, such as the Fornax and the Coma
clusters, which are just two examples of some of the largest and closest ones. Recent studies show
that the Virgo cluster and surrounding galaxies may be part of an even larger gravitationally-bound
structure dubbed the Laniakea supercluster (Tully et al., 2014). More galaxies are found on a much
larger scale, forming clusters and superclusters, connected by galaxies distributed in filamentary
structures of enormous proportions. It is estimated that the entire observable universe comprises
more than hundreds of billions to a few trillions of galaxies (see Figure 1.1).

Peering farther out, we see galaxies as they were in the past. In a younger universe, many
galaxies appear to be actively forming stars. However, we also see some galaxies that appear to be
quiescent and look red (the so-called red and dead galaxies). What this means is that these galaxies
formed most of their stars long time ago and have exhausted all of their gas. Surprisingly, these
objects are not uncommon in the young universe, and one must explain how these structures are
already into place. Probing even deeper, in the most profound depth of the universe, would allow
us to see the very first galaxies as they are born. We are now stepping into the realms of very high
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redshift astronomy, where current record holders are at redshift z > 10, which corresponds to a
lookback time of more than 13 billion years, when the universe is only about a few hundred of
million of years old. In other words, there exists already large structures back then. Which brings
us to the more modern, and critical questions: how do galaxies form? And how do they evolve?
We do not claim that the work presented here shall give us the answers to those questions, however,
it does bring us some clues about how galaxies behave in the present universe, and may be useful
as a stepping stone in our understanding of galaxy formation and evolution.

But first, let us quickly recapitulate about what we know about the origin of our universe,
and see how early processes may have had an effect on what we see today.

1.1.1 The very beginning of the universe

The Big Bang occurred 13.799±0.021 billion years ago, according to the latest observations of
the Cosmic Microwave Background radiation of Figure 1.2 from the Planck Collaboration et al.
(2016), as obtained within the framework of the standard ΛCDM cosmological model. After the
recombination epoch, baryons do not produce photons once electrons hit their ground-state, until
the birth of the very first stars. This epoch is also called the Dark Ages of the universe, as noth-
ing emits light (see Figure 1.3), except HI hyperfine 21-cm radiation (the main goal of the SKA
project). Fast-forwarding a few hundred million years later, the first stars and galaxies emerge
out of the darkness, like lighthouses in the vast ocean of space. Our deepest observations confirm
the existence of such structure, with a record currently (as of 2017) at redshifts of 11.1 (Oesch
et al., 2016). The current two most extreme views for the formation of galaxies are known as the
“bottom-up” and “top-down” scenarios. The former describes the formation of stellar-size struc-
tures, which then gathered into galactic-size structures via mergers and collisions, whereas the
latter describes the fragmentation of a large cloud of matter of galactic scales into smaller pieces,
which then formed stars. It is thought that reality may lie somewhere in between, being more
subtle than these two extreme cases, requiring the combination of both. However, with the ever-
increasing discoveries of farther, and thus, newly-born galaxies in a young universe, we can now
confidently say that some large galaxies are already present a few hundred millions of years after
the Big Bang. So some level of initial gravitational monolithic collapse of gas onto itself seems
to have taken place on the early formation of galaxies which would support an initial top-down
scenario for the accretion of baryonic matter on the very first galaxies, although with masses still
far from their mass content today.

Once galaxies are born, they convert their gas into stars, some at higher rate than others.
Some of the most distant galaxies might have had their star formation shut down, which can be ex-
plained by the rapid collapse, inducing strong SF events rapidly forming stars and rapidly depleting
their gas, or by rapid removal of gas by supernova-driven winds. On the other hand, the current hi-
erarchical LCDM-based scenario of galaxy evolution from the early universe to the present shows
that galaxy mergers are frequently seen at various redshifts, and simulations predict that elliptical
galaxies can also be formed by the collisions of two or more smaller galaxies most of them of ob-
jects with gas (through dissipative wet mergers) but in the case of the most massive ones possibly
through dry mergers. This seems to be the case in clusters of galaxies, where a higher fraction
of early-type galaxies are seen compared to field galaxies morphologies with a higher fraction of
late-type galaxies, famously known as the morphology-density relation of Dressler (1980). This
means that environment certainly plays a non-negligible role in determining the shape of a galaxy
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Figure 1.1: The Hubble Ultra Deep Field or HUDF, version 2014. This image taken with the Hubble Space Telescope
shows an 5.3 square-arcminutes portion of the sky in the direction of Fornax. The total exposure time is ∼600 hours
and was taken with the ACS/SBS, ACS/WFC, WFC3/UVIS, and WFC3/IR instruments, and span from the ultraviolet
to the near-infrared. Image Credit: NASA, ESA, A. Riess (STScI/JHU), M. Giavalisco (University of Massachusetts),
K. Ratnatunga (Carnegie Mellon University), W. Sparks (STScI), S. Malhotra (Arizona State University), S. Beckwith
(STScI), H. Teplitz (Caltech), C. Kretchmer (JHU), R. O’Connell (University of Virginia), G. Illingworth (University
of California, Santa Cruz), S. Faber (University of California, Santa Cruz), H. Ferguson (STScI), P. van Dokkum (Yale
University), R. Ellis (Caltech).

and its evolution.

Understanding the mechanisms of star formation (SF) within galaxies is, thus, of crucial im-
portance if we want to understand how galaxies evolve. Interestingly, comparing the star formation
rate (SFR) density at high-redshift to that of the local universe, we see it declining over time, and
especially after the peak of the cosmic star formation rate density at around z∼1.3 (see Figure 1.4)
(Madau & Dickinson, 2014). This means that galaxies overall have stopped forming as much stars
now than what they used to form roughly ∼10 Gigayears ago. Downsizing is also seen when
looking at early-type galaxies (ETGs) (Cowie et al., 1997; Thomas et al., 2010), where the specific
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Figure 1.2: The Cosmic Microwave Background Ra-
diation as seen by the Planck satellite (2013). Credit:
ESA and the Planck Collaboration (2013).

Figure 1.3: Diagram of evolution of the (observable)
universe from the Big Bang (left) - to the present.
Credit: NASA/WMAP Science Team (2012).

Figure 1.4: Cosmic star formation rate density (SFRD) vs. redshift from far-ultraviolet (FUV) (top-right), infrared
(IR) (bottom-right), and FUV+IR (left). Data points are obtained from various studies and the black solid line is the
best-fit SFRD. Excerpted from Figure 9 of Madau & Dickinson (2014); see reference for the full explanation of the
symbols.

SFR (sSFR) has been declining earlier for more massive galaxies, while lower-mass ones also have
declining SFR but still relatively higher (see Figure 1.5). We see that ETGs with dynamical mass
of 1012 M⊙ have a peak sSFR of 2.5 Gyr−1 at redshift z∼4, beginning at z∼5 but ending at z∼3,
corresponding to a lookback time of roughly 12 to 11 Gigayears. This shows a rapid but intense
burst of stars during about one Gigayear or so, for the stars locked now in massive ETGs (although
later assembled to their current stellar content by dry merging), then completely turning off their
star formation which can be due to the complete usage of their gas, or their gas has become unus-
able somehow (pushed out of the galaxy by supernovae for example). The sSFR, or the SFR per
unit stellar mass, SFR (M⊙ yr−1)/M⋆ (M⊙), for lower-mass 10.5 dex M⊙ ETGs, peaks at a closer
distance from us at 0.5 < z < 1 and to a much lower amount than the massive ones, peaking at
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∼0.2 Gyr−1. They also maintain their low sSFR for several Gyr. In the nearby universe, at z < 0.2,
it is known that rejuvenation can take place by the infall of remnant gas onto galaxies. Also, mass
and environment seem to drive the evolution of nearby galaxies.

Figure 1.5: Specific SFR (sSFR) vs. redshift for early-type galaxies (ETGs) of various dynamical mass. More massive
ETGs have their sSFR peak at higher lookback time. The higher the mass, the higher but the narrower the curve,
showing massive ETGs to rapidly forming stars on a very short timescale. Excerpted from Figure 9 of Thomas et al.
(2010); see reference for the full explanation of the symbols. Note that this refers to the formation of their stellar
content but does not imply that these galaxies had these masses when they formed most of their stars.

1.1.2 The era of multiwavelength astronomy: galaxy classification revis-
ited

Galaxies come in a variety of sizes, masses, shapes, and colors. Very roughly speaking, there exists
two types of galaxies: ellipticals and spirals. Many differences exist between the two. In the disk
of spiral galaxies, stars revolve around the galactic center in similar orbits, but in elliptical galaxies,
especially in the most massive ones (those assembled through dry mergers), there is no directional
preference for the stars to move around their galactic center. Moreover, elliptical galaxies are
redder than spiral galaxies globally, and are composed mostly of old stars. In addition to these
two types, there are the intermediary types called lenticular galaxies. Spiral galaxies can also be
classified into the ones that have a bar and the ones without.

Historically, Edwin Hubble was the first in attempting such a classification and devised his
so-called tuning-fork diagram, putting ellipticals on the left ordered by their ellipticity, and spiral
galaxies on the right but differentiating between the ones with a bar at the bottom, and the ones
without at the top, giving the diagram the appearance of a tuning-fork. Spirals are ordered by their
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tightness of their arms and their bulge size, the tighter the spirals and the stronger the bulge as we
move toward lenticular and elliptical galaxies. Many more classification schemes have been de-
vised since then including the revision of the Hubble tuning-fork diagram by Sandage (1961), the
more elaborated classification by de Vaucouleurs (1959) or the flocculent vs. grand-design classifi-
cation by Elmegreen (1981), but the diagram remains one of the most comprehensible classification
to-date. A revisited version of it in the infrared is shown in Figure 1.6, where an additional class
of galaxies is shown, the intermediate spirals, between unbarred and barred spirals.

Figure 1.6: Hubble tuning-fork diagram from the SINGS galaxies (Kennicutt et al., 2003). Credit: NASA/JPL-
Caltech/K. Gordon (STScI) and SINGS Team.

We now know that galaxies can look very different when viewed in Radio, IR, UV, or X-rays,
compared to their optical appearances. For example, a galaxy that has clear dust lanes visible in
the optical bands, will appear dust-free in the infrared. Another example, a galaxy that appears to
be normal in the optical bands, could have extraordinarily extended star forming arms and rings
when seen in the UV.

With the advances in UV and IR observational technologies and facilities, astronomers have
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been collecting images of our surrounding extragalactic neighborhood in more details than ever.
In particular, the Galaxy Evolution Explorer (GALEX) UV space telescope, capable of imaging in
the far-ultraviolet (FUV; λeff = 1516 Å) and near-ultraviolet (NUV; λeff = 2267 Å), has worked
wonderfully well. The enormous amount of UV data is publicly available to anyone with a fast
internet connection.

It is now clear that looking only at the optical images does not tell us the entire story of
that galaxy, and observations in other bands are absolutely necessary to have its full picture. This
also means that classical morphological classification can be very different when it comes to non-
optical bands. Although classical morphological classification based on optical images such as the
RC2 and RC3 (de Vaucouleurs et al., 1995, 1976; Corwin et al., 1994; de Vaucouleurs et al., 1991)
still works relatively well, however, new classification schemes based on infrared images have
also been undertaken (e.g. Buta et al., 2010, 2015). Throughout this work, however, we use the
relatively simple RC2 classification based on optical images and the corresponding numerical t-
type that includes E, E-S0, S0, S0-a, Sa, Sb, Sc, Sd, Sm, and Irr. It is remarkable to see such a wide
variety of morphologies in the current universe, from ellipticals to spirals, from barred and non-
barred, with rings and double rings, spirals with one, two, or more arms, irregular galaxies, dwarfs,
bulge-less disk galaxies, diffuse galaxies, or blue-compact dwarfs, etc... What are the mechanisms
that drive such a diversity in shape, size, mass, colors, and many more other properties?

One way of addressing this question is by looking at the star formation activity that take place
in each galaxy. A direct way to observe the amount and distribution of the star forming activity in
galaxies across the universe is by looking at their rest-frame ultraviolet emission. This is because
newly born massive stars, such as O and B stars, emit mostly in the far-ultraviolet (FUV) part
of the electromagnetic spectrum at λ ∼ 1500Å (see Figure 1.7). For blackbody curves, Wien’s
law tells us that the peak emission wavelength is 1489 Å at 20,000K, 1931 Å at 15,000K, 2898
Å at 10,000K, 3863 Å at 7500K, or 11591 Å at 2500K. The detection of FUV is technically
challenging as it requires space-based observations, but due to the expansion of the universe, the
light from distant galaxies is redshifted due to their radial recession, shifting the wavelength-of-
interest toward the optical and infrared. Thus, for high-redshift galaxies, these wavelength are
easily observable from ground-based facilities. For example, at z=2, the λFUV=1516 Å will be
shifted by ∆λ=3032 Å, and thus can be observed at 1516+3032 = 4548 Å, well within the visible
range.

However, for nearby galaxies, their distance and therefore their radial velocity is not enough
to shift their UV emission to the visible range. The shift of the peak wavelength of a 20,000K
surface temperature star for example, with a radial velocity of 3,000 km s−1 (corresponding to the
maximum distance to the galaxies in this thesis of 40 Mpc for H0=75 km s−1 Mpc−1 assuming the
radial velocity component v comes solely from the Hubble flow, and no peculiar motion is present),
yields z = v/c = ∆λ/λemitted = 0.01, and thus, λobserved = (0.01+1)λemitted = 1.01×1489 = 1504
Å, where c is the speed of light, and ∆λ = λobserved −λemitted is the difference between the observed
and emitted wavelength. The shift is 14.89 Å and the peak is shifted to ∼1504 Å. This is only
achievable with a FUV filter and detector sensitive to these wavelengths, and only from space.

Unlike farther extragalactic objects, nearby galaxies span a wider angle in the sky, with angu-
lar sizes sometimes as large as a few arcdegrees for the closest ones. For example, the Large Mag-
ellanic Cloud (LMC) has angular diameter 41510′′ (11.5◦), the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC)
has angular diameter of 19868′′ (5.5◦), followed by the Andromeda galaxy that has angular diam-
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Figure 1.7: Blackbody radiation curves colored for various temperatures. The GALEX FUV and NUV, as well as the
IRAC1 (3.6 µm) band’s effective wavelengths λeff and bandwidths are shown represented as transparent surfaces in
each panel. λeff,FUV = 1516 Å, λeff,NUV = 2267 Å, and λeff,FUV = 1516 Å, λeff,[3.6] = 7500 Å.

eter of 12250′′ (3.4◦) (Corwin et al., 1994). In terms of spatial-resolution, nearby galaxies are the
best targets to study because they extend over large angular sizes in the sky due to their proximity.
In this work, we exclude these most extreme cases, and only focus on galaxies that can be observed
within a single Spitzer/IRAC FoV of 5.2′×5.2′. Therefore, we are nowadays able to obtain high-
resolution measurements on scales of a few parsecs (for the closest ones) to hundreds of parsecs,
and can learn about the intricate star formation that takes place inside other galaxies. For example,
at 40 Mpc, 1 arcsec corresponds to a physical size of roughly 0.194 kpc, or 194 parsec.

1.2 Methodology of this thesis

The main methodology that pertains throughout this thesis is called “UV tracing”. This comes
from the fact that UV emission from galaxies directly sees the regions that are actively forming
stars, based on the assumption that stars of various mass are born in groups and that their most
massive ones, the O and B stars, emit most of their light in the UV and are very short-lived of
timescales of a few 107 to 108 years. Observations in the FUV, in particular, provides us with the
perfect glimpse of these recently star forming regions.
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Figure 1.8: Galaxy NGC 5457, M101, or the Pinwheel Galaxy, fitting nicely in the GALEX FoV (1.2◦ in diameter).
It is located at a distance of 6.9± 1.4Mpc in the direction of the Ursa Major constellation.

On the other hand, the near-IR, in particular at the effective wavelength of Spitzer/IRAC
channel 1 at 3.6µm, traces the underlying old, less-massive, stellar population. The combination
of both UV and IR gives us unprecedented insights over the relative fractions of young to old stellar
populations, allowing us in turn to have some clues about their accumulated star formation history.

We use a fixed sample throughout this thesis called the Spitzer Survey of Stellar Structure
in Galaxies (S4G) (Sheth et al., 2010), which is a volume-limited sample of 2352 nearby galaxies
of all morphological types. Based on this sample, we gathered GALEX FUV and NUV images.
More details about selection criteria of the base sample and the treatments of the GALEX images
are discussed in Chapter 2 and 3.
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The aim of this thesis is to get more insights on galaxy formation and evolution, by analyzing
this sample of galaxies in UV and IR. The title emphasizes on the UV light being a tracer of the
recent SF in "galaxy disks”, as we will learn from our global analysis over all morphological types,
including elliptical galaxies, that it is an excellent indicator of galaxy evolution. However, we do
not exclude the quiescent elliptical galaxies of our sample and dedicate a chapter (Chapter 5) to
analyze them. Elliptical galaxies, while not forming as much stars as spiral galaxies, also do emit
in the UV. This phenomenon is explained in the next subsection.

1.2.1 UV upturn in ETG galaxies

A characteristic spectral feature found in UV is the so-called UV-upturn phenomenon. While UV
is mainly produced by O, B and A stars, we see some quiescent ETGs that are UV bright. Indeed,
when looking at certain ETGs and their SED, we see a bump in the UV (not to be confused with the
NUV bump in Section 3.2.7), which we call the UV-upturn (see Figure 1.9). Studies have shown
that the strength of the UV-upturn obtained from UV-to-optical color correlates positively with the
line strength of Magnesium (Mg2) (Burstein et al., 1988) and with the mass of the galaxy (Boselli
et al., 2015).

A nice review by Yi (2008) covers this topic in depth. In short, the UV upturn seen in the SED
of elliptical galaxies is thought to be produced by old stars that emit in the UV. One possibility is
from these so-called extreme horizontal branch (EHB) stars (found in globular clusters), that have
Te ≤ 10000 K. They are found in brightest cluster galaxies (BCGs) and manifest themselves by
emitting UV light, which is seen in the galaxy’s SED as a UV bump. A more recent study of the

Figure 1.9: A typical example of UV upturn in the giant elliptical galaxy NGC 4552 (excerpted from Figure 1 Yi
et al., 1998).

effect of the environment on UV-upturn shows that enhanced-Helium population hypothesis is not
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supported by observations (Yi et al., 2011). Another scenario where rejuvenation of ETG occur is
also a possibility and is observationally supported: Jeong et al. (2009), Thilker et al. (2010), Jeong
et al. (2012) (spatially-resolved UV in ETGs).

We explore a subsample of ETGs and discuss the possibility of using the (FUV − NUV)
color to distinguish between ETGs with different IMF (if indeed true) in Chapter 5.

1.2.2 XUV-disk galaxies

Galaxies in the UV appear to be very different from their optical images, directly detecting sites
of recent star formation activity. Thanks to the large FoV and sensitivity of GALEX, galaxies with
remarkably extended, recently star forming, spiral arms have been discovered in some late-type
galaxies and were reported by Gil de Paz et al. (2005), Thilker et al. (2005), and later followed by
Gil de Paz et al. (2007a), Thilker et al. (2007). These objects were dubbed extended-UV (XUV)-
disk galaxies (see Figure 1.10). It is thought that ∼10% of nearby spirals are in fact XUVs,
which we do confirm in this thesis as well (see Chapter 7). Given that these star-forming outskirts
are relatively new and that we do not see any underlying low-mass and old stellar population in
these regions in the infrared, these observations support the “inside-out disk-growth” scenario,
but questions remain, such as the origin of this gas. Moreover, XUV-disk galaxies (at least for
Type 1 with extended outer-structures) as seen in the Radio seem to be embedded inside a large
neutral atomic hydrogen HI reservoir (Bosma, 2017; Yıldız et al., 2017). Could these be coming
from cosmic accretion? The characterization of XUV-disk galaxies remains to be a difficult task
due to the very low surface brightness of the SF regions of the outskirts. However, we attempt a
classification over our sample and details can be read in Chapter 7.

Additionally, the metallicity-gradient, while decreasing radially outward, is seen to be flat-
tening in the very outskirts of the disk in many late-type spirals (Bresolin et al., 2012; Marino et al.,
2012, 2016). Is it affected by SNe feedback and get “polluted”? Are we seeing some migration
effects? We tackle this subject in Chapter 8 where we show the metallicity-gradient measure in
one low-mass Type 1 XUV-disk galaxy.

Figure 1.10: Prototypical Type 1 XUV-disk galaxies NGC 5055, NGC 0628, NGC 5236 (or M 83), and NGC 4625
(from left to right).

1.2.3 Environmental effects

Environment is likely to play an important role in the evolution of galaxies, as can be observed by
the morphology-density relation of Dressler (1980). It is not too hard to imagine that galaxies in
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such an environment have a higher likelihood to be harassed by some, or may collide with others.
Though, the chance of major mergers occurring in a dense environment such as a cluster is less
common despite the higher density. This is because the relative velocities are larger in a cluster,
therefore lowering the chance of being captured and merging. Harassment caused by multiple
close-encounters between galaxies distorts the distribution of stars and gas and leads to quenching
of star formation.

Another effect, ram-pressure stripping (RPS), is being observed (see Figure 1.11), which is
the stripping of the relatively cold internal gas of a galaxy as it collides with the hot diffuse gas of
the intracluster medium (ICM). This can have the effect of removing most, if not all, of the gas,
very rapidly, on the order of a few tens to few hundreds millions of years after the galaxy enters
the cluster, especially in its outer regions, where gas density is low.

A process called “strangulation” could also be at play in group or cluster environments. The
gas is stripped away from a galaxy when falling for the first time into a group or cluster, due to the
gravitational tidal forces from the cluster and its dark matter halo. All of these have the effect of
either efficiently removing gas, leading to “starvation” or the suppression/damping/quenching of
SF. We show in Chapter 4, and published in Bouquin et al. (2015), an analysis where we see such
environmental effect using the (FUV−NUV) vs. (NUV− [3.6]) color-color diagram.

Figure 1.11: Left: A spectacular tail of ionised gas is found in NGC 4569; excerpted from Figure 7 of Boselli et al.
(2016). Right: the “jellyfish” galaxy ESO137-001. Credit: NASA/ESA, Acknowledgments: Ming Sun (UAH), and
Serge Meunier.

1.2.4 The bimodal distribution of galaxies

Colors are a powerful probe and still is to-date one of the most valuable tool to analyze a very large
number of objects at once (though, integral-field unit (IFU) instrumentation is making remarkable
advance these days). Historically, optical colors such as (U − V ) or (B− V ) were easier to obtain
and color-magnitude diagrams such as the (U − V ) vs. MV or SDSS filters’ (u − r) vs. Mr were
constructed (e.g. Baldry et al., 2004). In these diagrams, it appears that the distribution of galaxies
is bimodal, concentrated in either red galaxies or blue galaxies. At optical wavelengths, red galax-
ies form a relatively ordained distribution that is commonly called the “Red Sequence” of galaxies,
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and blue galaxies have a distribution more spread out that is commonly called the “Blue Cloud”.
The region located in between these red sequence and blue cloud has been called the “Green Val-
ley”. While the red sequence is populated mostly by quiescent early-type galaxies and the blue
cloud by star forming late-type galaxies, this region in between is populated by intermediary types
of galaxies. However, while Hα traces recent SFR on timescales of 106∼107 and UV on timescales
of 107∼108, optical colors only trace the SFR on timescales of 109 years and are less sensitive to
recent SFR (Schawinski et al., 2014). Thus, the classical green valley galaxies contains a relatively
wide range of different galaxies from bluer red sequence galaxies to redder blue cloud galaxies.

Figure 1.12: Restframe UVJ color-color diagrams in five redshift bins showing the bimodality distribution pattern
(except in the last bin at 2≤zphot<2.5). Excerpted from Figure 9 in Williams et al. (2009).

Many other studies have been using the color-magnitude diagrams to gain insights on star-
forming processes in galaxies and can be found in the literature. For example, Boselli et al. (2008)
study the star-forming and quiescent dwarf galaxies in the Virgo cluster using the FUV, NUV, B,
and H bands, where they find that dwarfs in the Virgo cluster were once star-forming and be-
came quiescent due to ram-pressure stripping, consistent with a rapid transition of less than 1 Gyr.
Hughes & Cortese (2009) combine UV to IR with Hi 21 cm line observations, showing that Hi-
deficient quiescent galaxies are found preferentially in the Virgo cluster, and transitioning galaxies
are studied by Cortese & Hughes (2009) (total sample size 454 galaxies). Cortese (2012) shows
that optical colors cannot distinguish between truly quiescent and star-forming high stellar mass
galaxies. Cybulski et al. (2014) extend the comparative study of galaxies in the Coma supercluster
(z ≃0.023) and its surrounding voids (i.e. field galaxies) using UV from GALEX, optical data from
SDSS, and infrared data from WISE, effectively tracing the quenching due to the environment and
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distinguishing it from a mass-driven one. Galaxy evolution driven by environment can be seen
where the quenching of SF is seen in a gradually progressive manner in filaments as well as in
groups and clusters. The environmental effect is shown to be stronger on dwarf SF galaxies rather
than massive SF galaxies. Boselli et al. (2014) The GALEX Ultraviolet Virgo Cluster Survey
(GUViCS) also studies the cluster environment effect on galaxies.

In particular, Boselli et al. (2008) and Boselli et al. (2014) use the same chemical and spec-
trophotometric disk models of Boissier & Prantzos (2000), which we also use in this thesis, with
some adjustments to simulate high-density environment effects by adding an empirically derived
SFR law (Boissier et al., 2003) reproducing well the profiles of galaxies as observed in the Spitzer

Infrared Nearby Galaxies Survey (SINGS) (Muñoz-Mateos et al., 2011).

In this thesis work, we show that using the (FUV − NUV) and (NUV − [3.6]) colors, galax-
ies also show a bimodal distribution but improves on the classical optical ones, and even on the
more recent works on CMDs and CCDs that make use of the (FUV − NUV) colors but do not go
as far as 3.6 µm in the infrared (e.g. Gil de Paz et al., 2007b; Cibinel et al., 2013; Schawinski et al.,
2014; Williams et al., 2009, see also Figure 1.12).

The analysis of the (FUV − NUV) vs. (NUV − [3.6]) asymptotic (global) color-color di-
agram is presented in Chapter 4 while spatially-resolved color radial profiles, color-magnitude
diagrams, and color-color diagrams are explored in Chapter 6.

1.3 Structure of the thesis

This thesis is structured in a format that includes contents that have been recently published in
peer-reviewed journals. In particular, Chapters 4, 5, and 6 are actual articles reformatted to fit the
layout of this thesis.

The chapters follow a single thread of reasoning and are ordered to maximize the impact of
each work, and address (1) the sample used, (2) the reduction and analysis, (3) the global properties
of our sample, (4) the specific case of ETGs, (5) the detailed properties of our sample, (6) the
classification of XUV-disk galaxies of our sample, (7) and finally, the case of selected XUV-disk
targets. These are followed by a concluding chapter and a final chapter that discusses about future
work. Each chapter ends with the list of references used within that chapter.

In Chapter 2, we explain the motivation and criteria for the selection of the sample, which is
then followed by Chapter 3, where we look into the details of how the analysis of the sample was
done. Our analysis allows us to obtain both spatially-resolved and global photometry. The two
chapters that follow, Chapters 4 and 5, are in-depth analyses of the global photometry. Chapter 5
is composed of two articles, and is noted as such. The references therein are joined and fully listed
at the end of the chapter. There, we show our results from Zaritsky et al. (2014, 2015), where we
analyze the correlation of the (FUV − NUV) color with the stellar mass-to-light ratio Υ⋆ using
a subsample of 34 at first and then increasing our sample size to 199 early-type galaxies (ETGs),
including data from Conroy & van Dokkum (2012).

Then, we show our results for the spatially-resolved photometry in Chapter 6 where we focus
our efforts on the analysis of the surface brightness and color profiles of the galaxies.
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We classify and analyze XUV-disk galaxies of our sample in Chapter 7. It is then followed by
a concluding chapter (Chapter 9) where we summarize what we have learned from the whole body
of studies. Finally, we show what more could be done in the near future (Chapter 10). The appendix
is reserved to showcase the online image repository “the DAGAL database” (Appendix A). It is
complemented by a glossary of abbreviations and the full sample catalogue of FUV+NUV RGB
postage-stamp images accompanied by their measured surface brightness and (FUV−NUV) color
profiles and the corresponding data table at the very end.

Throughout this study, we use a Hubble constant value of H0 = 75 km s−1 Mpc−1 and as-
sume a standard ΛCDM cosmology. All magnitudes are given in AB mag and surface brightnesses
in AB mag arcsec−2, unless stated otherwise.
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1.4 Facilities and instruments factoids

About Spitzer

Figure 1.13: Spitzer is in a heliocentric orbit.

The Spitzer Space Tele-

scope is a 0.85-meter
aperture infrared space
telescope. It is equipped
with three infrared in-
struments: the Multiband
Imaging Photometer for
Spitzer (MIPS), the In-
frared Spectrograph (IRS),
and the Infrared Array
Camera (IRAC). Notably,
IRAC (Fazio et al., 2004)
is capable of obtaining
infrared imaging at 3.6,
4.5, 5.8, and 8.0 µm
wavelengths, each on
a 256×256 pixel CCD
with a field-of-view of
5.2 square-arcminutes of
sky (∼ 1.2′′ × 1.2′′ per
pixel resolution but can
be improved by careful
dithering and mosaicking),
making it ideal to observe

nearby galaxies in detail.
Spitzer was launched on August 25, 2003, and has been in service since December 18,
2003. It is in a heliocentric orbit (i.e. orbiting around the Sun) coplanar to the Earth’s
orbit, but lagging behind the Earth (see Figure 1.13).
As of 2009, its Infrared Array Camera (IRAC) ran out of liquid helium used as a coolant
for the detectors and entered the warm mission operating phase, going from 6 K (for the
5.8 and 8.0 µm bands) and ∼15 K (for the 3.6 and 4.5 µm bands) to 28.7 K, temperature
for which the 3.6 and 4.5 µm are still usable but which makes the 5.8 and 8.0 µm bands
useless due to thermal noise. It is estimated to last until the end of this decade.
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About GALEX

Figure 1.14: The AIS (blue) and
MIS (green) sky-coverages (ex-
cerpted from Bianchi et al., 2014).

The Galaxy Evolution Explorer, better known as GALEX,
was a space-based ultraviolet telescope (see Figure 2.1).
It is a 0.5-meter aperture ultraviolet space telescope.
GALEX has a circular FoV of 1.2◦ in diameter. Im-
ages are obtained in the FUV band with effective wave-
length λeff = 1516Å, as well as in the NUV band
with λeff,NUV = 2267Å. The PSF varies as a function
of source position and brightness and is between 4.0′′-
5.0′′ for the FUV and 5.0′′- 5.5′′ for the NUV. The pixel
scale is 1.5′′/pixel. The AIS (blue) and MIS (green) sky-
coverages are shown in Figure 1.14. Typical exposure
times are ∼100 seconds for AIS, ∼1500 seconds for MIS,
∼1500 for NGS, and ∼30,000 seconds for DIS, for the
FUV tiles.
It was launched on April 28 2003, and was placed in orbit
at a height of 697 km. Initially, its mission length was of
29 months, but got extended twice due to its success, and
was running until February 7 2012. GALEX was finally
decomissioned on June 28 2013. It will remain in orbit
for, at least, the next 65 years, then will eventually burn
up falling in the atmosphere.
While other UV instruments are still available, none of
them truly reach the far-ultraviolet part of the electromag-
netic spectrum with comparable efficiency, nor do they
have a comparably large FoV.
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About GTC

Figure 1.15: The Gran Telescopio Canarias at El Roque
de Los Muchachos, La Palma, Canary Islands. (Photo
taken by the author).

The Gran Telescopio Canarias (GTC)
is the largest optical telescope in the
world today. It has a 10.4-meter di-
ameter segmented mirror and is located
in one of the very best location for a
dark sky, in the North-Western hemi-
sphere, atop El Roque de Los Mucha-
chos (2,426 m) in La Palma, Canary Is-
lands. The primary mirror is segmented
into 36 hexagonal smaller mirrors, act-
ing as a single mirror. It also has a
secondary and tertiary mirror that can
focus the light either to the Cassegrain
focus, the Folded Cassegrain Focus, or
the Nasmyth focus. The telescope saw
its first light in July 2007, and has
been available for scientific usage since
March 2009. It is equipped with many

instruments, including the Optical System for Imaging and low-Intermediate-Resolution
Integrated Spectroscopy (OSIRIS), CanariCam, the Canarias Infrared Camera Experi-
ment (CIRCE), the Espectrografo Multiobjeto Infrarojo (EMIR), and most recently with
the state-of-the-art Integral Field Unit (IFU) and Multi-Object Spectrograph (MOS) called
Multi-Espectrógrafo en GTC de Alta Resolución para Astronomía (MEGARA).
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2
The Sample

A la izquierda en la página anterior: la galaxia NGC1097.

Resumen

El Spitzer Survey of Stellar Structure in Galaxies (S4G) es una muestra limitada en volumen, en
magnitud, y en tamaño, de galaxias cercanas de todos los tipos morfológicos dentro de un volumen
de 40 Mpc, alcanzando una profundidad en brillo de superficie a 3.6 µm de µ[3.6] = 26.5 mag
arcsec−2 que corresponde a sondear las densidades de superficie de masa estelar menores a una
masa solar por parsec cuadrado (Sheth et al., 2010). Partimos de la exploración S4G como nuestra
muestra base, con 2352 galaxias para las cuales tenemos fotometría espacialmente resuelta en las
bandas de 3,6 y 4,5 µm (Muñoz-Mateos et al., 2015). Luego recopilamos, reducimos y realizamos
una fotometría cuidadosa en las imágenes de GALEX FUV y NUV disponibles públicamente.
Al final, nuestra muestra GALEX/S4G comprende 1931 galaxias con fotometría de FUV y NUV,
homogeneizadas a la fotometría de 3,6 y 4,5 µm. Esto corresponde a un 82 % de cobertura de la
muestra S4G, lo que significa que las estadísticas globales obtenidas en nuestra submuestra son
similares a las de la muestra S4G y, en consecuencia, deberían ser representativas del Universo
Local. El 18 % faltante se debe al viñeteado de parte de estos objetos extensos en las imágenes
(8 %), o debido a la debilidad de sus contra-partidas UV de las que nuestro método de reducción
no produjo fotometría confiable y que se excluyeron de la muestra final (10 %). A pesar de la falta
de datos para estas galaxias, el tamaño de la muestra se incrementa en diez veces con respecto
a las muestras locales previamente disponibles, y es así el catálogo más grande de fotometría
homogeneizada, resuelta espacialmente, desde el ultravioleta lejano (1516 Å) hasta el infrarrojo
cercano (3,6 µm) de galaxias cercanas.

Las imágenes GALEX/S4G procesadas, se complementan con otras imágenes y catálogos,
como las imágenes de SDSS ugriz, las imágenes originales de Spitzer, los cubos HI y más. Los
datos están disponibles públicamente a través del repositorio web de imágenes DAGAL (Detailed
Anatomy of Galaxies, FP7 Marie Curie Actions project).
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2.1 Abstract

The S4G is a volume-, magnitude, and size-limited sample of nearby galaxies of all morphological
types within a volume of 40 Mpc, attaining a depth in 3.6 µm surface brightness µ[3.6]=26.5 mag
arcsec−2 which corresponds to be probing stellar mass surface densities of much less than 1 solar
mass per square parsec (Sheth et al., 2010). We start out with the S4G as our base sample, with 2352
galaxies for which we have spatially resolved photometry in the 3.6 and 4.5 µm bands (Muñoz-
Mateos et al., 2015). We then collect, reduce, and perform careful photometry on publicly available
GALEX FUV and NUV images. In the end, our GALEX/S4G sample comprises 1931 galaxies with
both FUV and NUV photometry, homogenized to the 3.6 and 4.5µm photometry. This corresponds
to 82% coverage of the S4G sample, meaning that global statistics obtained on our subsample are
similar to those of the S4G sample, and consequently, should be fairly representative of the Local
Universe as well. The missing 18% are either due to vignetting and/or missing tiles (8%), or due
to non-existent UV sources to which our reduction method did not yield reliable photometry and
are excluded from the final sample (10%). Despite the lack of data for these galaxies, the sample
size is increased by ten-fold over previously available volumetric samples, and is thus, the largest
catalogue of homogenized, spatially resolved photometry from the far-ultraviolet (1516Å) to the
near-infrared (3.6µm) of nearby galaxies.

The processed GALEX/S4G images, are eventually complemented by other images and cat-
alogs, such as SDSS ugriz images, the original Spitzer images, HI cubes, and more, are available
online via the publicly available DAGAL (Detailed Anatomy of Galaxies, FP7 Marie Curie Actions
project) image repository.

Figure 2.1: Illustrations of the Galaxy Evolution Explorer and the Spitzer Space Telescope. (Image credits:
NASA/JPL-Caltech)
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2.2 The S4G Sample

We use the Spitzer Survey of Stellar Structure in Galaxies (S4G) sample (Sheth et al., 2010) as
our base sample of nearby galaxies throughout this thesis. The S4G sample is one of the largest
and deepest mid-infrared survey of nearby galaxies, and has obtained images down to a surface
brightness at 3.6 µm of µ[3.6]=26.5 mag/arcsec2. This corresponds to an extremely low stellar mass
surface density of Σ⋆ < 0.02 M⊙/pc2. It comprises 2352 galaxies of all morphological types,
from massive and quiescent early-type galaxies, to low-mass and actively star-forming late-type
galaxies and irregular dwarfs. Achieving this depth in the mid-infrared over such a large number
of targets is unprecedented, and makes the S4G the best sample to study nearby galaxies with.

The S4G sample is volume-limited, size-limited, and magnitude-limited. It is complete
within the selection criteria. Galaxies with HI-based radial velocities of less than 3000 km s−1 are
selected, corresponding to a redshift z = 0.01 or a distance of 40 megaparsecs. As such, the S4G
sample can be thought of being representative of the Local Universe, or Local Volume (although
the definition of “Local” is still not settled). We note that the sample includes the Virgo (17 Mpc)
and Fornax (19 Mpc) clusters, as well as many other smaller groups of galaxies. The SMC, LMC,
and M31 are not included in the sample. The selection criteria are explained in Section 2.2.2.

Spitzer data consists of infrared images at 3.6 and 4.5 µm, taken with the Infrared Array
Camera (IRAC) (Fazio et al., 2004) aboard the Spitzer Space Telescope (see Figure 2.1). IRAC
consists of a 256×256 pixels detector that integrates over these channels and produces 2D raw
images that are then processed at IPAC to generate the so-caled BCD (Basic Calibrated Data)
products. In particular, we make extensive use of the 3.6 µm IRAC1 band, for which excellent
spatially resolved photometry were obtained by Muñoz-Mateos et al. (2015).

The S4G overcomes several challenges that past samples had to face, mainly by increasing
the number of galaxies, but also using better selection criteria for a volumetric statistical study of
today’s Universe. In no particular order, we have for example, the Spitzer Infrared Nearby Galaxies
Survey (SINGS) (Kennicutt et al., 2003), has a sample of 75 objects, and is focused on studying
the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) emissions. Other surveys such as the Key Insights
on Nearby Galaxies: a Far Infrared Survey with Herschel (KINGFISH) (Kennicutt et al., 2011) is
tailored to study the gas and dust components of 61 nearby galaxies (d < 30 Mpc). The Herschel

Reference Survey (HRS) (Boselli et al., 2010) is another example of a nearby galaxies sample that
focuses on the dust component in a volume and flux-limited sample of 323 galaxies at distances
between 15 and 25 Mpc,. Another sample in the closer neighborhood is the Local Volume Legacy
Survey (LVL) (Dale et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2008), which comprises 258 objects within 11 Mpc.
The largest sample until now was the GALEX Ultraviolet Atlas of Nearby Galaxies (Gil de Paz
et al., 2007), with 893 galaxies with both FUV and NUV, however, does not represent the Local
Universe due to the selection criteria of the sample (not volume-limited).

Other samples such as the near-IR atlas of S0-Sa galaxies (NIRS0S) (Laurikainen et al.,
2011) focuses only on early-type disk galaxies, and the 2MASS survey data in JHK bands do not
go as deep in surface brightness, and have lower resolution, as our Spitzer data. The advantage of
the Spitzer/IRAC 3.6 and 4.5 µm photometry instead of using the 2MASS J (1.25 µm), H (1.65
µm), and Ks (2.17 µm)-bands, comes from its unprecedented depth and the fact that the pixel
scale is better. With ∼1.22 ′′/pixel for IRAC1 (3.6 µm) (Fazio et al., 2004) versus 1.98 ′′/pixel
for 2MASS (Skrutskie et al., 2006), the data obtained by the S4G survey have a more precise
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Figure 2.2: 3D distribution (left) and projections on the xz and xy-planes (middle and right) of the S4G galaxies (red
circle) and the galaxies in the Cosmicflows-2 sample (Tully et al., 2014) used to define Laniakea. They are in Cartesian
galactic coordinates centered on our Galaxy, in Mpc units. The 3D distribution shows a reference cube that extends to
±150 Mpc from the Milky Way but data points are shown beyond the cube for better aesthetic. The 2D distributions
show a reference square that extends to ±200 Mpc from the Milky Way. We use the mean redshift-independent
distance of the galaxy (via NED) whenever available. Otherwise, we use the redshift and assume a Hubble constant of
75 km s−1 Mpc−1. Adapted from publicly available Python codes available online. Credit: Erik Tollerud.

measurement of the underlying old stellar population within the galaxies than 2MASS.

Although the scientific rationale behind this survey and selection criteria can be found in the
seminal paper of Sheth et al. (2010), we shall reiterate here the key points of the selection criteria
and the advantage of using this sample in the context of this thesis. But first, let us take a look at
where the S4G sample fits in the broader picture of our Universe.

2.2.1 The S4G sample in a broader context

In Figure 2.2, we show for comparison the spatial distribution of S4G galaxies (red circle) on top
of the Cosmicflows-2 sample of galaxies (Tully et al., 2014). The S4G sample, which extends to
40 Mpc in radius, covers a large enough region of the Local Volume to include enough galaxies
of various morphological types to be statistically meaningful. The Zone-of-Avoidance (ZoA) of
the Milky Way is clearly visible in the Cosmicflows-2 data and corresponds to where the Galactic
latitudes are low. In the S4G sample, galaxies along the disk of the Milky Way are not selected to
avoid the relatively higher galactic dust reddening and extinction. The S4G comprises the Virgo
cluster and the Fornax cluster as its biggest clusters, and many other smaller galaxy groups. While
our Local Group sits at the edge of the Virgo cluster, there is compelling evidence that even our
closest galaxy clusters are just part of an even larger dynamical stream (the so-called Laniakea;
Tully et al., 2014).

In order to capture a vast enough amount of galaxies of all morphological types, a cutoff
distance of 40 Mpc seems reasonable and within reach with our technological capabilities. Other
selection criteria are explained in the next section.

2.2.2 Selection criteria

The selection criteria for the S4G sample are the following. Each galaxy:
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1. has an angular diameter D25 > 1′

2. has a Galactic latitude |b|> 30 deg, away from the zone-of-avoidance (ZoA) or the Galactic
equatorial plane to avoid relatively high Galactic attenuation regions,

3. has a radial velocity, obtained from 21-cm HI radio observations, within 3000 km s−1 corre-
sponding to a distance of up to 40 Mpc if only assuming the effect of the Hubble flow (and
assuming H0 = 75 km/s/Mpc), and

4. has a total corrected B-band magnitude mBcorr < 15.5mag, where mBcorr is corrected for
inclination, Galactic extinction, and K-correction effects.

All values that define the sample are obtained from HyperLEDA (Paturel et al., 2003). The an-
gular size cutoff at 1′ corresponds at 40 Mpc to a spatial resolution of roughly 60(arcsec) ∗ 40 ∗
106(pc)/206265 = 11.6 kpc. The spatial resolution we achieve, in our case, due to the use of
GALEX FUV and NUV and IRAC1 images is 4-5′′, so the photometry is computed every 6′′. This
corresponds to a spatial resolution of ∼1 kpc for the farthest objects in our sample (assuming the
maximum distance is 40 Mpc which is not always true when using redshift-independent distances).
With this spatial resolution, we are starting to see the inner structure of the largest nearby galaxies.
The Galactic latitude cutoff is trivial. The distance is chosen arbitrarily, but still far enough so that
the sample includes as many types of galaxies, from elliptical to dwarfs, and in various environ-
ment from clusters to field galaxies. The magnitude cutoff is where catalogs of nearby galaxies
(e.g. NED) are reasonably complete.

It is worth mentioning that one caveat of the original sample is the lack of HI-deficient
galaxies (in general, ETGs) due to the selection based on 21-cm HI radio observations. It is shown
in Sheth et al. (2010) that that is the case when optically derived radial velocities are used for
comparisons. The galaxies that are missed from this sample are small and rather faint, gas-depleted
early-type galaxies. However, a complementary ETG survey was done during Spitzer′s Cycle 10,
although these data are not used in this thesis.

In brief, the galaxies of the S4G sample comprises the largest, brightest, and most nearby
galaxies, and as such, the sample can be considered to be representative of the Local Volume up to
a radius of 40 Mpc except for intrinsically very faint or very compact objects. It should be noted,
however, that we use the redshift-independent distances (via NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database
(NED)) to perform the photometry. The morphological type demographic of our sample can be
found in Table 6.2. Thus, the S4G sample comprises 2352 galaxies (Muñoz-Mateos et al., 2015),
and is our base for this study. All the galaxies have been observed with the Infrared Array Camera
(IRAC), onboard the Spitzer Space Telescope, in the 3.6 and 4.5 µm bands. These raw 3.6 and 4.5
µm images undergo a series of reduction processes until the end products. A brief review of each
process, a description of the data products, and an introduction to many other works that make use
of the S4G sample, are shown in the next section.

2.2.3 The S4G data products and other works

Here we quickly introduce the S4G pipeline and the data products. The basic flow of the pipeline
is a regular one, that is the BCD images are homogenized and combined, masks are made, and
photometry is performed over the science-ready image. The data product in that case would be the
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photometry only. The S4G adds two more data products to its lineup: galaxy decompositions and
stellar mass maps. The S4G pipeline is as follows:

1. Pipeline 1 (P1) creates the science-ready mosaic images by matching the background level
from overlapped regions. These are sometimes called post-BCD products.

2. Pipeline 2 (P2) creates the masks for each band using SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts, 1996).

3. Pipeline 3 (P3) performs the photometry after sky background measurement, visual check,
and subtraction (Muñoz-Mateos et al., 2015). IRAF (National Optical Astronomy Obser-
vatories, 1999) is used to produce the surface brightness, intensity, ellipticity, and position
angle radial profiles for all galaxies for both channels.

4. Pipeline 4 (P4) performs a two-dimensional galaxy decomposition on the 3.6 µm images
(Salo et al., 2015)1 using GALFIT v3.0 (Peng, 2002; Peng et al., 2010).

5. Finally, pipeline 5 (P5) performs the stellar mass measurement of the whole sample using P3
data products, making stellar mass maps obtained with the Independent Component Analysis
(ICA) (Querejeta et al., 2015).

It should be noted that all of the data are publicly available via the NASA/IPAC Infrared
Science Archive (IRSA) website2.

A plethora of works have already taken advantage of the excellent 3.6 µm imaging and
photometry of the S4G. Stellar mass-to-light ratio were obtained from 3.6 µm by Meidt et al.
(2012a, 2014). ETGs are studied by Kim et al. (2012). A study of circumstellar dust extinction
of AGB stars in M100 is done by Meidt et al. (2012b). Morphological structures are studied by
Elmegreen et al. (2011); Holwerda et al. (2014); Buta et al. (2010, 2015); Herrera-Endoqui et al.
(2015). Outer parts of S4G galaxies are studied by Laine et al. (2014b). Disk components are
studied by Comerón et al. (2011a,b,c, 2014a) and resonance rings are studied by Comerón et al.
(2014b).

Star formation in dust lanes is studied by Elmegreen et al. (2014). Correlation between bar-
strength and SMBH fuelling is explored by (Cisternas et al., 2013). Lopsidedness is explored by
Zaritsky et al. (2013). Disk breaks and truncations are studied by Comerón et al. (2012); Martín-
Navarro et al. (2012); Laine et al. (2016), as well as by Kim et al. (2014); Muñoz-Mateos et al.
(2016) especially focusing on barred galaxies. A search for age indicator for bars is described in
Kim et al. (2015). Evidence of bar-induced secular evolution has been found (Kim et al., 2016;
Díaz-García et al., 2016b,a). The morphology of barlenses and their colors are studied by Salo
& Laurikainen (2017); Herrera-Endoqui et al. (2017); Laurikainen & Salo (2017). Morphology,
environments, and disk breaks are studied by Laine et al. (2014a). A better understanding of the
Tully-Fischer relation in disk galaxies is determined from HI emission from several S4G galaxies
by Zaritsky et al. (2014b); Ponomareva et al. (2016). Globular clusters are studied by Zaritsky
et al. (2015b, 2016). Hα kinematics are obtained by Erroz-Ferrer et al. (2012, 2015, 2016).

In particular, we do make use of data from the ATLAS3D project (Cappellari et al., 2013a,b),
to fill in the lack of ETGs in the GALEX/S4G sample, in the work of Bouquin et al. (2015) presented
in Chapter 4 and in the works of Zaritsky et al. (2014a, 2015a) presented in Chapter 5.

1http://www.oulu.fi/astronomy/S4G_PIPELINE4/MAIN/
2http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/frontpage/

http://www.oulu.fi/astronomy/S4G_PIPELINE4/MAIN/
http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/frontpage/
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In our case, we are interested in the current star formation rate (SFR) of the S4G galaxies.
The current SFR of a galaxy can be seen directly from the presence of massive O, B and A stars,
which are brightest in the ultraviolet, especially in the far-ultraviolet (FUV) and the near-ultraviolet
(NUV). Moreover, the 3.6 µm surface brightness data traces extremely well the underlying old
stellar population and thus the stellar mass M⋆. Combining the two, one can obtain the specific
star formation rate (sSFR), where sSFR = SFR/M⋆, in units of year−1, a value representing the
rate at which stars are forming depending on the underlying stellar mass. We explain in the next
section how we collect these data and proceed to the photometry.

2.3 The GALEX /S4G Sample

In order to analyze the S4G sample galaxies in the UV, we first need to get the UV data. We do
this via a publicly available online tool called Galexview. The gathered data are then cleaned and
processed before performing the photometry.

2.3.1 Gathering GALEX public data

Data were collected using the Galexview3 online tool and are sourced from the GALEX data Re-
lease 6 and 7 (GR6/GR7). We will also look at the reduction process in more details in the next
chapter (Chapter 3). Although we gathered ∼2100 GALEX tiles, the final number count of galaxies
with both FUV and NUV is 1931.

We originally successfully gathered FUV or NUV or both images for 2171 galaxies out of
2352 S4G galaxies, ∼90% of the sample. The missing ones simply either do not have GALEX data
or are highly truncated and thus not included in the sample (although, we tried to be very inclusive
and have about 2% of slightly truncated ones). Galexview has been quite useful for its ease of use,
simplicity in gathering selected data, and to readily visually assess whether vignetting is occurring,
as some objects may appear truncated to a different degree at the edge of the FoV.

There are a couple of advantages of using the Galexview compared to conventional database
with SQL queries. First, while the lack of batch processing or the lack of capability to write
custom SQL queries may be seen as a disadvantage, its ease of use and intuitive interface greatly
surpasses these caveats. Secondly, it is equipped with a viewer that enables us to rapidly display
the target and its available tile products, and to directly assess the usability of the data, by looking,
for example, for vignetting. With the viewer window, we can readily see whether the target fits
nicely in the FoV or whether it is truncated.

While we do not delve into the details of this tool, we broadly show here the necessary
steps, conditions, and limitations to gather our data through this method. Anyone with an internet
connection should be able to reproduce this process and obtain the same data.

We first open the Galexview tool via a web browser. We then input the galaxy name in
the search field, and we make sure to choose “Products = Tiles” (instead of “Objects”). We also
make sure that we are using the GR6/GR7 releases in “Release”, and that “Survey” is set to “ALL”.

3http://galex.stsci.edu/GalexView
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Hitting “Search” should display an image in the viewer at the top, and a table with a list of available
tiles in the lower part of the page.

From the table of tiles, we filter out unwanted tiles by inserting “<0.6” in the box underneath
the “dstDegrees” column header, where the value of 0.6 is slightly larger than the radius of the FoV
of GALEX (∼0.55◦). This is to ensure that the chosen tiles contain the galaxy within its FoV. Visual
inspection of the tiles is necessary at this point because, although the galaxy is within the tile, it
could well be truncated and be only partially visible.

We choose tiles where the target has the longest FUV exposure time, yet, is located closest to
the center of the FoV, to avoid unwanted truncations and distortions. We aimed to collect the tiles
with the largest FUV and NUV exposure times from all available missions, such as the All-Sky
Imaging Survey (AIS; 56+% of our data), the Medium-Deep Imaging Survey (MIS; ∼10%), the
Deep-Imaging Survey (DIS; ∼1%), the GALEX Nearby Galaxies Survey (NGS; ∼8%), and vari-
ous Guest Investigator (GI) observation programs (∼33%), however, we prioritize on the imaging
completeness of the target, i.e. if a long exposure image is truncated at the edge of the FoV, it is
rejected, and we opt for a shorter exposure image that is more centered.

Doing so for every single S4G galaxies, we collect tiles for 2171 galaxies. Roughly 10%
of the S4G galaxies do not have a suitable GALEX counterpart tile. Finally, these data are down-
loaded, processed and analyzed in a similar way than that of the 3.6 µm photometry to yield
homogenized values (see Chapter 3 for more details about the entire procedure).

2.3.2 Post-reduction demographic of the sample

Out of the 2352 galaxies of the S4G, our GALEX/S4G sample comprises 1931 galaxies with both
FUV and NUV. Our sample would be bigger (∼2100) if we take into account galaxies with either
FUV or NUV (i.e. not having both), and galaxies for which the photometry has extremely large
uncertainties. However, for our studies, we preferred the usage of “complete” galaxies (in the
sense that, for each galaxy, we have all three, FUV, NUV and 3.6 µm spatially-resolved surface
brightness data). About 200 galaxies do not have corresponding GALEX tiles. The demographic
of the sample are shown in Table 6.2 and Figures 6.1 in Chapter 6. The most abundant galaxy
morphological type is late-type Sc, and the less abundant one is early-type galaxy E. This is be-
cause, as explained above in Section 2.2.2, since the first galaxy selection was made from HI radial
velocity, it was missing galaxies with depleted HI gas. The GALEX/S4G sample thus accounts for
82% of the galaxies of the S4G, and is thus relatively complete. The missing 18% are either due
to vignetting and/or missing tiles (8%), or due to non-existent UV sources to which our reduction
method did not yield reliable photometry (bright stars nearby, broken tiles, uncertain sky mea-
surements) and are excluded from the final sample (10%). This is nonetheless the largest galaxy
sample to date that has FUV, NUV, and 3.6µm (and 4.5µm) with homogenized, spatially-resolved,
photometry.

We put in place a system, the DAGAL database, to help us organize all the data from all
these galaxies. We briefly present it in the next section.
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2.3.3 The DAGAL database

The Detailed Anatomy of Galaxies (DAGAL) project (FP7 Marie Curie Actions project, 2012 -
2016) consists of a network of several European universities, institutions, and companies, each
acting as a “node”. These nodes comprise the following institutes: the Instituto de Astrofísica
de Canarias (IAC), the Universidad Complutense de Madrid (UCM), the Max Planck Institute for
Astronomy (MPIA), the Kapteyn Astronomical Institute of the Universiteit of Gröningen, the Oulu
University, and the Laboratoire d’Astrophysique de Marseille (LAM). Private sector companies are
also associated to the project. These are: Springer Science and Business Media, Fractal SLNE, and
Specim, Spectral Image Ltd..

It was quickly realised that the enormous amount of data collected and processed required
a repository easily accessible across all the nodes, and a website has been developed and is main-
tained by the author, currently hosted by the Kapteyn Astronomical Institute4.

We have thus gathered all available data, from ultraviolet images, optical SDSS ugriz images,
the original S4G 3.6 and 4.5 µm images (full, cropped, weight maps, and masks), and even radio
data cubes for the S4G sample into a single list, with data readily available for download. It is also
complemented with indications of whether Hα-based, CO-based, or IFU-based kinematic data is
available or not. This database and its usage are explained in details in Appendix A.

Now that we have the raw GALEX FUV and NUV imaging data and their corresponding
auxiliary files, we are ready to proceed to the reduction and analysis phase, explained in the next
chapter (Chapter 3).

4http://www.astro.rug.nl/~dagal/index.php

http://www.astro.rug.nl/~dagal/index.php
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3
Data Reduction and Analysis

A la izquierda en la página anterior: la galaxia NGC1398.

En este capítulo se describen los procedimientos de reducción, procesado y análisis de los
datos previamente recopilados (ver Capítulo 2) y que serán utilizados en los capítulos siguientes.
En general, se usaron los métodos desarrollados en Gil de Paz et al. (2007).

Resumen

La determinación del fondo de cada imagen y del brillo de los objetos son tareas que se realizan
con sumo cuidado, midiendo el fondo de cielo, restando su valor, corrigiendo las máscaras, inter-
polando las áreas enmascaradas por píxeles vecinos, y finalmente, haciendo la fotometría. De esta
forma, obtenemos los perfiles radiales de brillo superficial en bandas FUV y NUV para un total de
1931 galaxias. La fotometría en la banda de 3.6 µm de Muñoz-Mateos et al. (2015) se realizó de
la misma manera. Por lo tanto, obtuvimos así perfiles de distribución radial de brillo superficial en
el FUV, NUV y en 3.6 µm de forma homogenea. Corregimos la atenuación de la Vía Láctea pero
no corregimos la atenuación interna de los objetos. El impacto de esto se discutirá en diferentes
puntos de esta tesis.

Para el análisis, primero construimos el diagrama color-color (FUV − NUV) vs (NUV −
3.6µm) a partir de magnitudes asintóticas afin de estudiar las propiedades globales de las galaxias.
Encontramos en Bouquin et al. (2015) que las galaxias se distribuyen en dos secuencias notable-
mente estrechas. Definimos estas secuencias como la secuencia azul de GALEX o GALEX Blue
Sequence (GBS), principalmente poblada por galaxias de tipo tardío que forman activamente es-
trellas, y la secuencia roja de GALEX o GALEX Red Sequence (GRS), poblada principalmente
de galaxias quiescentes de tipo temprano. También definimos el valle verde de GALEX o GALEX

Green Valley (GGV), como una región más roja que el GBS pero más azul que el GRS.

A partir de este mismo tipo de procesado y análisis también encontramos que, como se
muestra en Zaritsky et al. (2014) y Zaritsky et al. (2015), el color (FUV−NUV) parece estar
correlacionado con la relación masa-luz estelar Υ⋆,3.6 a 3.6 µm. A continuación, obtuvimos la
distribución espacial de la luz en estas tres bandas a partir de perfiles de brillo y perfiles radiales
de colores. También normalizamos el tamaño de los objetos determinando el radio que encierra el
80 % de la luz infrarroja, que llamamos R80. Para el análisis y comparación posteriores con los
modelos de disco de Boissier & Prantzos (2000), ajustamos linealmente las partes del disco de
los perfiles de brillo de superficie 3.6 µm, tras normalizar su radio a R/R80. Finalmente, también
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clasificamos las galaxias de disco UV extendidas (XUV) de Tipo 1 y Tipo 2 de acuerdo a criterios
similares a los usados por Thilker et al. (2007) buscando cuales tienen discos extendidos.
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3.1 Reduction and Measurements

Once the GALEX data have been collected (see previous Chapter 2) for the entire GALEX/S4G
sample, we proceed to the data reduction and photometry. The goal of the reduction is to obtain a
science-ready, clean images, on which the photometry is performed. We use the methods described
by Gil de Paz et al. (2007b) to obtain our final GALEX data products.

The complete reduction process, from raw data to our measurements of the surface bright-
ness radial profiles of the galaxies, is done in the following order for each galaxy: (1) the image
is cropped and the sky is measured from the background (Section 3.1.1), (2) a mask is made
(Section 3.1.2), (3) masked regions are interpolated from surrounding pixels (Section 3.1.3), and
finally, (4) photometry is performed (Section 3.2.1). The sections below describe the various steps
necessary to obtain the FUV and NUV photometry. The final products of this procedure are the
FUV and NUV surface brightness profiles, (FUV−NUV) color profiles, as well as RGB images,
for galaxies of the S4G sample.

The entire reduction process is done via an intricate combination of FORTRAN code and
the Image Reduction and Analysis Facility (IRAF; National Optical Astronomy Observatories,
1999) scripts plus SAOImage DS9 (Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory, 2000) command-line
scripts, and other basic Unix functions such as awk and sed. In this chapter, we will not delve
into the details of the reduction processes, but rather cover the key points of the reduction and the
analysis.

We then follow with the analysis in Section 3.2, where we describe the various steps in their
details. It should not come as a surprise that a brief explanation of the sample and its analysis are
described again in subsequent chapters of this thesis, since they are a crucial part of the study, and
are mentioned in our publications.

3.1.1 Sky measurement

Since each tile has a very large circular FoV of ∼1.2◦ in diameter (2.4 times the diameter of the
Moon which is about 30′), we first begin by cropping the original raw tile, if necessary, into a
smaller square image (except for a few exceptional cases; see, for e.g., Figure 1.8 in Chapter 1).
The cropping size is done based on the size of the galaxy’s D25 ellipse times some factor, which
we choose to be 3 in all cases initially, as it is known that extended structures can be seen around
galaxies in the UV, up to ∼3×D25 (but there are exceptions tat were set by hand, e.g. NGC4625,
where the XUV-disk extends up to ∼5×D25; see Gil de Paz et al., 2005, 2007a). Both FUV and
NUV images are cropped in the same way.

In our context, the “sky” does not refer to the atmospheric effects one has to deal with when
using ground-based telescopes (since GALEX is in orbit way beyond the stratosphere), but rather,
the UV-background noise coming from space at the target’s direction, including Earth glow and
Zodiacal light. Once the image is cropped, sky values are measured independently for every FUV
and NUV frame. Sky is measured from the target surroundings by defining an elliptical ring
around the target. This is to ensure that the measured sky matches as much as possible that of
the target, something particularly important in wide FoV observations as those provided by the
GALEX satellite. This elliptical ring is then subdivided into 90 smaller regions with equal number
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of unmasked pixels (see below) creating two concentric elliptical rings centered on the target (see
Figure 3.1). The elliptical rings were initially set to a minimum size of 1.5×D25 around the
target, not too far but not too close to the source either and manually edited later. The final sky

Figure 3.1: The S4G sky measurement boxes (black) and masks (red). The sky background measurement is done in
the same way as with the GALEX FUV and NUV images. Extracted from Figure 1 of Muñoz-Mateos et al. (2015).

measurement takes into account the total-to-selective extinction ratio RV = AV /E(B−V ) = 3.1,
where AV is the extinction in the V band, and E(B−V ) is the Milky Way color excess (reddening).
We use values of E(B − V ) from the Galactic color excess map of Schlegel et al. (1998), and a
parametrization of the Galactic extinction law (Cardelli et al., 1989). The conversion factors from
MW color excess to attenuation in the FUV and NUV bands are AFUV = 7.9 × E(B − V ) and
ANUV = 8.0×E(B−V ). The average sky value is then subtracted out of the entire cropped frame.
We discuss about the uncertainties in the sky measurement in the final part of Section 3.2.1.

It is now time to mark and remove all unwanted sources, to leave out only the target on which
we will perform the photometry.

3.1.2 Masking

We mask unwanted sources, such as foreground stars, background galaxies, companions, and
ghosts (image artefacts) produced by very bright sources especially at the edges of the NUV
detector window, to leave only the light emitted by the target. Masking is automatically done
approximately for point sources (using the IRAF task starfind) with FUV − NUV > 1, then
visually inspected, and finally manually corrected if necessary, for each and every galaxy. The
automatic masking algorithm tend to mistakenly mask the red bulges and galaxies in general, and
misses blue stars.

There is also the difficulty that arises from the extended star-forming regions seen in the
outskirts of some disk galaxies. It is not hard to imagine that close companions and merging
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galaxies are hard to mask. We do, however, attempt to mask the companion even in such cases.

While the automatic masking uses circular masks, we use rectangular masks shapes instead,
since it has been found to be easier for manual tracing and that a rectangular shape makes no big
difference at these pixel-resolution. As for the procedure, the mask is first created onto the NUV

Figure 3.2: The original image (left), masked regions overlay (center), and interpolated masked regions (right) are
shown. For the mask, circular regions are from the automated masking, rectangular regions are from the manual
correction. The FUV image of galaxy NGC3338 is shown. This same method is applied to over 2000 galaxies.

image although using photometric information from both UV bands (FUV − NUV color). It is
then visually inspected and manually adjusted (see Figure 3.2). Once satisfied, the mask is saved.
This same mask is then used for the FUV image. The mask-coverage is visually inspected, and
only seldomly adjusted for this FUV band. Once satisfied, the mask for the FUV image is saved.
This procedure is done to ensure that the same pixels are used in the photometry of the two bands.
The masking being done, there is one more step to do before doing the measurements.

3.1.3 Interpolation

The pixels of the masked regions are subtracted out from the image and replaced by null values.
Then, the pixels are filled with interpolated values from neighboring pixels. These steps are done
via the IRAF task fixpix, with the linterp parameter set to 1, meaning that the interpolation
is done along image rows. The interpolation is done twice, along image rows and along image
columns (in fact, the interpolation is done only along rows, and the image is rotated 90 degrees
and interpolated along rows again as the results of the fixpix task were found to be more reliable
when run along rows). This interpolation procedure have been shown to yield better results for the
photometry than simply letting the IRAF task ellipse to ignore masked pixels (Gil de Paz et al.,
2003).

As can be seen in Figure 3.2, the “fixed” image is void of unwanted stars and other sources.
The image is at this point “science-ready”, and we are ready to proceed with the photometry.
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3.2 The Analysis

3.2.1 Photometry

For our GALEX/S4G sample, we wish to obtain photometry in the same manner as with the one ob-
tained for the 3.6 µm surface brightness measurements published in Muñoz-Mateos et al. (2015),
in order to have a homogenized catalog in FUV, NUV, and 3.6 µm. We use the same central coor-
dinates, major-to-minor axes ratio, and (fixed) position angle, in order to create the measurement
ellipses. We use elliptical rings with a 6′′ increment in elliptical annulus major-axis radius for each
step, and a width of ±3′′. The most central 3′′ are excluded from the photometry. The method is
described in Gil de Paz et al. (2003) and Gil de Paz & Madore (2005).

Uncertainties in the photometry are discussed in detail in Gil de Paz et al. (2003) but we
reiterate here the various contributors to the total error-budget. The overall uncertainty of the
surface brightness, ∆µλ, can be expressed, to a first approximation, as follows:

∆µλ =

√

√

√

√

√∆C2
λ +

[

2.5 log(e)

Iλ − Isky, λ

]2
⎡

⎣

(

rmsisophote
√

Nisophote

)2

+∆I2sky, λ

⎤
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where ∆Cλ is the zero-point error at wavelength λ (or band, e.g. µFUV or µNUV), Iλ is the intensity
of the target, Isky, λ is the intensity of the sky, rmsisophote is the rms of the isophote, and ∆Isky, λ is
the uncertainty associated to the sky.

There are two contributors to the latter: 1) Poisson noise combined with high-frequency,
pixel-to-pixel variations (flat-fielding errors) and, 2) low-frequency, region-to-region variations
(flat-fielding errors) and gradients or reflections (“ghosts”). Hence, the uncertainty contribution
from the sky can be written as follows:

∆I2sky, λ =
⟨σsky⟩2

Nisophote
+ max

(

σ2
⟨sky⟩ −

⟨σsky⟩2

Nregion
, 0
)

(3.2)

where ⟨σsky⟩ is the mean of the standard deviation of the sky value, σ⟨sky⟩ is the standard deviation
of the mean of the sky value (its square is the variance), Nisophote is the number of pixels in the
isophote, and Nregion is the number of sky regions.

The zero-point is 18.82 mag for the FUV, and 20.08 mag for the NUV. We assume a scale of
1.5 ′′/pixel in both bands.

3.2.2 Data products

A printed version of the data products is presented in the catalog part of this thesis, where the
galaxies are shown sorted according to the S4G nomenclature which contains ESO, IC, NGC,
PGC, and UGC objects, in alphabetical order. Data products are also publicly available via the
DAGAL database (see Appendix A). A subsample of the data used in Zaritsky et al. (2014, 2015)
is available on the VizieR service1. The data of the full GALEX/S4G sample associated to Bouquin
et al. (2018) can also be accessed through that site.

1http://vizier.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/VizieR
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Figure 3.3: Data products obtained for galaxy NGC3338. Left: False-color GALEX image, with Right Ascension
(RA) and Declination (Dec) coordinates in epoch J2000, the D25 isophotal-contour ellipse (white) and 2 kpc scale
for reference (bottom-right). Right: FUV (cyan) and NUV (red) surface brightness profiles are shown in the bottom
panel, and the (FUV−NUV) color (green) profile is shown in the top panel. The vertical dashed-line corresponds to
the length of the semi-major axis of the D25 ellipse. The zero-point error is shown as well (in white, in the upper-right
of each panel). Open circles denote data points that have uncertainties larger than 1 mag arcsec−2 in the case of the
(FUV−NUV) color, and larger than 3 mag arcsec−2 in the cases of FUV and NUV surface brightnesses. Error bars
are shown when the uncertainties are below these thresholds.

Both FUV and NUV surface brightness profiles are obtained by integrating the light within
elliptical rings with fixed position angle and dividing by the number of arcsec2 in each ring. Rings
are 6′′ in width (i.e. ±3′′ from the ellipse) and are measured every 6′′ in elliptical annulus major-
axis radius measured from the galactic center. Thus, the inner 3′′ from the galactic centers are not
taken into account. It follows naturally that we obtain the (FUV−NUV) color profile, in units of
mag arcsec−2 vs. arcsec or mag arcsec−2 vs. kpc, by subtracting the FUV surface brightness to the
NUV surface brightness, µFUV − µNUV.

The growth curves, or the cumulative light distributions, are also created and we obtain the
asymptotic values of FUV, NUV, and (FUV−NUV) colors from them. Note that the (FUV−NUV)
asymptotic color is computed as mFUV,asymp −mNUV,asymp.

Finally, we create an RGB image. The red channel is substituted by the NUV image, the blue
channel is the FUV image, and the green channel is the combination of both the NUV and FUV
images, where the greenimage = 0.8 ∗ (NUVimage) + 0.2 ∗ (FUVimage). They are then scaled
by the exposure time value found in the FITS file header, and scaled by the hyperbolic arcsine
(arcsinh or asinh) function for better visualization (Lupton et al., 1999).

Despite the meticulous procedure, our photometry is not free of potential systematic errors,
since the masking or unmasking of UV sources pertaining or not to a galaxy is tricky. Moreover,
the interpolation of the masked regions may not be well represented by the surrounding pixels.
Nonetheless, we can say with certainty that these are the most-precise and homogenous UV pho-
tometry over such a large number of nearby galaxies with fully complete and compatible near-IR
photometry available to-date.
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3.2.3 Distances

In the case of nearby galaxies, the peculiar motion of a galaxy is embedded in its observed ra-
dial velocity in addition to the radial velocity due to the Hubble flow. Thus, for nearby galaxies
where radial velocity is severely affected by peculiar-motion, we are better off using their redshift-
independent distances, i.e. distances obtained by other means, such as the brightest stars, Carbon
stars, Cepheid variables, Color-Magnitude Diagrams (CMD), Globular Cluster Luminosity Func-
tion (GCLF), Planetary Nebulae Luminosity Function (PNLF), red clumps, Tip of the Red Giant
Branch (TRGB), HII region diameters, sosie galaxies, Tully-Fisher relation, Novae, Supernovae,
Surface Brightness Fluctuations (SBF), Flux-Weighted Gravity-Luminosity relation (FGLR) of
blue supergiant stars (BSG).

We use in this study the mean redshift-independent distances listed in the NASA/IPAC Extra-
galactic Database (NED), which were obtained from various techniques and sources as mentioned
above. The resulting range of the sample differs from the Hubble flow-dominated one. A table is
shown along with the morphological types demography of our sample in Chapter 6, Table 6.2 and
Figure 6.1.

3.2.4 The (FUV−NUV) versus (NUV− [3.6]) asymptotic color-color dia-
gram

One of our most early and important results comes from the construction of the (FUV−NUV) vs
(NUV− [3.6]) color-color diagram (see Figure 4.1 in Chapter 4), as it revealed to be an excellent
discriminator between star forming and quiescent galaxies according to their current star formation
activity, versus their underlying stellar mass, and thus probing in that sense, the underlying sSFR =
SFR/M⋆. The nearby galaxies within the GALEX/S4G sample show a clear sequential distribution
in that regard.

3.2.5 (FUV−NUV) color vs. stellar mass-to-light ratio correlation

Once our extended sample was compiled, it was quickly analyzed for a subsample considering
only ETGs in Zaritsky et al. (2014) to look if any connection exists between the FUV and NUV
emission and published stellar mass-to-light ratio Υ⋆ (some additional objects from Cappellari
et al. (2013a), Cappellari et al. (2013b), and van Dokkum & Conroy (2010) were also added to
the sample and analyzed). It turns out that there exists such an empirical relation, the higher the
Υ⋆ of a galaxy is, the bluer its UV emission. This analysis was revisited in Zaritsky et al. (2015)
where we confirmed that our previous correlation was correct, and that the UV color is strongly
correlated with Mg2 and Υ⋆. The reader is invited to read Chapter 5 for more details.

3.2.6 Spatially-resolved photometry data

With the surface photometry µFUV, µNUV, and µ[3.6] already in hand, we can readily obtain the
three colors: (FUV−NUV), (FUV− [3.6]), and (NUV− [3.6]), where we write µ[3.6] = [3.6]. We
advise the reader at this point to be aware of the distinction between the spatially-resolved surface
brightnesses and colors (in units of mag arcsec−2), and the asymptotic ones (magnitude integrated
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over the whole galaxy), as we deliberately omit the µ in front of the FUV and NUV for reading
simplicity when we are truly speaking about spatially-resolved colors.

The entirety of the analysis and results are described in Chapter 6, however, we explain it a
bit in more detail in this section.

Since the 3.6 µm emission is an excellent tracer of the old stellar mass content of a galaxy, it
allows us to separate the galaxies according to their stellar mass (Meidt et al., 2014). Interestingly,
morphological types and the 3.6 µm surface brightness profiles are very well behaved, in the sense
that, especially in the disk parts, they all have regular exponential shapes. That is, in the magnitude
system (which is a logarithmic scale), exponential curves appear as linear, and we can thus fit a
line to the disk part of these galaxy profiles.

Our galaxies have D25 > 1′ but come in a variety of sizes. So, to compare each profile, we
normalize them to some well-defined radius. One way of defining a radius is by picking a certain
percentage of the enclosed infrared light, and so, we arbitrarily define a radius, R80, where 80%
of the total 3.6 µm flux is enclosed, flux3.6, 80%. That is:

flux3.6, 80% = flux3.6, asymp − flux3.6, 20%

= 0.8flux3.6, asymp
(3.3)

where flux3.6, asymp is the asymptotic flux and flux3.6, 20% is 20% of the flux, both measured at the
3.6 µm wavelength. Rewriting it in terms of magnitude gives us

M3.6, 80% = −2.5 log10(0.8flux3.6, asymp)

= −2.5 log10(0.8)− 2.5 log10(flux3.6, asymp)
(3.4)

and so we have
M3.6, 80% = M3.6, asymp − 2.5× log10(0.8) (3.5)

where M3.6, asymp is the asymptotic magnitude at 3.6 µm. The 3.6 µm surface brightness data of
Muñoz-Mateos et al. (2015) are listed in magnitudes at each radial measurement. The data can
be obtained from the IRSA website2. We pick the last entry of the column TMAG_COR and set
it as our asymptotic magnitude, and subtract −2.5 × log10(0.8) from its value. We then find the
TMAG_COR entry that is closest to this value and read its corresponding radial distance for that
measurement. Note that the radial distance in the IRSA catalog is given in IRAC pixels, and one
needs to multiply the value by 0.75 arcsec pixel−1 to get the value in arc seconds. We now have the
radial distance at which 80% of the 3.6 µm light is enclosed and as a result, we can now normalize
our profile to this newly defined distance (see Figures 6.3 and 6.5 in Chapter 6).

In order to isolate the disk part and constrain its properties, we make cuts in both the 3.6µm
surface brightness, and R/R80 radius ratio, where R80 is the radius at which 80% of the IR-light
is enclosed. We find a pair of best-cutoff values, R/R80 = 0.5 and µ[3.6] = 23.5mag/arcsec2,
where the χ2 of the overall linear fits is minimized while preserving the majority of the objects in
the sample. The slope and y-intercept of the fits are obtained.

These are then compared to the slope and y-intercept of a large array of Boissier & Prant-
zos (2000) star-forming disk-models specially created for this work. These are models of flat,
star-forming, and bulge-less (disk-only) models that include chemical evolution and supernovae

2http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/data/SPITZER/S4G/
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Figure 3.4: The 3.6 µm surface brightness profiles (corrected for inclination) as a function of R/R80. Left: the
error-weighted linear fits are shown for the best-fitting, horizontal and vertical cutoffs, at µ[3.6] = 23.5 mag/arcsec2

and R/R80 = 0.5. Right: the same but for the best-fitting oblique cutoffs, with slope a = −1 mag/arcsec2/R80 and
y-intercept b = 24 mag/arcsec2 (see Chapter 6 Section 6.4.2).

feedback. An array of models was created by varying the models’ circular velocity and spin pa-
rameter. Varying these two parameters affects among other things the 3.6µm surface brightness
of the model galaxy (see Figure 6.14). We fit a line to all these models and obtain their slopes and
y-intercepts. We then compare these values with the ones obtained from the observations. Un-
certainties in the photometry were taken into account by doing a Monte-Carlo sampling of 1000
particles around the mean value.

We directly measure the observed star formation rate (SFR) surface density with µFUV using
the prescription of Kennicutt (1998), and the old stellar population’s stellar mass with µ[3.6]. Com-
bining the two, we obtain the observed specific star formation rate (sSFR) via the (FUV− [3.6])
color. For a Chabrier IMF (Chabrier, 2003), the expression for the logarithm of the stellar mass
surface density is:

log10(Σ⋆(M⊙ pc−2)) = 10.819− 0.4µ[3.6] (3.6)

that of the SFR is:

log10(SFR(M⊙ yr−1)) = 2 log10 d(pc)− 0.4 FUV− 9.417 (3.7)

and that of the specific SFR (sSFR) is:

log10(sSFR(yr
−1)) = −0.4(FUV− [3.6])− 9.829− log10(Υ3.6) (3.8)

Details of the derivations of these expressions are given in Appendix 6.9 and 6.10 in Chapter 6.

3.2.7 Extinction correction

UV light is absorbed by dust and re-emitted in the infrared. This results in an extinction when
observing in the UV. The two main UV extinctions phenomena are: (1) the foreground extinction
or reddening by dust in the halo of the Milky Way and (2) the internal extinction or reddening due
to dense interstellar regions within the galaxy being observed.
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Figure 3.5: E(λ− V )/E(B − V ) where the red-dotted line is from the MW (Whittet, 2003), the green short-dashed
line is from the LMC2 Supershell and the blue dot-dashed line is from the SMC (Gordon et al., 2003), and the black
solid line is for from a GOODS/Herschel sample (Buat et al., 2011). Excerpted from Figure 8 of Buat et al. (2011).

In particular, the NUV extinction “bump” at 2175 Å in the spectral energy distribution (SED)
is not well-known and affects the observed emission of galaxies. It is seen in the MW, but has also
been seen in galaxies at 0.9 < z < 2.2 (Buat et al., 2011) (see Figure 3.5). The dust attenuation
due to the MW interstellar dust is well described by Cardelli et al. (1989), so foreground extinction
can be accounted and corrected for. Galactic extinction is corrected with E(B−V ) from Schlegel
et al. (1998) maps.

On the other hand, internal attenuation (extinction + scattering) in target galaxies is harder to
obtain, due to our ignorance on their dust distribution which requires the availability of far-infrared
data at the same spatial resolution to the UV data. For our sample, we correct for the Milky Way
color excess, however we do not attempt to correct for internal extinction of the targeted galaxies
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(see Chapter 4). This is because dust content and distribution are largely different from galaxy to
galaxy, that the UV attenuation is not known for each one of them. We note and emphasize that
we do not correct for the internal attenuation of the target galaxy.

3.2.8 Classification of Type 1 and Type 2 XUV-disk galaxies

We first identified Type 1 XUV-disk galaxies in our GALEX/S4G sample. This is motivated by the
fact there are indeed galaxies with very extended star-forming structures (e.g. M83, NGC4625,
NGC5055, etc...) at very large radial distances and very low surface brightness (Gil de Paz et al.,
2005; Thilker et al., 2005). However, it has been seen that a very sharp drop in Hα emission
exists both observationally (Martin & Kennicutt, 2001) and theoretically (Boissier et al., 2007)
indicating that there may be a stellar mass surface density threshold to star formation at Σ⋆ =
3×10−4 M⊙ yr−1 kpc−2 at least for the formation of the most massive OB stars. This corresponds,
according to the prescription of Kennicutt (1998), to an FUV surface brightness of µFUV = 27.25
AB mag/arcsec2, and an NUV surface brightness of µNUV = 27.35 AB mag/arcsec2 (Thilker et al.,
2007).

We classify our sample using only the FUV frames, by first tracing the µFUV = 27.25 AB
mag/arcsec2 surface brightness contour. We then visually check whether structures, or at least the
presence of FUV sources belonging to the galaxy, are seen beyond this contour. Details are given
in Chapter 7.

For the classification of Type 2 XUV-disk galaxies, we opted for two approaches: one that
tries to replicate the same area for the Low Surface Brightness (LSB) zone as the 80% enclosed KS

band light as in Thilker et al. (2007) where we use a fixed value of the 3.6 µm surface brightness
of µ[3.6] = 22.3 mag arcsec−2, and another where we use the contour that encloses 60% of the 3.6
µm light. These results are reported in Chapter 7.

3.3 Chapter summary

Getting the background in each image and the brightness of the object are tasks that are performed
with the utmost care, by measuring the sky from the background, subtracting the sky, manually-
correcting the masks, interpolating the masked areas by neighbor pixels, and finally, by doing
the photometry. We obtain FUV and NUV surface brightness radial profiles for a total of 1931
galaxies. The 3.6 µm photometry of Muñoz-Mateos et al. (2015) is performed in the same way.
We thus have FUV, NUV, and 3.6 µm surface brightness radial distribution profiles with values
that are homogenized. We correct for Milky Way attenuation but do not correct for the internal
attenuation of the targets.

For the analysis, we first construct the (FUV − NUV) vs (NUV − 3.6µm) color-color dia-
gram from asymptotic magnitudes to analyze their global properties. We find that galaxies are dis-
tributed into two, remarkably narrow, sequences. We define these sequences as the GALEX Blue
Sequence (GBS), mainly populated by actively star-forming late-type galaxies, and the GALEX

Red Sequence (GRS), mainly populated of quiescent early-type galaxies. We also define the
GALEX Green Valley (GGV), a region redder than the GBS but bluer than the GRS.
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We also find that, as shown in Zaritsky et al. (2014) and Zaritsky et al. (2015), the (FUV −
NUV) color appears to be correlated to the stellar mass-to-light ratio Υ⋆,3.6 at 3.6 µm.

We obtain spatially-resolved surface brightness and color radial profiles. We also normalize
the radius by determining the radius at which 80% of the infrared light is enclosed, which we call
R80. For further analysis and comparisons with disk models of Boissier & Prantzos (2000), we
linearly fit the disk parts of the 3.6 µm surface brightness profiles, after normalizing their radius to
R/R80.

Finally, we also classify Type 1 and Type 2 extended-UV (XUV) disk galaxies according to
criteria similar to those defined by Thilker et al. (2007).

Results on global properties of the sample are shown in Chapter 4 and have been published
in Bouquin et al. (2015). Two articles (Zaritsky et al., 2014, 2015) have been published on the cor-
relation found with stellar mass-to-light ratio and are shown in Chapter 5. Results on the spatially-
resolved data of the sample are shown in Chapter 6 and in Bouquin et al. (2018). Results on the
classification of Type 1 and Type 2 XUV-disk galaxies are shown in Chapter 7.
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4
Global Properties (Paper I)

A la izquierda en la página anterior: la galaxia NGC1512 con brazos extensos formando estrellas.

Resumen

Se obtuvo fotometría GALEX FUV, NUV y Spitzer/IRAC 3.6 µm para >2000 galaxias, disponibles
para el 90 % de la muestra S4G. Encontramos una secuencia muy estrecha denominada “GALEX

Blue Sequence (GBS)” en el diagrama (FUV − NUV) versus (NUV − [3.6]) que está poblada
por irregular y galaxias espirales, que está principalmente causada por cambios en la escala de
tiempo de formación (τ ) y una degeneración entre τ y el enrojecimiento por polvo. La estrechez
del GBS proporciona una forma sin precedentes de identificar galaxias que están evolucionando
hacia (o de) lo que llamamos “GALEX Green Valley (GGV)”. En el extremo rojo del GBS, en
(NUV − [3.6]) > 5, encontramos una más amplia “GALEX Red Sequence (GRS)” poblada en su
mayoría por galaxias E/S0 con una pendiente perpendicular a la del GBS y de signo contrario a
la de la secuencia roja óptica. No encontramos tal dicotomía en términos de masa estelar (medida
por M[3,6]), ya que se identifican galaxias de secuencias azules y rojas masivas. El tipo de galaxia
que se encuentra proporcionalmente más a menudo en el GGV es S0-Sa y la mayoría de estas
se encuentran en entornos de alta densidad. Como parte de este capítulo también presentamos
modelos evolutivos de galaxias que muestran una rápida transición de la secuencia azul a la roja
en una escala de tiempo de unos pocos 108 años.

Referencia Bibliográfica: Bouquin et al., 2015, The Astrophysical Journal Letters, 800, 19
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4.1 The GALEX/S4G UV-IR color-color diagram:
Catching spiral galaxies away from the Blue Sequence.
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4.1.1 Abstract

We obtained GALEX FUV, NUV, and Spitzer/IRAC 3.6µm photometry for >2000 galaxies, avail-
able for 90% of the S4G sample. We find a very tight “GALEX Blue Sequence (GBS)" in the
(FUV−NUV) versus (NUV− [3.6]) color-color diagram which is populated by irregular and
spiral galaxies, and is mainly driven by changes in the formation timescale (τ ) and a degener-
acy between τ and dust reddening. The tightness of the GBS provides an unprecedented way of
identifying star-forming galaxies and objects that are just evolving to (or from) what we call the
“GALEX Green Valley (GGV)". At the red end of the GBS, at (NUV− [3.6])> 5, we find a wider
“GALEX Red Sequence (GRS)" mostly populated by E/S0 galaxies that has a perpendicular slope
to that of the GBS and of the optical red sequence. We find no such dichotomy in terms of stellar
mass (measured by M[3.6]), since both massive (M⋆> 1011M⊙) blue and red sequence galaxies are
identified. The type that is proportionally more often found in the GGV are the S0-Sa’s and most
of these are located in high-density environments. We discuss evolutionary models of galaxies that
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show a rapid transition from the blue to the red sequence on timescale of 108 years.

4.1.2 Introduction

Color-magnitude and color-color diagrams are proven galaxy evolution diagnostic tools. Recent
studies making use of GALEX and SDSS data, such as Wyder et al. (2007), have clearly shown
the existence of a bimodal distribution of galaxies in (NUV− r) vs r color-magnitude diagrams
(CMDs), where the redder and brighter region is populated mainly by early-type galaxies in a “red
sequence", and where the bluer and fainter part of the diagram is populated mainly by late-type
galaxies in a “blue sequence".

We construct a color-magnitude and a color-color diagram using far-ultraviolet (FUV; effec-
tive wavelength 151.6 nm), near-ultraviolet (NUV; 226.7 nm) images from the Galaxy Evolution

Explorer (GALEX; Martin et al., 2005), and 3.6 micron images from the images released by the
Spitzer Survey of Stellar Structure in Galaxies (S4G, Sheth et al., 2010). The near-infrared (NIR)
band is sensitive mainly to old stars, and the UV bands to young stars (<1 Gyr). As we show
below, a combination of UV and NIR bands allows us to separate star-forming from passively-
evolving galaxies, while the use of the two GALEX UV bands makes this analysis very sensitive
to transitional galaxies and to the transition timescale, as the FUV band is most sensitive to the
presence of young (OB-type) stars. Our sample is based on the S4G sample. In this study, we
gather the publicly available GALEX data (from data release GR6/7) for these S4G galaxies, and
measure NUV and FUV surface and asymptotic photometry for over 2000 galaxies (∼90% of the
S4G galaxies). We then combine this with consistent surface and asymptotic 3.6µm photometry
from S4G . We adopt a value of H0 = 75 km s−1 Mpc−1 for galaxies lacking a redshift-independent
distance measurement (as in Sheth et al., 2010).

4.1.3 Sample

The S4G is a volume-limited (d < 40 Mpc), magnitude-limited (mBcorr < 15.5 mag, corrected for
inclination, galactic extinction, and K-correction), and size-limited (D25> 1 ′) survey avoiding the
Galactic equatorial plane(|b|> 30 ◦) of 2,352 galaxies, consisting of 3.6µm and 4.5µm IRAC-
band images. Galaxies covered by this survey account for the majority of the significantly-sized
galaxies in our extragalactic neighborhood, including galaxies of all Hubble types and masses,
in various environments from field to clusters of galaxies (including 187 Virgo galaxies). The
HI 21 cm-redshift selection, however, biases the sample against very massive ETGs (Early-Type
Galaxies)1 (Lagos et al., 2014). We compiled a subsample of corresponding GALEX (data release
GR6/7) tiles using GALEXView2, in both FUV and NUV for over 2,100 galaxies.

FUV and NUV asymptotic magnitudes were obtained using the same method as in Gil de
Paz et al. (2007), corrected for the Milky Way foreground attenuation, measured for 2053 galaxies.
After excluding shallow observations with magnitude errors larger than unity, and bad photometry
due to contamination from bright stars, we are left with 1931 galaxies. The S4G 3.6µm photome-
try has been obtained using an identical procedure but adapted to the specifics of IRAC (Muñoz-
Mateos et al., 2015). All magnitudes throughout this paper are given in the AB system. Numerical

1An extension of the S4G sample, aimed to correct for the HI selection effect, is currently in progress.
2http://galex.stsci.edu/GalexView/
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Figure 4.1: Left : (FUV−NUV) versus (NUV− [3.6]) color-color diagram. Morphological types are represented by
color (see legend). We define the blue and red sequence by dividing the plot into two regions and fitting a least-squares
1-D polynomial (a line) to each region. The solid blue line is the weighted-by-error linear fit for the lower-left region,
and the solid red line is the weighted-by-error linear fit for the upper-right region. The dashed lines are parallel to their
solid counterpart, but translated in the (FUV−NUV) direction by ±2 sigma for the GBS (blue shaded region), and
translated in the (NUV− [3.6]) direction by ±1 sigma for the GRS (red shaded region). The GGV is also shown (green
shaded region). The black arrow indicates the reddening vector for an attenuation of AV = 0.5 mag. The black dots
are measurements for the Cappellari et al. (2013) sample (section 4.1.4.2; not included in the statistics) obtained by
Zaritsky et al. (2015) (we adopted here (I − [3.6])=0.5 mag). We use a 3.6µm stellar mass-to-light ratio Υ3.6 = 0.6 or
log(Υ3.6) =−0.22 (IMF: Chabrier; Meidt et al., 2014). Right : Color-magnitude diagram using the difference between
(FUV−NUV) color and the fit to the GBS in the color-color diagram versus M[3.6]. Same color-coding as in the left
panel.

morphological types, absolute B-band magnitudes and optical colors were obtained from Hyper-
Leda (Paturel et al., 2003). The total UV coverage of our parent S4G sample is ∼ 90%, with a
rather uniform fraction across all properties including absolute B-band magnitude, distance, and
morphological types, and therefore represents and inherits the selection criteria of S4G .

4.1.4 Results and analysis

4.1.4.1 UV-IR Color-Color Diagram

Using the asymptotic photometry described above, we construct the (FUV−NUV) versus (NUV
− [3.6]) color-color diagram (Fig. 4.1). We find a clear bimodal pattern: a very tight blue se-
quence, which we call the “GALEX Blue Sequence” (GBS hereafter), and a less tight red sequence
we call the “GALEX Red sequence” (GRS hereafter). The distribution of the GRS is perpendicular
to that seen in optical color-color diagrams (e.g., Strateva et al., 2001) likely due to the mass and
metallicity dependence of the UV upturn (Boselli et al., 2005). The more massive and metal-rich
a galaxy is, the more important the contribution from the UV upturn to the UV emission and bluer
the (FUV−NUV) color. Alternative use of this color are still being explored (e.g., Hernández-
Pérez & Bruzual, 2014; Zaritsky, Gil de Paz, & Bouquin, 2014, 2015).

To quantify the GBS and the GRS, we split the color-color plane by choosing a line that
passes through coordinates (2,3) and (5,1) (left panel of Fig. 4.1). We fit the bluer-half with a
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Figure 4.2: GBS (blue squares), GGV (green points), and GRS (red triangles) galaxies are shown, with a linear fit
to the GRS galaxies (solid lines) and the rmsGRS = 2 (dashed lines). Left : Optical CMD (U − V ) versus V -band
absolute magnitude of our sample. The solid blue line is the red sequence fit from Stott et al. (2009) with the intercept
value adjusted for comparison. Right : (B − V ) versus V -band absolute magnitude.

simple error-weighted linear regression (the subsample size here is 1,787 galaxies), giving us a
slope of 0.12±0.01 and a y-intercept at 0.16±0.01. The standard deviation of the sample over
this range is rmsGBS = 0.20 while a Gaussian fit to the residuals yields an even smaller value of
σGBS = 0.10.

We also fit the redder-half (144 galaxies) with a simple error-weighted linear regression (in
the (NUV− [3.6]) direction), giving us a slope of −4.21±1.62, and a rmsGRS = 0.45. The location
of galaxies in this diagram is strongly correlated with the Hubble type (see also Fig. 4.4). There
are only two true ellipticals in the GBS, ESO548-023 and NGC 855. Some of the ellipticals found
in the GBS are actually blue compact dwarfs (BCDs) morphologically misclassified as ellipticals.
The latter plus the 31 later-typed ETGs (E-S0,S0) located in the GBS could be either in the tail of
star formation (Bresolin, 2013) or could be rejuvenated systems (Kannappan et al., 2009; Thilker
et al., 2010). Finally, early-type spiral galaxies (S0-a, Sa, Sab) are populating the GBS, the GRS
and the region in between (which we name GALEX Green Valley; GGV hereafter) which is con-
sistent with a scenario where these galaxies are transitional objects.

4.1.4.2 UV-IR Color-Magnitude Diagram

Fig. 4.1 (Right) shows the residuals of the UV color to the GBS linear fit obtained in our UV-
IR color-color diagram (Left), (FUV−NUV)− (FUV−NUV)GBS, as a fraction of the absolute
magnitude at 3.6µm, M[3.6] and stellar mass measured assuming a Υ3.6 of 0.6M⊙/L⊙ (Meidt et al.,
2014; Röck et al., 2015). Stellar mass is not the driver for the evolution of these systems in or out
the GBS. The distribution of our samples of ETGs (our data and those from Zaritsky et al., 2015)
is similar, meaning that the bias against HI-poor ETGs in S4G is not driving our results.
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Figure 4.3: Number density of galaxies in the (FUV−NUV) versus (NUV− [3.6]) color-color diagram, in grayscale-
coded 2D bins on a logarithmic scale (see color bar). Each bin is 0.2× 0.2 mag in size. Left : single stellar population
(SSP) models (CB07, Chabrier IMF) for various metallicities are over-plotted on the number density distribution. The
open squares are various age time steps for the model with Solar metallicity (Z=0.02), color-coded according to the
following log(age) ranges: magenta 5.0 – 8.0, green 8.0 – 9.0, blue 9.0 – 10.0, and red 10.0 – 10.3. The age increases
from left to right, from log(age) = 5.0 to 10.3, for all models. Evolved model points (log(age)≥ 10.0) are plotted in red

for all models. A linear fit to these points (dash-dotted line) is traced for visual comparison with the slope of the GRS.
The black rectangle outlines the region of the right panel. Right : The red triangles at (NUV− [3.6])> 4 are model
cluster galaxies under the effect of ram-pressure stripping (RPS; see Boselli et al., 2006) where the annotations indicate
when the RPS started (with t = 0 being the present). The model indicate that the transition timescale of galaxies from
the GBS to the GRS is very short, on the order of a few 108 years. We also show three examples, as orange, green,
and red dotted lines, of BP00 + BC03 “disk + bulge" models for various B/T ratios, where each node corresponds to a
value of the B/T ratio, namely 0.0 (i.e., BP00 disk only, open circles), 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5, progressively giving
bluer to redder results. The position of the maximum B/T = 0.3 estimated by Laurikainen et al. (2007) for a sample
of S0-a galaxies is shown with white dots. An offset of 0.3 magnitude was added to the (FUV−NUV) colors for all
model galaxies (see text). Both BP00 disk models and RPS models are based on the Kroupa 93 IMF.

4.1.4.3 Optical Color-Magnitude Diagram

In Fig. 4.2 we show the optical CMD, commonly used to study galaxy evolution (e.g., Faber et al.,
2007). We show the position of our GBS, GRS, and GGV galaxies using blue, red, and green
points, respectively (Fig. 4.1).

Despite the low number of GGV galaxies overall, they fall either on the optical red se-
quence (RS) or on the (ill-defined) optical green valley (GV), with only a very few being optically
blue galaxies. This result indicate that GGV galaxies are evolving off the GBS much slower in
(NUV− [3.6]) than in (FUV−NUV), while the optical colors are reddened by more than [0.4 mag]
0.2 mag in [(U−B)] (B−V). Alternatively, the GGV galaxies are optically red systems that are
growing a disk (towards the GBS), in which case the optical reddening is less than [0.3 mag]
0.2 mag in [(U−B)] (B−V).

It is interesting to note that the majority of the galaxies in the optical GV belong to the GBS,
i.e., they are star-forming systems to be classified as such at UV wavelengths. The same can be
said about the blue dots found in Fig. 4.2 near the optical RS. This means that either they are in the
tail end of star formation or they are regrowing a disk. In particular, a disk regrowth is unlikely,
given that the GGV galaxies are found preferentially in dense environments where such a process
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may be more difficult than in the outskirts of a cluster or a lower-density environment (Section
4.1.5.3).

By using the classification of interacting systems within S4G given by Knapen et al. (2014)
we do not find a clear difference between the fraction of close interactions in the three regions
of our color-color diagram. When splitting the sample by level of interaction and morphological
type, low number statistics hamper determining, for example, whether or not E/S0 in the GGV are
mergers or post-starbursts.

4.1.5 Discussion

4.1.5.1 Modeling color evolution

In Fig. 4.3 (left), we show single stellar population (SSP) models (initial mass function (IMF):
Chabrier) of Charlot and Bruzual (2007) for different metallicities and ages. For all cases, the
(FUV−NUV) color becomes redder until it reaches a peak (at about 1 Gyr in the case of Solar
metallicity), and then becomes bluer again (UV-upturn) as the models age. For these SSP models,
the color transition from GBS to GRS takes less than a few 108 years.

To better understand what drives the position of galaxies in the color-color diagram, we use
a grid of disk galaxy models from Boissier & Prantzos (2000) with various circular velocities Vc

and spin parameters λ (Fig. 4.3, right panel). These models span the entire GBS due to their
variation in star formation timescale with Vc and λ. Besides, the reddening arrow points along
the GBS, so internal extinction contributes little to its spread, since star formation timescale and
dust attenuation are nearly degenerate in these colors (Section 4.1.5.2). The tightness of the GBS
is also due to the fact that the effects of an episodic SFH in the FUV−NUV color (compared to
the NUV− [3.6]) are only expected at very low masses (typically rather blue NUV− [3.6] colors).
Nice examples in this regard are PGC065367 or ESO245-007. To produce more realistic galaxy
colors, we add a bulge to the Boissier & Prantzos (2000) disks using SSP predictions with ages
between 109 and 1010.3 Gyr and different formation timescale τ . We adopt a bulge model with
(NUV− [3.6]) = 5.3 mag, and (FUV−NUV) color = 2.4 mag.

Three of these “disk+bulge" models are shown in Fig. 4.3 (right) for various bulge-to-total
mass ratios B/T. Each colored line represents the colors of the resulting galaxy model for B/T

from 0.0 to 0.5 in steps of 0.1. Adding a BC03 SSP-based bulge to any of our disk models does
not reproduce the reddening in (FUV−NUV) observed in numerous early-type spirals unless we
assume a very high B/T (typical observed B/T of S0 and S0-a galaxies are below 30%; Laurikainen
et al., 2007). This shows that the position of transitional early-type spirals is not only due to their
(red) massive bulges but also to their disks being red compared to the disks of galaxies in the GBS.
This result explains the red (FUV−NUV) colors of some (transitional) disk galaxies. Whether
those disk galaxies could evolve into systems with properties similar to those of current-day ETGs
cannot be determined from these data alone.

To analyze the transformation timescale of these disks under a more realistic scenario, we
use a model that includes ram-pressure stripping of the gas (RPS hereafter) as a potential mech-
anism, albeit not the only (potential) one, to redden a galaxy disk. This RPS model starts from
an unperturbed disk with Vc = 270 km s−1 and λ= 0.04 but with additional ram-pressure to fit the
properties of the Virgo galaxy NGC 4569 (Boselli et al., 2006). The points represent the epochs
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when the peak of RPS occurred, with t = 0 corresponding to the present. Both the disk models
and the peak RPS models are shifted redward by 0.3 mag in (FUV−NUV) to match the observed
color-color distribution. The need for an offset has been discussed in Muñoz-Mateos et al. (2011)
and is believed to be due to uncertainties in the calibration of the stellar atmospheres used in the
spectral synthesis. This latter RPS disk model fits the observed distribution well, especially with
a moderate bulge. The transition timescale derived from the GBS to the GRS in this case would
again be of the order of a few 108 years.

4.1.5.2 Internal dust reddening

To analyze the effects of internal dust, we show the reddening in both colors in Fig. 4.1 (left), for
AV = 0.5 mag, assuming the attenuation law of Calzetti et al. (1994). This law reproduces well the
relation between IR excess and UV color (Gil de Paz et al., 2007). Interestingly, the reddening
arrow indicates an almost complete degeneracy in these colors between reddening and a change in
the star formation timescale (as illustrated by the models of Boissier & Prantzos, 2000). We find
no change in the distribution of offsets from the GBS as a function of the galaxies’ axial ratio (not
shown), so the (small) spread of the GBS is unlikely to be due to inclination effects.

4.1.5.3 Environmental effects

In Fig. 4.4 we show, superposed on the number density color-color diagram, the distribution of
galaxies that are in Virgo or in high-density regions (Laine et al., 2014). The relative abundance
of transitional galaxies in the Virgo cluster is higher for the majority of morphological types,
suggesting that an environmental effect is present. There are some indications that environment
plays a role in determining whether galaxies lie in the GBS, GGV, or GRS. For example, 43% (12
of 28) of Sa galaxies classified as either GRS or GGV are in the Virgo cluster, while only 12% (16
of 137) of those classified as GBS are in Virgo. The relative preference of GGV and GRS galaxies
for the Virgo environment is found for each morphological class separately (Table 4.1), although in
some cases the results are not statistically significant. Finally, although the presence of early-type
spirals in the GGV might be related to environment, this might not be simply due to RPS, there
might be other, more fundamental drivers (that also depend on environment) which determine the
position of galaxies in this color-color diagram and in the optical CMDs. One possibility might be
the degree of uniformity of the angular momentum of accreted material, which would segregate
galaxies by morphological type, mass and color in different environments (less uniform accretion
having likely occurred in denser environments).

4.1.6 Concluding remarks

We show that star-forming galaxies form a tight “Blue Sequence" in FUV-to-near-infrared color-
color diagrams (the “GALEX Blue Sequence”, or simply GBS). One could even define a star-
forming galaxy (SFG) as an object residing in that sequence. This is a clear advantage over the
optical or optical-IR color-magnitude and color-color diagrams where star-forming galaxies are
mixed with other types of sources, such as post-starbursts or, in general, galaxies in the GALEX

Green Valley (GGV). Sb, Sa, and S0 galaxies are found all across the path between the GBS and the
GRS, through the GGV. Their position is not only driven by their stellar mass or their bulge mass,
but also by the color evolutionary state of their disk. Both SSP and realistic disk+bulge models
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with RPS indicate that the timescale for the color-transition could be as fast as a few 108 years.
We cannot determine based solely on the integrated UV, optical and IR colors of these systems
whether they are evolving off or towards the GBS.

The fact that transitioning galaxies are more common in clusters and in high-density regions
in general suggests that environment plays a role and is likely to dim their disks. Environment-
related mechanisms other than RPS, such as gas starvation (which can start happening in groups;
Kawata & Mulchaey, 2008), galaxy harassment or processes related to the degree of uniformity
of accretion are all viable. There could be galaxies in the field evolving backwards, i.e., from the
GRS towards the GBS, including a large number of optical GV galaxies that we find in the GBS.
A future spatially-resolved analysis may provide clues to discriminate between these mechanisms,
since the radial color gradients may be different from one process to another. For example, RPS
should lead to strong color gradients as the low density gas in the outskirts of galaxies would suffer
the RPS effects first, while star formation in the inner parts should be unaffected.
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Table 4.1: Counts and ratios of Virgo galaxies per morphological type bin per region

GBS GGV GRS Others1 ALL
Type2 Virgo3 all4 ratio5 Virgo all ratio Virgo all ratio Virgo all ratio Virgo all ratio

E 2 7 0.29 2 4 0.50 4 13 0.31 — — — 8 24 0.33
E-S0 2 11 0.18 — 4 — — 8 — — — — 2 23 0.09
S0 1 20 0.05 3 9 0.33 1 15 0.07 2 7 0.33 7 51 0.14

S0-a 11 61 0.18 3 12 0.25 6 24 0.25 2 6 0.22 22 103 0.21
Sa 16 137 0.12 9 14 0.64 3 14 0.21 — 10 — 28 175 0.16
Sb 21 331 0.06 1 5 0.20 — 4 — — — — 22 340 0.06
Sc 51 656 0.08 2 11 0.18 — 1 — — 1 — 53 669 0.08
Sd 4 162 0.02 — 3 — — — — — 3 — 4 168 0.02
Sm 5 189 0.03 — 2 — — — — — 1 — 5 192 0.03
Irr 11 179 0.06 — 6 — — — — — 1 — 11 186 0.06

ALL types 124 1753 0.07 20 70 0.29 14 79 0.18 4 29 0.14 162 1931 0.08

1Galaxies where (FUV−NUV)< 2σ of the GBS fit and (NUV− [3.6])> 1σ of the GRS fit.
2Based on Hubble t-type from RC2
3From the GOLDMine database (Gavazzi et al., 2003)
4including Virgo galaxies
5ratio=Virgo/all
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Figure 4.4: (FUV−NUV) versus (NUV− [3.6]) separated into nine panels by morphological type. Black circles
are galaxies with no environmental data associated. Open circles are galaxies in the Virgo cluster. Open squares are
galaxies in high-density regions as defined by Laine et al. (2014). The GRS, GGV, and GBS are shown in panel E.
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5
Correlation between UV color and stellar

mass-to-light ratio

A la izquierda en la página anterior: la galaxia NGC1566.

Resumen

Usando nuevas magnitudes UV para una muestra de galaxias de tipo temprano, ETGs, con rela-
ciones de masa estelar a la luz, Υ⋆ ya publicados, encontramos una correlación entre el color UV
y Υ⋆ más estrecha que las identificadas anteriormente entre Υ∗ y ya sea la dispersión de velocidad
estelar central, la metalicidad o la sobre-abundancia de elementos alfa. El sentido de la correlación
es que las galaxias con mayor Υ⋆ son más azules en el UV. Conjeturamos que las diferencias en
el extremo de masa inferior de la función de masa inicial estelar, IMF, están relacionadas con la
naturaleza de las poblaciones en la rama horizontal extrema (EHB, del inglés Extreme Horizontal

Branch) que son generalmente responsables del flujo UV en ETGs. Si es así, se puede, entonces,
usar el color UV para identificar ETG con propiedades particulares del IMF y para estimar Υ⋆.

Ampliamos nuestro estudio inicial de la conexión entre el color UV de las galaxias y la pro-
porción de masa estelar a luz, Υ⋆, refiriendo esta a una función de masa inicial (IMF) de Salpeter
de la misma edad y la metalicidad, Υ⋆/ΥSal, utilizando nuevas medidas de magnitud UV para una
muestra mucho mayor de galaxias de tipo temprano, ETG, con relaciones de masa a luz determi-
nadas dinámicamente. Confirmamos el hallazgo empírico principal de nuestro primer estudio, es
decir, la existencia de una fuerte correlación entre el color GALEX FUV-NUV y Υ⋆.

Referencias bibliográficas:
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5.1.1 Abstract

Using new UV magnitudes for a sample of early-type galaxies, ETGs, with published stellar mass-
to-light ratios, Υ∗’s, we find a correlation between UV color and Υ∗ that is tighter than those
previously identified between Υ∗ and either the central stellar velocity dispersion, metallicity, or
alpha enhancement. The sense of the correlation is that galaxies with larger Υ∗ are bluer in the UV.
We conjecture that differences in the lower mass end of the stellar initial mass function, IMF, are
related to the nature of the extreme horizontal branch populations that are generally responsible
for the UV flux in ETGs. If so, then UV color can be used to identify ETGs with particular IMF
properties and to estimate Υ∗.

5.1.2 Introduction

We present and discuss data that are integral to two key unresolved questions regarding the stellar
populations of early type galaxies. Do variations exist among the stellar initial mass functions of
early-type galaxies (ETGs)? What is the physical mechanism for producing the stars that give rise
to the UV flux in ETGs?

A spate of recent results suggest that the stellar initial mass function (IMF) of giant ETGs
has more low mass stars for a given total stellar mass than predicted even by the relatively ex-
treme Salpeter mass function (dN/dM ∝ M−2.35). Specifically, van Dokkum & Conroy (2010),
Spiniello et al. (2012), and Ferreras et al. (2013) reach such a conclusion using spectral line in-
dices that are sensitive to the dwarf-to-giant ratio. Independently, Cappellari et al. (2012) and
Läsker et al. (2013) find consistent results using dynamical models to measure the total mass.
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These results are to be contrasted with the extensive evidence in the local neighborhood for an
IMF that turns over at sub-solar stellar masses (Bastian et al., 2010).

Although the evidence for variations in the bottom portion of the IMF now extends beyond
studies of ETGs, with stellar clusters providing some of the most direct evidence (Strader et al.,
2011; Zaritsky et al., 2012, 2013), and direct imaging that resolves sub-solar mass stellar popula-
tions promising eventually to settle the matter (Kalirai et al., 2013), the analysis of ETGs is critical
in our efforts to understand galaxy evolution.

The second of our two questions traces its origin to the observation of an unexpectedly
large UV flux from ETGs (Code & Welch, 1979). Explanations proposed for this “UV-excess" or
“UV-upturn" fall into two classes ever since the discovery paper: young stars (Gunn et al., 1981;
Rocca-Volmerange & Guiderdoni, 1987) and hot evolved stars. Although in some cases there
may be a connection to recent, residual star formation (Yi et al., 2005; Boselli et al., 2005), this
explanation does not account for the majority of the UV-upturns (Ferguson et al., 1991; Brown
et al., 1997, 2000; Boselli et al., 2005; Han et al., 2007) even though it plays a more prominent role
in intermediate and low mass ETGs (Boselli et al., 2005; Kannappan et al., 2009) and in lenticulars
(Salim et al., 2012).

Various scenarios involving evolved stars have been put forward including, post-asymptotic
giant branch stars (Rose & Tinsley, 1974), hot horizontal branch stars (Ciardullo & Demarque,
1978; Bruzual A., 1983), and accreting white dwarfs (Greggio & Renzini, 1983). Filling in the
details of these populations has proved difficult, but a preliminary consensus is that hot, or extreme,
horizontal branch (EHB) stars must be the key contributor to the UV fluxes of ETGs (Han et al.,
2007; Lisker & Han, 2008). Although models depend on numerous poorly constrained parameters
(mass ratio distribution, tidal atmospheric stripping efficiency), they manage to reproduce several
key observational characteristics of the UV-upturn population and have the benefit of relying on a
population of objects that are directly observed to exist (Brown et al., 2000; Lisker & Han, 2008;
Buzzoni et al., 2012).

The relevance of the UV-upturn extends beyond the nature of EHB stars. For example, mod-
els of EHB evolution may inform how the AGB is populated, which will affect how to compute the
mass-to-light ratio in bands where the AGB contribution is significant (see Buzzoni & González-
Lópezlira, 2008). In general, investigators are focusing on the evolution of binary systems (Han
et al., 2007; Lisker & Han, 2008) as a path to the formation of EHB stars. As expected, some
of these models do predict a connection between UV excesses and AGB properties (Buzzoni &
González-Lópezlira, 2008), thereby implying an effect on calculations of the mass-to-light ratio.
Conversely, variations in the IMF could directly affect the UV-upturn population, particularly if bi-
nary systems with large mass ratios are an important progenitor class for EHBs. Our two questions
are, therefore, intricately connected.

UV-upturn properties vary widely among galaxies (see Code & Welch, 1979; Burstein et al.,
1988; Gil de Paz et al., 2007; Bureau et al., 2011). Among the parameters that have been related
to the strength of the UV-upturn are 1) stellar population age, which is particularly relevant if
some fraction of the UV-bright population is relatively young (Yi et al., 2005; Kaviraj et al., 2007;
Schawinski et al., 2007), 2) galaxy mass, which is relevant if the galaxy’s evolutionary history and
total stellar mass are tied to each other (Boselli et al., 2005), 3) stellar density, which is relevant
if density-dependent binary processes play a role in forming EHB stars and densities are suffi-
ciently large (see Peacock et al., 2011, for evidence of such a relationship in globular clusters),
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and 4) metallicity, which is relevant because chemical abundance plays a role in stellar evolution,
particularly in late-stage evolution where mass loss is significant. Interestingly, a promising cor-
relation was found between UV properties and metallicity, with more prominent upturns seen in
galaxies with greater Mg2 Lick index (Faber, 1983; Burstein et al., 1988), an index which broadly
tracks metallicity even though it does have some sensitivity to gravity. It is critical to continue
the search for other patterns and investigate all such possibilities as a source of insight into the
physical mechanisms at work to tie all of this together into a coherent framework.

We examine a set of well-studied galaxies for which line-index based stellar mass-to-light
ratios, Υ∗, are already available, as are metallicity diagnostics, internal velocity dispersions, and
absolute luminosities (from Conroy & van Dokkum, 2012, and references therein). We present
new measurements of the FUV and NUV fluxes from GALEX data for this set of galaxies. In
§5.1.3 we discuss the data and in §5.1.4 we describe the findings of our study.

5.1.3 The Data and Measurements

The parent sample for this study is that of nearby ETGs studied by Conroy & van Dokkum (2012),
which overlaps extensively with the sample defined by the SAURON team (Bureau et al., 2011;
Jeong et al., 2012). Our addition to the existing data for this sample is the set of homogeneous
measurements of the FUV (1350—1750Å) and NUV (1750—2750Å) photometry made possible
by the Galaxy Evolution Explorer (GALEX ) satellite (Martin et al., 2005).

We analyze ultraviolet imaging data for the 34 ETGs and the bulge of M 31 in the Conroy
& van Dokkum (2012) sample, where we obtained the most recently pipeline-processed (GR6/7
release) GALEX data from the MAST archive maintained by the Space Telescope Science Institute.
For all 35 targets we have imaging data of MIS-depth (one GALEX orbit or more; mainly from
the NGS, GI, MIS, and DIS surveys) in the GALEX NUV band and for 32 of them, all except
NGC 3414, NGC 4382, and NGC 4564, we also have similarly deep FUV data. The first two of
these three galaxies are excluded from our analysis because only shallow (≤100 s-long exposures)
FUV data from the All-sky Imaging Survey (AIS) exist. In the case of NGC 4564, the FUV total
exposure time was 504 seconds, not quite as long as for the rest of the FUV imaging data but
enough for the purpose of this study. We exclude the bulge of M 31 on the grounds that it is
significantly different in nature than the other systems.

We follow the procedure described by Gil de Paz et al. (2007) and Lee et al. (2011). In sum-
mary, the analysis steps are (1) sky-background subtraction, using elliptical annuli centered on the
galaxy that match the ellipticity and position angle (PA) of the galaxy and have major axes signifi-
cantly larger than the isophotal diameter, D25, in all cases (the same region is used for each of the
two UV bands), (2) interactive masking of foreground stars and background galaxies following an
automated detection of all red (FUV-NUV > 1) point sources as potential contaminants, 3) surface
photometry within elliptical annuli with fixed center, ellipticity and PA (those of the D25 ellipse)
and (4) calculation of the growth curve in both UV bands and the derivation of the corresponding
asymptotic magnitudes. We use the FUV and NUV asymptotic magnitudes as the best measure of
the total UV emission of our galaxies (Table 5.1). Distances are adopted from the on-line database
NED.
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Table 5.1. Galaxy Sample and Propertiesa

Name mFUV mNUV Distance
[Mpc]

NGC474 18.32±0.10 15.93±0.06 32.0
NGC524 17.76±0.04 15.82±0.04 23.3
NGC821 18.43±0.14 16.23±0.09 23.4
NGC1023 16.54±0.08 14.86±0.06 11.1
NGC2549 18.38±0.05 16.47±0.03 12.3
NGC2685 15.53±0.07 15.07±0.02 15.0
NGC2695 18.44±0.05 17.07±0.06 31.5
NGC2699 19.42±0.04 17.72±0.04 26.2
NGC2768 17.05±0.06 15.22±0.04 21.8
NGC2974 17.37±0.56 15.79±0.26 20.9
NGC3377 17.18±0.27 15.08±0.02 10.9
NGC3379 16.35±0.01 14.82±0.02 10.3
NGC3384 17.34±0.05 15.27±0.03 11.3
NGC3608 17.70±0.03 16.20±0.04 22.3
NGC4262 17.06±0.04 16.01±0.04 15.4
NGC4270 19.32±0.10 17.46±0.02 33.1
NGC4278 16.32±0.04 15.32±0.03 15.6
NGC4458 19.25±0.10 17.18±0.03 16.4
NGC4459 17.22±0.04 15.54±0.04 16.1
NGC4473 17.19±0.04 15.54±0.03 15.3
NGC4486 14.64±0.01 13.85±0.02 17.2
NGC4546 17.65±0.04 15.78±0.02 13.7
NGC4552 15.97±0.03 15.02±0.01 15.8
NGC4564 17.72±0.03 16.38±0.07 15.8
NGC4570 17.65±0.02 16.13±0.02 17.1
NGC4621 16.61±0.05 15.24±0.08 14.9
NGC4660 17.81±0.03 16.08±0.04 15.0
NGC5308 18.51±0.03 16.99±0.02 34.1
NGC5813 17.14±0.03 15.58±0.04 31.3
NGC5838 17.77±0.06 16.20±0.02 19.8
NGC5845 19.15±0.05 17.87±0.03 25.2
NGC5846 16.52±0.04 15.48±0.04 24.2

aThe quoted uncertainties do not include the zero
point uncertainties, but a systematic zero point error
would affect all measurements equally and so do not
affect the conclusions presented here.
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Figure 5.1: UV properties of sample galaxies. Galaxies noted with blue circles or red squares are outliers described
in text.

5.1.4 Results

We present the UV properties of the sample in Figure 5.1 and Table 5.1. The top panel of the Fig-
ure shows the relation between MI and MNUV , confirming that the UV flux is generally related to
the properties of the galaxy as a whole and is not the product of UV “froth" resulting from random
low levels of recent star formation. We highlight the most striking outliers above the relationship
(UV-bright) using blue triangles. In the bottom panel we explore the nature of these outliers in
color-magnitude space. These outliers are clearly UV-bright and UV-blue and may be examples of
galaxies where recent star formation is affecting the total photometry. We also note three galax-
ies that are redder than the red sequence in this panel, which are highlighted using red squares.
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Figure 5.2: Correlations among various key parameters. Symbols are as in Figure 5.1 and described in text.

These objects might represent cases where reddening is somewhat more prevalent, or alternatively
galaxies with different mean stellar populations due to a factor such as mean metallicity. The latter
supposition is not supported by the available data.

The surprising result comes in the far right panel of Figure 5.2, where we show the relation-
ship between UV color (FUV − NUV) and Υ∗. The relationship between FUV − NUV and Υ∗ is
incredibly tight (Spearman R = 0.78, excluding one outlier — see below), tighter even than that
between Υ∗ and the velocity dispersion, σV , found by Conroy & van Dokkum (2012) and used
to motivate the finding of a mass dependent IMF (see Table 5.2 for a summary of the Spearman
rank correlation coefficients in the lower half of the matrix and the probability that correlation
coefficients that are at least as large as those measured arise by chance in the upper half). The
one notable exception to the tight relationship between FUV − NUV and Υ∗ is NGC 2685, which
is known as the “Spindle" galaxy for its odd morphology (Sandage, 1961) and is modeled as a
multiply-ringed polar-ring galaxy (Józsa et al., 2009). We have removed this one object from all
of the correlation calculations in Table 5.2, but include it in all of the Figures.

The galaxies we identified as the blue outliers are NGC 474, 2685, 4262, 4660. These are
all well-known S0 galaxies, three of which show clear interaction signatures. We discussed NGC
2685 above and NGC 4262 has an extended UV ring (Bettoni et al., 2010). NGC 474 is classified as
peculiar on the basis of its shells (Buta et al., 2010) and identified as having residual star formation
by Jeong et al. (2012). The other three of our blue outliers are not among the galaxies classified by
Jeong et al. (2012), but three other galaxies from our sample (NGC 1023, NGC 2974, and NGC
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Table 5.2. Rank Correlation Coefficients and Probabilities They Arise Randomlya

FUV − NUV M/LI LI σ ⟨Mg/Fe⟩ ⟨Fe/H⟩

FUV − NUV ... 6.3×10−8 0.49 2.0×10−3 3.1×10−5 0.49
M/LI −0.78 ... 0.23 4.4×10−5 2.0×10−6 0.25
LI 0.12 −0.21 ... 8.9×10−3 0.31 0.05
σ −0.51 0.64 −0.44 ... 3.1×10−4 0.03
⟨Mg/Fe⟩ −0.65 0.72 −0.18 0.58 ... 4.3×10−5

⟨Fe/H⟩ 0.12 −0.20 0.33 −0.38 −0.64 ...

aRank Correlation Coefficients given in bottom half of matrix, probabilities in top half.
Significant correlation highlighted in bold.

4459) are identified as having residual star formation, although these are manifestly not large
outliers in Figure 5.1. Of the four blue outliers that we identified, NGC 4660, is the most normal in
appearance and its large disk component was only discovered through its kinematics (Rix & White,
1990). We suspect that the unusual UV properties of these four are related to recent, and perhaps
unusually strong, interactions rather than the S0 nature of the galaxies themselves because the three
red outliers (NGC 524, NGC 4621, and NGC 5846) are also S0 galaxies and lack clear interaction
signatures. Interestingly, “blue" S0’s are typically difficult to find in the types of environment
where S0’s are thought to be forming (for example, see Just et al., 2011) and may represent a stage
following the E+A or post-starburst phase (Yang et al., 2008). Nevertheless, with the exception of
NGC 2685, which is quite an unusual galaxy, the relationship between the UV-upturn color and
Υ∗ holds.

Of the other correlations explored in Table 5.2 and Figure 5.2, only the ones with σV and
⟨Mg/Fe⟩ are statistically significant, but they are both quantitatively somewhat weaker than that
between FUV − NUV and Υ∗.

We are concerned that the extremely strong correlation between FUV − NUV and Υ∗ results
from a systematic error in the derivation of Υ∗ caused either directly or indirectly by the population
responsible for the UV-upturn. A direct influence is unlikely as any black body responsible for the
UV flux would provide negligible flux in the I-band where the IMF sensitive lines lie. More
plausible is that the presence of UV emitting stars is related to a “distortion" of the AGB or RGB
population, either affecting the line indices or lowering the I-band flux below expectations. The
former, an effect on the line indices, cannot be responsible because the variation in Υ∗ is also
inferred from kinematic analyses (Cappellari et al., 2012; Läsker et al., 2013). If, however, a lower-
than-expected I−band flux is the rule in galaxies with large UV-upturns, then both the line-index
and kinematic method will yield higher Υ∗ for those galaxies. In such a scenario, the measurement
of Υ∗ would not be in error, but the inference that variations in Υ∗ are related to a change in the
IMF would be.

We now discuss two scenarios that attempt to explain the empirical findings with and without
IMF variations. First, consider the situation where the UV upturn stars come directly from the
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population of AGB/RGB stars, which is to say that some process converts AGB/RGB stars into
UV-upturn stars, and this phenomenon is not included in current spectral synthesis models. In
such a scenario, proportionally more UV upturn stars in a certain galaxy means proportionally
fewer AGB/RGB stars, and therefore a lower I−band luminosity. A relationship in this sense is
found in at least one model of EHB evolution (Buzzoni & González-Lópezlira, 2008), although it
is unclear whether that particular model will work quantitatively for the UV upturn-Υ∗ relationship
we observe. Other possibilities, for example one in which chemical abundance plays a role through
winds and mass transfer rates, would also help explain other observables such that of larger UV-
upturn populations in galaxies with higher Mg2. Second, consider the situation where low mass
stars in multiple star systems play a key role in transforming more massive evolved stars into the
EHB stars of the UV-upturn population. In such a scenario, having more low mass stars in a
bottom-heavy stellar population will lead to a larger UV-upturn population in the galaxies with
higher Υ∗ — again in qualitative agreement with the observations. We cannot, with the data
discussed so far, distinguish between these two possibilities.

Photometric data in other passbands might help resolve the situation. In a scenario where the
I-band luminosity is different than the model expectations — whether the origin of that discrepancy
is physical or observational — we might expect to see significant deviations in colors involving
the I-band. We obtain H-band data for much of the sample from 2MASS (collated from the NED
database) and find no significant correlation between I-band and I−H. We conclude that variations
in I-band luminosities alone are an unlikely origin for our findings.

Given 1) that the Υ∗ correlation with σV is observed when Υ∗ is either measured spectro-
scopically or kinematically, 2) the lack of any signature of odd behavior in the I-band luminosities
as reflected in I-H, 3) the lack of a dependence of the Υ∗ of old (log(age)>9.8) Local Group stellar
clusters with ⟨Mg/Fe⟩ (Cameron, 2009; Colucci et al., 2012; Zaritsky et al., 2012, 2013), and 4)
that the strongest correlation we find is between Υ∗ and UV color, we conclude that the variation
in Υ∗ is real, and that it is directly correlated to UV color. We suggest that IMF variations are
responsible for the differences in the EHB populations of ETGs. Nevertheless, we need to re-
main cognizant of the possibility that other physical effects beside IMF variations are responsible
for the various correlations (cf. Conroy & van Dokkum, 2012). The possibility that metallicity is
somehow responsible for both the IMF and UV-upturn variations remains a real possibility.

5.1.5 Conclusion

Using GALEX data we have identified a strong correlation between UV color and the stellar mass
to light ratio, Υ∗ in early type galaxies (ETGs). This correlation is stronger, within the same sam-
ple, than those previously identified between Υ∗ and either σV , metallicity, or alpha enhancement.

We are faced with that task of explaining an interrelated set of significant correlations be-
tween σV , ⟨Mg/Fe⟩, Υ∗, and UV color. It is inherently difficult to draw conclusions from a
quantitative comparison among statistically significant correlations because the measured strength
of the correlations depends on the magnitude of the observational uncertainties. We hypothesize
that the variations in the IMF identified in previous investigations are driving the correlation be-
tween Υ∗ and UV color, but the role of metallicity in both is still unknown. As is usually the
case with empirical correlations, understanding their origin and determining whether a correlation
implies causality is a more difficult task than the discovery of the correlation.
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A final intriguing possibility is the use of the UV color as a tracer of IMF variations in
galaxies without recent star formation, at least as a selection criteria with which to identify galaxies
for further study.
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5.2.1 Abstract

We extend our initial study of the connection between the UV colour of galaxies and both the
inferred stellar mass-to-light ratio, Υ∗, and a mass-to-light ratio referenced to Salpeter initial mass
function (IMF) models of the same age and metallicity, Υ∗/ΥSal, using new UV magnitude mea-
surements for a much larger sample of early-type galaxies, ETGs, with dynamically determined
mass-to-light ratios. We confirm the principal empirical finding of our first study, a strong correla-
tion between the GALEX FUV-NUV colour and Υ∗. We show that this finding is not the result of
spectral distortions limited to a single passband (eg. metallicity-dependent line-blanketing in the
NUV band), or of the analysis methodology used to measure Υ∗, or of the inclusion or exclusion
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Figure 5.3: Correlation between Υ∗ and colours as function of the quality, q, of the Υ∗ determination (higher q
denotes a more reliable determination as judged by Cappellari et al. (2013a)). Galaxies denoted with red circles are
removed from further consideration on the basis of the NUV−K cut (sources with colour > 7.5 retained) discussed
in the text. Colour axes are flipped from standard convention, in our case having blue on the right, so that the Υ∗ vs.
FUV−NUV relation has a slope of the same sign as the Υ∗ vs. σV relation to facilitate comparison.

of the correction for stellar population effects as accounted for using Υ∗/ΥSal. The sense of the
correlation is that galaxies with larger Υ∗, or larger Υ∗/ΥSal, are bluer in the UV. We conjecture
that differences in the low mass end of the stellar initial mass function, IMF, are related to the
nature of the extreme horizontal branch stars generally responsible for the UV flux in ETGs. If so,
then UV color can be used to identify ETGs with particular IMF properties and to estimate Υ∗. We
also demonstrate that UV colour can be used to decrease the scatter about the Fundamental Plane
and Manifold, and to select peculiar galaxies for follow-up with which to further explore the cause
of variations in Υ∗ and UV colour.
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5.2.2 Introduction

In our first study of this topic (Zaritsky et al., 2014b, hereafter Paper I), we identified a correla-
tion between the UV colour of early type galaxies, ETGs, and their stellar mass-to-light ratio, Υ∗.
If variations in Υ∗ represent systemic variations in the stellar initial mass function (IMF) among
ETGs, a natural, but not unique, inference is that those stellar population changes are also respon-
sible for the correlated variations in UV colour. As such, we argued that the correlation could
provide insight into two key unresolved questions regarding the stellar populations of ETGs : the
nature of the variations of the IMF and the origin of the unexpectedly high UV flux in many ETGs
(Code & Welch, 1979).

An emerging consensus is that the IMFs of ETGs vary systematically with global properties
such as velocity dispersion, σV , and metallicity indices such as Mg2 (Treu et al., 2010; van Dokkum
& Conroy, 2010; Cappellari et al., 2012; Spiniello et al., 2012; Ferreras et al., 2013; Läsker et al.,
2013) and radially within galaxies (Martín-Navarro et al., 2015). The evidence for IMF variations
extends beyond ETGs, with stellar clusters providing some of the most direct evidence (Strader
et al., 2011; Zaritsky et al., 2012, 2013, 2014a). Variations in the proportion of low mass stars from
system to system, or perhaps in other population characteristics such as the multiplicity function,
might manifest themselves in ways beyond mass estimates and star counts.

The low mass stars invoked by a bottom heavy IMF, when on the main sequence and in the
inferred numbers, contribute significantly to the total mass of the stellar population, but not to its
luminosity, which is why their relative number alters Υ∗. Although, in principle, as these stars
evolve they will experience more luminous phases, and so could alter the luminosity, colour, or
integrated spectrum of the stellar population, in practice there has been insufficient time for stars
with mass < 0.9 M⊙ to evolve off the main sequence.

If these stars are in binary systems, where one star is sufficiently more massive to have
evolved off the main sequence, and if the low mass star plays a role in that evolution, the integrated
spectrum of the stellar population may be indirectly affected by the presence of these “excess" low
mass stars. Such modifications of the spectra may be more pronounced at wavelengths where
binary stars are relatively most important. At UV wavelengths, where extreme horizontal branch
stars dominate the flux of most ETGs (O’Connell, 1999), we may find evidence of such a low mass
population if, as proposed by Han et al. (2007), binary stellar evolution plays a role in the origin
of EHB stars.

There are alternate hypotheses for the origin of EHB stars that do not involve binaries. These
break down into two categories, “metal-poor" (Lee, 1994; Park & Lee, 1997) and “metal-rich"
(Bressan et al., 1994; Dorman et al., 1995; Yi et al., 2005), and attribute the EHB properties to
differences in stellar evolution, driven by metallicity. The motivation for such models comes from
the strong correlation between UV upturn strength and metallicity (Burstein et al., 1988). In such
models, the correlation of UV properties with Υ∗ would be due to a shared dependence of EHB
evolution and the IMF on metallicity. A better understanding of the relationships between Mg2,
Υ∗, σV , and UV flux and colour among ETGs may help us distinguish among these two broad
alternatives and, by doing so, aid in the identification of the origin of both the EHB stars and the
IMF variations.

In Paper I we uncovered the correlation between the UV colours and Υ∗ using a sample of
32 galaxies, where Υ∗ was derived from an analysis of population-sensitive features in the inte-
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grated optical spectra (Conroy & van Dokkum, 2012). In that small sample, we were unable to
demonstrated the supremacy of Mg2 or Υ∗ in driving FUV−NUV. Furthermore, because the mea-
surements of Υ∗ came from spectral synthesis, there was a lingering uncertainty as to whether there
exists an internal dependence of Υ∗ estimates and Mg2. We now examine the relevant properties
of 192 galaxies from the ATLAS3D sample (Cappellari et al., 2013a,b). Beside the significant in-
crease in sample size, the other principal difference between the two studies is that the values of
Υ∗ for this sample come from a dynamical analysis. In § 5.2.3 we present measurements from a
reanalysis of the FUV and NUV images from GALEX data for this set of galaxies and in § 5.2.4
we describe our findings.

5.2.3 The Data and Measurements

The parent sample for this study is the set of ATLAS3D galaxies with published Υ∗ (Cappellari
et al., 2013a,b). To be specific, we adopt the values of the stellar mass-to-light ratio they derived
from subtracting the contribution from a model dark matter halo to their dynamically derived total
mass-to-light ratio (fourth column of Table 1 in Cappellari et al. (2013b)) and the stellar mass-to-
light value referenced to the mass-to-light ratio of a stellar population with a Salpeter IMF and
equivalent age and metallicity, Υ∗/ΥSal (using ΥSal from the 5th column of the same Table). We
track both values because although in principle the referenced value is the more appropriate one,
since it aims to remove any dependence on known factors affecting mass-to-light variations, there
is some potential for degeneracy in that value because the correction itself depends on modeling
the effect of metallicity on stellar evolution.

Our addition to the existing data for this sample is the set of homogeneous measurements of
the FUV (1350–1750Å) and NUV (1750–2750Å) photometry made possible by the Galaxy Evo-
lution Explorer (GALEX ) satellite (Martin et al., 2005). We undertake a photometric analysis of
galaxies in the ATLAS3D sample with available pipeline-processed (GR6/7 release) GALEX data
from the MAST archive maintained by the Space Telescope Science Institute. There are 231 such
targets with both FUV and NUV data, but for only 199 of these are the images deep enough to
enable a proper measurement of the asymptotic magnitudes. Of these, seven are not included
in Table 1 of Cappellari et al. (2013a) and so are not included here as well, leaving us with a
sample of 192 galaxies. The photometry comes from a larger effort to reanalyse nearby galaxy
GALEX photometry (see Bouquin et al., 2015).

We follow the procedure described by Gil de Paz et al. (2007) and Lee et al. (2011). In
summary, the analysis steps are (1) sky-background subtraction, using elliptical annuli centreed
on the galaxy that match the ellipticity and position angle (PA) of the galaxy and have major axes
significantly larger than the isophotal diameter, D25, in all cases (the same region is used for
each of the two UV bands), (2) interactive masking of foreground stars and background galaxies
following an automated detection of all red (FUV-NUV > 1) point sources as potential contam-
inants, 3) surface photometry within elliptical annuli with fixed centre, ellipticity and PA (those
of the D25 ellipse) and (4) calculation of the growth curve in both UV bands and the derivation
of the corresponding asymptotic magnitudes. The asymptotic values are obtained from a fit to the
growth curve, m(R) vs. dm/dR, so they do not include the (systematic to all galaxies) calibration
zero point error (conservatively ∼0.1 mag in each band). All surface brightness profiles, colour
profiles and apertures, and asymptotic magnitudes and colours are corrected attenuation adopt-
ing AFUV = 7.9E(B − V) and ANUV = 8.0E(B − V). We use the FUV and NUV asymptotic
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Figure 5.4: Υ∗ vs. UV colour. Points are coded on the basis of the ΥJAM quality flag (in order of decreasing
quality: filled circles, filled squares, filled triangles, and open circles). The orthogonal regression fit (Isobe et al.,
1990) is shown (logΥ∗ = 1.07− 0.28(FUV−NUV)). The colour axis remains inverted from normal convention for
consistency with Figure 5.3. UV blue galaxies are on the right. The Spearman rank correlation test indicates that the
probability that the observed correlation arose by chance is 4.4× 10−13.

magnitudes as the best measure of the total UV emission of our galaxies (Table 5.3).

5.2.4 Results

We present the UV properties of the sample in Figure 5.3 and Table 5.3. In this first Figure we
are addressing two issues. First, there are known cases of ETGs with ongoing, low-levels of
star formation (cf. Yi et al., 2005; Kaviraj et al., 2007). The emission from these young stars will
contaminate our UV fluxes and colours and so we want to remove galaxies in which this component
is conspicuous. We adopt a cut in NUV−K (sources with colour >7.5 retained) to select galaxies
on the red sequence that also have relatively low molecular hydrogen, H2 (Figure 8 from Young
et al., 2013). The unwanted objects are shown in the panels with red open circles and are removed
from subsequent discussion. Second, the dynamical measurements of the total mass-to-light ratio
derived by Cappellari et al. (2013a), ΥJAM, come with quality flags, which we propagate to the
measurements of the stellar mass-to-light ratios, Υ∗, presented in Cappellari et al. (2013b). While
we would prefer to use all of the data for statistical reasons, we do not want to dilute our analysis
with unreliable values of Υ. Therefore, in the Figure we separate the galaxies for the four different
quality levels (3,2,1,0, with 3 being best). After the removal of the sources we believe have residual
star formation (sources with NUV− K ≤ 7.5 removed), the correlations (or lack thereof) do not
appear to change markedly among the different quality determinations. Therefore, we make no
additional cut based on the provided quality diagnostic and are able to retain as large a sample as
possible.

In Figure 5.3, the correlation between FUV−NUV and Υ∗ is visually indistinguishable from
that between σV and Υ∗, even though σV is a key parameter in the determination of Υ∗. Therefore,
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we are already assured that the principal result from Paper I, that the correlation between Υ∗ and
UV colour is as strong as any other found so far with Υ∗, is confirmed.

We combine the different quality subsets and present the composite correlation between
FUV−NUV and Υ∗ in Figure 5.4. Using the Spearman rank correlation coefficient, we calcu-
late that the chance of randomly realizing such a correlation is 4.4 × 10−13, and is 7.6×10−5 for
Υ∗/ΥSal, so highly significant in either case, albeit weaker in the latter. In the Figure we also
present a fitted line (using the orthogonal regression formula from Isobe et al. (1990)) and find that
logΥ∗ = 1.07− 0.28(FUV− NUV).

Next, we compare the correlations between Υ∗ and other quantities. In particular, the Mg2

index has been found to correlate strongly with Υ∗ (Conroy & van Dokkum, 2012) and with UV
colour (Burstein et al., 1988; Donas et al., 2007). We adopt measurements of Mg2 presented by
Golev et al. (1999), although unfortunately measurements only exist for a subsample of our galax-
ies. Thus, we drop from the 166 galaxies included in Figure 5.4 to the 93 presented in Figure 5.5.
We calculate the various Spearman correlation coefficients and the associated probabilities that
they arise by chance (Table 5.4) for the subset of our 93 galaxies with published Mg2 from Golev
et al. (1999). In all cases where a correlation is detected and Mg2 is not required, and so cases
where we can use more galaxies, the correlation is found to be even more statistically significant
than quoted in the Table when we use all of the available data.

There are various results to discuss from Figure 5.5 and Table 5.4. First, we confirm the find-
ing from Paper I that the correlation between UV colour and Υ∗ is as strong, and perhaps stronger,
than that with Mg2. We extend that result and find that it is also valid using the corrected values of
the mass-to-light ratio, Υ∗/ΥSal. As noted in our first paper, one cannot read too much into a com-
parison of the Spearman rank correlations (or associated probabilities) because the observational
scatter is different among different observables. However, there is no doubt that all correlations
between UV colour, Υ∗, and Υ∗/ΥSal are highly significant.

Second, there is a reversal of the prevailing trends when examining NUV−r, in the sense
that larger Υ∗ values correspond to redder galaxies. Donas et al. (2007) identified the correlation
between NUV−V and Mg2 and suspected it arose due to increased line-blanketing in the NUV
passband in the higher metallicity galaxies. The correlation we find between NUV and r goes in
that same sense, namely that as Mg2 increases, NUV decreases (assuming r is fixed). This correla-
tion is weaker than some of the other correlations and only marginally significant for this sample
(probability of arising by chance = 0.015), but is highly significant for our entire sample (probabil-
ity of arising by chance = 5.8 × 10−6). If the cause of this correlation is indeed blanketing in the
NUV, then blanketing will also affect FUV−NUV in the sense that as Mg2 increases, FUV−NUV
will decrease as the NUV flux becomes increasingly diminished (if FUV is fixed). As such, this
would appear to be a consistent explanation of the correlations we find between FUV−NUV vs.
Mg2 and NUV vs. r.

However, we see from the panels showing FUV−r vs. Υ∗ and FUV−r vs. Mg2, and Ta-
ble 5.4, that the trends of UV colour with Υ∗ and Mg2 are present even when not using NUV,
and that they are much more significant than those involving NUV (the probability of FUV−r and
NUV−r vs. Υ∗ arising by chance are 2.7 × 10−6 vs 0.015, respectively). Therefore, the observed
FUV−NUV vs. Υ∗ trend does not arise primarily from blanketing of the NUV flux, although such
blanketing will help strengthen the UV color relation by decreasing the NUV flux as the FUV flux
increases. Because the qualitative nature of the correlations remains in place whether one uses
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Figure 5.5: Correlations between Υ∗, FUV−NUV, FUV−r, NUV−r, and Mg2. Υ∗ is in solar units. We use only
the subsample of galaxies for which Mg2 is available from Golev et al. (1999). Colour axes remain reversed from
convention for consistency throughout this paper.

FUV or FUV−NUV and r or K (the latter not shown, but the trends are nearly indistinguishable
to what is seen in r), we conclude that the results are not driven by the “artificial" suppression of
flux in any one passband.

A critical question is whether the trend we find between UV colour and Υ∗ is merely a
reflection of the previously identified correlations between UV colour and Mg2 (Burstein et al.,
1988) and Υ∗ and Mg2 (Conroy & van Dokkum, 2012), or something more fundamental. This
is always a difficult class of question to answer in practice because of the interrelation among
parameters and unequal uncertainties for the different parameters. One way to begin to address
this issue is to remove the known influence of metallicity on Υ∗. We have previously alluded to
this approach in the use of Υ∗/ΥSal. When we use Υ∗/ΥSal, we remove the effect of metallicity
on the observed mass-to-light ratio of a stellar population because models account for the role of
metallicity in the luminosity and colors of the stellar population. The choice of a Salpeter IMF
is incidental, we are simply referencing the observed values to model values. We find that the
correlation between UV colour and Υ∗/ΥSal is highly significant (Table 5.4), demonstrating that
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although Mg2 does influence the UV colour of the stellar populations, it is not the sole factor.
The strength of this method is that we are applying what we already know to be the case, that
abundances affect the colors of stars. The weaknesses include the assumption that the modeling is
correct (one could in principle introduce a correlation with the wrong model) and that we are only
correcting for this one possible role of abundance.

For an alternative approach we use partial rank correlation coefficients (Kendall & Stuart,
1973). The expression for the partial correlation coefficient is

ρx,y;z = (ρx,y − ρx,zρy,x)/((1− ρ2x,z)(1− ρ2y,z))
1/2,

where ρx,y is the Spearman rank correlation coefficient for variables x and y. The partial correlation
coefficient measures the rank correlation, ρ, between two variables (to the left of the semicolon
in the ρ subscript), where the effect on the correlation of the variable to right of semicolon is
removed. This approach is aimed at removing any possible influence that abundance, as measured
by Mg2, has on the correlation between colour and the mass-to-light ratio. Using the 93 galaxies
in the sample for which we have Mg2 measurements, we find that ρUV,Υ∗;Mg2 = −0.391. The
agreement between the correlation coefficient obtained when we remove the known effects of
abundance through modeling (−0.399) and through the model-free partial correlation coefficient
analysis (−0.391), suggests that the bulk of the influence of abundance is through the colour of the
stellar population and provides supporting evidence for a direct correlation between the IMF and
UV colour.

5.2.4.1 Putting the correlation to use

As with any correlation among galaxy parameters, there are two paths forward. To provide a spe-
cific example, consider the relationship between luminosity and HI line-width, generally referred
to as the Tully-Fisher relation (Tully & Fisher, 1977). Clearly, we desire to understand the physics
behind that relation. On the other hand, we use the relation, without understanding the physics, as
a distance estimator. Likewise here, we need to understand the cause of the FUV−NUV vs. Υ∗

vs. Mg2 relationships, but we can also attempt to exploit them in other causes.

In Figure 5.4 we show the relationship between FUV−NUV and Υ∗. One can use this
relationship, and a measurement of FUV−NUV, to obtain rough estimates of Υ∗ for much larger
samples of early-type galaxies than one could hope to do with either the dynamical approach of
Cappellari et al. (2012) or the spectral method of Conroy & van Dokkum (2012).

As an example of how this relation could be exploited to select physically interesting galaxies
from a large sample, we select from our sample those galaxies with FUV−NUV < 1.5 and Mr <
19. The resulting two galaxies are highlighted in Figure 5.6. With this photometric selection
we have identified two of the most distinct galaxies in the ATLAS3D sample. NGC 4342 is the
highlighted galaxy at the top of the panels, with the largest Υ∗. This is an S0. The other galaxy is
NGC 525, also an S0, that is apparently fairly extreme in having a velocity dispersion < 100 km
s−1. Because it is an S0, there may be significant rotation and although it is intrinsically faint, it
has a fairly large Υ∗. That both of these galaxies are S0’s may cause some concern, but we show
in Figure 5.7 that dividing the sample at a T-type of −3 demonstrates that there are no evident
systematic differences in Υ∗ between ellipticals and lenticulars. Photometrically selecting such
galaxies from large samples for detailed follow-up, such as the 2-D spectroscopy necessary for the
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Figure 5.6: Using FUV−NUV to select interesting subpopulations for detailed studies. We illustrate that one possible
set of criteria (FUV−NUV <1.5 and Mr < 19) selects a set of low-luminosity, high Υ∗ systems that might prove
useful for detailed follow-up studies to explore the origin of high Υ∗. The two interesting objects are highlighted as
squares.

Figure 5.7: Type dependence of Υ∗. We divide the sample at a T-type of −3, with galaxies of T-type ≥ −3 being S0’s
and later (green squares), while those with T-type < −3 are ellipticals (blue circles). There is no evident difference in
the relation among the two classes of galaxy.

sophisticated dynamical analysis of Cappellari et al. (2013a), will enable investigators to tune their
samples to best address questions regarding the origins of the IMF or UV physics.

The correlations found here can also be used to refine other known correlations. As an
example, we examine the Fundamental Plane (FP) relation of early types. In Figure 5.8 we plot
the FP found by Bernardi et al. (2003), log re = 1.33 logσV − 0.82 log Ie + C in the left panel of
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the Figure, where re is the effective radius and Ie is the surface brightness within re, all quantities
for these galaxies coming from Cappellari et al. (2013a). We have added a constant term to have
the data pass through the 1:1 line. The data are colour coded by FUV−NUV colour and there is
an evident preference for the redder points to lie below the mean relation and bluer points above
(these colour match the sense of the FUV−NUV colours). Fitting a relationship for the residual
vs. FUV−NUV colour, we arrive at the FP on the right, which has a lower rms scatter (the colour
sensitive correction involves subtracting 0.21 − 0.13(FUV − NUV). This exercise demonstrates
that FUV−NUV can be used as an additional parameter with which to refine the FP, presumably
because variations in Υ∗ generate scatter about the FP and the UV colour provides information on
Υ∗.

Various refinements and extensions of the FP have been presented (Zaritsky et al., 2006,
2008; McGaugh et al., 2010; Dutton et al., 2011; Cappellari et al., 2013a) where the full dynamical
support is included, rotation and pressure support, the curvature of the relation between the total Υ
and σV is accounted for, and attention is paid to expressing the relation in terms as closely related
to the Virial theorem as possible to ease interpretation. With these changes the relationship is more
accurate for very low and high mass ellipticals and is connected to later type galaxies as well. At
the heart of these efforts is the recovery of the mass enclosed within the radius of interest, typically
the effective radius re. In the case of Cappellari et al. (2013a), they construct the “mass plane"
relation because they have the data required to measure a dynamical Υ. On the other hand, if one
does not have access to such data (as would be the case for much larger samples) then perhaps one
is limited to a fitting function for Υ of the type presented by Zaritsky et al. (2008). In that case,
refinement of those estimates obtained by employing FUV−NUV could prove useful.

When we plot the galaxies on the Fundamental Manifold (Zaritsky et al., 2006, 2008) in
Figure 5.9, we find a similar result as for the FP in that the residuals correlate with UV colour and
that correcting for that trend results in a lower RMS version of the plot (colour sensitive correction
converts ∆ + 0.25 − 0.143(FUV − NUV) to ∆′). For technical reasons, the comparison with
the FP is interesting. The FM uses a functional fit to model the behavior of Υ’s dependence on
the kinematic term V , V ≡

√

v2rot/α + σ2
V , where α is typically about 2 and vrot is a measure

of the bulk rotational velocity, and Ie. Fitting this function would have removed as much of the
dependence of Υ∗ on either V or Ie as possible. Our finding that FUV−NUV can be used to
decrease the scatter of the FM means that there are variations in Υ∗ that are not correlated with
either of those terms primarily (or sufficiently broadly to have been fitted out). In other words,
variations in Υ arising from an IMF that is determined by σ would have been fitted out in the
original determination of ∆.

We close by noting that far more detailed work has been presented on uncovering differences
among stellar populations of galaxies within the FP. Both Graves et al. (2009) and Springob et al.
(2012) present evidence for systematic variations that contribute to the thickness of the edge-on
projection of the FP. This work does not supplant those studies, but instead offers an observation-
ally efficient way to reduce that thickness using a measurement, the UV colour, that is simpler to
obtain than the detailed line ratios used in those studies. Of course, the detailed line ratios and
subsequent stellar population modeling provide a far more in depth view of the stellar populations
than does the UV colour, and by doing so help address questions regarding the root origin of the
scaling relations, but that is not our focus here.

An avenue that appears to have significant promise is the use of spatially resolved IMF
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Figure 5.8: Fundamental Plane residuals and UV colour. We only show the extremes of the galaxy distribution,
galaxies with FUV−NUV > 2.0 as red squares and those with FUV−NUV < 1.2 as blue circles for clarity. In the
left panel is the original FP relation. Systematic differences based on UV colour are visible. We fit the relationship
between residual and UV colour and correct for that in the right panel. The RMS scatter about each FP is given in the
associated panel and is the result for the full sample. The velocity dispersion σ is in units of km s−1 and the mean
surface brightness interior to re, Ie, is in units of L⊙ pc−2.

variations, abundances, and UV colours within individual galaxies. Comparing to data published
by Martín-Navarro et al. (2015), we find than in the three galaxies in common between our samples
there are qualitatively corresponding gradients in the IMF variations as they determined through
spectral line analysis and our UV colours. Galaxies NGC 4552 and NGC 5557 both exhibit a
gradient in the inferred IMF within re and a corresponding FUV−NUV colour gradient in our
data, while NGC 4387 shows no gradient in either measurement. In combination with abundance
measurements and detailed stellar population modeling, such cases may provide a path forward in
this research area.
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Figure 5.9: Fundamental Manifold residuals and UV colour. We divided the sample as in Figure 5.8 by UV colour
and now plot the FM (Zaritsky et al., 2008) in the left panel. Again, systematic differences based on UV colour are
visible. Those are removed in the right panel, with the resulting lower RMS. The units of V are km s−1 and of Ie are
L⊙ pc−2.

5.2.5 Conclusions

Using GALEX data in combination with published values of the stellar mass-to-light ratio, Υ∗ for a
large sample of early type galaxies (Cappellari et al., 2012), we have confirmed our previous iden-
tification of a strong correlation between UV colour (FUV−NUV) and Υ∗ in early type galaxies
(ETGs). The correlation is also highly significant between UV colour and Υ∗/ΥSal, demonstrat-
ing that the results reflect more than just known differences among stellar populations. The key
differences between this study and that presented in Paper I are that we use a much larger sample,
that the values of Υ∗ were obtained in a completely independent manner (dynamical analysis vs.
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Table 5.3: Galaxy Sample and Propertiesa,b

Name mFUV mNUV Distance
[Mpc]

IC0676 17.85±0.02 16.51±0.02 24.6
IC0719 16.91±0.01 16.26±0.01 29.4
IC0782 20.50±0.07 18.12±0.02 36.3
IC1024 16.94±0.02 16.36±0.02 24.2
IC3631 17.35±0.04 16.55±0.02 42.0
NGC0448 19.38±0.33 17.62±0.04 29.5
NGC0474 18.44±0.17 16.08±0.05 30.9
NGC0509 20.25±0.31 18.34±0.06 32.3

aThe first few entries of the table are shown here for
guidance. The complete table is available on-line.
bThe quoted uncertainties do not include the zero point un-
certainties, but a systematic zero point error would affect
all measurements equally and so do not affect the conclu-
sions presented here.

spectral line modeling), and that we remove the role of metallicity (alpha enhancement) on the
results both through modeled corrections (the use of ΥSal) and more detailed statistics (the use of
partial correlation coefficients) .

If variations in the stellar initial mass function are indeed responsible for the variations in
Υ∗, then they may also be responsible for the variations in UV colour. This conjecture provides an
avenue to addressing the long-standing question regarding the origin of the UV flux in ETGs and
identifies a photometric signature of IMF variations.

The existence of the correlation between UV colour and Υ∗ (and Υ∗/ΥSal) is something we
need to understand, but we can also use it to aid us in other programs. We can use our findings to
easily select objects that are likely to have unusual values of Υ∗ for further study, or to help reduce
the scatter in galaxy scaling relations that depend on Υ∗. With the advent of homogeneous, precise
UV magnitudes for large samples (Bouquin et al., 2015), it is now time to use the correlations
described here to revisit the stellar populations of statistical samples of early type galaxies.
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Table 5.4: Rank correlation coefficients and probabilities that they arise randomlya

FUV − NUV FUV − r NUV − r Lr σV Mg2 Υ∗ Υ∗/ΥSal

FUV − NUV ... 8.2×10−29 0.084 0.079 3.3×10−10 2.7×10−14 4.4×10−13 7.6×10−5

FUV − r 0.864 ... 0.008 0.397 2.2×10−5 4.8×10−8 2.7×10−7 0.0054
NUV − r −0.180 0.274 ... 0.123 0.012 0.015 0.015 0.131
Lr 0.183 0.089 −0.161 ... 1.1×10−7 0.001 0.061 0.965
σV −0.595 −0.425 0.258 −0.517 ... 6.6×10−15 1.9×10−17 8.2×10−9

Mg2 −0.688 −0.530 0.253 −0.326 0.699 ... 1.7×10−12 0.0005
Υ∗ −0.663 −0.503 0.252 −0.195 0.742 0.651 ... 9.1×10−30

Υ∗/ΥSal −0.399 −0.286 0.158 −0.005 0.554 0.354 0.871 ...

aRank correlation coefficients given in bottom half of matrix, probabilities in top half. Significant
correlations (probability of arising by chance < 0.01) highlighted in bold.
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6
Spatially-Resolved Profiles Analysis

(Paper II)

A la izquierda en la página anterior: la galaxia NGC2841.

Resumen

En este capítulo presentamos la fotometría superficial de nuestra muestra obtenida en las bandas
FUV y NUV a partir de imágenes tomadas por el satélite GALEX (Galaxy Evolution Explorer)
junto con la fotometría superficial en 3.6 µm correspondiente a la banda 1 del instrumento IRAC
de Spitzer, incluida esta última dentro de los productos de la exploración S4G (Spitzer Survey of

Stellar Structure in Galaxies) (Sheth et al., 2010). Se analizan en este apartado los perfiles de brillo
superficial µFUV , µNUV y µ[3.6], así como los perfiles radiales en los colores (FUV − NUV), (NUV
− [3.6]) y (FUV − [3.6]) para un total de 1931 galaxias cercanas (z< 0.01). El análisis de los per-
files de brillo superficial de 3.6µm también nos permite separar los componentes de bulbo y disco
de forma casi automática y comparar la forma de los perfiles de estos últimos con valores predichos
por los modelos quimio-espectrofotométricos para la evolución de los discos galácticos de Boissier
& Prantzos (2000). Encontramos que la componente de disco exponencial se aísla mejor fijando un
corte radial interno y un límite de brillo superficial superior en densidad superficial de masa estelar.
Los modelos que mejor se ajustan a la longitud de la escala y el brillo superficial central medidos
dan lugar a distribuciones de velocidad de rotación y momento angular específico que están dentro
de un factor de dos de las obtenidas a través de mediciones cinemáticas directas. Encontramos que
a un brillo superficial más débil que µ[3.6] = 20.89 mag arcsec−2 o inferior a 3 × 108 M⊙ kpc−2

en densidad superficial de masa estelar, la tasa promedio específica de formación estelar para la
formación de estrellas y las galaxias quiescentes se mantiene relativamente plana con el radio. Sin
embargo, una gran fracción de las galaxias del GGV, o GALEX Green Valley (definido en Bou-
quin et al., 2015), muestran una disminución radial en la tasa específica de formación estelar. Este
comportamiento sugiere un mecanismo de amortiguación posiblemente relacionado con efectos
ambientales actuando de fuera hacia adentro (outside-in quenching) que estaría dado lugar de una
evolución relativamente rápida (≤109 años) de una fracción de las galaxias de la secuencia azul de
galaxias que forman las estrellas hacia la secuencia roja de galaxias quiescentes.

Referencia Bibliográfica:
Bouquin et al., 2017, The Astrophysical Journal Supplement Series (in press), arXiv:1710.00955
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6.1 The GALEX /S4G surface brightness and color profiles catalog -
I. Surface photometry and color gradients of galaxies.
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6.1.1 Abstract

We present new, spatially resolved, surface photometry in FUV and NUV from images obtained
by the Galaxy Evolution Explorer (GALEX), and IRAC1 (3.6µm) photometry from the Spitzer

Survey of Stellar Structure in Galaxies (S4G) (Sheth et al., 2010). We analyze the radial sur-
face brightness profiles µFUV , µNUV , and µ[3.6], as well as the radial profiles of (FUV−NUV),
(NUV− [3.6]), and (FUV− [3.6]) colors in 1931 nearby galaxies (z < 0.01). The analysis of the
3.6µm surface brightness profiles also allows us to separate the bulge and disk components in a
quasi-automatic way, and to compare their light and color distribution with those predicted by the
chemo-spectrophotometric models for the evolution of galaxy disks of Boissier & Prantzos (2000).
The exponential disk component is best isolated by setting an inner radial cutoff and an upper sur-
face brightness limit in stellar mass surface density. The best-fitting models to the measured scale
length and central surface brightness values yield distributions of spin and circular velocity within
a factor of two to those obtained via direct kinematic measurements. We find that at a surface
brightness fainter than µ[3.6] = 20.89mag arcsec−2, or below 3 × 108M⊙ kpc−2 in stellar mass
surface density, the average specific star formation rate for star forming and quiescent galaxies
remains relatively flat with radius. However, a large fraction of GALEX Green Valley galaxies (de-
fined in Bouquin et al., 2015) shows a radial decrease in specific star formation rate. This behavior
suggests that an outside-in damping mechanism, possibly related to environmental effects, could
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be testimony of an early evolution of galaxies from the blue sequence of star forming galaxies
towards the red sequence of quiescent galaxies.

6.2 Introduction

Observing the ultraviolet (UV) part of the electromagnetic spectrum is a direct way to determine
the current star formation rate in nearby galaxies. The far-ultraviolet (FUV) (λeff = 1516 Å) band
and near-ultraviolet (NUV) (λeff = 2267 Å) band luminosities are tracers of the most recent star
formation in galaxies, up to about 100 million years, because they are mainly produced by short-
lived O and B stars, and are directly related to the current star formation rate (SFR) of galaxies
(Kennicutt, 1998). Consequently, the FUV observations of nearby galaxies by the Galaxy Evolu-

tion Explorer (GALEX) space telescope (Martin et al., 2005) allow us to obtain the amount of stars
formed in nearby disk galaxies and dwarfs. In the last two decades, rest-frame UV observations
have also been used to analyze the evolution of the SFR throughout the history of the Universe (see
the review by Madau & Dickinson, 2014). However, a detailed analysis of the spatial distribution
of the SFR, starting from local galaxies, is needed, if we want to understand the origin and mech-
anisms involved in the evolution of the SFR in general and in the observed decay in the SFR since
z∼1.

In spite of the rather quick evolution since z=1, many galaxies have kept forming stars un-
til now, some of them vigorously at all galactocentric distances (the so-called extended UV-disk
galaxies constitute a prime example in that regard; Gil de Paz et al., 2005, 2007; Thilker et al.,
2005, 2007). However, many others (especially massive ones but not exclusively) have had their
star formation quenched or, at least, damped, in the sense that their star formation substantially
decreased (and not in the sense that gas has been exhausted), at different epochs and at different
galactocentric distances. Our ultimate goal is to address the study of these objects using multi-
wavelength surface photometry combined for an unprecendented large sample of galaxies in the
local Universe. The sensitivity of the UV emission to even small amounts of star formation allows
us to identify objects that are going through a transition phase and to determine whether this transi-
tion occurs at all radii at the same time or in an outside-in or inside-out fashion. However, in order
to relate the current SFR with that having occurred in the past, the distribution of the UV emission
must be compared with that of the galaxy’s stellar mass all the way to the very faint outskirts of
galaxies. Deep rest-frame near-infrared imaging data are key in that regard, such as those provided
by IRAC onboard the Spitzer satellite in the case of nearby galaxies and soon by the James Webb

Space Telescope(JWST) at intermediate-to-high redshifts. These observations allow us to probe
the radial variations of the SFR in relation to the stellar mass surface density. Spatially resolved
radial color profiles are a powerful diagnostic tool to gain insight into the relative number of young
to old stars. However, most of the results obtained to date have focused on the global properties
of galaxies, even in nearby galaxies. There are noticeable exceptions such as the works of Muñoz-
Mateos et al. (2011) and Pezzulli et al. (2015), but usually for relatively small samples (75 and 35
nearby spiral galaxies respectively in these examples).

Studies of the integrated (NUV− r) vs r color-magnitude diagram for nearby galaxies have
revealed a clear bimodal distribution (e.g. Wyder et al., 2007; Martin et al., 2007): quiescent, early-
type galaxies (ETGs) are seen to form a “red sequence", whereas actively star-forming late-type
galaxies are seen to form a “blue sequence". This has been seen both in the field galaxy population
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and in nearby clusters such as Virgo (Boselli et al., 2005). A recent study of the so-called “Green
Valley Galaxies” (GVG) using the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) data, and defined in the (u− r)
color-mass diagram by Schawinski et al. (2014) shows that GVGs span a wide range of colors
and masses. As pointed out by Schawinski et al. (2014), using UV-optical bands helps constrain
the star formation quenching timescale. We have shown in Bouquin et al. (2015) that using the
(FUV−NUV) vs (NUV− 3.6µm) color-color diagram constrains the star formation quenching
timescale to be less than 1 Gyr.

Integrated color-color diagrams have been widely used in the past to investigate integrated
properties of galaxies. For example, the (FUV−NUV) versus (NUV−K) (Gil de Paz et al., 2007)
or the (FUV−NUV) versus (NUV− [3.6]) color-color diagrams (Bouquin et al., 2015) can sepa-
rate well the star-forming galaxies from quiescent galaxies. Bouquin et al. (2015) have shown that
the combination of UV and IR reveals a better sequential distribution than the “classical" optical-
IR color-color diagrams, especially for star-forming (Blue Clouds) systems. These color-color
diagrams separate nearby galaxies into a very narrow sequence of star-forming galaxies populated
mostly by late-type galaxies, which we dubbed the GALEX Blue Sequence (GBS), and a broader
sequence, the GALEX Red Sequence (GRS), where quiescent galaxies such as early-type galaxies
are distributed.

The above studies utilise global properties of galaxies, which do not assess the distribution
of star formation within galaxies. It is of crucial importance that we understand how star formation
is happening within nearby galaxies, where the active zones are, and, based on that information,
determine what mechanism(s) are in effect for activating or suppressing star formation, in order to
compare star formation of galaxies at high redshift. Looking at the spatially resolved radial profiles
is of utmost importance as it can give us insight into galaxy disk growth and on how quenching
takes places (from inside-out or from outside-in).

Recently, a deep infrared survey of nearby galaxies, the Spitzer Survey of Stellar Structure
in Galaxies (S4G, Sheth et al., 2010) has been undertaken using the Infrared Array Camera (IRAC)
onboard the Spitzer Space Telescope. We used the ∼2300 S4G galaxies as our base sample and
complemented it with the publicly available GALEX counterparts (GR6/7) for those galaxies, and
have performed new FUV (1350 - 1750 Å) and Near-UV (or NUV) (1750 - 2800 Å) photometry.
We obtained surface brightness profiles in FUV and in NUV, as well as (FUV−NUV) color pro-
files for 1931 nearby galaxies up to 40 Mpc. These data provide both broad wavelength coverage
and good physical spatial resolution. At the median distance of the survey, 23 Mpc, a GALEX PSF
of 6′′ corresponds to ∼700 pc (but varies from 12 pc to 2737 pc, for ESO245-007 at 0.42 Mpc, to
PGC040552 at 94.1 Mpc 1 ).

This paper follows a classical approach in its structure, starting with an overview of the cri-
teria used to constrain the initial sample of galaxies (Section 6.3.1, 6.3.2). Once the sample is
defined, we describe the reduction processes to obtain our science-ready products (Section 6.4,
6.4.1) and the analysis performed (Section 6.4.2, 6.4.3). Results and the discussion of that analysis
are described in the section that follows (Section 6.5). Then, we also show in Sections 6.6, 6.6.1
a study on obtaining the circular velocities and spin parameters from the models of Boissier &
Prantzos (2000) (BP00) and how they compare to observed values (Section 6.6.2). This is fol-
lowed by a discussion of the results of this work in Sections 6.7, 6.7.1, 6.7.2, 6.7.3. Finally, the

1One of the sample selection criteria uses the distance inferred from the radial velocity measurements from HI
observations, whereas here we use the redshift-independent distance, hence the discrepancy.
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summary and conclusions are in Section 6.8. The derivation of stellar mass surface density from
the 3.6µm surface brightness is included in appendix 6.9, followed by the derivation of the specific
star formation rate (sSFR) from the (FUV− [3.6]) color in appendix 6.10.

We assume a standard ΛCDM cosmology, with H0 = 75 km s−1 Mpc−1 and all magnitudes
throughout this paper are given in the AB system unless stated otherwise.

6.3 Sample

In this section, we briefly describe the criteria used to select the S4G sample (Section 6.3.1), and
more in detail the method of retrieval of the cross-matched UV data (Section 6.3.2). However, the
reader is referred to Sheth et al. (2010) for more details about the S4G sample selection. This study
is based uniquely on imaging data.

6.3.1 S4G

The Spitzer Survey of Stellar Structure in Galaxies (S4G) galaxy sample is a deep infrared survey
of a (mainly) volume-limited sample of nearby galaxies within d< 40 Mpc, observed at 3.6µm and
4.5µm with the Infrared Array Camera (IRAC, Fazio et al., 2004) (see Sheth et al., 2010, for a full
description of the survey). Additional selection criteria are: size-limited with D25> 1′, magnitude-
limited in B-band (Vega)< 15.5 mag, and above and below the Galactic plane, |b|> 30 ◦. The total
sample size is 2352 galaxies. A follow-up survey was done to include more ETGs, but those data
are not included in this catalog.

A multiwavelength analysis of the S4G sample has since been carried out as part of the De-
tailed Anatomy of Galaxies (DAGAL) project, and it is now complemented with FUV and NUV
data from GALEX (see also Zaritsky et al., 2014a; Bouquin et al., 2015; Zaritsky et al., 2015, for
preliminary analyses of the UV-observed sample), ugriz images from SDSS, and various other
data such as HI data cubes (see Ponomareva et al., 2016) or Hα images (e.g. Knapen et al., 2004;
Erroz-Ferrer et al., 2012). Additional analyses and catalogues, such as a classical morphological
classification (Buta et al., 2015), a bulge/disk decomposition (from S4G P4 pipeline; Salo et al.,
2015), a catalog of morphological features (Herrera-Endoqui et al., 2015), and a stellar mass cata-
log (P5; Querejeta et al., 2015), have also been produced and are publicly available online2. Much
more detailed analysis of specific subsamples within S4G are also available elsewhere, such as a
catalogue of structural parameters from BUDDA decomposition (de Souza et al., 2004; Gadotti,
2008) of 3.6µm images (Kim et al., 2016), or Hα kinematic studies of the inner regions (Erroz-
Ferrer et al., 2016).

In this paper, we have used the surface photometry at 3.6µm (IRAC1) measurements from
the output of pipeline 3 (P3) of the S4G sample (see Muñoz-Mateos et al., 2015, for a detailed
description of the S4G P3 treatment). We have collected these data from the IRSA database3, via
their dedicated website. We only used the 3.6µm surface photometry performed with a fixed aper-
ture geometry (filenames of the form *.1fx2a_noclean_fin.dat) where the center, position angle,
and ellipticity are all kept fixed and only the aperture radius is increased by radial increments of

2http://www.astro.rug.nl/∼dagal/
3http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/data/SPITZER/S4G/
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2′′ along the semi-major axis. Subsequent mentions of µ[3.6] correspond to the aperture-corrected
surface brightness (columns SB_COR and its error ESB_COR, as well as the cumulative magni-
tude TMAG_COR and its error ETMAG_COR) found in these publicly available data. Since our
GALEX photometry is performed every 6′′ in major-axis radius steps, we only use the data outputs
obtained at the same step values for the 3.6µm photometry.

Table 6.1 shows the first galaxies of our GALEX/S4G sample sorted by right ascension,
and lists the FUV and NUV asymptotic magnitudes obtained for our sample along the 3.6µm
asymptotic magnitudes obtained by Muñoz-Mateos et al. (2015). The complete table, with addi-
tional columns such as which GALEX tiles were used, is publicly available online through VizieR
(Ochsenbein et al., 2000).

Figure 6.1: Comparisons of the distributions of the S4G sample (white bars) with the GALEX/S4G subsample
(filled bars). The distributions of numerical morphological types (T) (binning=1) (top-left), distances in Mpc (bin-
ning=5Mpc) (top-right), 3.6µm absolute AB magnitudes (binning=1mag) (bottom-left), and (FUV−NUV) color (bin-
ning=0.25 mag) (bottom-right) of both samples are shown. The S4G sample is comprised of 2352 galaxies, and the
GALEX/S4G subsample of 1931 galaxies. The 3.6µm absolute magnitude is accompanied by the logarithm of the
stellar mass in the top x-axis, computed using eq. 6.12 in Appendix 6.9. The vertical line at (FUV−NUV) = 0.9
corresponds to the value used in Gil de Paz et al. (2007) to broadly separate between early and late-type galaxies.

6.3.2 GALEX counterparts

We gathered all available GALEX FUV and NUV images and related data products for 1931 S4G
galaxies that had been observed in at least one of these two UV bands. Over 200 galaxies do not
have GALEX data at all. We obtained the original GALEX data using the GALEXview4 tool. Pri-

4http://galex.stsci.edu/GalexView/
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Table 6.1: The GALEX/S4G sample

Namea RAb Decc Td distancee FUVf NUVg M3.6
h Group IDi

deg deg Mpc ABmag ABmag ABmag
UGC00017 0.929725 15.218985 9.1 13.0±— 16.86±0.08 16.59±0.02 14.880±0.006 1211
ESO409-015 1.383640 -28.099908 5.4 9.8±— 15.94±0.01 15.86±0.01 15.873±0.001 0
ESO293-034 1.583550 -41.497280 6.2 18.3±— 14.77±0.01 14.38±0.01 11.612±0.001 0
NGC0007 2.087407 -29.914812 4.8 21.9±1.6 15.48±0.01 15.18±0.01 14.021±0.002 1096
IC1532 2.468434 -64.372169 4.0 28.7±5.3 16.74±0.08 16.38±0.01 14.590±0.004 1031
NGC0024 2.484438 -24.964018 5.1 6.9±2.8 14.11±0.01 13.79±0.01 11.492±0.001 355
ESO293-045 2.853125 -41.398099 7.8 27.9±5.5 16.27±0.01 16.11±0.01 15.784±0.007 0
UGC00122 3.323550 17.029280 9.6 11.6±0.7 16.05±0.01 15.89±0.01 15.815±0.029 0
UGC00132 3.503175 12.963801 7.9 22.4±— 17.21±0.02 16.69±0.05 14.585±0.001 0
NGC0059 3.854846 -21.444339 -2.9 4.9±0.6 16.10±0.01 15.35±0.01 12.749±0.001 0
UGC00156 4.199970 12.350260 9.8 15.9±— 16.60±0.07 15.73±0.07 14.176±0.001 0
NGC0063 4.439552 11.450338 -3.4 18.8±0.2 16.81±0.03 15.61±0.02 11.838±0.001 1213
ESO539-007 4.701543 -19.007968 8.7 25.6±— 16.27±0.07 16.05±0.03 15.256±0.011 0
ESO150-005 5.607727 -53.648004 7.8 15.2±2.2 15.48±0.01 15.26±0.01 14.083±0.006 0
NGC0100 6.011113 16.486026 5.9 16.4±3.1 15.79±0.04 15.32±0.01 13.002±0.002 1214
NGC0115 6.692700 -33.677098 3.9 30.7±5.3 15.16±0.01 14.91±0.01 13.752±0.001 1097
UGC00260 6.762137 11.583803 5.8 32.3±2.3 15.36±0.01 15.04±0.01 12.767±0.001 1188
ESO410-012 7.073298 -27.982521 4.6 20.6±— 17.44±0.01 17.18±0.01 16.736±0.006 0
UGC00290 7.284883 15.899069 9.5 9.0±0.2 17.66±0.21 17.36±0.08 16.412±0.005 0
NGC0131 7.410483 -33.259902 3.0 18.8±— 16.08±0.01 15.65±0.01 13.036±0.002 0
...

1same as the S4G nomenclature
2right ascension in degrees and in epoch J2000.0
3declination in degrees and in epoch J2000.0
4numerical morphological type from RC2
5mean, redshift-independent, distance measurements with 1σ uncertainty from NED if available; see text for details.
6Total FUV apparent magnitude with 1σ uncertainty. These uncertainties do not include zero point errors, nor errors
associated to the misidentification of background or foreground sources.

7Total apparent magnitude with 1σ uncertainty. Also see above.
8Total 3.6µm apparent magnitude from IRAC1 photometry and 1σ uncertainty (Muñoz-Mateos et al., 2015)
9Groups and clusters flag obtained from the Galaxy On Line Database Milano Network (GOLDMine, Gavazzi et al.,
2003) and the Cosmicflows-2 (Tully et al., 2013) catalogs. When merging the two catalogs into a single column,
priority was given to the GOLDMine group ID. That is, galaxies with a value of 1, 2, 3, 4, or 9 in the GOLDMine
catalog, denoting galaxies in the Virgo Cluster, were kept as such. A value of 1 is assigned if the galaxy is in the Virgo
Cluster at 17Mpc, 2 at 23 Mpc, 3 at 32 Mpc, 4 at 37.5 Mpc, and 9 for the ones at various other distances. For galaxies
not in GOLDMine, we use the Tully group ID, but if the Tully group ID happens to be 1, 2, 3, 4, or 9 (which does not
necessarily mean that they are in the Virgo Cluster), we append the value with the letter ‘T’ to differentiate them from
the GOLDMine group ID. Only 11 out of 1931 galaxies have a GOLDMine group ID of 0 but a Tully group ID of 1,
2, 3, 4, or 9, namely: UGC07249 (1T), UGC07394 (4T), UGC07522 (4T), NGC4409 (4T), NGC4496A (4T), IC0797
(1T), IC0800 (1T), PGC042160 (1T), UGC07802 (1T), NGC4666 (9T), UGC07982 (2T). A group ID of 0 means that
the galaxy is not in a group in either catalog.

Note. — Our sample of 1931 galaxies, sorted by right ascension.
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ority was given to galaxies that have both FUV and NUV images, with the longest FUV exposure
time. If this condition was met for several product tiles (including a very similar exposure time
to the NUV in the FUV), we chose the one where the target galaxy was best centered in the field-
of-view (FOV). We collected imaging data from all kinds of surveys such as the All-sky Imaging
Survey (AIS), Medium Imaging Survey (MIS), Deep Imaging Survey (DIS), Nearby Galaxy Sur-
vey (NGS), as well as from Guest Investigator (GIs/GIIs) Programs.

The collected data, once processed, yielded a total of 1931 galaxies with both FUV and
NUV photometry available. We call this sample, derived from the S4G and having FUV, NUV, as
well as IRAC1 3.6 µm photometry, the GALEX/S4G sample. We compare the S4G sample and the
GALEX/S4G sample in Figure 6.1. The distributions of distances, apparent B-band magnitudes,
and morphological types of the two samples and the distribution of the integrated (FUV−NUV)
colors of the final GALEX/S4G sample are shown. Demographics are shown in Table 6.2. Our
GALEX/S4G sample is clearly representative of the whole S4G sample with only minor differences
in the case of the absolute magnitude distribution. Note that every S4G galaxy targeteted with
GALEX was detected and its UV fluxes measured.

We also subdivided the GALEX/S4G sample into three other subsamples. This was done
accordingly to the preliminary analysis of the UV-to-IR photometry of Bouquin et al. (2015),
where we presented our sample of 1931 galaxies with their asymptotic magnitudes plotted on an
(FUV−NUV) vs (NUV− [3.6]) color-color diagram. From this integrated color-color diagram,
we were able to select three subsamples of galaxies, namely the GBS, the GRS, and the GGV
galaxies, and were defined as follows:

GBS: 0.12x+ 0.16− 2σGBS ≤ y ≤ 0.12x+ 0.16 + 2σGBS (6.1)

GRS: − 0.23y + 5.63− 1σGRS ≤ x ≤ −0.23y + 5.63 + 1σGRS (6.2)

GGV: y > 0.12x+ 0.16 + 2σGBS and x < −0.23y + 5.63− 1σGRS (6.3)

where x = (NUV− [3.6]), y = (FUV−NUV), σGBS=0.20, and σGRS=0.45. Both the GBS and
GRS are defined to be stripes defined between two parallel lines (Equations 6.1 and 6.2). Note that
the GRS equations are expressed in the yx-space. The GGV is the region bluer in (NUV− [3.6])
than the GRS, but redder in (FUV−NUV) than the GBS (Equation 6.3).

The GBS is populated by star-forming galaxies and mostly late-type galaxies while the GRS
is populated by redder systems that lack star formation (quiescent) and are passively evolving or
where only low levels of residual star formation are present (e.g., Boselli et al., 2005; Yıldız et al.,
2017) and that are, morphologically speaking, mostly ETGs. The GGV galaxies are found between
the GBS and the GRS in this UV-to-IR color-color plane, and they are special in the sense that
these galaxies can be seen to have decreased star formation activity in recent epoch, hence their
(FUV−NUV) colors are redder than in GBS galaxies and their (NUV− [3.6]) colors are bluer
than in GRS galaxies. However, it should be noted that we do not exclude the possibility that this
GGV populations could represent GRS galaxies that are being rejuvenated thus showing a blueing
(FUV−NUV) color. The important point here is that the quick response of the (FUV−NUV)
color to even small amounts of recent star formation, coupled to the tightness of the GBS, allows
identifying galaxies that are just starting to experience these quenching or rejuvenating events. See
Bouquin et al. (2015) for further details.
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Table 6.2: Galaxy sample demographics
Galaxy samplea N Percentage relative to ()

S4G 2352 100%
GALEX/S4G 1931 82.1% (S4G)
GBS 1753 90.8% (GALEX/S4G)
GGV 70 3.6% —
GRS 79 4.1% —
Others 29 1.5% —

ETGs
E 24 1.2% (GALEX/S4G)

E-S0 23 1.2% —

ETDGs
S0 51 2.6% —

S0-a 103 5.3% —
Sa 175 9.1% —

LTGs

Sb 340 17.6% —
Sc 669 34.7% —
Sd 168 8.7% —

Sm 192 9.9% —
Irr 186 9.6% —

1Name of the samples. GBS = GALEX Blue Sequence, GGV = GALEX Green Valley, GRS = GALEX Red Sequence,
ETGs, = Early-Type Galaxies, ETDGs = Early-Type Disk Galaxies, LTGs = Late-Type Galaxies. RC2 morphological
types were obtained from HyperLeda.

6.4 Analysis

In this section, we describe our method of analysis of the NIR and UV imaging data acquired
by Spitzer IRAC1 and GALEX, in order to obtain 3.6µm, FUV, and NUV surface photometry.
The acquirement of the 3.6µm surface photometry is not described here as it is already explained
in Muñoz-Mateos et al. (2015), and we only focus on the FUV and NUV surface photometry in
this article (Section 6.4.1). We also performed a radial normalization of the 3.6µm radial profiles
(Section 6.4.2). We also constructed the (FUV−NUV), (FUV− [3.6]), and (NUV− [3.6]) color
profiles (Section 6.4.3).

6.4.1 UV Surface photometry and asymptotic magnitudes

We obtained spatially resolved FUV and NUV surface photometry, as well as asymptotic magni-
tudes, for the 1931 galaxies in our GALEX/S4G sample. Three types of GALEX data products were
collected from the database:

• the intensity maps in FUV (*fd-int.fits) and NUV (*nd-int.fits),

• the high-resolution relative response maps in FUV (*fd-rrhr.fits) and NUV (*nd-rrhr.fits),
and

• the object masks in both FUV (*fd-objmask.fits) and NUV (*nd-objmask.fits).
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Once all data were gathered, we proceeded to reduce and analyze our GALEX UV sample in the
same manner as in Gil de Paz et al. (2007).

First, a sky value was measured from the surroundings of the target galaxy. This was fol-
lowed by the preparation of a mask, in two steps. In the first step of the masking process, we
masked automatically unresolved sources that had (FUV−NUV) colors redder than 1 mag, which
masks out most foreground stars. This was followed by careful visual checks, verifying each and
every single galaxy, and carefully editing the masks one by one, by manually adding or removing
masks, since the automatization could: (a) falsely detect bulges, fail to select (b) companions, and
(c) foreground blue stars, all for the benefit of preserving very blue star-forming regions, espe-
cially those in the outskirts of disk galaxies. We unmasked all affected bulges and tried to include
as many star-forming regions falsely masked, while foreground stars were masked out as much as
possible. In the process we also generated FUV+NUV RGB images for each galaxy that were used
during the manual masking process in order to have an educated guess on any potential masking
failure encountered. Although great care had been taken during this masking process, it should
be noted that in some cases (e.g., merging galaxies, galaxies with bright stars nearby, objects at
the edge of the FOV, bad image quality), difficult choices had to be made. We acknowledge that
in those cases (less than a few percent) the values obtained may differ from those obtained by
other authors (our masks can be provided on demand). Errors associated to these effects cannot be
accounted for and are not included in Table 6.1.

Then, surface brightnesses were measured by averaging over annuli with the same position
angle (PA) and ellipticity (ϵ) as those used in the analysis of the S4G sample IRAC data. We used
a step in major-axis radius of 6′′ and integrated over a width of ±3′′, also in major-axis radius. The
total uncertainty in the surface brightness does take into account the contribution of both local and
large-scale background errors (Gil de Paz et al., 2007).

In Figure 6.2, we show the FUV+NUV RGB postage stamp images. The resulting products,
shown also in this figure, include the surface brightness radial profiles in both FUV and NUV in
mag arcsec−2, (FUV−NUV) color profiles in mag arcsec−2, and asymptotic magnitudes (in mag)
for each galaxy. The obtained values are corrected for extinction due to the Milky Way. This fore-
ground Galactic extinction was obtained following the UV extinction law of Cardelli et al. (1989),
assuming a total to selective extinction ratio RV = AV /E(B − V ) = 3.1, giving the attenuation
values of AFUV = 7.9E(B−V ) and ANUV = 8.0E(B−V ), where the reddening E(B−V ) from
Galactic dust is obtained from the map of Schlegel et al. (1998). The surface photometry of the
sample is not corrected for internal dust attenuation nor inclination of the host galaxy. A partial
table including FUV and NUV surface photometry for 192 ETGs was first released by Zaritsky
et al. (2015) and is also available in the VizieR online database (Ochsenbein et al., 2000).

In Table 6.3, examples of the values we obtained are shown. The graphical rendering of the
data is shown in Figure 6.3 and is explained in the next subsection.

6.4.2 IR profile radial normalization

Figure 6.3 shows the FUV, NUV and 3.6µm surface brightness profiles µFUV, µNUV, and µ[3.6]

in units of mag arcsec−2 plotted against the radius in kiloparsec in one case (left panels), and
normalized in units of R/R80 in the other (right panels).
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Figure 6.2: GALEX RGB postage stamp images generated from FUV and NUV images (left) with their respective
surface brightness µFUV , µNUV , and (FUV−NUV) color profiles (right). The first row show typical Sc galaxies in
the GBS, the second row show typical Sa galaxies in the GGV, and the third row show typical E galaxies in the GRS.
The radial surface brightness profile (red dots for NUV, blue dots for FUV) as well as (FUV−NUV) (in mag arcsec−2)
radial color profile (green dots), are shown. The green ellipse in the RGB image corresponds to the isophotal contour
D25 at 25 mag arcsec−2 in B-band. A 2 kiloparsec scale is shown in the bottom-right corner of the image.

R/R80 is a distance unit that we devised based on the radius (i.e., semi-major axis of ellipse)
that encloses 80% of the total 3.6µm light and that we call R80. The innermost measurement is
at 6′′ semi-major axis radius, and the rest of the measurements radially outward in the disk are
represented as small dots for each 6′′ step. The very center is excluded because it could be af-
fected by differences in the PSF amongst the three bands and by the contribution of an AGN.
The SB measurements are taken up to 3 × D25, however, for the analysis, we select only mea-
surements having errors less than 0.2 mag arcsec−2. These errors include the total measurement
uncertainties, dominated by Poisson noise in the centers and by sky uncertainties in the outskirts,
but exclude any systematic zero-point uncertainty. Color-coding is based on the numerical mor-
phological types and is the following: E is red, E-S0 is orange, S0 is yellow, S0-a is pink, Sa is
light-green, Sb is dark-green, Sc is cyan, Sd is light-blue, Sm is dark-blue, and Irr is purple. Nu-
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Table 6.3: Surface brightness data (examples)

Name r µFUV µNUV µ[3.6]

(′′) mag/(′′)2 mag/(′′)2 mag/(′′)2

UGC00017 6 26.14±0.09 25.76±0.05 23.16±0.03
12 26.32±0.10 25.86±0.05 23.60±0.05
18 25.96±0.05 25.83±0.03 24.01±0.07
24 26.47±0.05 26.23±0.03 24.49±0.11
30 26.65±0.05 26.38±0.03 24.80±0.14
36 26.91±0.06 26.63±0.03 24.99±0.17
42 26.66±0.05 26.49±0.03 25.27±0.21
... ... ... ...

ESO409-015 6 21.92±0.01 21.89±0.01 22.72±0.02
12 23.39±0.02 23.23±0.01 23.50±0.04
18 24.85±0.03 24.50±0.02 24.24±0.07
24 25.95±0.05 25.52±0.03 24.98±0.14
30 26.93±0.07 26.22±0.03 25.08±0.15
36 27.63±0.09 26.87±0.05 25.62±0.24
42 28.04±0.11 27.34±0.06 25.85±0.29
... ... ... ...

merical morphological types were obtained from HyperLeda (Makarov et al., 2014) and follow the
RC2 classification scheme: -5≤E≤ -3.5, -3.5<E-S0≤ -2.5, -2.5< S0≤ -1.5, -1.5< S0-a≤ 0.5,
0.5< Sa≤ 2.5, 2.5< Sb≤ 4.5, 4.5< Sc≤ 7.5, 7.5< Sd≤ 8.5, 8.5< Sm≤ 9.5, and 9.5< Irr≤ 999.
Galaxies with unknown morphological type are assigned the numerical type 999, and are included
in the irregular galaxies (Irr) bin, as these are, in the vast majority of the cases, systems with
ill-defined morphology.

6.4.3 Color profiles

The right column of Figure 6.3 shows each galaxy’s spatially resolved radial color profiles in
(FUV−NUV), (FUV− [3.6]) and (NUV− [3.6]) as a function of galactocentric distance both in
kpc and R/R80 units. Each plot shows the corresponding color profile distribution for each galaxy,
color-coded by morphological type. As mentioned above, measurements are taken every 6′′ from
the center of each galaxy, and each profile reaches the galactocentric distance where the error in
either FUV, NUV or 3.6µm surface brightness becomes 0.2 mag arcsec−2 or larger, thus rejecting
the data that follow. It should be noted that measurements are available up to 3 × D25, but are
more dominated by sky uncertainties as we move radially outward.

Figure 6.4 shows the average surface brightnesses and colors per R/R80 bin of width 0.5,
as well as the range of the scatter from the mean value in each bin, and per morphological type. It
should be noted that the range appears to diminish as we move radially outward, but this is due to
reaching the observation limits in each band.
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Figure 6.3: Left column, top to bottom FUV, NUV, and [3.6] surface brightness versus radius in kiloparsec. Right

column, top to bottom (FUV−NUV), (FUV− [3.6]), and (NUV− [3.6]) colors vs R/R80. Each dot represents a data
point. Our entire sample of 1931 galaxies is shown. Color-coding is based on the numerical morphological types and
is the following: E is red, E-S0 is orange, S0 is yellow, S0-a is pink, Sa is light-green, Sb is dark-green, Sc is cyan,
Sd is light-blue, Sm is dark-blue, and Irr is purple. The discretization seen in the right-hand plots is due to the fact
that the R80 values derived from the analysis of our growth curves are obtained from the data point that encompasses
a fraction of the light closest to 80% but it is not interpolated. The figures show that this translates in an error of no
more than ±0.1R/R80.
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Figure 6.4: Left column: top panel: Average surface brightness color-coded per morphological type per R/R80 bin
of width 0.5. Bottom panel: the standard deviation (std) of the scatter from the mean, including the uncertainty, within
each bin. A translation in x is applied for better visibility. It should be noted that the sample size substantially drops
beyond R/R80 > 1.5 due to the observation limits in each band. Right column: The same but for color profiles.

6.5 Results

The FUV and NUV are most sensitive to the presence and amount of (recently born) massive
stars and, in particular, the FUV can be directly linked (modulo IMF) to the (observed) SFR, at
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Figure 6.5: 3.6 µm surface brightness profiles normalized to R80. The red dashed lines represent one example of the
vertical and horizontal cutoffs, and another example of an oblique cutoff.

least for late-type galaxies. In our preliminary work (Bouquin et al., 2015), we have seen that the
majority of star-forming disk galaxies in our sample are distributed along the GBS, however, there
exists some disk galaxies with redder, integrated, (FUV−NUV) color that are located in the GGV.
Spatially resolved color profiles allow us to see which parts of the galaxy are actually forming
stars or not. Note that the (FUV−NUV) color is quite reddening-free (but not extinction-free) for
MW-like foreground dust and that even if that is not the case, the effect of dust in disks, especially
in its outskirts, is smaller than that found between GBS and GRS galaxies (Muñoz-Mateos et al.,
2007).

In order to study in more detail the disk component of a galaxy, we first need to isolate it
by separating it from the bulge component. However, galaxies come in different shapes and sizes:
some galaxies are bulgeless and only have a disk, whereas some others are diskless and only have
a massive spheroidal component. We devised a method to isolate the disk component only from
the 3.6µm SB profiles, by applying a radial cutoff and a SB cutoff and finding the best linear fit
to the outer parts of these NIR profiles (Section 6.5.1). This method allows us, regardless of the
morphological type, to isolate the disk component and to obtain its scale-length and central surface
brightness from the slope and y-intercept of the linear fit. With the spatially resolved photometry,
we are able to construct a so-called star-forming main sequence, relating the FUV SB, µFUV, to
SFR surface density and the 3.6µm SB, µ[3.6], to surface stellar mass density (Section 6.5.2). The
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sSFR can be directly obtained from the (FUV− [3.6]) color (Section 6.5.3). We also explore the
color-color diagrams obtained from these bands (Section 6.5.4). We show how the disks of GGV
galaxies are also different from those of other galaxies (Section 6.5.5).

6.5.1 Disk separation using near-IR SB profiles.

Disks are known to have an exponential profile and are therefore close to a straight line in a surface
brightness (a logarithm) versus galactocentric radius plot, at least in their inner regions. In the
very outer regions, these single exponential profiles commonly bend (see Marino et al., 2016, and
references therein). It should be noted in this context, however, that the level of either down- or
up-bending in the surface brightness profiles of galaxy disks is usually minimized at near-infrared
wavelengths (e.g. Muñoz-Mateos et al., 2011) (see also Bakos et al., 2008, for a comparison of
these bending profiles at different wavelengths and in stellar mass).

In order to isolate the disk component in a coherent and reproducible way among all our
1884 disk galaxies (S0 and beyond) and to derive their multiwavelength properties, we have made
use of the 3.6µm surface brightness profiles of our sample and performed an error-weighted fit
to our data points in µ[3.6] versus galactocentric radius in kpc. Prior to this fitting, the surface
brightnesses were corrected for geometrical inclination effects by adding −2.5 log10(b/a) (mag
arcsec−2), where a and b are the semi-major and semi-minor axes in the B-band, to each data
point. No internal dust attenuation correction is applied. This has the effect of dimming the
surface brightness for inclined systems (Graham & Worley, 2008). See Section 6.6 on how this
inclination correction affects the comparison with the models. Then, we identified the position
beyond which the profile starts to be best described by an exponential law at these wavelengths.
In order to exclude the bulge (i.e. either the region where the Sérsic index is significantly larger
than unity or the steepening associated to a pseudo-bulge) and given that we have in hand R80
measurements (major-axis radius where 80% of the IR light is enclosed) for the entire sample we
remove the inner part of the profile up to some factor of R80 to perform different sets of fits. For
this analysis we explored R/R80 cutoff factors of 0, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.00, and 1.25 and evaluated
how far we should go from the galaxy center in each case to have good linear fits as given by the
corresponding sample-averaged reduced χ2 values (see below). We combined this inner cutoff in
R/R80 with cutoffs in surface brightness magnitude in the range µ[3.6]=21.5 ∼ 24 mag arcsec−2,
so only points fainter than the corresponding cutoff would be considered for the fit.

The rationale for using a combination of the two parameters is that we should normalize
to the size of the objects to (1) do a first-order separation between bulges and disks and (2) take
into account the fact that early-type systems usually have large, massive bulges with brighter near-
infrared surface brightnesses than the disks of late-type spirals. Thus, when we cut in surface
brightness we exclude larger regions in massive early-type systems and only the very central re-
gions of very late-type spirals (see Figure 6.3, bottom-right plot). However, we should certainly
add a quality-of-fit criterion here to determine the goodness of these criteria.

In order to determine the reduced-χ2 for each fit, the number of degrees-of-freedom (d.o.f.)
is computed as the number of data points that remain after applying the corresponding cutoffs
minus the number P of free parameters, where P = 2 in our linear fitting case (see Andrae et al.,
2010, for a discussion). Average reduced-χ2 are computed for each combination of cutoffs and the
results are shown in Table 6.4.
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Table 6.4: Average reduced-χ2 of the linear-fit with µ[3.6] and R/R80 cuts

R/R80 cutoffs
0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25

< χ2 > Na < χ2 > N < χ2 > N < χ2 > N < χ2 > N < χ2 > N

µ
[3
.6
]
cu

to
ff

s

21.5 26.20 (1577) 20.84 (1554) 15.72 (1451) 9.68 (1240) 4.04 (794) 2.87 (535)
22 10.64 (1489) 8.63 (1474) 6.97 (1387) 5.85 (1191) 3.26 (781) 2.48 (530)

22.5 4.89 (1384) 4.28 (1375) 3.54 (1298) 3.11 (1126) 2.02 (756) 1.62 (518)
23 2.34 (1232) 2.17 (1228) 1.81 (1165) 1.63 (1014) 1.14 (693) 0.98 (482)

23.5 1.37 (1034) 1.28 (1033) 1.12 (987) 0.96 (863) 0.68 (591) 0.56 (419)
24 0.78 (755) 0.77 (754) 0.73 (723) 0.67 (630) 0.40 (426) 0.35 (296)

1N is the number of galaxies remaining after applying the cutoffs and on which the linear-fitting is performed.

Table 6.5: Average reduced-χ2 of the linear-fit in the µ[3.6] vs R/R80 plane with oblique cuts

slope (a) cutoff
-6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1

< χ2 > N < χ2 > N < χ2 > N < χ2 > N < χ2 > N < χ2 > N

y-
in

te
rc

ep
t(

b)
cu

to
ff 20 777.55 (1717) 649.14 (1716) 569.63 (1713) 469.68 (1712) 393.01 (1707) 304.54 (1699)

22 205.61 (1697) 158.46 (1691) 129.09 (1684) 88.95 (1668) 52.78 (1644) 27.10 (1592)
24 61.96 (1633) 44.50 (1607) 28.48 (1563) 13.20 (1528) 5.58 (1412) 2.07 (1233)
25 33.19 (1578) 23.64 (1540) 11.19 (1482) 6.19 (1375) 2.21 (1202) 0.78 (831)
26 20.87 (1516) 10.53 (1445) 6.24 (1339) 2.50 (1166) 0.96 (845) 0.44 (219)
28 6.20 (1260) 3.12 (1090) 1.74 (838) 0.89 (471) 0.79 (127) 0.72 (5)
30 2.46 (858) 1.56 (596) 0.87 (322) 1.27 (103) 1.04 (8) · · · (0)

When doing these fits we excluded elliptical galaxies (T ≤−3.5) in all cases. It should be
noted that as we move towards higher values in both the R/R80 and µ[3.6] cutoffs, the number of
points used for the linear fit decreases, and the number of galaxies that can be analyzed becomes
smaller. This is because some galaxy profiles do not reach beyond the cutoffs, or only one data
point is beyond them. Besides, eventually the reduced-χ2 goes below unity, telling us that we
are overfitting the data. This is in part due to the effect of correlated errors associated to the
uncertainties in the sky subtraction in the very outer surface brightness measurements. We find that
the best set of R/R80 and µ[3.6] cutoffs, i.e., the one that yields an average reduced-χ2 ∼ 1 with
still a large number of galaxies, is at R/R80=0.5 and µ[3.6]=23.5 mag arcsec−2, where <χ2>=1.12
and the number of galaxies is 987 (∼51% of the GALEX/S4G sample; see Figure 6.5).

We also apply oblique cuts in the µ[3.6] versus R/R80 plane instead of a combination of
vertical and horizontal cuts. Table 6.5 shows the resulting average reduced-χ2 and the number
of galaxies for a combination of cutoff slopes a and cutoff y-intercepts b. We tried all the com-
binations of slopes ranging from −7 to −1 (in units of mag arcsec−2/(R/R80)) and y-intercepts
between 20 and 30 mag arcsec−2. The best compromise between average reduced-χ2 and number
of galaxies is for slope and y-intercept values of a=−1 and b=24 mag arcsec−2 where the average
reduced-χ2 = 2.07 and the number of galaxies is 1233 (∼64% of the GALEX/S4G sample; see Fig-
ure 6.5). Graphical representations of the slopes and y-intercepts at these best cutoffs are shown in
Figure 6.6.
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The relatively good isolation of the disk component by some of these sets of criteria opens
the door to statistical studies of the photometric properties of disks in thousands or millions of
galaxies using existing data (SDSS) or data from future facilities and missions such as LSST or
EUCLID.

Figure 6.6: Distributions of the best-fitting coefficients to the surface brightness and color profiles of disks.
The fitting is performed beyond a radius R/R80=0.5 using points where the surface brightness is fainter than
µ[3.6]=23.5 mag arcsec−2. Top left: the distribution of slopes obtained in the µ[3.6] vs kpc plane. Bottom left: the
distribution of y-intercepts obtained in that plane. These correspond to the central surface brightness contribution of
the disks. The dashed vertical line corresponds to the Freeman (1970) value, or the B-band central surface brightness
for spirals < Σ0 >=21.48 B-mag arcsec−2, converted to a 3.6µm value of 18.2 mag arcsec−2, assuming an average
central color of (BVega− [3.6]AB) = 3.32 mag. Top right: the distribution of slopes obtained in the (FUV−NUV),
(FUV− [3.6]), and (NUV− [3.6]) vs R/R80 planes, i.e. the color gradients. Bottom right: the distribution of y-
intercepts obtained in those planes, or, central colors of the disks. Bin width is 0.1 in all cases [in units of either mag
or mag/(R/R80)].

6.5.2 Spatially resolved star-forming main sequence from UV and near-
IR SB profiles

In Figure 6.7 we plot the FUV surface brightness µFUV versus the 3.6µm surface brightness µ[3.6]

for galaxies belonging to the GBS, GGV, and GRS subsamples based on their integrated colors.
Both axes are expressed in mag arcsec−2.

This figure can be also seen as a comparison between the observed SFR (i.e. not-corrected
for internal dust extinction) and the stellar mass surface densities (see Appendix 6.9), except for
those cases where the FUV emission is not due to young massive stars. In that regard, this point is
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equivalent to the star formation main sequence (SFMS) but in surface brightness (see Cano-Díaz
et al., 2016).

Each data point is the averaged value within fixed-inclination elliptical ring apertures of 6′′

width. The innermost ring has a semi-major axis length of 6′′ with a width of 6′′, defined by an
inner ellipse with a major axis of 3′′ from the center and an outer ellipse with a semi-major axis of
9′′ from the center. The initial ring does not cover the center of the galaxy as this could be affected
by differences in the PSF amongst the three bands and by the contribution of an AGN. Subsequent
rings increase in size in 6′′ steps, i.e., they have semi-major axis radii of 12′′, 18′′, 24′′, and so on.

For early-type GRS galaxies, the FUV and 3.6µm surface brightnesses show a pretty tight
correlation, which indicates that the 3.6µm emission traces not only the stellar mass, but also the
bulk of the stars dominating the FUV emission in these objects, mainly main-sequence turn-off or
extreme horizontal branch (EHB) stars, depending on the strength of the UV-upturn. Despite the
large scatter of the GRS found in Bouquin et al. (2015), the use of spatially resolved data with the
3.6µm surface brightness as normalizing parameter leads now to a very tight GRS in this SB-SB
plane (or a very small range in FUV− [3.6] color). The comparison of these profiles with those
of the GGV galaxies shows that in the latter case the central stellar mass surface density is 1.5-
2 mag fainter than in the former and that most GGV galaxies (all except the few very late-type
GGVs) have (outer) disks that follow a trend similar to that followed by the outer regions of GRS
galaxies. Finally, late-type galaxies in the GBS span a large range of values in both µFUV and
µ[3.6]. Irregulars, Sm, and Sd galaxies have the highest SFR surface densities (for a given stellar
mass surface density) amongst the GBS subsample.

Despite the large scatter of GBS galaxies, they can be clearly distinguished from the early-
type galaxies of the GRS and even GGV galaxies by looking at the (observed) sSFR values in their
disks. Thus, while GBS disks have sSFR values that are higher than 10−11.5 yr−1, the outer regions
of GGV and GRS galaxies are in the majority of the cases (all in the case of the GRS) below this
value. This value could be used to easily discriminate between star-forming and quiescent regions
within galaxies.

GBS galaxies define a well separated sequence, and with the spatial information now avail-
able, we can now see what parts of the galaxies are now just leaving the GBS, that is, have their SF
suppressed or exhausted. While a few GGV galaxies show a decrease in the sSFR of their inner
regions, most of these galaxies are within the locus of the GBS in the inner parts but approach the
sequence marked by the GRS profiles in their outer regions. In other words, the fact that these
galaxies where identified as leaving the GBS in Bouquin et al. (2015) is mainly due to their outer
parts, likely caused by the disks of GGV galaxies undergoing either an outside-in SF quenching or
an inside-out rebirth.

It is worth emphasizing here that only the combined use of FUV, NUV, and 3.6µm allows
properly separating the "classical blue cloud" (now blue sequence) and the "classical red sequence"
and determining which galaxies are now leaving (or entering) the GBS and what regions within
galaxies are responsible for it.

We mark in Figure 6.7 the µ[3.6] value that corresponds to the surface stellar mass density of
Σ⋆ = 3 × 108 M⊙ kpc−2 = 300 M⊙ pc−2 (µ[3.6] = 20.89 mag arcsec−2) proposed by Kauffmann
et al. (2006) to separate between bulge-dominated and disk-dominated objects.

In the case of our GBS galaxies, this stellar mass surface density indicates the region inside
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which the SFR surface density flattens relative to the stellar mass surface density, i.e. when the
(FUV− [3.6]) color becomes significantly redder (see Figure 6.9). A similar change is observed
when using light-weighted age of the stellar population in galaxies instead (González Delgado
et al., 2014).

The sSFR of the outer parts (beyond µ[3.6] = 20.89 mag arcsec−2) is shown in Figure 6.8 for
GBS, GGV, and GRS galaxies. This is done simply by calculating the linear scale sSFR of one
galaxy, at each point that are in the outer parts, and averaging these sSFR values (not light/mass
weighted) in order to get a single sSFR value per galaxy (and expressing them in the logarith-
mic scale at the end). We find the following specific star formation rate density range: −12.5
< log10(sSFR) < −9.5 for GBS galaxies, −12.4 < log10(sSFR) < −9.8 for GGV galaxies, and
−12.6 < log10(sSFR) < −11.7 for GRS galaxies. Since we do not correct for internal dust at-
tenuation, these values should be viewed as lower limits of the true sSFR. Previous studies of the
impact of dust on the (FUV− [3.6]) colors (Muñoz-Mateos et al., 2007, 2009a,b) have shown that
dust attenuation AFUV decreases as we move outward in the disks, although the dust content differs
from one morphological type bin to another, for example, Sb-Sbc galaxies have higher AFUV at
all radii than the other types, whereas Sdm-Irr have relatively very low dust content. It should be
noted, however, that besides dust, the reddening in the outer parts of quiescent galaxies is due to
their older stars. There is a clear difference between the outer parts of GRS galaxies having low
sSFR and a narrow range of values, and those of GBS galaxies with a wide range of sSFR but in
general not as low as the outer parts of the GRS. For our sample, we have a distribution in outer
disks sSFR with the mean at −10.6 dex and σ=0.5 dex (rms) for GBS, −11.5 dex and σ=0.7 dex
for GGV, and −12.3 dex and σ=0.2 dex for GRS galaxies. The sSFR of the outer parts of GGV
galaxies in our sample covers a wider range of values but is not as high as some GBS galaxies,
and not as low as some GRS galaxies. Note that in the case of the GRS galaxies, the UV emission
might not be due to recent SF but to the light from low-mass evolved stars.

Figure 6.7: FUV surface brightness versus 3.6µm surface brightness for randomly selected GBS (left), all the GGV
(middle) and all the GRS galaxies (right) subsamples. The diagonal solid lines represent constant sSFR, and are
annotated with the decimal exponent of the logarithm. These plots are equivalent to the (observed) Star Formation
Main Sequence (SFMS) but in surface brightness. Both the segregation in sSFR between the GBS, GGV and GRS and
the bending at high (surface density) masses toward lower sSFR values are also clear in this plot. The vertical black
dashed line corresponds to Σ⋆ = 3 × 108 M⊙ kpc−2 (or µ[3.6] = 20.89 mag arcsec−2) (Kauffmann et al., 2006). The
2D density histogram shown in the background of each panel represents the data points density of GBS galaxies.

6.5.3 Color and sSFR profiles

Figure 6.9 shows the GRS (top row), GGV (center row), GBS (bottom row) galaxies’ (FUV− [3.6])
color profiles versus 3.6 µm surface brighntess µ[3.6], with the same color-coding per morphologi-
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Figure 6.8: Decimal log-log histogram of the mean sSFR obtained by fitting the outer disk part (beyondµ[3.6] = 20.89
mag arcsec−2) of GBS, GGV, and GRS galaxies. The bin size is 0.2 dex.

cal type as in previous plots. Again, the 3.6µm surface brightness corresponds to the stellar mass
per area (see eq. 6.14 in Appendix 6.9), and the (FUV− [3.6]) color is equivalent to the observed
(not corrected for internal extinction) sSFR (units yr−1) (see eq. 6.20 in Appendix 6.10).

The yellow star symbol corresponds to the radial measurement where the cumulative mag-
nitude at 3.6µm reaches 80% of the enclosed light at these wavelength.

The (FUV− [3.6]) color profiles are very different for the GRS, GGV, and GBS subsamples.
In the case of GRS galaxies, which are mostly early-type but not exclusively, the color is tightly
constrained within a range from 6 to 8 mag but gets a bit bluer to the outer regions, especially for
GRS galaxies of S0, Sa, Sb, and Sc morphological types.

On the other hand, in the case of GBS galaxies, their (FUV− [3.6]) color ranges from −1
to 10 mag, corresponding to a sSFR value ranging from 10−10 to 10−13 yr−1. Regarding the dif-
ferences in the color profiles for each galaxy type, Sa, Sb, and Sc galaxies go from red to blue
inside-out, while Sd, Sm, and Irregulars are much bluer than Sa, Sb, and Sc at a given stellar mass
surface density but their color gradients are somewhat flatter. Again, it should be noted that we
are not correcting for dust and that the effect of dust is to redden the (FUV− [3.6]) color (Muñoz-
Mateos et al., 2007) and therefore yields a lower limit to the sSFR.

The fact that most profiles of GBS galaxies become bluer from inside-out indicates that
the lower the surface stellar mass density (the greater the galactocentric distance) the greater the
sSFR, i.e., the higher the SFR for a given surface stellar mass density, the more stars are born in
the outskirts. Correcting for internal dust extinction, assuming that dust extinction and reddening
effects are stronger in the inner regions than the outer parts, would yield bluer centers compared
to the outer disk. This has the effect of increasing the slope of the gradient, where negative color
gradients would become flatter, and positive color gradients even more positive. Such effect would
translate to a less-pronounced degree of inside-out growth. It should be noted that while the internal
dust-correction would affect the color profiles of the galaxies, it is not enough to explain why most
galaxies are becoming bluer inside-out (see Figure 2 in Muñoz-Mateos et al., 2007). Studies by
Muñoz-Mateos et al. (2007, 2011); Pezzulli et al. (2015) on nearby galaxy samples have shown
that mass growth and radial growth of nearby spiral disks, growing inside-out, have timescales on
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the order of ∼10 Gyr and 30 Gyr, respectively. Isolating a few galaxies actively forming stars in
their outer regions, reveals that their outer regions fall indeed near log10(sSFR) ∼ −10 yr−1, or
∼10 Gyr, in agreement with the above work (see GBS plot in Figure 6.9). In the case of profiles
reddening in the outskirts, the lower Σ⋆ becomes, the smaller the sSFR.

Remarkably, a clear color flattening is observed in the outer parts of the profiles of most
GBS galaxies when Σ⋆< 300 M⊙ pc−2. Applying a weighted linear fit to the left-hand-side and
right-hand-side of µ[3.6] = 20.89 mag arcsec−2, we get (FUV− [3.6]) = (−0.395±0.023) ·µ[3.6]+
(11.537± 0.453), and (−0.438± 0.009) · µ[3.6] + (12.210± 0.193) respectively. These are shown
in Figure 6.9 as solid blue lines for the mean value, accompanied by parallel dashed blue lines
corresponding to the 1σ uncertainty.

The galaxies falling into the GGV category globally are clearly distinct from the GBS ones
also in terms of their spatially resolved properties. They show flat or even inverted color (and
sSFR) profiles as a function of stellar mass surface density (hardly due to radial variations in the
amount of dust reddening; see Muñoz-Mateos et al., 2007), which indicates either a decline in the
observed SFR (oblique lines in Figure 6.9) in their outskirts or, alternatively, a recent enhancement
of the SFR in the inner regions of an otherwise passively evolving system. In the latter case, the low
fraction of intermediate-type spirals in the GRS (compared to the GGV) suggests that this rebirth
should be accompanied by a morphological transformation from ETGs towards later galaxy types.
There are, indeed, post-starburst (E+A) or (K+A) galaxies that are in the classical green valley
(French et al., 2015) that did have centrally concentrated star formation (Norton et al., 2001).

In the more likely case of a decline of the SFR in the outer disks of GGV intermediate-type-
spirals we should then invoke the presence of a quenching (or, at least, damping) mechanism for
the star formation acting primarily in these regions.

Figure 6.10 shows the color profiles of (FUV−NUV), (FUV− [3.6]), and (NUV− [3.6])
vs µ[3.6] surface brightness. Linear fits to these color profiles were performed for each individ-
ual galaxy and are included in Table 6.7. The fits were performed for SB fainter than µ[3.6] =
20.89 mag arcsec−2 in these cases.

While a positive gradient seems to be more pronounced in (FUV−NUV) color compared
to the other two, it is not clear what is driving it. Since dust reddening is rarely increasing to-
ward the outer parts, those objects with positive (FUV−NUV) color gradients are likely suffering
changes in the recent SF history of their outer regions. The dominant morphological type of posi-
tive (FUV−NUV) color gradient galaxies are S0-a galaxies.

The comparison between the (NUV− [3.6]) and (FUV− [3.6]) color profiles (both shown
in Figure 6.10) is also important to determine whether the UV emission is coming from newly
formed O and B stars, or from evolved UV-upturn sources (likely associated to extreme horizontal
branch stars; see also Section 6.5.4, which mainly contribute to the FUV band; O’Connell, 1999).

6.5.4 Color-color diagrams

From the colors measured above, we formed three color-color diagrams, namely (FUV−NUV) vs
(NUV− [3.6]) (Figure 6.11), (FUV−NUV) vs (FUV− [3.6]) (Figure 6.12), and (FUV− [3.6]) vs
(NUV− [3.6]) (not shown). The color-color diagrams presented here show the galaxies separated
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Figure 6.9: (FUV− [3.6]) color versusµ[3.6] surface brightness for the radial profiles of GRS left column,GGV middle

column,and GBS right columngalaxies. Each galaxy’s center (within 6′′ of the central most aperture) is represented
by a triangle, and subsequent values are taken at every 6′′ and are represented by smaller dots if these values exist.
Values (dots) belonging to the same galaxy are connected by a line of the same color as the dots. The yellow star
shows the radial distance at which 80% of the 3.6µm light is enclosed. Diagonal dot-dashed lines are lines of constant
µFUV arcsec−2 (i.e. observed SFR surface density), with the left-most dashed line corresponding to µFUV = 29 ABmag
arcsec−2 (corresponding to ΣSFR = 4.36× 10−5 M⊙/yr/kpc2 for a Kroupa IMF), the approximate sensitivity limit
of our GALEX observations. The vertical black dashed line corresponds to Σ⋆ = 3 × 108 M⊙ pc−2 (or µ[3.6] = 20.89
mag arcsec−2) (Kauffmann et al., 2006). The solid blue lines that go through the data points in the GBS plot are the
fits to all the data points on each side of µ[3.6] = 20.89. The parallel dashed blue lines show the ±1σ (rms) of the
distribution. In the case of the GBS plot, we show randomly-selected galaxies to better illustrate how GBS galaxies
behave. In all cases, the entirety of the data is shown as a logarithmic 2D density histogram with 0.5× 0.5 binning,
where darker (brighter) shades mean higher (lower) data point density.

Figure 6.10: (FUV−NUV), (FUV− [3.6]) and (NUV− [3.6]) colors vs µ[3.6] surface brightness profiles contours
for GBS, GGV, and GRS galaxies. Contours levels were slightly smoothed with a gaussian kernel and describe the
number density of SB profiles data points. The outer most level corresponds to number densities of 0 dex (i.e. at least
one data point) in each 2D bins (the binning is 0.1 mag for (FUV−NUV) color, and 0.5 mag for everything else).
Then each contour level corresponds to an increase in number density by 1 dex. In the case of the (FUV− [3.6])
vs µ[3.6] diagram, diagonal lines represent constant FUV surface brightness µFUV , with the right-most dashed line
corresponding to µFUV = 29 ABmag arcsec−2 (at the grey boundary), and decreasing by unity for each diagonal to
the left. These are equivalent to lines of constant observed SFR surface density. The vertical black dashed line
corresponds to log10(Σ⋆ (M⊙ pc−2))=2.477 (or µ[3.6] = 20.89 mag arcsec−2) (Kauffmann et al., 2006). The entire
sample is shown in this case.

into 9 panels of separate morphological type.

Comparing the (FUV−NUV) vs (NUV− [3.6]) and the (FUV−NUV) vs (FUV− [3.6])
color-color diagrams, we can see that the two sequences are more distinguishable in the for-
mer. This is mainly caused by the fact that the GRS is orthogonal to the GBS in the case of
the (FUV−NUV) vs (NUV− [3.6]) diagram. This is due to the fact that the strength of the UV
upturn also increases with the stellar mass surface density. This is also the case when considering
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Table 6.6: COLOR AND SURFACE BRIGHTNESS GRADIENTS FROM RADIAL PROFILES NORMALIZED
TO R80 (except for µ[3.6])

FUV−NUV FUV− [3.6] NUV− [3.6] µ[3.6]

unit mag/(R/R80) mag/(R/R80) mag/(R/R80) mag/kpc
name1 a2 b3 a b a b a b
ESO293-034 -0.03±0.06 0.48±0.07 -1.31±0.12 4.30±0.13 -1.37±0.09 3.91±0.09 0.55±0.02 21.41±0.14
NGC0007 0.15±0.42 0.21±0.34 -0.11±0.48 1.64±0.39 -0.25±0.14 1.42±0.11 —±— —±—
IC1532 -0.76±0.92 0.96±0.66 -0.12±0.95 2.44±0.67 0.63±0.01 1.48±0.01 —±— —±—
NGC0024 0.00±0.02 0.34±0.02 -0.54±0.05 3.04±0.04 -0.58±0.05 2.74±0.04 1.04±0.03 20.81±0.12
ESO293-045 0.05±0.07 0.08±0.06 -0.83±0.41 1.20±0.33 -0.92±0.36 1.15±0.29 0.64±0.03 23.15±0.12
UGC00122 1.01±0.21 -0.63±0.16 1.16±0.30 -0.23±0.23 0.15±0.25 0.40±0.19 0.81±0.04 24.24±0.10
NGC0059 0.09±0.11 1.60±0.09 0.18±0.11 4.82±0.09 0.10±0.05 3.21±0.04 2.23±0.07 21.38±0.09
ESO539-007 -1.11±1.14 0.97±0.90 -5.36±0.44 4.58±0.33 -3.73±0.71 3.22±0.50 0.24±0.04 24.37±0.14
ESO150-005 -0.27±0.18 0.36±0.14 -0.77±0.50 1.89±0.35 -0.56±0.40 1.57±0.28 0.24±0.04 24.19±0.14
NGC0100 0.87±0.18 0.02±0.12 -1.15±0.85 4.10±0.57 -2.05±0.68 4.10±0.45 —±— —±—
NGC0115 0.06±0.04 0.16±0.04 -0.48±0.13 1.83±0.11 -0.51±0.13 1.63±0.11 0.52±0.03 21.27±0.17
UGC00260 0.04±0.07 0.29±0.09 -1.29±0.13 3.76±0.16 -1.43±0.14 3.57±0.16 0.27±0.02 22.96±0.26
NGC0131 0.11±0.08 0.34±0.08 0.00±0.12 2.86±0.10 -0.15±0.08 2.55±0.06 —±— —±—
UGC00320 0.12±0.17 0.20±0.15 0.15±0.46 1.61±0.36 -0.01±0.31 1.44±0.23 0.50±0.03 22.88±0.17
...
Total4 1541 1541 1541 992
1 Same nomenclature as the S4G.
2 Slope of linear fit and 1-σ uncertainty obtained with scipy.optimize.curve package. We applied the cutoffs at R/R80=0.5

and µ[3.6]=23.5 mag arcsec−2 only to the linear fit to the µ[3.6] vs kpc data. In the case of colors, only the radial cutoff at
R/R80=0.5 is applied. We also applied a simple inclination correction to the data by adding −2.5 log10(b/a) where a and
b are the semi-major and semi-minor axes respectively.

3 Y-intercept of linear fit with uncertainty.
4 Total number of successful fits for each column. There are three galaxies with T < −3.5 (E galaxies, namely ESO548-023,

NGC4278, and NGC5173) that are included in the µ[3.6] vs kpc column, bringing the total to 992 galaxies, but are removed
from the subsample for further analysis.

the total galaxy mass (Boselli et al., 2005). We cannot determine here whether this is due to the
stellar populations at high stellar mass surface densities hosting either an important helium rich or
metal poor HB population (Yi et al., 2005, 2011), or whether it is related to changes in the IMF (as
suggested by Zaritsky et al., 2014a, 2015).

The (FUV−NUV) vs (NUV− [3.6]) color-color diagram is where we defined the GBS,
GRS, and GGV subsamples from the galaxies’ integrated (asymptotic) magnitudes, by visually
separating the distribution into two regions and fitting an error-weighted least-square line to each
region (Bouquin et al., 2015). With our current spatially resolved data, we can see the spatially
resolved (radially, at least) color evolution of galaxies in these three categories. While ETGs such
as E, E-S0, S0, S0-a, and Sa galaxies span across both the GBS and GRS regions, LTGs such as
Sb, Sc, Sd, Sm, and Irregular galaxies have this color much more constrained, and have their entire
profile mostly located within the GBS region (mean ± 2σ).

In the panels for the E, E-S0, S0, and S0-a types (top row) of the (FUV−NUV) vs (NUV− [3.6])
(Figure 6.11) and (FUV−NUV) vs (FUV− [3.6]) (Figure 6.12) color-color diagrams, the galaxies
are distributed into two regions, the bottom-left (blue-blue) and the top-right (red-red) parts in both
color-color diagrams: the ones with the bluest central region have redder disks in (FUV−NUV),
as well as in both (NUV− [3.6]) and (FUV− [3.6]) colors; the others with the reddest central re-
gion also have redder disks in (FUV−NUV), but not much in (NUV− [3.6]) or (FUV− [3.6]). In
both cases, their central regions (triangles) are bluer in (FUV−NUV) color than their outer parts.
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Table 6.7: GRADIENTS OF COLOR VERSUS 3.6 MICRON SURFACE BRIGHTNESS PROFILES

(FUV−NUV)/µ[3.6] (FUV− [3.6])/µ[3.6] (NUV− [3.6])/µ[3.6]

unit mag/(mag/arcsec2) mag/(mag/arcsec2) mag/(mag/arcsec2)
name1 a2 b3 a b a b
UGC00017 -0.03±0.08 0.94±1.92 -0.69±0.18 18.83±4.39 -0.63±0.10 17.21±2.30
ESO409-015 0.21±0.03 -4.78±0.64 0.93±0.07 -21.89±1.64 0.72±0.05 -17.13±1.08
ESO293-034 -0.01±0.02 0.79±0.48 -0.40±0.04 11.81±0.88 -0.42±0.03 11.61±0.62
NGC0210 -0.09±0.04 2.27±0.96 -1.01±0.18 26.28±4.03 -0.79±0.13 20.81±2.84
ESO079-005 -0.04±0.03 1.33±0.75 -0.40±0.10 10.96±2.41 -0.40±0.08 10.69±1.76
NGC0216 0.26±0.01 -5.20±0.22 0.39±0.03 -5.96±0.74 0.13±0.03 -0.74±0.60
PGC002492 -0.09±0.03 2.30±0.64 -0.50±0.05 13.43±1.23 -0.46±0.05 12.20±1.18
IC1574 0.19±0.05 -4.10±1.20 0.64±0.16 -13.28±3.86 0.41±0.13 -8.35±2.98
NGC0244 0.24±0.09 -4.96±1.99 0.38±0.03 -6.72±0.75 0.13±0.06 -1.45±1.32
PGC002689 -0.08±0.05 1.99±1.13 -0.08±0.19 2.80±4.53 0.03±0.16 0.11±3.78
UGC00477 -0.04±0.05 1.17±1.21 -0.68±0.06 17.59±1.43 -0.63±0.03 16.10±0.71
ESO411-013 -0.25±0.15 6.24±3.58 -0.50±0.07 13.91±1.60 -0.35±0.19 10.11±4.56
NGC0247 -0.06±0.02 1.76±0.51 -0.23±0.11 7.87±2.33 -0.10±0.09 4.73±1.95
...
Total4 1650 1650 1650
1 Same nomenclature as the S4G. Sorted by right ascension.
2 Slope of linear fit and 1-σ uncertainty obtained with scipy.optimize.curve package. We applied the

cutoff µ[3.6]=20.89 mag arcsec−2. No inclination correction is applied in these cases.
3 Y-intercept of linear fit with uncertainty.
4 Total number of successful fits for each column.

If the blueing were caused by residual star formation (RSF), which contributes in both FUV and
NUV, the observed data points would be bluer in all three colors. This is indeed the case for the
ETGs seen in the bottom-left (well within the GBS) in both color-color diagrams, where RSF is
more prominent in their central regions. Note that the innermost 6 arcsec (in semi-major axis, i.e.,
12 arcsec in major axis) are excluded so the potential contribution of AGN should not be affecting
these results in a direct way.

For the ETGs in the top-right of these plots, there is a difference between the (NUV− [3.6])
and (FUV− [3.6]) colors. While in the (FUV−NUV) vs (NUV− [3.6]) color-color diagram the
distribution of these reddest systems has a negative slope (which provides a better isolation of
the GRS), it has a positive slope in the (FUV−NUV) vs (FUV− [3.6]) color-color diagram. The
central regions of these galaxies are bluer in (FUV− [3.6]) than in (NUV− [3.6]), which is the sign
of a weaker contribution from the emitter of the UV radiation in these systems in the NUV than in
the FUV, compared to GBS galaxies. This can probably be attributed to evolved (UV-upturn) stars.

Our color-color diagrams are, thus, able to segregate and allow us to extract the properties
of a whole range of galaxies, from star-forming LTGs, to ETGs with and without RSF. For ETGs,
they allow us to directly see the effect of UV-upturn stars, which can only be done in the UV-to-IR
colors. In this regard we find that RSF in ETGs seems to be concentrated in the center and the UV-
upturn is also stronger as we move to the inner regions of red (in NUV− [3.6]) ETGs. However,
it should be noted that recent study by Yıldız et al. (2017) have shown that a not-insignificant
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Table 6.8: GALEX/S4G sample radial ranges
Morpha Nb R80 rangec max ranged <R80>e <max>)f

kpc kpc kpc kpc
E 11 1.86 — 7.66 13.48 — 61.95 4.73 39.84
E-S0 10 0.94 — 5.03 5.00 — 47.92 3.21 24.48
S0 21 1.01 — 12.22 6.41 — 57.85 3.45 25.47
S0-a 47 1.44 — 15.14 10.91 — 85.28 4.34 30.74
Sa 133 1.46 — 13.35 9.25 — 86.54 5.27 36.63
Sb 289 0.97 — 17.21 5.49 — 107.31 5.76 35.88
Sc 553 0.88 — 14.94 3.67 — 58.02 6.16 31.26
Sd 120 1.24 — 13.76 4.14 — 59.61 5.41 22.74
Sm 114 0.59 — 10.93 2.95 — 62.56 4.96 19.86
Irr 101 0.64 — 11.62 1.67 — 80.25 3.83 15.36
Total 1399

1RC2 morphological types
2Number of galaxies. The total number is small due to the
3Smallest and largest R80 distance in kiloparsec
4Smallest and largest maximum size of galaxies in kiloparsec
5Average R80
6Average maximum

fraction, 20%, of field (non-Virgo) nearby galaxies have disks or rings of HI gas around them, and
that their UV profiles are closely tied to their HI gas reservoir.

This color-color diagram does not allow us to clearly determine whether the UV-upturn is
also present in the bulges of early-type spiral galaxies (such as in the case of M31; Brown 2004)
as they are located in a position similar to that expected for turn-off stars in these bulges. We
can nevertheless conclude that in galaxies with morphological types later than Sc the light from
HB stars is clearly overshone by these turn-off stars of progressively higher masses (statistically
speaking) as we move to later types.

6.5.5 GALEX Green Valley galaxies

A subsample of 70 GALEX Green Valley (GGV) galaxies was identified in the (FUV−NUV) vs
(NUV− [3.6]) integrated color-color diagram by Bouquin et al. (2015).

As already pointed out in that paper, these objects can be interpreted as galaxies that have
either left the GBS and are “transitioning” to eventually reach the GRS or were previously in the
GRS and are now experiencing a modest rebirth or rejuvenation (in terms of the light-weighted
ages of their stellar populations) and are evolving back to the GBS.

In the former scenario star formation would have been suppressed (or, at least, damped),
either by starvation from having used up all the gas or by ram-pressure stripping, or by quenching
due to the perturbations induced from AGN, merger events, or some other gas-heating process.
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Figure 6.11: (FUV−NUV) vs (NUV− [3.6]) spatially resolved color-color diagrams per morphological type. The
regions delineated by a solid line and two parallel dashed lines are the GBS in blue and the GRS in red, and the region
in green in the upper-left quadrant is the GGV, as defined in Bouquin et al. (2015). Measurements at the center are
represented by triangles, and other measurements, as we move radially outward every 6′′, are represented by dots
connected by a line for each galaxy. Randomly selected galaxies are emphasized in each panel for better visualization.

OB stars would not form any longer and the FUV and NUV emissions decrease, with the FUV
emission evolving faster than the NUV because of the shorter lifespan of the most massive stars,
resulting in a progressive reddening of their (FUV−NUV) color.

In the case of the latter (rejuvenation) scenario, these galaxies would have started to form
stars on top of relatively passively evolving galaxies either by the accretion of new gas or by
cooling gas that was already present in the galaxy in a hotter phase.

The results presented above provide another fundamental piece of evidence for the origin of
these transitioning objects. In particular, we have shown that the outer parts of most GGV galaxies
are redder than their inner parts and that this reddening is progressive (see, e.g., Figure 6.13). In
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Figure 6.12: (FUV−NUV) vs (FUV− [3.6]) spatially resolved color-color diagrams per morphological type.

the case of the quenching scenario this implies that the mechanism responsible for the quenching is
acting in an outside-in fashion. Should the rejuvenation scenario be happening then these galaxies
would be starting to form stars from inside-out. As the associated blue colors are not limited to the
very central regions this would likely imply the growth of a disk, again, in an inside-out fashion.

With regard to the mechanism(s) that could potentially lead to the supression of the star
formation in the outskirts we showed in Bouquin et al. (2015) that the GGV has the highest fraction
of Virgo cluster galaxies, with 20 (out of 70) GGV objects in the Virgo cluster, i.e. ∼29%, in
comparison to a fraction of Virgo cluster galaxies in the GBS of only ∼7% (124/1753) and in the
GRS of ∼18% (14/79). For example, one ram pressure model in Virgo (Boselli et al., 2006) creates
an inverted color gradient compared to late-type field galaxies, with redder outer disks and bluer
inner parts.

We also analyze whether the GGV objects are mainly located in groups where environmental
effects might start to occur (in particular, strangulation; Kawata & Mulchaey, 2008). Amongst the
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70 GGV galaxies of our sample, 28 (40%) are field galaxies, and 42 (60%) are in groups or clusters.
We see that the fraction of field galaxies decreases to 30% while the fraction of group galaxies in-
creases to 70% (56/79) in the case of GRS galaxies. In contrast, the fraction of field/group galaxies
is 51%/49% in the case of GBS galaxies, and that of the overall sample is 50%/50%. That is, we
see an increase in fraction of galaxies belonging to groups as we go from the GBS to the GRS. This
result hints that the disk-reddening that we see in GGV galaxies is likely due to a mechanism that
is favored in dense environments. We note that this result does not exclude rejuvenation scenarios,
as many ETGs with extended star formation are recently now being identified (Salim et al., 2012;
Fang et al., 2012; Yıldız et al., 2017).

Figure 6.13: Left: the number counts of data points of GBS (blue), GGV (green), and GRS (red) galaxies within a
3.6µm surface brightness bin 21≤µ[3.6]<22, in the (FUV− [3.6]) color versus µ[3.6] surface brightness plot. Solid
lines correspond to the median and the horizontal shaded area represents the extent of one standard deviation above
and below the mean (not shown), all in their respective colors. Right: in red, the difference of the peak (FUV− [3.6])
color (i.e. the difference of the median) of the GRS distribution and the GBS distribution for each µ[3.6] bins. The
same in green for the difference between the peaks of the distributions of GGV and GBS. The horizontal dashed blue
line at ∆peak=0, and the vertical dot-dashed black line at µ[3.6]=20.892 mag arcsec−2 of Kauffmann et al. (2006),
are shown for references. Errorbars represent the 15.865 and 84.135 percentiles of the GRS and GGV distributions
obtained by using the IQR method.

6.6 Modeling 3.6µm exponential disks

The linear disk fits were compared to the profiles of BP00 disk models, generated with various
circular velocities and spin parameters. These are simple disk models, without any bulge, bar, or
mass outflow features, calibrated on the Milky Way (MW), with the assumption that our Galaxy
is a typical spiral galaxy (Boissier & Prantzos, 1999) (BP99), and using simple scaling relations
to extend the initial model to other spirals (BP00). These models grow inside-out with an infall of
primordial gas (i.e. low-metallicity) with radially varying and exponentially decreasing infall rate
with time. They include realistic yields and lifetimes from stellar evolution models and metallicity-
enhancement by SNIa, and adopt a Kroupa IMF. The local SFR varies with the gas surface density
and the angular velocity. The chemical and photometric evolution of the disk is then followed
within this self-consistent framework. The rotational velocity, vc, is related to the total baryonic
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mass (Mo et al., 1998) and is implemented in a relative way with respect to the Milky Way model:

vc
220

=

(

M

MMW

)1/3

(6.4)

and the dimensionless spin parameter λ is defined as (Peebles, 1969)

λ = J |E|1/2G−1M−5/2 (6.5)

where M is the total baryonic mass, MMW is the total baryonic mass of the Milky Way, and 220
(km s−1) is the circular velocity of the Milky Way, J is the angular momentum, E is the energy,
of the halo, and G is the gravitational constant. In the BP00 models, the spin parameter only
influences the scalelength of the disk with respect to the MW:

R

RMW
=

V

VMW

λ

λMW
(6.6)

where R and λ are the scalelength and the spin parameter of the considered model, and RMW and
λMW are those of the MW. We show that we are able to obtain circular velocities and spin for the
galaxies of our sample from this method (Section 6.6.1). Finally, we show color gradients against
circular velocity, spin parameter, and stellar mass of our sample (Section 6.6.2). In particular,
gradients are positive at ∼50 km/s , the average is flat at ∼75 km/s , while above ∼100 km/s, most
galaxies have negative gradients in all three colors.

6.6.1 Obtaining circular velocity and spin

In this study, we use the disk models of BP00 as in the version presented in Muñoz-Mateos et al.
(2011), but increasing the sampling and range spanned by the model parameters, namely circular
velocity vc and spin λ. As mentioned above, these are bulgeless, disk-only models, that naturally
grow inside-out from gas infall and are left to run for T=13.5 Gyr to the present. They include
scaling laws so that mass scales as v3 and scale length as λ × v (Mo et al., 1998). As can be seen
in Figure 6.14, an increase in circular velocity vc leads to an increase in both the total stellar mass
and the disk scale-length, whereas increasing the spin parameter λ only increases the scalelength.
Correcting our observed galaxies for inclination (see Section 6.5.1) leads to a dimming in surface
brightness at all radii, and thus eventually, would yield a lower circular velocity and a larger spin
than when not applying the correction.

These models are aimed to reproduce the multiwavelength SB profile by varying only those
two parameters. Other assumptions were calibrated in the Milky Way model (BP99) and in nearby
disks (BP00). Predictions for disks with different spins and velocities are based on ΛCDM scaling
laws. Disk models were generated for various spin parameters and circular velocity combinations:
the spin ranges from 0.002 to 0.15, inclusively, and varying by a step of 0.001, i.e., 149 differ-
ent spins, while the velocity ranges from 20 to 430 km s−1, inclusively, and varying by a step of
10 km s−1, i.e., 42 different velocities. The total number of models generated is 6258. We fit these
models with an error-weighted linear fit (in surface brightness scale) in a similar manner to what
we do with our data points. It is, however, necessary to insert an uncertainty to the data point of
each model in order to compute the reduced-χ2 of the fit and to determine whether an exponential
law properly describes also the radial distribution of the UV through near-infrared light in these
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Figure 6.14: Examples of 3.6µm surface brightness profiles of BP00 disk-models with fixed circular velocity vc and
variable spin parameter λ (left), and with fixed spin parameter and variable circular velocity (right).

models. A reasonable assumption in this regard is 0.10 - 0.15 mag (see e.g Muñoz-Mateos et al.
(2011)). Indeed, a value of 0.15 mag yields a reduced-χ2 close to unity for most of the models.

Figure 6.15 shows the slopes and y-intercepts obtained from the fits to the IR surface bright-
ness profiles (corrected for inclination) of our galaxy sample plotted along with the grid of slopes
and y-intercept obtained from fits to the BP00 models described above. Data errorbars are coming
from the slope and y-intercept fitting errors obtained from the weighted fits to our surface bright-
ness profiles. The errorbars in the slopes and y-intercepts of the models are omitted for simplicity.
They are separated by morphological type.

This approach allows us to assign to a given galaxy disk a specific 3.6µm central surface
brightness and scale length along with the corresponding closest model. That way we are able to
deduce circular velocities and spin parameters for the entire S4G sample. In Figure 6.16 we show
the circular velocity and spin distributions and the comparison between both parameters for the
entire sample. We split these parameters by morphological type.

For each pair of best-fitting slope (i.e. scale-length) and y-intercept (i.e. central surface
brightness) measurements we generated a thousand random points using elliptical 2D-gaussian
probability distribution functions with the 1-σ being the uncertainties in these measurements and
obtained the closest model for each Monte-Carlo particle. Thus, for each data point (i.e., for each
galaxy) we obtained a distribution in best-fitting circular velocity and spin parameter. Typical dis-
tributions of circular velocities from the sampling of 1000 points are shown in Figure 6.17. This
figure also shows the distribution of the individual 1000 points in the circular velocity versus spin
diagram for three example galaxies. There is a mild degeneracy between the two parameters (al-
though we show galaxies with very skewed distributions) in some of these objects that is in the
same direction as the correlation seen in Figure 6.16 for late type galaxies. Note, however, that
such correlation is not driving the whole distribution of points in Figure 6.16 and that the latter
spans a wider range of spins and circular velocities than the 1σ errors found for the individual
galaxies. Thus, although the degeneracy between the two parameters certainly contributes to the
morphology of the different panels of Figure 6.16, it also reflects the bona fide distribution of phys-
ical properties of the disks of galaxies in the Local Universe. We see that this method of sampling
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Figure 6.15: Slope (i.e. scale length) versus y-intercept (i.e. central SB) of the linear fits to the disks of the S4G
galaxies in the [3.6] micron radial profile µ[3.6] (in surface brightness scale) vs kpc plane, and where the different
panels correspond to different morphological types. Cutoffs for the linear fit in surface brightness scale were set at
R/R80=0.5 and µ[3.6]=23.5 mag arcsec−2. Color-coding by morphological type is the same as in the previous figures.
The total number of galaxies in this plot is 987. The star marker, at vc = 220 km s−1 and λ = 0.03, represents the
circular velocity and spin parameter of the Milky Way and is present in all panels as reference.

produces circular velocity distributions with long tail towards high vc. These asymmetric distri-
butions, for which the median or the mode give a better estimate of the peak of the distribution
(rather than the mean) for the corresponding parameter, are a consequence of the non-regularity
of the coverage of the model grid in Figure 6.15. In this work, we make use of the mode values
and the percentiles obtained from these distributions to get the data points and average errorbars in
Figure 6.16. We also list the results obtained in Table 6.9.

We then compare our values with observed values of the circular velocity for galaxies for
which we have data (see Figure 6.18). We obtained the inclination-corrected maximum rotational
(i.e., circular) velocity and its associated uncertainty from HyperLeda, vrot and e_vrot. These
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Figure 6.16: Distribution of the mode of the best-fitting models circular velocity
vc (top left) and spin parameter λ (top right) for the S4G sample when cutoffs of
R/R80=0.5 and µ[3.6]=23.5 mag arcsec−2 are used to isolate the disk component
of these galaxies’ profiles. For the spin parameter distribution, we also show the
probability distribution (scaled to our distribution so that both distributions have
the same area) of the spin parameter derived by Mo et al. (1998) for comparison
(red). For the circular velocity distribution, we compare it with circular veloc-
ities obtained from HyperLeda (blue dashed histogram). The deduced circular
velocities distribution (black solid lines) is compared with the circular velocities
available in HyperLeda (blue dashed lines). The mean (solid vertical line) and the
median (dashed vertical line) positions are shown for each distribution, annotated
with the value and the 1-σ uncertainty. The circular velocity plotted against the
spin parameter, split by morphological type, is shown in the bottom panel. Aver-
age uncertainties are shown in the top-right corner. The Milky Way (MW) values
are shown in both panels. Open circles indicate galaxies that have extreme values,
either in circular velocity or in spin parameter, or both, and are shown using their
central value instead. The percentage shown in the upper-left is the fraction of out-
liers in vc, whereas the one shown to in the lower-right and rotated is the fraction
of outliers in spin parameters. Outliers in both vc and spin are included in both
fractions.
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Figure 6.17: Examples of typical circular velocities vc (left column) and spin parameters λ (middle column) distribu-
tions (namely NGC7154, NGC4666, and NGC7371 that are classified as Sm, Sc, and S0-a galaxies, having absolute
AB magnitude M[3.6] = −19.62, −21.90, and −20.77 mag) for a sampling of 1000 slope and y-intercept values. The
plots in the right column show the distribution of the 1000 simulated MC particles in circular velocity versus spin.
The spin and circular velocity mean, median, and mode values and corresponding derived errors (assuming the two
quantities are derived separately) are also shown. The red solid line is the mean, the red dashed lines are ±1σ from the
mean, the blue solid line is the median, the blue dashed lines are ±1σ from the median (15.865% and 84.135% lower
and upper percentiles), the blue dotted lines are Q1 (25%) and Q3 (75%), the green dot-dashed lines are Q1-1.5·IQR
and Q3+1.5·IQR, where IQR is the interquartile range Q3 - Q1, and the pink dashed lines are the distribution’s range.
Crosses are used to show the bins that were excluded when computing the percentiles.

observed values are computed from the apparent maximum rotation velocity obtained from the
width of the 21 cm line at various levels, or from Hα rotation curves. They are homogenized using
a large sample (>50000) of measurements and are corrected for inclination (Paturel et al., 2003).
We do not aim here to provide a fully coherent set of circular velocity measurements but to see
whether or not the values that we obtain from our method are similar to the observed ones. In the
case of our ‘best’ χ2 fit with cutoffs of R/R80≃ 0.5 and µ[3.6]≃ 23.5 mag arcsec−2, 976 galaxies
when using the median, and 978 when using the mode out of 987 have actual measurements in
HyperLeda. In the case of the mode, we quantify the 1-σ (68.269%) distribution range to the left
(right) of the mode by counting only the bins on the left-hand-side (right-hand-side) distribution
starting from the bin of the mode, but excluding it from the counts. Also, in case of multimodal
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Table 6.9: GALEX/S4G sample circular velocity and spin obtained from a grid of BP00 disk models
galaxy namea vcb λc Td

ESO293-034 130+40
−28 0.041+0.008

−0.007 6.2
NGC0024 110+13

−27 0.027+0.003
−0.006 5.1

ESO293-045 90+24
−16 0.066+0.009

−0.009 7.8
UGC00122 70+15

−25 0.067+0.008
−0.007 9.6

NGC0059 50+...
−... 0.032+0.004

−0.004 -2.9
ESO539-007 110+25

−45 0.150+...
−0.029 8.7

ESO150-005 110+45
−35 0.150+...

−0.033 7.8
NGC0115 130+41

−29 0.044+0.010
−0.007 3.9

UGC00260 430+...
−288 0.070+0.023

−0.012 5.8
...

.

1same as the S4G nomenclature.
2circular velocity (mode) vc plus-minus 1σ uncertainty in km s−1

3spin parameter (mode) λ plus 1σ uncertainty.
4numerical morphological type.

Note. — vc and spin obtained from BP00.

distributions, we chose the bin with the smallest associated value. When we compare the two, we
see that most of our values are larger than the observed ones, but rarely above twice the observed
rotational velocity. This effect comes partly from the accuracy of extracting the peak value over
the skewed distributions of the circular velocities and spin parameters that we obtained from our
method as can be seen in Figure 6.18. When the distribution is skewed to the left, the mean is
systematically larger than the median, and the median is larger than the mode, and vice-versa
when the skew is to the right, then the mean is smaller than the median, and the median is smaller
than the mode. This comes from our grid of models (Figure 6.15) and the sampling that we use to
extract the best model. For given observational uncertainties and as the slope flattens out, higher
circular velocity models that match the observations largely increase. The same holds true for
larger values for the y-intercept (i.e., fainter): the higher the spin, the more models that match
the observations. Hence the sampling distributions show a tail toward larger circular velocities
and spin parameters. Using either the median or the mode gives similar results. This is shown in
Figure 6.18 where using the median yields a similar scatter that when using the mode.

Our values are consistent with the observed values within a factor of 0.5 to 2, especially if
the very large uncertainties present are taken into account. The distributions given in Figures 6.16
provide powerful tools to test the predictions for numerical simulations of disks in a cosmological
context.

6.6.2 Color Gradient versus circular velocity, spin, and stellar mass

Finally, we compare the color gradients (the slopes) obtained in the (FUV−NUV), (FUV− [3.6]),
and (NUV− [3.6]) color profiles (with a cutoff at R/R80=0.5 but no cutoff in SB; see Table 6.6)
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Figure 6.18: Rotational velocity vc obtained from BP00 grid models for our sample galaxies once the µ[3.6] profiles
are corrected for inclination compared to the maximum rotational velocity obtained from HyperLeda (corrected for
inclination) vrot. The 1:1 and 2:1 & 1:2 ratios are shown as dashed lines as visual guides. Here, we use the mode
(top) and median (bottom) of vc obtained for each galaxy (see Figure 6.17). We distinguish between galaxies of high
and low inclination using the minor-to-major axis ratio b/a (≤ 0.85 for highly inclined galaxies in the left panel, and
0.85 < b/a ≤ 1 for low-inclination galaxies in the right panel). Both axes are in units of km s−1. Open circles
indicate galaxies that have extreme values, as in Figure 6.16, and for which we use their central value. We do not take
their uncertainties into account for the computation of the average uncertainties.

against the mode circular velocities, mode spins that we derived with the method described in
Section 6.6.1, and stellar masses calculated from the 3.6µm SB. This is shown in Figure 6.19. The
panels showing the circular velocity and spin comprises 987 galaxies, whereas the panels showing
the stellar mass comprises 1541 galaxies. For the mode circular velocities, a large scatter is seen
especially for low-mass systems, in all three colors. In the case of the mode spin parameters, the
scatter is very much the same throughout the entire range of spins, for all morphological types, and
for all three colors. Then, the color gradient versus the stellar mass plots show a large scatter for
low-mass galaxies with stellar mass of around 108–109 M⊙. On average, there is a trend toward
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more negative gradient as we move to larger masses, and therefore indicating bluer outer disks.
However, most low-mass galaxies and a non-negligible fraction of massive galaxies show positive
color gradients.

Figure 6.19: Color gradients (slopes of least-square linear fit) in the (FUV−NUV), (FUV− [3.6]), and (NUV− [3.6])
colors versus circular velocities (mode), spins (mode), and stellar masses, respectively. A positive color gradient indi-
cates a reddening as we move to the outskirts. A negative color gradient indicates a blueing. Average 1-σ uncertainties
in both axes are shown in the upper-right corner of each panel.

6.7 Discussion

We discuss here about circular velocity and spin of galaxies in the local Universe in Section 6.7.1. It
is crucial to understand where this UV emission is coming from within the galaxies (Section 6.7.2).
In this regard, an important point that needs to be addressed is the fact that the UV emission not
only comes from newly born massive stars, but also from evolved low-mass stars. We also discuss
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galaxy evolution and the effects of the environment on populating the green valley (Section 6.7.3).

6.7.1 Circular velocity and spin of galaxies in the local Universe

The results shown in Section 6.6 show that it is possible to derive (albeit with relatively large
uncertainties in specific cases) the statistical distribution of circular velocity (total mass) and spin
(specific angular momentum) of galaxies from the analysis of deep near-infrared photometry of
their disks. Besides, the fact that we can impose some simple criteria to isolate the disk component
of the profiles makes this kind of analysis a very powerful tool for its application to upcoming
surface photometry data from LSST, EUCLID or WFIRST.

Our analysis reveals that up to the current surface brightness detection limits (we note that all
S4G galaxies are detected by Spitzer but many low-surface brightness objects might still be missing
from the catalogs) nearby galaxies show a wide distribution in spin with a maximum at λ∼0.06
and a relatively high fraction (24%) of galaxies with λ>0.08 (see top-right panel of Figure 6.16).

The comparison of these values with those derived for the SINGS sample (Kennicutt et al.,
2003) by Muñoz-Mateos et al. (2011) using a similar method and a similar set of models indicate
a larger number of high-λ systems in our sample, in terms of the mean, median, and mode of the
distribution. This is expected in the case of the SINGS sample as this is biased towards high sur-
face brightness systems with low angular momentum content relative to their mass. In addition,
the SINGS sample (75 galaxies) was constructed to sample physical parameters (morphological
type, luminosity, and FIR/optical luminosity ratio) and therefore, is not representative in numbers
of different kind of galaxies. With respect to the predictions of semi-analytic models (e.g., Mo
et al., 1998), we find a median value that is displaced towards larger spins (0.06) relative to re-
cent simulations (∼0.036, quite independently of the galaxy mass and method of determining λ;
Rodríguez-Puebla et al., 2016). To quantify this distribution, for the S4G sample we derive mean
(with 1-σ distribution width) and median values of 0.062±0.037, 0.054+0.030

−0.024, respectively, while,
for Milky Way mass halos, the models of Rodríguez-Puebla et al. (2016) yield a mean of 0.036
with a dispersion of 0.24 dex (for the spin parameter λP of Peebles, 1969).

With regard to the circular velocities, we find a relatively narrow mode distribution peaking
at 120∼vc∼149 km s−1 (ignoring the outliers.) (top-left panel of Figure 6.16). This indicates a lack
of low-mass (dwarf) systems, which is probably occurring both at the high surface brightness (be-
cause of our diameter selection for S4G) and low surface brightness ends (because of the limiting
central surface brightness present in the catalogs of nearby galaxies). Determining a volume- and
diameter-corrected circular velocity (i.e., halo mass) function is beyond the scope of this paper. It
could, however, be an interesting test for the models complementary to the halo mass functions de-
rived from dynamical masses obtained from the modeling of 21 cm velocity maps and line profiles
(de Blok et al., 2008; Papastergis et al., 2013) (see also Zaritsky et al., 2014b, which connected the
kinematics to the baryon fractions using the S4G).

Finally, the distribution of circular velocity vs spin (bottom panel of Figure 6.16) shows a
larger dependence of the spin on the circular velocity than that found by Rodríguez-Puebla et al.
(2016). In those cases where the data point, or a significant portion of the input probability distri-
bution of the y-intercept and slope of the 1000 sampled points, is outside of the grid, the mode is
biased towards the maximum value models in spin or circular velocity, or both, we use the central
value instead of the mode value. These are shown as open circles. The percentages are the fractions
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of outliers in circular velocity (top-left) and spin parameter (bottom-right). Outliers in both param-
eters are included in both fractions. Uncertainties for the outliers are not included in the average
uncertainty. The lack of objects of high spin and low circular velocity could be due to the surface
brightness limit involved in defining our sample. However, this would make our distribution even
wider towards high-λ values (see also Mo et al., 1998). Besides, the lack of low-mass, low-spin
galaxies (high surface brightness dwarfs) is attributable to our diameter selection (>1 arcmin), as
these would be very compact dwarf systems.

Thus, we conclude that the strong dependence of the spin on the circular velocity and, in
particular, the lack of low-mass galaxies at both extremes of the distribution in spin, might be due
to selection effects in the S4G survey (at least we cannot conclude otherwise). The relatively flat
distribution of spin values in the range between λ=0.03-0.11, which would be even more extended
towards high-λ values, used to pose a challenge to current models of galaxy formation. How-
ever, Amorisco & Loeb (2016) have recently shown that the properties and abundances in clusters
of large, ultra-diffuse galaxies (UDGs) can be reproduced from within a standard cosmological
framework and classical disk-formation models. It will be interesting to see, once catalogs of low-
surface brightness disk galaxies will be available (including UDGs such as those found by Koda
et al., 2015, in Coma) how they are distributed in terms of spin and circular velocity.

6.7.2 Radial distribution of UV emission: UV-upturn and star formation

The UV emission found in the 1931 galaxies within the S4G sample is clearly aligned in two
sequences of UV-to-IR colors. These two sequences, which are called the GALEX Red (GRS)
and Blue (GBS) sequences and which are best isolated in the (FUV−NUV) and (NUV− 3.6µm)
color-color diagram and when galaxies are previously split by morphological type (see Figure 6.11),
correspond each to a different mechanism responsible for the UV emission. In the case of the GRS,
the big change in (FUV−NUV) color (∼1.5 mag) with a change in (NUV− 3.6µm) of <1 mag
can only be attributed to the UV-upturn phenomenon (O’Connell, 1999), which is believed to be
caused by very hot EHB stars (see Zaritsky et al., 2015, and references therein).

On the other hand, the GBS has a slope of 0.12 (see Equation 6.1), which implies a change
of only 1.2 mag in the (FUV−NUV) color for a change of 10 mag in (NUV− 3.6µm). As shown
in Bouquin et al. (2015) this slope agrees well with the color correlation predicted by spectro-
photometric models for the evolution of galaxy disks (see, e.g., BP00), so the UV emission of
these objects can be interpreted as due to emission from relatively massive stars in the turn-off of
the main sequence.

The GRS is mainly populated by E, E-S0, S0 and S0-a morphological types and it is clearly
isolated in its (FUV−NUV) blue end only in ETGs, i.e., E, E-S0 and S0 galaxies. This isolation
is possible thanks to the dichotomy in the (NUV− 3.6µm) colors of the central regions of ETGs
(triangles in Figure 6.11). They are either very blue, indicating (residual) star formation in these
innermost regions, or very red, which points towards a very old (light-weighted) stellar population.
The fact that these very old populations in the centers of ETGs are also the ones showing the
strongest UV-upturn is something that has been explained in the past as being related to either the
older age or higher metal (helium, at least) abundance of the horizontal branch stars responsible
for the UV emission in these regions (Boselli et al., 2005), but may also be tied to the observations
supporting differences in IMF (e.g. Conroy & van Dokkum, 2012; Cappellari et al., 2012, 2013a,b).
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In early-to-intermediate spirals (S0-a through Sc) the central regions of many galaxies appear
in the locus where the GBS and GRS overlap. Besides, the entire GBS is well populated by
measurements obtained both in the inner and outer regions of galaxies. Thus, these colors are of
no use to determine whether the UV emission from the bulges of these galaxies are dominated by
emission from young massive or evolved low-mass EHB stars or by a combination of both. Both
the outer parts of early-to-intermediate spirals (except for regions populating the GGV; see below)
and the late-type spirals (Sd and beyond) at all radii follow a narrow GBS. According to the color
profiles shown in Figure 6.3, the majority of the galaxies that are found to populate the GBS show
negative color gradients, which is in agreement with the global scenario of inside-out formation of
their disks. The study of the most extreme cases of inside-out disk formation will be the subject
of a future communication. At the surface brightness levels reached by our data we do not find
clear signs of color upbending, at least in the bands considered in this work (see Bakos et al.,
2008; Marino et al., 2016, for studies of reversed optical color profiles and ionized-gas chemical
abundance gradients in outer disks).

Finally, it is also worth mentioning that the central regions of galaxies (despite having the
highest signal-to-noise ratios) show the widest dispersion in all three (FUV−NUV), (FUV− 3.6µm)
and (NUV− 3.6µm) colors among galaxy types and as a whole, covering ∼10 mag in the case of
the latter two colors. This, of course, indicates that nuclear regions are the least homogeneous
within the population of local galaxies in terms of their stellar population and dust content.

6.7.3 Galaxy evolution through the Green Valley

Here we focus on discussing the properties of those galaxies that were identified in Bouquin et al.
(2015) as being globally included in the so-called GALEX Green Valley and also of those regions
within galaxies that are now found to be located in the GGV even though they are part of the GBS
or GRS when considered as a whole.

In Figures 6.7 and 6.8 we showed that galaxies that belong (globally) to the GGV are mainly
lenticulars and early-type spirals (S0-a through Sb), showing a relatively narrow distribution of
(observed) sSFR around 10−12 yr−1. Furthermore, Figure 6.9 shows that the outer regions of GGV
galaxies behave differently from the outer regions of most GBS systems, with the FUV−3.6µm
color getting redder as we move progressively towards their outer disks. This clearly indicates that
the reason why these objects are in the GGV is that their disks are redder, for the same morpholog-
ical type and surface brightness, than those of most GBS galaxies. Exploration of Figure 6.9 in the
case of the GBS shows that the region of red disks is populated by a number of ETGs with profiles
similar in shape to those found in the GRS but that they probably show a very blue nucleus that
places them in the GBS when considered as a whole.

A small fraction of GBS galaxies (mainly early-type spirals, but only a fraction of them) have
disks that also redden with radius. These are objects that are likely to evolve into GGV galaxies or
objects which GGV galaxies will evolve into, depending on whether GGV galaxies are quenching
their star formation or regrowing a disk.

Our analysis shows that the fraction of galaxies belonging to dense environments is higher
for GGV galaxies than for GBS galaxies, but is less than for the GRS. This result, combined with
the fact that GGV galaxies have redder outer disks, hints at the direction of the evolution, from
GBS to GRS, which favors star formation quenching due to environmental effects. Similar results
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have been obtained in the analysis of galaxies in clusters (see Wolf et al., 2009; Bamford et al.,
2009; Cibinel et al., 2013; Head et al., 2014).

Moreover, a study of galaxies in transition in different environments (Vulcani et al., 2015)
shows that galaxies in groups have a higher quenching efficiency than field galaxies. Their results
show that color transformation is due to the overall decrease in SFR, both in bulges and disks,
while maintaining the morphology. They also show that morphological transformation is due to
an increase in bulge-to-disk ratio because of disk removal, and not because of the growth of the
bulge, in disagreement to a bulge enhancement and absence of disk-fading scenario (Christlein
& Zabludoff, 2004). What is presented in Section 6.5 is in agreement with the former, where
disk-fading occurs, resulting in an increase in the bulge-to-disk ratio.

6.8 Summary and conclusions

We have gathered GALEX FUV and NUV images for the S4G sample, and have measured their
FUV and NUV magnitudes. Our UV subsample comprises 1931 galaxies, and has an identical dis-
tribution in morphological type, distance, and 3.6 micron absolute magnitude as the S4G sample of
2352 galaxies (Figure 6.1). Our GALEX subsample is compatible with being a random subsample
of the entire S4G sample, and can also be considered as representative of the local universe.

The photometry is done within rings with fixed PA and ϵ at every 6′′ steps in semi-major
axis length and with width of 6′′. The products are the µFUV and µNUV surface brightness pro-
files, (FUV−NUV) color profiles, along with the asymptotic FUV and NUV magnitudes and
(FUV−NUV) color. Data are partially summarized in Table 6.1, and the full catalog is available
online. We have generated RGB postage-stamp images from UV images only, and also obtained
the µFUV, µNUV surface brightness, as well as the (FUV−NUV) color profiles. We used the RC2
numerical morphological classification to roughly classify the galaxies into narrower morphologi-
cal type bins (sample demographics are summarized in Table 6.2).

These UV products, combined with the near-IR products of the S4G sample, form an ex-
cellent set of tools to probe nearby galaxies, as we are directly tracing the current SFR with the
former and the stellar mass with the latter, thus the sSFR. We have thus characterized the radial
distributions of young and old stars in galaxies in the local Universe.

We also looked at the spatially resolved colors formed by the three bands. The (FUV−NUV)
color is most suitable for detecting variations in recent star formations on time-scales below 1 Gyr.
The (FUV− [3.6]) color is equivalent to a measurement of the observed sSFR. The (NUV− [3.6])
color is useful to construct the (FUV−NUV) vs (NUV− [3.6]) color-color diagram, in which the
GALEX Blue Sequence (GBS) and GALEX Red Sequence (GRS) subsamples are defined in the
preliminary analysis of Bouquin et al. (2015). We see that the galaxies are grouped into narrow
sequences in this color-color diagram, and do separate very well between star-forming (GBS) and
quiescent (GRS) galaxies. This allowed us to define an intermediate region, the GALEX Green
Valley (GGV), where we find galaxies that are either leaving the blue sequence due to some damp-
ing of their star formation activity, or leaving the red sequence possibly by rejuvenation. We
also performed the fit in the color profiles, and show the distributions of the resulting slopes and
y-intercepts (scale length and central SB of disks).
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Our main results are the following:

- GBS, GGV, and GRS galaxies are well separated in the µFUV vs µ[3.6] plane. Most disks
are located in a well defined sequence which we call the “spatially resolved main-sequence of
star-forming disks", with 3.6 micron surface brightness ranging from 20 to 25 mag arcsec−2, and
FUV surface brightness ranging from 24 to 27 mag arcsec−2. The GBS galaxies are dominating
the highest surface sSFR densities, while the GRS galaxies are dominating the lowest surface
sSFR density. The early-type galaxies of the GRS have a low surface sSFR density, ΣsSFR, that
stays radially constant at (or below) 10−12 yr−1 pc−2. The late-type galaxies of the GBS, on the
other hand, have higher surface sSFR densities the later the type, with increasing surface sSFR
density (blueing) inside-out. This is not always the case, since inside-out disk reddening is also
seen for some of the galaxies. This reddening translates to sudden drops in surface SFR density,
and indicates a possible quenching (or damping; see Catalán-Torrecilla et al., 2017) of the star
formation in the outskirts.

- Star-forming GBS, quiescent GRS, and intermediate GGV galaxies are well separated in
the (FUV− [3.6]) vs µ[3.6] plane, especially when one looks at the colors of the isophote that
encompasses 80% of the 3.6µm light (equivalent to the same percentage of stellar mass). The
isophotes of the GGV galaxies fill the gap between the locus of the GBS and the GRS ones.
Particularly, most GRS galaxies show very similar radial behavior to each other, and most of them
end up in a similar locus in the (FUV− [3.6]) vs µ[3.6] plane, where the 80% enclosed-light isophote
ends up in a narrow range in 3.6µm surface brightness, between 21 and 23 mag arcsec−2, and in
(FUV− [3.6]) color range between 6 and 7 mag.

- We performed an analysis of the 3.6µm surface brightness radial profiles by linearly fitting
the data points using an array of cutoffs both in radial distance and in 3.6µm surface brightness,
to approximately exclude the bulge part and only fit the disk part. We find the best cutoffs values
to be R/R80 = 0.5 and µ[3.6] = 23.5 mag arcsec−2 (corresponding to a stellar mass surface density
of 3 × 107M⊙ kpc−2), where the mean reduced-χ2 approaches unity and the number of galaxies
is maximized (>50% of the sample). Doing so, we efficiently excluded the bulge parts, as well as
massive galaxies, and obtained a subsample of 987 disk galaxies for further analysis. These slope
and y-intercept of the linear fit translates to circular velocities and central surface brightness (of
the disk).

- Finally, we compared the slope and y-intercept of the linear fit to the outer disk parts of
our subsample to the slope and y-intercept of the linear fit to of over 6258 simulated disk models
of BP00 varying based on the circular velocity vc and the spin parameter λ, thus obtaining a fine
grid of slopes (i.e. scale length) and y-intercepts (i.e. central surface brightness). From this, we
deduced the circular velocity for each of our galaxies by finding the closest model matching the
slope and the y-intercept of the galaxy. We find a distribution for the mode circular velocity with
mean vc = 149±102 km s−1 (standard deviation 1σ) and median vc = 120+70

−40 km s−1 (1σ with IQR
method and thus, excluding the outliers), and a distribution for the mode spin parameter with mean
λ = 0.062 ± 0.037 (standard deviation 1σ) and median λ = 0.054+0.030

−0.024 (1σ with IQR method).
For the spin, we recover the probability distribution function of Mo et al. (1998), whereas for
the circular velocity, our distribution is skewed towards higher circular velocities than the ones
obtained from HyperLeda. The low-mass Sd, Sm, and Irr galaxies seems to be more affected than
larger spiral galaxies. Despite the large scatter, this method yields circular velocities similar to
those observed within a range of factors of one to two for most galaxies.
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6.9 Appendix A

6.9.1 Deriving Σ⋆ from µ[3.6]

In this work, we make use of the stellar mass surface density Σ⋆ (solar mass per square parsec)
distribution that is obtained from the 3.6 micron surface brightness (AB mag per square arcsec)
radial profiles. We start from the definition of absolute magnitude:

M[3.6],⋆ = M[3.6],⊙ − 2.5 log10

(

L[3.6],⋆

L[3.6],⊙

)

(6.7)

where M[3.6],⋆ and L[3.6],⋆ are the 3.6µm absolute magnitude (AB) and luminosity (in ergs ·
s−1Hz−1) of the galaxy, M[3.6],⊙ and L[3.6],⊙ are the solar 3.6µm absolute magnitude and lumi-
nosity.

We also need the following expression for the mass-to-light ratio:
M⋆

L[3.6],⋆
= Υ[3.6] (6.8)

where the mass-to-light ratio of the Sun (M⊙/L[3.6],⊙) is unity, and where M⋆ is the stellar-mass of
the galaxy, L[3.6],⋆ is the luminosity at 3.6µm, M⊙ is a solar mass, and L⊙,3.6 is the solar luminosity
at 3.6µm. Υ[3.6] is the mass-to-light ratio at 3.6 micron as obtained by Meidt et al. (2014) and is
equal to 0.6 (assuming a Chabrier IMF).

Rearranging eq. 6.7 we have:
L[3.6],⋆

L[3.6],⊙
= 10−0.4(M[3.6],⋆−M[3.6],⊙) (6.9)

Rearranging eq. 6.8, and adding the conversion factor aIMF for the transformation from a
Chabrier IMF (Chabrier, 2003) to Kroupa IMF (Kroupa, 2001), we get:

M⋆

M⊙
=

L[3.6],⋆

L[3.6],⊙
·Υ[3.6] · aIMF (6.10)
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where we use, in our case, aIMF = M/L(Kroupa)
M/L(Chabrier) = 1.034 (conversion factors from Madau &

Dickinson (2014)).

We then take the log of eq. 6.10, combined with eq. 6.9:

log10

(

M⋆

M⊙

)

= log10

(

L[3.6],⋆

L[3.6],⊙

)

+ log10(Υ[3.6] · aIMF) (6.11)

i.e.

log10

(

M⋆

M⊙

)

= 0.4(M[3.6],⊙ −M[3.6],⋆) + log10(Υ[3.6] · aIMF) (6.12)

Finally, changing M[3.6],⋆ to µ[3.6](ABmag arcsec−2) + 5 − 5 log10 d(pc) and converting
arcsec−2 to parsec−2 gives

Σ⋆(M⊙ pc−2) = Υ[3.6] · aIMF · 100.4M[3.6],⊙ · 10−0.4·(µ[3.6]+5−5 log10 d) ·

(

206265

d

)2

(6.13)

where M[3.6],⊙ is the Sun’s 3.6 micron absolute AB magnitude which is taken to be 6.03 mag
(converted to AB scale from the Vega magnitude value, M⊙,3.6,V ega = 3.24, given by equation(13)
in Oh et al. (2008)).

This corresponds to a stellar mass surface density M⋆/area = 1.045M⊙/pc2 at a 3.6 micron
surface brightnessµ[3.6] = 27 mag arcsec−2 in the case of a Chabrier IMF, and M⋆/area = 1.080M⊙/pc2

in the case of a Kroupa IMF. The equation, then, simplifies to the following:

log10(Σ⋆(M⊙ pc−2)) = 10.819− 0.4µ[3.6] + log10 aIMF (6.14)

where the term log10 aIMF = 0 for a Chabrier IMF, 0.015 for a Kroupa IMF, and 0.215 for a
Salpeter IMF.

6.10 Appendix B

6.10.1 Deriving the observed sSFR from (FUV− [3.6])

We start with the SFR(UV), assuming a Salpeter IMF (Salpeter, 1955) and using a calibration by
Madau et al. (1998), as provided by Kennicutt (1998), which we can convert to the expression for
a Kroupa IMF by multiplying by bIMF = 0.67, or by bIMF = 0.63 for a Chabrier IMF, as reviewed
and prescribed in Kennicutt & Evans (2012); Madau & Dickinson (2014):

SFR(M⊙ yr−1) = 1.4× 10−28 · bIMF · Lν (ergs · s
−1Hz−1) (6.15)

and with the following expression of luminosity:

Lν = 4π(d(cm))2fν

Lν = 4π
[

d(pc) · 3.086× 1018(cm/pc)
]2
10−0.4(FUV+48.6)

(6.16)

Combining the two equations above gives:

log10(SFR)(M⊙ yr−1) = 2 log10 d(pc)− 0.4 FUV− 9.216 + log10 bIMF (6.17)
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where FUV is in AB magnitudes, distance d is in parsec, and log10 bIMF = 0, −0.174, and −0.201
for a Salpeter, Kroupa, and Chabrier IMF respectively.

Secondly, we need to introduce the distance modulusm−M = 5−5 log10 d(pc) into eq. 6.12,
so this becomes:

log10

(

M⋆

M⊙

)

= log10(Υ3.6 · aIMF)− 0.4([3.6] + 5− 5 log10 d− 6.03) (6.18)

where [3.6] is the apparent AB magnitude at 3.6µm, d is the distance in parsec, and M⊙,3.6,AB =
6.03 (see Appendix 6.9).

Finally, we combine 6.17 and 6.18:

log10(sSFR) = log10

(

SFR

M⋆

)

= log10(SFR)− log10(M⋆) (6.19)

It thus becomes:

log10(sSFR) = −0.4(FUV − [3.6])− 9.628 + log10 bIMF − log10(Υ3.6 · aIMF) (6.20)

We can thus obtain the logarithm of the specific star formation rate (in units of year−1) from the
(FUV− [3.6]) (ABmag) color. We emphasize that these quantities would not be corrected for
extinction.
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7
Extended UV (XUV) Emission in Disk

Galaxies

A la izquierda en la página anterior: la galaxia NGC 3718.

Resumen

En este capítulo clasificamos la muestra GALEX/S4G en dos tipos de galaxias con discos UV ex-
tensos, siendo de Tipo 1 aquellas galaxias con estructuras externas extendidas que se detectan en
el UV más allá de su disco óptico, y de Tipo 2 aquellas galaxias con un componente espacialmente
extenso en comparación con su disco tal y como se ve en IR y de color UV-infrarrojo azul. De esta
forma encontramos 217 discos XUV de Tipo 1, lo que supone a diez veces más objetos de este
tipo respecto a las muestras previamente conocidas. Respecto a las propiedades de estos objetos,
encontramos que la fracción más alta de discos XUV de Tipo 1 se da en galaxias de tipo morfo-
lógico Sc (37.8 %), seguido de Sb (18.4 %) e Irregulares (18.0 %). Encontramos además algunas
galaxias de disco de tipo temprano E-S0 y S0-a con regiones de formación estelar extendidas, ya
sea de formación estelar residual, o rejuvenecimiento reciente por caída de gas a sus discos. Por
otro lado, encontramos 110 discos XUV de Tipo 2, con la fracción más alta de tipo morfológico Sc
(31.8 %). De nuevo, este número representa un aumento de un factor seis respecto a las muestras
conocidas anteriormente.

En el siguiente capítulo (Capítulo 8) mostramos un estudio detallado en espectroscopía de
uno de estos objetos de disco XUV de Tipo 1. Una extension futura de este tipo de estudios se
presenta en el capítulo de trabajo futuro (Capítulo 10.
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7.1 Summary

We classify the GALEX/S4G sample into two types, Type 1 XUVs such as those having extended
outer structures seen beyond their optical disk, and Type 2 XUVs as those having a large, com-
pared to their disk as seen in the infrared (in our case at 3.6 µm), and blue LSB disk component.
We find 217 Type 1 XUV disks corresponds to a ten-fold increase relative to previously known
samples. The highest fraction of Type 1 XUV are of morphological type Sc (37.8%), followed by
Sb (18.4%), and Irregulars (18.0%). We find some E-S0 and S0-a early-type disk galaxies with
extended star-forming regions, either from residual star formation, or recent rejuvenation of their
disk by gas infall. We find 110 T2 XUV disks, with the highest fraction for morphological type Sc
(31.8%). This number corresponds to a six-fold increase from previously known samples.

7.2 Extended UV (XUV) Emission in Disk Galaxies

Figure 7.1: The Southern Pinwheel galaxy, or M83, is a Type 1 XUV-disk galaxy. Shown here in false color where
the far-UV (GALEX) is in blue, near-UV (GALEX) is in green, and 21-cm radio (VLA) is in red. Credit: NASA/JPL-
Caltech/VLA/MPIA.

The GALEX observations in the FUV and NUV bands have revolutionized our view and
understanding of star formation in nearby galaxies. Indeed, the discovery of very recent star for-
mation (107-108 years in age) at very large galactocentric distances (3∼5×R25) in the galaxy
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NGC 4625, presented in the pioneering work of Gil de Paz et al. (2005), and in the galaxy M83
studied by Thilker et al. (2005), opened up yet another mystery, as to how star formation occurs
in such low-mass-density regions. Studies by Zaritsky & Christlein (2007) found young stellar
clusters in the outskirts of many spiral galaxies at 1.25∼2×D25, suggesting that this phenomenon
is not so uncommon. Neutral, atomic, hydrogen HI gas is found surrounding M83 (Thilker et al.,
2005) from 21-cm radio observations, at galactocentric distances far beyond its optical diameter
(see Figure 7.1). Besides, it has been found in many other late-type, S0, and irregular galaxies as
well (Holwerda et al., 2012). More recently, a study by Yıldız et al. (2017) show that ∼20% of
nearby, non-Virgo, field galaxies are surrounded by such a reservoir, again confirming that these
objects are not so uncommon within the Local Volume.

Individual XUV-disk galaxies have been under scrutiny for a decade or so, including a CO
map obtained for M63 (NGC 4869) by Dessauges-Zavadsky et al. (2014), deep-IR imaging ob-
tained for NGC 4625 by Bush et al. (2014), ionized gas studies in the NGC 1512/1510 pair by
López-Sánchez et al. (2015), and young star clusters of NGC 628 studied by Adamo et al. (2017)
from HST images of the Legacy ExtraGalactic UV Survey (LEGUS) (Calzetti et al., 2015), to give
some examples. The space-density of XUV-disk galaxies in the Local Volume is found to be larger
than 1.5 to 4.2×10−3 Mpc−3 (Lemonias et al., 2011). Simulations by Bush et al. (2008) show that
spiral density waves can propagate to the outer disk to trigger the SF that shape XUV disks.

We recently (2013) observed a selected sample of Type 1 XUV-disk galaxies with the Sub-
aru/SuprimeCam over 3 nights (P.I. Koda, J.; co-I. Bouquin, A.; co-I. Thilker, D.). We also ob-
served a couple of Type 1 XUVs with GTC/OSIRIS in MOS mode, to obtain emission line mea-
surements of faint HII regions in the outskirts of the disk. The results of this program are discussed
in Chapters 8 and 10.

Our understanding of SF in these extreme cases is still to be completed and investigations
are ongoing in the case of the follow-up spectroscopy of XUV disks. Here we present the anal-
ysis and results of XUV-disk galaxies found in our GALEX/S4G sample. The first step in our
study begins by the classification of these galaxies with XUV emission. We make use of the
redshift-independent distances found in NED. However, when redshift-independent distances are
not available, these are derived using a Hubble constant of H0=75 km s−1 Mpc−1.

A classification scheme was devised by Thilker et al. (2007), where XUV-disk galaxies were
categorized into two types: Type 1 XUV disks having UV-bright outer structures extending far
beyond the optical diameter D25, and Type 2 XUV disks having a higher UV-to-IR flux ratio
within a pre-defined Low-Surface Brightness (LSB) zone. However, an XUV-disk galaxy could
also very well be of both types, which we will denote as Type 1+2, if it possesses properties of the
two. We apply this classification scheme to our GALEX/S4G sample, which we present in detail in
the following subsections.

7.2.1 Classification of Type 1 XUV-Disk Galaxies

We classify Type 1 XUVs using the same criterion as in Thilker et al. (2007), i.e. by delineating
the µFUV = 27.25 AB mag arcsec−2 surface brightness contour and visually assessing whether
UV structures are seen beyond this contour. The rationale behind this surface brightness cut is
supported both theoretically and observationally. This FUV surface brightness corresponds to an
observed SFR surface density evaluated at 1 kpc resolution of ΣSFR = 3 × 10−4 M⊙ yr−1 kpc−2.
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Boissier et al. (2007) showed that for the galaxies in Martin & Kennicutt (2001), there exists a sharp
drop in Hα emission and in the UV surface brightness µUV at this ΣSFR, which is interpreted as a
limit or threshold for SF to occur. Using the SFR calibration of Kennicutt (1998), this translates
to µFUV = 27.25 AB mag arcsec−2 on the FUV images, or µNUV = 27.35 AB mag arcsec−2 on
the NUV images. Prototypical Type 1 XUVs, NGC 4625, M83 (NGC 5236), and NGC 5055, are
shown in Figure 7.2, along some of the most remarkable ones that we find in our sample, namely
NGC 628, NGC 2841, and NGC 1512.

In this chapter, we perform a classification based on the FUV surface brightness contour
mentioned above. It should be noted that NUV images are not used during this task, since FUV
images are available for the 1931 galaxies of our sample. We place this contour on top of the
FUV+NUV RGB images, along with the B-band D25 ellipse. A preliminary visual classification
was initially performed by determining galaxies that show FUV structures beyond this D25 ellipse.
The results of this method can be retrieved from the DAGAL database (see Appendix A). However,
this method had the disadvantage of including galaxies with star-forming regions that are still
within the FUV surface brightness isophotal contour, that is, where the gas density is still high
and within the limit of our theoretical current understanding of the conditions for star formation.
Another classification based solely on the FUV surface brightness contour and ignoring the optical
radius fails to discard, in particular, ring galaxies that has a prominent low FUV surface brightness
ring (below the FUV surface brightness threshold), but that are visible in the optical bands, leading
to an overestimation of XUV-disk galaxies according to the definition of Thilker et al. (2007). We
present in this chapter our refined and more robust classification of Type 1 XUV-disk galaxies for
the entire GALEX/S4G sample.

The isophotal surface brightness contouring is performed using SAOImage DS9 (Smithso-
nian Astrophysical Observatory, 2000) on the FUV intensity images. The image pixel values are
given in count-per-second (CPS) arcsec−2 units. We convert our µFUV into flux, f , in image-units
using the following relation:

f = SKYFUV + 10−0.4[µFUV+7.9E(B−V )−18.82] (7.1)

where the SKYFUV is the measured background value (see Chapter 3) which needs to be added
because the images are masked and interpolated but not background subtracted, µFUV is in our case
27.25 AB mag arcsec−2, 7.9 × E(B − V ) is the Milky Way extinction in terms of the (B − V )
color excess, and −18.82 mag is the GALEX FUV zeropoint.

We also gathered Digitized Sky Survey 2 DSS2-red images of the Palomar Observatory
Sky Survey (POSS2/UKSTU) for all the galaxies as well. We compare our FUV images and the
DSS optical images, overlaid with the FUV contour and D25 ellipse serving as guides to visually
classify Type 1 galaxies.

7.2.2 Classification of Type 2 XUV-Disk Galaxies

Type 2 XUV-disk galaxies are galaxies for which their outer disks are very blue in terms of their
UV−IR color and very large compared to their IR emission. This translates to host recently born
stars without having an underlying old stellar population. Following a similar approach to Thilker
et al. (2007) for the classification for Type 2 XUV disks, we first need to compute the area within
the isophotal contour at µFUV = 27.25 AB mag arcsec−2, S(FUV). The surface brightness contour
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Figure 7.2: RGB false-color images of prototype Type 1 XUV-disk galaxies NGC 5055, NGC 4625, NGC 5236
(M83), NGC 0628, NGC 2841, and NGC 1512. The optical D25 ellipse is shown in white. The contour that encloses
80% of the 3.6 µm light is in red. The green lines correspond to the isophotal surface brightness FUV contours at
µFUV=27.25 AB mag arcsec−2. The blue ellipse is the proxy to the green contours, but its matching accuracy varies
from galaxy to galaxy due to the non-uniformity of SF distribution. Obvious UV emission structures are seen beyond
both D25 and FUV SB thresholds.

is already computed for the FUV images used for the Type 1 classification. We measure the area
within each contour, because a galaxy in the FUV can have several closed contours at the same
isophotal value. This is done with the astropy module and its pyregion package, which allows us
to count the number of pixels enclosed within each contour. The area in pixels is then translated
into kiloparsec-squared units using the pixel scale (1.5 × 1.5 arcsec2 in the case of GALEX FUV)
and the distance d to the object (in Mpc) by doing the following:

S(FUV)(kpc2) = [(d (Mpc) ∗ 1000)/206265)]2 × (1.5 (arcsec/pixel))2 × S(FUV)(pixel) (7.2)

We perform the same process onto the IRAC1 3.6 µm images. However, it should be noted
here that this is different from the original method of Thilker et al. (2007) in that our infrared im-
ages are from Spitzer IRAC at 3.6 µm in effective wavelength, and are not the 2MASS KS band
images at ∼2.2 µm. The depth of the survey is also dramatically different and therefore we ex-
pect some differences between the radii enclosing 80% of the total flux derived from galaxies in
the shallow 2MASS KS images, as prescribed in the above paper, and those enclosing the same
percentage of the light summed up in our deep S4G IRAC1 images. These differences are com-
monly caused by using apertures for both the object and the local background that are too close in
radius to the object in the case of very shallow images. This leads to an underestimation of the flux
of the target and to systematic errors in the derivation of the radius enclosing a given percentage
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of such total flux. Thus, our aim will be to find either the surface brightness value at 3.6 µm or
the enclosed-light percentage that would be equivalent to the 80% of the enclosed KS band light
measured in the 2MASS images. In other words, we need to find the contour (based on either a
common 3.6 µm surface brightness or enclosed-light percentage) that yields a similar area as that
used by Thilker et al. (2007).

In the case of the former, one way of finding this isophote is by tracing several surface
brightness contours onto the IRAC1 images and getting the corresponding areas from each of
these contours, and finally determining which surface brightness contour best corresponds to the
area of the original 80% enclosed-light, S(K80), for the galaxies in common with the sample of
Type 2 XUV disks identified by Thilker et al. (2007).

The pixel values of IRAC1 images are given in mega-Jansky per steradian (MJy/sr), so we
need to translate our attempted AB mag arcsec−2 surface brightness values in image-units. This is
done by performing the following conversion:

f[3.6](MJy/sr) = SKY[3.6] + 10−0.4[µ[3.6]+6.1] × 4.25× 1010 (7.3)

where f[3.6] is the 3.6 micron flux in MJy/sr, SKY[3.6] is the background value of the image because
it is not subtracted from it, µ[3.6] is the input surface brightness in units of AB mag arcsec−2,
6.1 mag is the zeropoint, and 4.25 × 1010 is in units of arcsec2/sr and comes from the fact that
1sr = 1(radian)2 =

(

360
2π × 3600

)2 arcsec2. We ignore here the Milky Way extinction at 3.6 µm
as it is negligible (on the order of 10−3 ∼ 10−2 in magnitudes) for our purposes.

We obtain surface brightness contours from 21.5 to 26.5 AB mag arcsec−2 with 0.1 AB mag
arcsec−2 precision, but rejecting contours with levels that are below 5 times the sky rms (0.013
MJy/sr on average over the whole S4G sample). The contours are then converted into polygons and
the area S([3.6]) of each contoured region is computed. These are then compared with S(K80). We
added a slight Gaussian smoothing to the contours since, while we loose in measurement accuracy,
we significantly gain in computing speed as it reduces the number of vertices for the polygon
information to be read and processed. We also avoid computing contoured regions other than the
one enclosing the coordinates of the optical center of the galaxy, which should coincide in all cases
to the polygon of interest, as we trace the old stellar population at the IRAC1 band.

Our comparison sample for Type 2 XUVs comprises 17 galaxies out of the 24 original ones
of Table 2 of Thilker et al. (2007). We find the “best-matching” 3.6 µm SB contour as the one that
gives the closest area to S(K80) (i.e. where the difference ∆ = S(K80) − S([3.6]) is minimum)
(see Figure 7.3). We also find that the surface area and the enclosed light measurements using the
SB contours and the ones using fixed-angle elliptical aperture (from P3 of the S4G; see Chapter 3)
are very much in agreement (at the considered SB). We find that there is a relatively large scatter
from 21.5 to 24.5 AB mag arcsec−2 in the “best-matching" 3.6 µm SB, peaking in the 21.5 <
3.6 µm SB < 22.5 range, with a mean of 22.3 mag arcsec−2 and rms of 0.6 mag arcsec−2 (see
Figure 7.4). This corresponds to a percentage of enclosed 3.6 µm light (relative to the total IRAC1
asymptotic magnitude) with mean and rms of 39±17 %. While the large dispersion found in the
best-matching SB (0.6 mag) could be easily explained as due to differences in the near-infrared
light distribution from galaxy to galaxy (including the B/T ratio), the offset and large dispersion of
the enclosed-light percentages (39±17 %), given that they correspond to a fixed percentage (80 %)
of the light in the KS 2MASS images, can only be due to uncertainties in the derivation of the
2MASS K80 values, as discussed above. In fact, if we limit the comparison to galaxies with KS <
12 mag we obtain much higher enclosed 3.6 µm light percentages, with a median at ∼60 %.
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Thus, as a criterion to isolate the LSB zone in our entire S4G sample we first adopted µ[3.6],22

= 22.3 mag arcsec−2 as the contour enclosing most of the near-infrared light and stellar content
of each galaxy. We then used this and the µFUV = 27.25 AB mag arcsec−2 contours as inner and
outer limits for the so-called LSB zone, respectively. We ignore galaxies where these two limits
yield negative areas for the LSB zone or they are not defined.

While this criterion, which is based exclusively on isophotal contours at fixed SB value in
FUV and IRAC1, is fast and easy to compute, the large dispersion in the IRAC1 enclosed-light
led us to propose and alternative method for the classification of Type 2 XUV disks. This second
criterion relies on the computation of the inner limit of the LSB zone based on a contour with
variable SB but fixed enclosed-light percentage. Based on the results presented in Figure 7.4 for
the bright XUV-disk host galaxies in common with Thilker et al. (2007), we adopt an enclosed-
light percentage at 3.6 µm of 60 %.

A couple of examples of Type 2 XUV-disk galaxies are shown in Figure 7.5. We show the
results of the analysis of our sample of XUV disks selected using this later criterion in Section 7.3.

Figure 7.3: Scatter plot of values measured from contour (dark dots) and from fixed ellipses (open circles; see Muñoz-
Mateos et al., 2015) of the enclosed-light in AB magnitude (left) and surface area (in kpc2). The “best” value is
encircled in red, and corresponds to where the contour at that 3.6 µm surface brightness has an area that is closest to
S(K80). The horizontal red dashed line corresponds to the asymptotic magnitude, the vertical blue dashed to the “best”
SB, and the horizontal solid blue line in the right panel corresponds to the value of S(K80).

7.3 Results and interpretation

7.3.1 XUV-disk fraction

Out of the 1931 galaxies in our GALEX/S4G sample, we find 217 galaxies (11.2% of the total) with
star-forming structures seen beyond both the FUV isophotal contour threshold at 27.25 AB mag
arcsec−2 and the optical D25 isophote, and which are not visible in the DSS images. This census
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Figure 7.4: Histograms of the closest 3.6 µm surface brightness to have a contour area of similar size to that of
S(K80) and of the fraction of enclosed light from the total obtained from the asymptotic magnitude at 3.6 µm for the
17 Type 2 XUV-disk galaxies of Thilker et al. (2007). We isolate the brightest galaxies (with total K mag < 12) in both
histograms in red, and the binwidth in the top-left corner of each plot. The mean value is represented by the vertical
solid line and plus and minus rms values are shown as vertical dashed lines. KS-bright objects are shown in red-filled
histograms (see text).

Figure 7.5: RGB false-color images of Type 2 XUV-disk galaxies NGC 3319 and UGC 08365. The ellipses and
contours represent the same regions as for the images shown in Figure 7.2.

makes of Type 1 XUVs objects not so uncommon in the Local Volume. All Type 1 XUV-disk
galaxies are found in the GBS according to their global colors. The demographic varies amongst
the 217 galaxies, but can be broken down to 0% E, <1% E-S0, 0% S0, <0.5% S0-a, 7.8% Sa,
18.4% Sb, 37.8% Sc, 3.7% Sd, 12.4% Sm, 18.0% Irr. Based on these selection criteria, Type 1
XUV-disk galaxies are mostly late-type spirals and irregular galaxies (Sb, Sc, Sm, Irr), while a
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Figure 7.6: Examples of non-XUV galaxies NGC 7418 and NGC 4736 (M94). .

non-negligible fraction are early-type spirals (Sa).

The classical criteria for Type 2 XUVs (Thilker et al., 2007) are so that the (FUV − K80)
color is bluer than 4 mag and the LSB area ratio (relative to K80) is larger than 7. Here we adapt the
color criterion to the 3.6 µm one by adding an offset of −0.858 mag to go from K80 to IRAC1, and
thus, our (FUV-[3.6]) color cutoff is equal to 3.142 mag, but with the same S(LSB)/S([3.6]) > 7
criterion as we have previously matched our infrared areas to those used in the former paper..

We identify 188 of candidate Type 2 XUV-disk galaxies, 9.7% of the whole sample of 1931
galaxies. The morphological types demographics for Type 2 XUVs cover all types except ellipti-
cals, with 0% of E, 0.5% of E-S0, 2.7% of S0, 4.3% of S0-a, 11.7% of Sa, 20.2% of Sb, 42.0%
of Sc, 9.6% of Sd, 6.9% of Sm, and 2.1% of Irr. This subsample of Type 2 XUV-disk galaxies
increases the number of known Type 2 XUVs also by a factor of ten, relative to the previously
available sample. Fifteen galaxies are classified as both Type 1 and 2, and these account for 0.8%
of the entire sample or 3.8% of all XUV-disk galaxies (15/(217 Type 1 + 188 Type 2 - 15 Type
1+2)). These are namely IC 3115, NGC 0178, NGC 3034, NGC 3687, NGC 4038, NGC 4041,
NGC 5963, NGC 7418A, NGC 7531, NGC 7721, PGC 27833, UGC 964, UGC 4390, UGC 4514,
UGC 4800.

Using the enclosed-light criterion, we identify, for the same cutoffs of 7 for the LSB zone
area ratio and at 3.142 mag for the color, but now measured between the FUV contour and the
contour enclosing 60% of the 3.6 µm light, 110 candidate Type 2 XUV-disk galaxies, or 5.7%
of the whole sample of 1931 galaxies. This is consistent with the fact that 60% of the enclosed
3.6 µm light is equivalent, in most cases, to enclosing light farther in the outskirt than the light
enclosed at the 22.3 AB mag arcsec−2 SB contour (see Figure 7.4), so the area ratio of the LSB
zone becomes smaller. Nevertheless, we are also able to identify many blue disk galaxies using
the contour enclosing 60% of the 3.6 µm light, increasing the size of previously available samples
by six-fold. The morphological types demographics for Type 2 XUVs cover all types of galaxies,
including ellipticals, with 1.8% of E, 0% of E-S0, 2.7% of S0, 6.4% of S0-a, 7.3% of Sa, 25.5%
of Sb, 31.8% of Sc, 7.3% of Sd, 7.3% of Sm, and 10% of Irr. This subsample of Type 2 XUV-
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disk galaxies successfully increases the number of Type 2 XUVs by a factor of six, relative to the
previously available sample. Twenty-one galaxies are classified as both Type 1 and 2, and these
account for 1.1% of the entire GALEX/S4G sample or 6.4% of all XUV-disk galaxies (21/(217
Type 1 + 110 Type 2 - 21 Type 1+2)). These are namely ESO407-00, IC 311, NGC 284, NGC 296,
NGC 296, NGC 348, NGC 360, NGC 388, NGC 404, NGC 415, NGC 465, NGC 571, NGC 598,
NGC 7418, PGC 04385, UGC 0414, UGC 0430, UGC 0480, UGC 0644, UGC 0761, UGC 0804.

Adding Type 2 XUVs, classified using the µ[3.6]=22.3 mag arcsec−2 SB contour, increases
the sample size of XUV-disk galaxies to 390 or 20.2% of the sample. In the case of Type 2 XUVs
classified using the contour enclosing 60% of the 3.6 µm light, adding them to the Type 1 XUVs
brings the sum to 327 or 16.9% of the sample. In the rest of this chapter, we use the results
obtained from the contour enclosing 60% of the 3.6 µm light since this method is closer to the
original criterion of Type 2 XUV-disk galaxies by Thilker et al. (2007) of enclosing 80% of the KS

light. A graphical representation of this classification is shown in Figure 7.7 with Type 1 XUV-OS
(for “Outer Structure”; as blue squares) and Type 2 XUV-BD (for “Blue Disk”; as red circles)
galaxies.

Our GALEX/S4G sample contains 162 galaxies in the Virgo cluster. Out of the 217 Type 1
XUVs, we count 19 galaxies to be in Virgo (∼9% of all Type 1). For the 110 Type 2 XUVs, 10 are
in Virgo (∼9% of all Type 2). For the 21 Type 1+2 XUVs, we have 2 (∼9% of all Type 1+2). Thus
we find the same fraction of Virgo galaxies for all types of XUVs. While this is slightly higher
than the fraction found for the overall GBS galaxies (7%; see Table 4.1 in Chapter 4), it is less
than that of GGV or GRS galaxies. The fraction of all XUVs together amounts to (217 + 110 −
21)/1931 ≃16% of the GALEX/S4G sample.

Figure 7.7: Left: The LSB area ratio vs. LSB (FUV − [3.6]) color diagram obtained from µFUV=27.25 AB mag
arcsec−2 and µ[3.6]=22.3 AB mag arcsec−2 isophotal contours. This diagram allows us to classify Type 2 XUV-disk
galaxies (red circles). We also show Type 1 XUV-disk galaxies (blue squares), and Type 1+2. Also plotted are the
expected locus for inside-out disk growth models for three morphological (numerical) types T (late, intermediate,
early). Right: the same for Type 2 XUV-disk galaxies classified using the contours enclosing 60% of the 3.6 µm light.

7.3.2 Global properties of XUV-disk galaxies

Figure 7.8 is the same as Figure 4.1 but where we emphasize the distribution of our newly identified
XUV-disk galaxies in the (FUV − NUV) versus (NUV − [3.6]) color-color diagram and in the
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(FUV − NUV) color-difference relative to the mean of the GBS versus the absolute magnitude at
3.6 µm (equivalent to the log of the stellar mass) plot. Both Type 1 and Type 2 XUVs are shown
in the top and bottom panels respectively (Type 1+2 are differentiated only in the bottom panel).
We readily see that most Type 1 and Type 2 are found around the mean of the GBS and within its
±2σ boundaries.

Comparing the distribution of Type 1 XUVs with the overall GBS population (see Fig-
ure 7.9), we see that Type 1 XUVs are not significantly bluer than the mean of the distribution
of the GBS galaxies in (FUV − NUV) color, having a mean and rms of −0.03±0.13. At a first
glance, the distribution of Type 2 XUVs is fairly similar to that of Type 1 XUVs, while the number
count is lower. However, a handful of galaxies are found having very red (FUV − NUV) and
(NUV − [3.6]) colors and are found in the GRS instead of the GBS. These are namely NGC 474,
NGC 1546, NGC 3166, NGC 4283, NGC 4733, NGC 5273, NGC 5353, NGC 5602, NGC 6340,
and are all classified as early-type disk galaxies or ellipticals. The galaxy redder in the (FUV −
NUV) color than the GBS but bluer in the (NUV − [3.6]) color is PGC 44982. These outliers
make the mean and rms of the distribution of Type 2 XUVs to be 0.10±0.42 and is skewed to the
right relative to the mean of the distribution of Type 1 XUVs.

7.3.3 Inside-out growth of XUV-disk galaxies

In Figure 7.7, we show the LSB area ratio plotted against its (FUV − [3.6]) color using as inner
limit for the LSB zone either a fixed IRAC1 SB contour (left panel) or the contour enclosing 60%
of the 3.6 µm light (right panel). We also show the cutoffs that we use to isolate Type 2 XUV-disk
galaxies, following the prescription of Thilker et al. (2007). The loci of inside-out disk growth
models for three morphological type ranges, early, intermediate, and late-type galaxies are also
drawn (Muñoz-Mateos et al., 2007). These models were modified to take into account the KS to
IRAC1 offset (see Section 7.2.2). Type 1 XUVs are distributed in the locus expected for late-type
models. Type 2 XUVs are easily identifiable from this figure and do not fit the expected locus for
any type of models, which indicates that the outer disks of these galaxies are now rapidly growing
from the inside-out, independently of their morphological type, faster that what is predicted by the
secular growth models of Boissier & Prantzos (2000).

7.3.4 Spatially-resolved properties of XUV disks

The radial surface brightnesses and color profiles of Type 1 and Type 2 XUV-disk galaxies are
shown in Figures 7.10 and 7.11. Type 1 XUVs are displayed on the left-side and Type 2 on the
right-side of each subsequent figures. We can readily see in the µFUV vs. kpc plot for Type 1
(top-left panel) of Figure 7.10 that these galaxies have FUV (and NUV) emission at a surface
brightness fainter than 27.25 AB mag arcsec−2, while only Type 1+2 XUVs in the Type 2 plot
(top-right panel) have emission fainter than that FUV SB threshold.

It is no surprise that the radial color profiles tell us for both Type 1 and Type 2 that they are
located in the bluer part of the (FUV − NUV) vs. R80 plots with (FUV − NUV) color between
0 and 1, although there are a few red systems that are also classified as Type 2. For both types,
their (FUV − NUV) color profiles look fairly flat. Looking at the (NUV − [3.6]) and (FUV −
[3.6]) colors, both types become bluer in their outskirts. This indicates that recent star formation
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Figure 7.8: The (FUV − NUV) vs. (NUV − [3.6]) color-color diagram (left) and the difference of (FUV − NUV)
color from the mean of the GBS vs. M[3.6] color-magnitude diagram (right) showing with a blue square the Type 1
XUV-disk galaxies of the GALEX/S4G sample color-coded by morphological type on top of non-XUV-disk galaxies
represented as grey dots in the background. Also shown for Type 2 XUVs in red open circles (bottom set) as classified
using the contours enclosing 60% of the 3.6 µm light. XUVs of Type 1+2 are only shown in the bottom panels (blue
square).

is occurring, not only all over their disks, but especially in their outskirts where the underlying
low-mass stars density is low.

We now show, in Figure 7.12 and 7.13, the spatially-resolved data for Type 1 (left panel)
and Type 2 (right panel) XUV-disk galaxies in the (FUV − NUV) vs. (NUV − [3.6]) color-color
diagram. We observe that the disks of both Type 1 and Type 2 XUVs, besides a few exceptions,
become bluer as we move to their outskirts and although their inner region may be outside (redder)
than the GBS, their outer-disks end up well within the GBS or become even bluer than the mean
of the GBS. We do not find any difference between these profiles and those of non-XUVs GBS
galaxies.

We also explore the (FUV − [3.6]) versus µ[3.6] diagram or the logarithm of the specific SFR
surface density log10(sSFR) vs. the logarithm of the stellar mass surface density log10(Σ⋆) for
Type 1 and Type 2 XUV-disk galaxies in Figure 7.14. Although there are Type 1 XUVs that have
flat (FUV − [3.6]) colors for different µ[3.6] (as many ETGs do) but in this case these are not ETGs.
It is also noticeable that many of the objects that show the largest excursions to high SFR (right
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Figure 7.9: The distribution of the (FUV − NUV) color difference from the mean of the GBS for Type 1 (blue) and
Type 2 (red) XUV-disk galaxies compared to others (gray). Mean values are shown as vertical solid lines and rms
as vertical dashed lines. The values are also shown as text inside the panel. Type 2 XUV-disk galaxies are classified
using the contours enclosing 60% of the 3.6 µm light in this plot.

bottom part of the diagram) are either Type 1 or Type 2 XUVs. Also, the objects with the bluest
(FUV − [3.6]) colors are Type 1 XUVs, possibly because, the colors of the late-type Type 1 XUVs
are bluer than the average.

The µFUV versus µ[3.6] or the SFR surface density versus the stellar mass surface density plot
of Figure 7.15. Here again, the Type 1 XUVs (left panel) clearly tend to be offset (on average) to
the top right of the distribution of points and include the most actively star-forming objects in terms
of their sSFR (oblique solid lines in this diagram). As for Type 2 XUVs (right panel), the ones
found in the GRS are clearly separated from the rest of the galaxies, having constant ΣSFR < 10−12

yr−1 throughout their disks.

The circular velocity vC versus spin parameter λ per morphological type for Type 1 and
Type 2 (and Type 1+2) XUV-disk galaxies is shown in Figure 7.16, again with Type 1 in the left
panel and Type 2 and Type 1+2 in the right panel (in blue squares). Despite this small offset in
the color of their outskirts, we do not find any major difference between XUV-disk galaxies and
non-XUV-disk ones.
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Figure 7.10: Surface brightness µFUV, µNUV, and µ[3.6] radial profiles in kpc, color-coded per morphological type
only for Type 1 (left column) and Type 2 (right column) XUV-disk galaxies, with the rest in grey. See also Figure 6.3
in Chapter 6.

7.3.5 Environmental properties

Taking all types of XUV disks into account, we find that the space-density of XUV-disk galaxies in
our sample is 7×10−4 Mpc−3, which is half the minimum value of Lemonias et al. (2011). How-
ever, since we do not correct for the Malmquist bias, our sample misses the fainter and smaller size
galaxies as we go farther out due to the selection criteria and thus, this value should be considered
a lower limit of the space-density of XUV-disk galaxies.

We check the environment of our XUV-disk galaxies by using the Group ID classification
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Figure 7.11: (FUV − NUV) (top row), (NUV − [3.6]) (middle row) and (FUV − [3.6]) (bottom row) radial color
pofiles normalized to R80 and color-coded by morphological type for Type 1 (left column) and Type 2 (right column)
XUV-disk galaxies (the rest of the galaxies are shown in grey). Type 2 XUV-disk galaxies are classified using the
contours enclosing 60% of the 3.6 µm light. See also Figure 6.3 in Chapter 6.

shown in Table 6.1. In the case of Type 1 XUVs, we find that out of the 212 matches (five are
missing a Group ID), 108 are classified as field galaxies (50.9%), and 104 are in groups or clusters
(49.1%). It appears that Type 1 XUV-disk galaxies can be found in all kind of environments since
the percentages for the whole GALEX/S4G sample are 50% field galaxies and 50% are in group or
clusters. In the case of Type 2 XUVs classified with µ[3.6]=22.3 mag arcsec−2, we find that there
are 173 matches, and that 97 (∼56%) are classified as field galaxies and 76 (∼44%) are in groups
or clusters. When using the contour enclosing 60% of the 3.6 µm light, we find that there are 110
matches (all have environment information), 62 are field galaxies (∼56%), 48 (∼44%) are galaxies
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Figure 7.12: Spatially-resolved (FUV − NUV) vs. (NUV − [3.6]) color-color diagram color-coded by morphological
type for Type 1 XUV-disk galaxies (left panel) as in Figure 6.11 of Chapter 6 but with all types in the same panel.
Type 1 XUV-disk galaxies are shown in color and the rest in gray. The same for Type 2 XUV-disk galaxies classified
using the contours enclosing 60% of the 3.6 µm light in the right panel.

Figure 7.13: Same as in Figure 7.12 but in separated panels per morphological types for Type 1 (left panel) and Type 2
(right panel) XUV-disk galaxies. Random galaxies are selected in each panel and emphasized to show the radial trend
of these galaxies. The triangle represents the data point closest to the center of the galaxy. Non-XUV-disk galaxies
are shown in the background as grey dots for each morphological type for the GALEX/S4G sample.

in groups or clusters. In spite the large number of objects in our sample, the number of XUV disks
is still small to confirm or rule out that Type 2 XUV disks are somewhat favored in low density
environments.
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Figure 7.14: (FUV − [3.6]) vs. µ[3.6] color-SB diagram color-coded by morphological type for Type 1 XUV-disk
galaxies (left panel). Other galaxies are shown in grey. The same for Type 2 XUV-disk galaxies classified using the
contours enclosing 60% of the 3.6 µm light in the right panel. Same as in Figure 6.9 in Chapter 6.

Figure 7.15: Left panel: µFUV vs. µ[3.6] SB-SB diagram color-coded by morphological type for Type 1 XUV-disk
galaxies (left panel). Other galaxies are shown in grey. The diagonal solid lines represent constant sSFR levels shown
as decimal exponents of the logarithm. See also Figure 6.7 in Chapter 6. The same for Type 2 XUV-disk galaxies
classified using the contours enclosing 60% of the 3.6 µm light in the right panel.
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Figure 7.16: Circular velocity vC vs. spin parameter λ per morphological type (as in Figure 6.16 in Chapter 6) for
Type 1 (left panel) and Type 2 (right panel) XUVs (Type 1+2) (blue squares in the right panel). XUVs are color-coded
by morphological type, the dark grey dots represent the non-XUV galaxies of the morphological type present in that
panel, while the light grey dots represent the rest of the sample.
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8
Observations of XUV-disk galaxy

NGC 3274

A la izquierda en la página anterior: la galaxia NGC 5236.

Resumen

Presentamos en este capítulo los primeros resultados de nuestras observaciones espectroscópicas
con GTC de una pequeña muestra de galaxias con discos UV extensos (XUV, del inglés eXtended

UV disks) identificadas en el Capítulo 7, comenzando con una descripción de nuestro proyecto
piloto en la galaxia NGC 3274, una breve descripción del trabajo actualmente en curso, así como
el posible trabajo futuro para observar una muestra mayor de los objetos encontrados en la muestra
GALEX/S4G.

La idea básica de este capítulo es observar regiones HII que se encuentran en las partes ex-
ternas de galaxias con discos XUV para analizar la historia de evolución química de estos discos
extensos y de ahí inferir sus posibles historias de formación estelar y acrecimiento de gas. En
nuestro proyecto piloto observamos la galaxia cercana NGC 3274 y obtuvimos con éxito espec-
tros de varias de estas regiones HII de interés. Obtuvimos mediciones en las líneas Hα, NII, Hβ,
[OIII]λ5007Å, [SII]λ6716Å y [SII]λ6731Å, y, a partir de éstas, pudimos construir el gradiente
de abundancia de oxígeno, a pesar de la baja relación señal-ruido. Este proyecto piloto demostró
la factibilidad del método lo que nos permitió obtener 19 horas adicionales de tiempo de teles-
copio para ampliar la muestra. Aunque las condiciones del cielo no siempre fueron favorables,
obtuvimos dentro de este programa más de 60 espectros de regiones HII en NGC 6946 que fueron
preseleccionadas utilizando imágenes Subaru/SuprimeCam en la línea Hα.
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8.1 Chapter summary

We present in this chapter the first results of our observations in optical spectroscopy with GTC
of a small subsample of XUV-disk galaxies identified in Chapter 7, beginning with a description
of our pilot project on NGC 3274, a brief description of the currently ongoing work, as well as
potential future work to observe a larger sample of these targets found in the GALEX/S4G sample.

The basic idea is to observe HII regions found in the outskirts of these XUV galaxies to infer
the chemical evolutionary history of these outer disks and from it, their possible star formation
and gas infall histories. In our pilot project, we observed NGC 3274 and successfully obtain
several good spectra of these regions of interest. We obtained measurements of Hα, NII, Hβ,
[OIII]λ5007Å, [SII]λ6716Å and [SII]λ6731Å, and were able to construct the oxygen abundance
gradient, despite the low SNR. Our method proved to be feasible, and we were awarded 19 hours
worth of observing time to expand on our project on NGC 6946. Even though sky conditions were
not always favorable, we successfully obtained 60+ spectra of bonafide HII regions in NGC 6946
that were pre-selected using Subaru/SuprimeCam Hα images. Analysis of the spectra is currently
ongoing.

8.2 Metallicities in the outskirts of NGC 3274 from GTC multi-object
spectroscopy

8.2.1 Abstract

Disk galaxies have been hosting active star formation for gigayears. However, the current star
formation rate in most disks is so high that it would have used up all of the gas content over that
time. Continuous replenishment of gas is thus implied to maintain such a star formation rate, but
has yet to be observed. We report on the first, pilot stage of The Extended Regions Project (TERP),
in which we aim to measure the metallicity gradient in star-forming disk galaxies by observing HII

regions of extended-UV disk galaxies in the Local Universe, with the objective of finding evidence
of cosmic accretion by detecting significant changes in the metallicity gradients.

We have observed HII regions in the outskirts of the low-stellar mass (∼109M⊙) late-type
disk (SABd) galaxy NGC 3274 with the OSIRIS multi-object spectrograph on the 10.4m GTC.
For pre-imaging, we used the medium-band SHARDS filters U670/17 and U687/17, as well as
broad-band SDSS imaging. We then obtained a total of 1 hour exposure with the R1000B grism.

Out of our 36 regions targeted, six have been identified as HII regions, three as background
galaxies, one as a possible quasar, and one is essentially an unknown object, but possibly a nova
or a luminous blue variable star in the outskirts of NGC 3274. Only relatively bright HII re-
gions, and only a few of these located outside the traditional optical disk, yield detected spectral
lines in our given exposure time. We measured the main parameters of the Hβ, [OIII]λ5007, Hα,
[NII]λ6584, and [SII] lines, and determined metallicities using a variety of methods which give
consistent results. Line ratio diagrams and radial velocities confirm that our observations corre-
spond to extragalactic HII regions at the distance of NGC 3274. We find metallicities of ∼8.2
(12+log10(O/H)), but no significant gradients between radii of 2 to 11 kpc.

The method introduced here has shown to be successful at measuring metallicity gradients
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out to large radii from the galaxy centre. However, we find that deeper observations are required
if we aim to observe metallicity dilution due to fresh gas inflows at large galactocentric distances
and where Te-sensitive lines ought to be detected.

keywords: Galaxies: individual: NGC 3274 – Galaxies: abundances – Galaxies: evolution –
Galaxies: spiral – Galaxies: star formation –

8.2.2 Introduction

The outskirts of galaxies are roughly considered to be those regions that lie at R > R25. These
regions have longer dynamical timescales and lower star formation rates (SFRs) than the inner
regions (R≤R25), and as a consequence the evolutionary processes which shape the outskirts of
galaxies are slow (≈ several Gyr). This implies that structures formed in the early Universe, by
gravitational interactions between galaxies or otherwise, may well have been lost in the inner re-
gions of galaxies but have survived on the outskirts. Observable remnants may include faint ripples
or tidal features (Arp, 1966; Schweizer & Seitzer, 1988; Koch et al., 2015; Martínez-Delgado et al.,
2015; Roche et al., 2015), dwarf galaxies (Monachesi et al., 2014; Koda et al., 2015; Javanmardi
et al., 2015), or parameters describing the outer disk or halo components (Burstein, 1979; Comerón
et al., 2011; Bresolin & Kennicutt, 2015; Streich et al., 2016). The study of the outskirts of galaxies
can thus shed light on the formation and early evolution of galaxies, and of the Universe. A natural
drawback to studying the outer regions is that they are much fainter. This is the main reason that
traditionally the emphasis in galaxy evolution studies has been on the brighter inner regions, but
thanks to large telescopes and dedicated observing programmes, combined with the study of HII

regions and resolved stellar populations instead of the low surface brightness unresolved stellar
continuum, this is now changing.

The aims of The Extended Regions Project (TERP) are to study the accretion and star for-
mation processes in galaxies through detailed spectroscopy of star-forming regions lying outside
the traditional “optical disk” of spiral galaxies. In particular, we aim to derive metallicities of these
regions and to determine metallicity profiles of galaxies.

It has been known for a number of years that the metallicities in local, massive, disk galaxies
are higher in the central parts and decrease with galactocentric distance (e.g., Zaritsky et al., 1994).

Low metallicities in the outer regions might be considered evidence for the inflow or accre-
tion of pristine, low-metallicity, gas from the intergalactic medium. Such accretion has long been
postulated as necessary to sustain the SFRs observed in galaxies, and has been a basic prediction
in galaxy evolution models in the LCDM paradigm, or in general, any hierarchical paradigm (see
Sancisi et al., 2008; Sánchez Almeida et al., 2014; Madau & Dickinson, 2014). Confirming that the
metallicities in the outskirts of galaxies are indeed low, and quantifying not only those metallicities
but also their variations between and within galaxies, or with parameters such as SFR or galaxy
environment, is key to further progress. With spectroscopy on the largest telescopes, this is now
possible, as we show here. Recent studies of metallicity gradients in local disk galaxies by, e.g.,
Bresolin et al. (2012); Bresolin & Kennicutt (2015), Marino et al. (2012, 2013), however, show
strong evidence that the gradients flatten in the outer parts, beyond R25, and metallicities become
constant in the outer disks of low surface brightness spiral galaxies. Whether this is due to the
infall of gas or the migration of stars or the halo pre-enrichment is still under debate.
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Table 8.1: Properties of NGC 3274.

Parameter Value references
R.A. (J2000) 10:32:17.3
Dec. (J2000) +27:40:08
Galactic longitude l 203.7572
Galactic latitude b 59.2135
Axis ratio 0.52
P. A. (deg, N to E) 92.8◦ HyperLedaa

inclination (deg) 61.6◦ HyperLeda
B-band morph. type SABd RC3b

Mid-IR morph. type SA(s)m / Sph Buta et al. (2015)
FUV (AB) 14.38 ± 0.01 Bouquin et al. (2015)
NUV (AB) 14.08 ± 0.01 Bouquin et al. (2015)
3.6µm (AB) 13.16 ± 0.03 Muñoz-Mateos et al. (2015)
4.5µm (AB) 13.67 ± 0.04 Muñoz-Mateos et al. (2015)
E(B − V ) (mag) 0.02 Schlegel et al. (1998)
Radial velocity (km s−1) 537 RC3
B-band D25/2 (kpc) 3.1 HyperLeda
FUV threshold (kpc) 3.7 Bouquin et al. in prep.

Distance (Mpc) 13.129 NED (mean value from several authors)c

ICA Stellar mass (M⊙) 8.24 × 108 Querejeta et al. (2015)

a http://leda.univ-lyon1.fr/
b http://vizier.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/VizieR?-source=VII/155
c http://ned.ipac.caltech.edu/

In this paper, we report the first results of TERP, in the form of multi-object spectroscopy
(MOS) of the late-type galaxy NGC 3274 obtained with the 10.4 m Gran Telescopio Canarias
(GTC).

Details of the target selection, observation, and data reduction are described in Section 8.2.3.
The analysis of the extracted spectra and metallicity measurements are then described in Sec-
tion 8.2.4. Interpretations of the results are written in Section 8.2.5. Conclusions and a brief
description of future projects are finally discussed in Section 8.2.6.

8.2.3 Methodology

8.2.3.1 Target selection

Our target galaxy, NGC 3274, was selected from the sample used by the Spitzer Survey of Stel-
lar Structure in Galaxies (S4G Sheth et al., 2010). As extensively described in Section 2.2 of
Chapter 2, this is in essence a volume- (d < 40Mpc), size- (D25 > 1 ′), and magnitude-limited
(B < 15magVega) sample of over 2000 galaxies in the local Universe. A way to detect the dilution
of metallicity due to the steady accretion of pristine HI gas would be to observe the formation of
stars in HII regions in the outskirts of galaxies and to measure their metallicity as a function of their
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Figure 8.1: Left: Raw GTC OSIRIS image with targets overlaid. Exposure time is 15 s through the Sloan-r filter.
Circles are guide stars, and rectangles are the positions of the slitlets placed on target HII regions. Right: GALEX
FUV image with surface brightness contour threshold (yellow line) at µFUV = 27.25AB mag arcsec−2, shown on
the same scale as the top panel. Since FUV structures are seen beyond this surface brightness, this galaxy has been
qualified as a Type 1 XUV-disk galaxy by Thilker et al. (2007a,b); see also Chapter 7. Positions of the slitlets across
the detected HII regions in NGC 3274 have been indicated (see Sect. 8.2.4.1). North is up and east is left in both
images.

galactocentric distance (Oxygen and ideally also other elements abundances; e.g. Nitrogen). Such
star formation activity can be seen in XUV disk galaxies, where extended star-formation is occur-
ring throughout the vast extent of their outer disks. To study whether these extended star-forming
activity is indeed fuelled by the accretion of pristine gas, we needed to select an isolated case,
outside of a group or cluster of galaxies, in an environment undisturbed by constant interactions
and effects of neighbouring objects. This is because metallicity contamination due to supernova
feedback from massive galaxies followed by a mixing of the intergalactic medium may erase all
trace of pristine gas. We also avoided targets that are mergers or that have companion galaxies,
because of the complex interactions they may have had over their history. While most observations
to-date probed the outer disk of massive galaxies, less-massive galaxies have not been observed
due to their low-surface brightness and lower number of HII regions in their outskirts which makes
this project challenging. For this pilot project, the selected target should fulfil a number of re-
quirements: (i) have a stellar mass of order 109M⊙, (ii) present a prominent extended-UV (XUV)
disk (Gil de Paz et al. 2005, Thilker et al. 2005; see Fig. 8.1 right), (iii) not belong to a group or
cluster, (iv) not being a merger, preferably without a companion, (v) have no bright stars nearby.
Regarding observational constraints, the target should be located in the Northern sky, fit within the
field of view (FOV) of the OSIRIS (Optical System for Imaging and low-intermediate-Resolution
Integrated Spectroscopy) instrument (7′ × 7′), and be observable during the hours and observing
period allocated to this project.

After thorough filtering and visual assessment of those galaxies which best fulfilled our cri-
teria, we opted for NGC 3274, a Sd/Sm field galaxy located at a redshift-independent distance of
∼13 Mpc, i.e. distance obtained from other means than using the receding radial velocity of the
galaxy in the Hubble flow. This is the mean value given on NED, though measurements vary from
5.9 to 24.4 Mpc; Theureau et al. 2007; Georgiev et al. 1997; Makarova & Karachentsev 1998; Tully
& Fisher 1988). It should be noted that while Karachentsev et al. (2004) uses a distance of 6.5 Mpc
based on the brightest blue stars (Makarova & Karachentsev, 1998) and Kaisin & Karachentsev
(2008) assumes it is in the Canes Venatici I cloud, other distance estimates using the Tully-Fisher
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Figure 8.2: FUV and NUV radial surface brightness profiles (lower panel) and (FUV-NUV) colour profile (top panel).
Asymptotic values (with a subscript “T”) are given in the upper-right corner of the lower panel. HII regions for which
we obtained spectra are labeled and represented by black vertical markers at their sky-projected radius. The long
vertical lines, extending through the two plots, are the B-band D25 radius (black dashed line at 48.6′′, or ∼3.1 kpc)
and the FUV surface brightness isophote contour threshold radius (green solid line at 58.5′′, or ∼3.7 kpc). This shows
the extent of the UV-disk, reaching up to ∼4×D25.

relation (Theureau et al., 2007) found much larger distance of 24.4 Mpc. Since we opted for a
mean distance of 13 Mpc, we are assuming it is outside of the cloud. Note, however, that the value
adopted does not impact our results.

One of the most recent morphological classification was given by Buta et al. (2015), who
classified the galaxy as a SA(s)m/Sph in the mid-IR, which means an unbarred late-type galaxy,
close to be classified as a dwarf spheroidal (with a faint and patchy disk component).
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NGC 3274 is classified as a Type1, or “outer-structure”, XUV-disk galaxy, as it has extended
FUV (as well as NUV) emission in the outer parts of its disk, visible beyond its FUV surface
brightness contour threshold µ(FUV) > 27.25mag/arcsec2 (see Thilker et al. 2007b for a de-
scription of this classification). The stellar mass of NGC 3274 was calculated from the absolute
magnitude at 3.6µm as given by the output of S4G Pipeline 3 (Muñoz-Mateos et al., 2015), and us-
ing a mean 3.6µm stellar mass-to-light ratio Υ3.6 = 0.6 (Meidt et al., 2014; Röck et al., 2015). The
stellar mass estimate was corroborated with the Independent Component Analysis (ICA) method
by Querejeta et al. (2015), and is given in Table 8.1 as M⋆ = 8.24× 108M⊙, assuming a Chabrier
IMF (Chabrier, 2003).

NGC 3274 has been observed and studied in the UV as part of the 11 Mpc Hα and Ultravi-
olet Galaxy Survey (11HUGS; Kennicutt et al. 2008, Lee et al. 2009) sample, and in the Spitzer

Local Volume Legacy (LVL) sample (Dale et al., 2009). Integrated Hα+[NII] fluxes and equiva-
lent widths (EWs) are available as part of the on-line data of Kennicutt et al. (2008). The loga-
rithm of the gas mass from HI observations (Karachentsev et al., 2004) is log10Mgas(M⊙) = 8.86
(Kaisin & Karachentsev, 2008; Pflamm-Altenburg & Kroupa, 2009), and it has optical imaging
from the SDSS DR12 (see Knapen et al., 2014), GALEX GII tile, Hubble Space Telescope (HST)
WFC3/UVIS images, and HI atomic gas maps (Martin, 1998; Holwerda et al., 2011, 2012). The
abundance of data shows that this galaxy is of strong interest, and has been a great case of an
isolated, star-forming, and low-stellar mass disk galaxy. Recently, Robertson et al. (2013) cal-
culated the HI deficiency parameter DEF (Giovanelli & Haynes, 1985) of NGC 3274, following
the method of Solanes et al. (1996) and found DEF=−0.60, a negative deficiency, indicating that
the galaxy has more HI than the mean value of isolated galaxies of the sample (25 field-galaxies)
of -0.18 or by over a factor of three. Robertson et al. (2013) also calculated its metallicity to be
12 + log10(O/H) = 8.63± 0.09 using the R23 calibration of Zaritsky et al. (1994). More general
properties of NGC 3274 are presented in Table 8.1.

8.2.3.2 Observations

The MOS observations were carried out using the OSIRIS instrument mounted on the 10.4 m GTC
telescope located at El Roque de Los Muchachos Observatory (ORM) in La Palma, Spain. We
were allocated 0.5 hours for the pre-imaging (proposal GTC06-14BDDT) and 1 hour for MOS
(proposal GTC01-15ADDT) as part of the GTC Director Discretionary Time.

For the pre-imaging, we obtained one 5 s exposure, one of 15 s, and three of 20 s, all with the
broadband Sloan-r filter, as well as three 100 s exposures with each of the medium-band SHARDS
filters U670/17 and U687/17 (see Pérez-González et al., 2013). We added a small offset of 50′′ to
the South (i.e., galaxy located slightly to the north in the FOV) to later maximize the acquisition of
the spectra onto the CCD. Even so, some of the spectra were not fully acquired over the range of
dispersion and fell off the detector. This is primarily due to the fixed position angle of the camera,
which can only be set to either 0 deg or −90 deg, necessary for MOS acquisition with OSIRIS.

For the spectroscopy, we used the R1000B grism, which has a spectral coverage from 3630
to 7500Å with a central wavelength λc=5455Å. The dispersion is 2.12 Å/pix (the pixel here is the
standard 2× 2 binned pixel) and a resolution of R=1018, when measured at λc with a slit width of
0.6 arcsec. The peak efficiency of the grism is 65%.

Our first goal was to use the SHARDS filters for medium-band pre-imaging and to identify
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HII regions, so we obtained a total of six images. However, correcting for the central wavelength
variation over the FOV and illumination were challenging and did not lead to reliable Hα line flux
measurements for clearly identifying HII region candidates. We thus also used the Hα imaging
data taken with the Jakobus Kapteyn Telescope, JKT, by James et al. (2004) as well as FUV and
NUV images from GALEX.

The GALEX GR6/7 FUV and NUV images were both taken with exposure time of 1655 s as
part of programme GI1_047042_NGC3274 (P. I. Robert Kennicutt). These images are sensitive
enough to look for actively star forming regions in the outer disk. Although the resolution of both
the JKT and GALEX images was relatively poor, with pixel scales of 0.33 ′′/pixel for the former
and 1.5′′/pixel for the latter, using these images helped us locate a total of 34 targets across the
disk of the galaxy, for which we cross-matched their positions in our broad-band pre-imaging. We
then created the mask using the software MaskDesigner v3.25, retrieved from the GTC/OSIRIS
website. In Fig. 8.2, we show the sky-projected galactocentric distances of our regions on top of
the galaxy’s UV surface brightness and (FUV - NUV) color radial profiles. The vertical green solid
line represents our FUV surface brightness contour threshold to differentiate XUV-disk galaxies
from regular disk galaxies. If we assume the contour is an ellipse, its semi-major axis would be
58.5′′, and would correspond to a sky-projected radius from the center of the galaxy of ∼3.7 kpc.
Regions 24, 25, 26, and 32, which belong to the XUV outer disk, are at 4.2, 4.9, 4.9 and 11.2 kpc
respectively. The vertical black dashed line represents the D25 radius at 48.6′′, corresponding to
a sky-projected radius of 3.1 kpc from the galaxy center. We can readily see that the UV disk
extends, at least, as far as 4×D25 or about 200′′, corresponding to a sky-projected radius of about
12 kpc and that we have 5 HII regions beyond D25.

8.2.3.3 Data Reduction

We used the newly released version of the OSIRIS MOS pipeline1 developed by D. Mayya (pri-
vate communication) to subtract the bias, divide the flatfield, subtract the sky, and to perform both
wavelength and flux calibrations. First, the two CCDs of OSIRIS were joined into a single image
using the IRAF task MOSAIC_2X2_V2.CL provided at the GTC website. A masterbias was pre-
pared using 12 frames, after rejecting bad images. Illumination corrections were not performed
because of the degradations of the spectra these would cause. The three 1200 s exposures were
median-combined before the wavelength calibration. The arc spectral images were summed to
identify the lines using an automatic algorithm which was then visually checked for correctness.
This worked perfectly with a second-order spline3 function fit. Small tilts of the slitlets were cor-
rected using the [OI]λ5577 strong sky line as a reference. Note that the remaining lines in the
spectra at 5577 Å are the residuals after sky subtraction. Flux calibration was performed using
the same reference star, GD140, for all the spectra.

Line-flux measurements were performed using IRAF task SPLOT. Error estimates were
obtained by setting the number of error samples to 50. We set the value of σ0 to a constant
value corresponding to the rms of the continuum fitting, yielding, in most cases, a value of ∼
2.5 × 10−18 erg/s/cm2/Å. The line’s central wavelength (CW), flux, equivalent width (EW) and
full-width half-maximum (FWHM) along with their respective error estimates were obtained by
fitting a single gaussian profile to each line. In the case of superposed lines, and the peaks of the
lines are visible, they are deblended into gaussian profiles as well.

1http://www.inaoep.mx/∼ydm/gtcmos/gtcmos.html
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Figure 8.3: Spectra of HII regions in NGC 3274. Major spectral lines are identified. The spectra here are not corrected
for extinction nor for radial velocity, but only for sky emission.

8.2.3.4 Reddening correction

We corrected for the Galactic reddening following Cardelli’s law of extinction (Cardelli et al.,
1989). We assumed an average MW extinction curve for diffuse ISM, with RV = AV

E(B−V ) = 3.1.
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Figure 8.4: Spectra of HII regions in NGC 3274. Major spectral lines are identified. The spectra here are not corrected
for extinction nor for radial velocity, but only for sky emission.

This gave us AV =0.062 mag for the color excess E(B-V)=0.02 mag from the maps of Schlegel et al.
(1998) for which we computed the attenuation Aλ at the desired wavelength. We then changed the
attenuation ratio Aλ/AV to an attenuation ratio based on Aλ/AHβ with AHβ /AV = 1.164, and were
applied to all major emission lines.
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Table 8.2: Measurements in the Hα and [NII]λ6584Å emission lines. These are outputs of a gaussian fits obtained
within the SPLOT task in IRAF. Values in parentheses are error estimates. Equivalent Width (EW) are expressed with
a minus sign for emission lines.

REG ID Hα CW Hα flux Hα EW Hα FWHM NII CW NII flux NII EW NII FWHM log10(NII/Hα)

(Å) (erg s−1 cm−2) (Å) (Å) (Å) (erg s−1 cm−2) (Å) (Å)

#16 6574.2 5.01E − 15 −878.90 8.90 6594.4 1.90E − 16 −33.82 9.18 −1.42
(< 0.1) (2.2E − 17) (44) (< 0.1) (0.3) (1.4E − 17) (3.8) (0.8)

#17 6573.3 5.71E − 15 −565.70 10.32 6594.9 2.96E − 16 −29.69 9.05 −1.29
(< 0.1) (2.1E − 17) (28) (< 0.1) (0.2) (2.0E − 17) (2.8) (0.6)

#19 6575.9 5.89E − 16 −122.10 10.35 6597.4 3.53E − 17 −7.28 9.83 −1.22
(0.2) (2.5E − 17) (21) (0.4) (3.1) (2.5E − 17) (6.2) (7.5)

#20 6575.3 2.82E − 16 −67.97 10.60 6596.6 1.71E − 17 −4.08 7.94 −1.22
(0.4) (2.1E − 17) (5) (0.7) (6.4) (2.8E − 17) (6.8) (8.22)

#23 6576.8 5.85E − 15 −8175.00 17.10 −−− −−− −−− −−− −−−
(< 0.1) (9.9E − 18) (14) (< 0.1) −−− −−− −−− −−−

#24 6574.4 6.58E − 15 −627.80 10.85 6596.2 1.65E − 16 −15.37 8.52 −1.60
(< 0.1) (1.7E − 17) (18) (< 0.1) (0.3) (1.6E − 17) (1.6) (0.9)

#25 6577.2 1.70E − 16 −63.01 9.28 6600.4 4.56E − 18 −1.76 5.84 −1.57
(0.8) (3.1E − 17) (11) (1.6) (18) (5.1E − 17) (20) (15)

#26 6576.3 7.30E − 17 −35.40 10.03 −−− −−− −−− −−− −−−
(1.2) (1.9E − 17) (9) (2.7) −−− −−− −−− −−−

#32 6576.0 2.33E − 16 −95.99 9.80 6594.6 8.35E − 18 −4.62 4.95 −1.45
(0.4) (1.9E − 17) (7.8) (0.9) (14) (2.4E − 17) (13) (4.5)

Thus, using the observed Balmer decrement, we computed the attenuation AHβ using the
following equation:

AHβ = 8.417 log10

(

FHα,obs

FHβ,obs
·

1

2.86

)

(8.1)

where AHβ is the attenuation of Hβ, FHα,obs and FHβ,obs are the observed fluxes. The FHα,obs/FHβ,obs

ratios were in all caes larger than 2.86. We plug this in the following equation to obtain the extinc-
tion corrected flux:

Fλ,real = Fλ,obs · 10
0.4

Aλ
AHβ

·AHβ (8.2)

where Fλ,real is the “dereddened” flux at wavelength λ, Fλ,obs is the observed flux, Aλ

AHβ
is the ratio

of the attenuation of the considered line relative to the attenuation of Hβ , and AHβ is the value
obtained from equation 8.1.

8.2.4 Results

Most of the spectra obtained with our observations did not yield emission line detections of HII

regions. This has highlighted several areas of improvement in our pre-imaging procedures, such as
using higher-resolution and deeper Hα images, as well as longer exposure time for the acquisition
of spectra which we applied in later observations. We did, however, obtain a total of 12 spectra,
including three background objects at a redshift of ∼0.35, and an emission-line object (region 23)
at the redshift of NGC 3274 but with a very high velocity dispersion, not typical of HII regions.

8.2.4.1 Emission lines and line ratios

Twelve of our 34 regions have measurable emission lines, namely regions number 3, 13, 15, 16,
17, 19, 20, 23, 24, 25, 26, and 32. We show these spectra in Figs. 8.3, 8.4 and 8.5. Of these,
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Table 8.3: Measurements in the Hβ and [OIII]λ5007Å emission lines. These are outputs of gaussian fits obtained
within SPLOT task in IRAF. Values in parentheses are error estimates.

REG ID Hβ CW Hβ flux Hβ EW Hβ FWHM OIII CW OIII flux OIII EW OIII FWHM log10(OIII/Hβ)

(Å) (erg s−1 cm−2) (Å) (Å) (Å) (erg s−1 cm−2) (Å) (Å)

#16 4869.6 1.96E − 15 −145.9 8.767 5015.482 5.71E − 15 −537.5 8.852 0.465
(< 0.1) (1.5E − 17) (1.1) (0.1) (< 0.1) (1.4E − 17) (1.3) (< 0.1)

#17 4869.7 1.79E − 15 −104.3 8.869 5015.256 4.87E − 15 −287.6 8.728 0.436
(0.1) (1.5E − 17) (0.9) (0.1) (< 0.1) (1.7E − 17) (1.0) (< 0.1)

#19 4870.6 1.77E − 16 −83.89 9.931 5016.942 4.62E − 16 −196.8 9.44 0.417
(0.6) (1.9E − 17) (9.1) (1.5) (0.2) (1.8E − 17) (7.6) (0.3)

#20 4869.8 1.11E − 16 −23.03 9.644 5017.394 7.34E − 17 −10.47 10.05 −0.180
(0.8) (1.5E − 17) (3.1) (1.8) (1.4) (2.2E − 17) (3.2) (3.7)

#23 4872.0 1.06E − 15 −24110 14.09 5018.012 3.88E − 16 −1758 21.42 −0.435
(0.1) (1.0E − 17) (233) (0.1) (0.3) (1.2E − 17) (55) (0.8)

#24 4870.9 2.19E − 15 −81.36 8.005 5016.396 6.21E − 15 −267 7.978 0.452
(< 0.1) (1.7E − 17) (0.6) (0.1) (< 0.1) (1.7E − 17) (0.7) (< 0.1)

#25 −−− −−− −−− −−− −−− −−− −−− −−− −−−
−−− −−− −−− −−− −−− −−− −−− −−−

#26 −−− −−− −−− −−− −−− −−− −−− −−− −−−
−−− −−− −−− −−− −−− −−− −−− −−−

#32 4871.5 6.74E − 17 −15.34 8.56 5017.568 3.12E − 17 −5.423 6.138 −0.334
(1.1) (1.8E − 17) (4.2) (2.7) (1.2) (1.7E − 17) (2.9) (3.3)

Table 8.4: Measurements in the [SII]λ6716Å and [SII]λ6731Å emission doublet. These are outputs of a deblending
with two gaussian components within SPLOT task in IRAF. Values in parentheses are error estimates.

REG ID [SII]λ6716 CW flux EW FWHM [SII]λ6731 CW flux EW FWHM log10([SII]sum/Hα)

(Å) (erg s−1 cm−2) (Å) (Å) (Å) (erg s−1 cm−2) (Å) (Å)

#16 6727.5 3.36E − 16 −61.2 9.667 6741.9 2.47E − 16 −45.31 10.18 −0.934
(0.3) (2.8E − 17) (9.0) (0.8) (0.4) (3.4E − 17) (9.7) (1.1)

#17 6728.0 7.07E − 16 −82.28 10.25 6742.6 4.95E − 16 −56.99 10.46 −0.677
(0.2) (2.6E − 17) (8.5) (0.4) (0.2) (3.0E − 17) (6.3) (0.6)

#19 6730.0 8.90E − 17 −15.99 11.97 6744.846 5.39E − 17 −9.698 10.71 −0.615
(1.5) (3.4E − 17) (6.7) (4.5) (2.8) (3.5E − 17) (11) (7.8)

#20 6728.7 4.56E − 17 −10.3 10.09 6743.368 4.20E − 17 −9.489 10.67 −0.508
(2.3) (2.4E − 17) (8.0) (6.9) (3.7) (4.2E − 17) (11) (9.1)

#23 −−− −−− −−− −−− −−− −−− −−− −−− −−−
−−− −−− −−− −−− −−− −−− −−− −−−

#24 6728.857 3.86E − 16 −43.67 8.845 6743.198 3.35E − 16 −36.42 11.51 −0.961
(0.2) (2.6E − 17) (5.0) (0.6) (0.4) (2.7E − 17) (4.9) (0.9)

#25 6731.043 3.06E − 17 −11.87 9.139 6744.633 1.19E − 17 −4.613 8.741 −0.601
(4.7) (5.4E − 17) (18) (7.4) (55) (7.3E − 17) (24) (14)

#26 −−− −−− −−− −−− −−− −−− −−− −−− −−−
−−− −−− −−− −−− −−− −−− −−− −−−

#32 −−− −−− −−− −−− −−− −−− −−− −−− −−−
−−− −−− −−− −−− −−− −−− −−− −−−
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Figure 8.5: As Fig. 8.3, now for serendipitous objects 03 (z=0.35), 13 (z=0.342), 15 (z=0.342), and 23 (z=0.002)

regions 3, 13, and 15 show emission lines of [OII]λ3727Å and we identify them as background
objects at higher redshifts of z = 0.35 (region 3) and z = 0.34 (regions 13 and 15).

Typical HII region emission lines were detected in regions 16, 17, 19, 23, 24, 25, 26, in which
we could identify and measure the lines of Hα 6563Å, Hβ 4861Å, [NII]λ6584Å, [OIII]λ5007Å, as
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Figure 8.6: Our targets in the BPT diagram (red
dots annotated with region number), showing the re-
lation between the line ratios [OIII]λ5007/Hβ and
[NII]λ6584/Hα. For comparison, we show ∼4000
SDSS galaxies (DR12) at redshift between 0 and 0.01
(grey dots) (Eisenstein et al., 2011). We also show the
theoretical demarcation between galaxies which are
likely to be dominated by an AGN, and those that are
extreme starburst as described in Dopita et al. (2000)
(black dot-dashed line), and in Kewley et al. (2001)
(black solid line). The black dashed line represents
the empirical demarcation obtained by Kauffmann
et al. (2003), between purely star-forming galaxies
(marked as “HII”) and galaxies that show contribu-
tions from both AGN and HII regions (marked as
“Comp” for composite).

Figure 8.7: As Fig. 8.6, now for the [SII]/Hα
line ratio, where [SII] is the sum of the flux of
the [SII]λ6717Å and the [SII]λ6731Å lines. We
show the analytical demarcation between extreme
starbursts (marked as “HII”) and AGN (Seyfert +
LINER) as described in Dopita et al. (2000) (black

dot-dashed line) and Kewley et al. (2001) (black solid

line). The demarcation between Seyferts and LIN-
ERs is also shown (black dashed line) (Kewley et al.,
2006).

well as the [SII] doublet at 6716Å and 6731Å (the sum of the fluxes in these two lines is referred
to as [SII] hereafter; line fluxes are listed in Tables 8.2 to 8.4). All these lines are redshifted to
z ≃ 0.02, i.e. the same redshift as the host galaxy, thus confirming that they are neither fore- nor
background objects.

Region 23 has a very peculiar spectrum with very strong and broad Hα line, with a FWHM
of 17.10Å (∼766 km/s), similar to the velocity width derived from the other higher-order Balmer
transition lines, Hβ (853 km/s), Hγ (845 km/s), and Hδ (640 km/s). Other lines such as HeI 4144Å,
[OII]λ4363Å, HeI 4471Å, [OIII]λ4959Å, [OIII]λ5007Å, HeI 5875.6Å, [OI]λ6300Å, [OI]λ6363Å,
and HeI 6678Å can be seen, and all have broad FWHM. The [OIII]λ4959Å and [OIII]λ5007Å are
especially broad with FWHM of 1226 km/s and 1258 km/s respectively. The Hα-to-Hβ flux ratio
is ∼5.5, and is about twice that of other regions. We further discuss about this region in Sec-
tion 8.2.4.3.

We construct Baldwin-Phillips-Terlevich (BPT) diagrams (Baldwin et al., 1981) by plotting
the log10 of the flux ratios [NII]λ6584/Hα (Fig. 8.6) and [SII]/Hα (Fig. 8.7) versus the log10 of the
flux ratio [OIII]λ5007/Hβ for those regions which had enough quality measurements: regions 16,
17, 19, 20, 24 and 32 (16, 17, 19, 20 and 24 only in the [SII] diagram). The position of these regions
in the two BPT diagrams shows that they have characteristics of HII regions powered by massive
stars. Using the line ratio information, shown graphically in the BPT diagrams and the redshift of
the lines, we can confirm that these regions, numbers 16, 17, 19, 20, 24, and 32, are indeed HII
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Table 8.5: Measurements of [OII]λ3726, 3729Å emission doublet. These are outputs of gaussian fits within the
SPLOT task in IRAF. Values in parentheses are error estimates. No deblending was attempted in this case due to the
limited spectral resolution of our observations. Hereafter we refer to this unresolved doublet as [OII]3727Å.

REG ID λ3727 CW flux EW FWHM

(Å) (erg s−1 cm−2) (Å) (Å)

#16 3732.1 5.41E − 15 −369.5 8.548
(< 0.1) (1.7E − 17) (1.1) (< 0.1)

#17 3733.5 6.30E − 15 −593.4 8.526
(< 0.1) (1.7E − 17) (1.6) (< 0.1)

#19 3735.3 8.06E − 16 −43.2 9.463
(< 0.1) (2.2E − 17) (1.2) (0.2)

#20 3734.9 6.07E − 16 −85.62 9.246
(0.1) (2.1E − 17) (2.9) (0.3)

#23 −−− −−− −−− −−−
−−− −−− −−− −−−

#24 3735.5 6.60E − 15 −−− 7.928
(< 0.1) (1.4E − 17) −−− (< 0.1)

#25 −−− −−− −−− −−−
−−− −−− −−− −−−

#26 −−− −−− −−− −−−
−−− −−− −−− −−−

#32 3737.2 3.81E − 16 −34.88 8.738
(0.2) (2.2E − 17) (2.0) (0.6)

regions in NGC 3274. The Hβ and [OIII]λ5007 lines of region 25 could not be measured, hence
its absence from the BPT diagrams. We thus excluded region 25 from further analysis. Fig. 8.1
shows that two of these regions (24, and 32) are located in the outskirts of the galaxy, lying outside
the UV surface brightness contour used to define XUV disks. This proves the feasibility of our
technique, one of the goals of the pilot observations reported here.

8.2.4.2 Metallicities and metallicity gradient

We calculate 12+log10(O/H) for each region from empirical methods, namely the N2 and O3N2
calibrators, using the calibrations given by Pettini & Pagel (2004) (PP04) and the more recent
calibrations obtained by Marino et al. (2013) (M13) from the CALIFA survey of nearby galaxies.
From PP04, we use the following calibrations:

12 + log10 (O/H) = 8.9 + 0.57× N2

12 + log10 (O/H) = 8.73− 0.32×O3N2
(8.3)

From M13, we use the following calibrations:

12 + log10 (O/H) = 8.743[±0.027] + 0.462[±0.024]× N2

12 + log10 (O/H) = 8.533[±0.012]− 0.214[±0.012]×O3N2
(8.4)

Results are shown in Table 8.6.

The oxygen abundance gradient is shown in Fig. 8.8. We calculate the deprojected galacto-
centric distances of the regions from the galaxy center, taken the center as located at 10h32m17.252s,
+27◦40′06.14′′, assuming the center is at the peak luminous intensity. We also assume that the
galaxy is a flat disk, with no thickness whatsoever (at least its ionized gas), and we only correct
for the position angle and the inclination of the region’s position on the celestial plane. We fit an
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Table 8.6: Metallicities from dereddened line fluxes, using Cardelli’s extinction law (Cardelli et al., 1989). PP04=Pet-
tini & Pagel (2004). M13=Marino et al. (2013). Metallicities for regions 25 and 26 could not be computed since they
are missing Hβ, and region 23 is missing [NII]λ6584. Errors that are bigger than their associated values are hidden.

REG ID N2 O3N2 N2methodPP04 N2methodM13 O3N2methodPP04 O3N2methodM13

#16 −1.420 1.891 8.090 8.087 8.125 8.128
(0.032) (0.032) (0.018) (0.046) (0.010) (0.027)

#17 −1.287 1.716 8.167 8.149 8.181 8.166
(0.029) (0.030) (0.017) (0.043) (0.010) (0.025)

#19 −1.224 1.632 8.203 8.178 8.208 8.184
(0.308) (0.312) (0.176) (0.148) (0.100) (0.071)

#20 −1.217 1.043 8.206 8.181 8.396 8.310
(0.712) (0.726) (0.406) (0.331) (0.232) (0.156)

#23 0.000 −0.471 8.900 8.743 8.881 8.634
(61417.900) (61417.900) (35008.203) (28375.070) (19653.728) (13143.431)

#24 −1.600 2.050 7.988 8.004 8.074 8.094
(0.042) (0.042) (0.024) (0.051) (0.014) (0.029)

#25 −1.352 1.352 8.130 8.118 8.297 8.244
(4.856) (61417.901) (2.768) (2.244) (19653.728) (13143.431)

#26 0.000 0.000 8.900 8.743 8.730 8.533
(61417.900) (86858.028) (35008.203) (28375.070) (27794.569) (18587.618)

#32 −1.447 1.102 8.075 8.074 8.377 8.297
(1.249) (1.277) (0.712) (0.579) (0.409) (0.274)

error-weighted least-square fit to the data point to get the slope and zeropoint of the abundance
gradient. The results of these fits can be summarized into the following equations with the N2
calibrator applied to PP04 and M13 calibrations, respectively:

12 + log10 (O/H) = 8.479[±5.684]− 0.141[±1.966]× R(kpc)

12 + log10 (O/H) = 9.119[±15.055]− 0.402[±4.962]× R(kpc)
(8.5)

and, with the O3N2 calibrators applied to PP04 and M13, respectively:

12 + log10 (O/H) = 8.273[±0.028]− 0.049[±0.010]× R(kpc)

12 + log10 (O/H) = 8.203[±0.036]− 0.022[±0.012]× R(kpc)
(8.6)

where R(kpc) stands for the galactocentric distance in kiloparsec.

The error-weighted linear fit to metallicities obtained with the N2 calibrator applied to both
PP04 and M13 yields slopes and intercepts with very large uncertainties. On the other hand, the
O3N2 calibrator applied to both calibration methods yields much less uncertainties. This is largely
due to the uncertainties in the measurements of the [NII]λ6584 and [OIII]λ5007 fluxes for re-
gions 20 and 32. Comparing with the universal gradient (as a function of the effective radius
Re), based on the CALIFA survey, derived by Sánchez et al. (2012) of value 12 + log10 (O/H) =
8.84[±0.13]−0.12[±0.11]×Re(kpc), the closest values are obtained for the N2 calibrator applied
to PP04. Other combinations of calibrators and calibrations yield differences in the central oxygen
abundance (∼8.2 for the O3N2 calibrators) and with very flatten slopes, however, this is likely due
to the poor quality of the data point. Note however, that the calibrations we used are expressed in
physical size (R) and not normalized by the effective radius which may yield to some inconsisten-
cies with the universal gradient mentioned above. The outskirts (regions 24 and 32) have almost
a constant oxygen abundance value with 12 + log10 (O/H) = 8.0 with almost a flat slope. This
is smaller than the oxygen abundance found in the outskirts of NGC 1512 and NGC 3621, with a
value of 8.1 < 12 + log10 (O/H) < 8.3 obtained by Bresolin et al. (2012).
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Figure 8.8: Oxygen abundance gradient versus galactocentric distances of our regions for val-
ues obtained with the N2 calibrator (top) and with the O3N2 calibrator (bottom). The calibra-
tions by PP04 and M13 were used. The solid lines connect the data points obtained from each
method, while the dashed lines are the error-weighted linear fits. The distances, in kiloparsec,
are those obtained after deprojection.
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8.2.4.3 The broad emission lines of region 23

We interpret the FWHM measured for the Hα line of region 23 as due to Doppler broadening,
corresponding to a velocity close to 770 km s−1. Although such broad emission lines are seen in
external galaxies, they are usually found in active nuclei or extreme starburst regions, and finding
it in a rather puny region in the outskirts of a galactic disk is uncommon. One possibility is
that, this object could be a variable star, either a nova or a Luminous Blue Variable (LBV) star.
Its basic parameters are an absolute magnitude of around −8 mag, the broad Hα emission line
described above, and a near absence of other lines. There are precedents in the literature. For
example, Moiseev & Lozinskaya (2012) (see their Appendix A) found a similar object in the
galaxy UGC 8508, and concluded that it is a LBV star. LBVs are evolved massive stars with a
strong stellar wind, which could explain the broadening of the lines. On the other hand, novae
are frequently found in external galaxies (see Shafter 2012 for a comprehensive review). It is
unexpected, however, that the Hα line is so dominant in the spectrum, but this is potentially due to
high dust extinction, as, for instance, reported by Hounsell et al. (2011) who reported an extinction
of AV = 11.6 in the nova V1721Aquilae. As the redshift of the lines is the same as that of the
galaxy, this prospective nova or LBV star is not a foreground object, but certainly a relatively bright
star in NGC 3274. We ignore this region in our further discussion.

8.2.5 Discussion

Although measurements in the outskirts of NGC 3274 have large uncertainties, our results indicate
an overall flattened oxygen abundance gradient with 12+log10(O/H)≃8.2, from 2 kpc from the
galactic center, all the way out to about 4×D25 (where region 32 is located), and no significant
gradient could be measured. This result could mean the following: (1) we are not probing far
enough in the outer disk to see the negative metallicity gradient (2) we are probing far enough in
the outer disk but pristine gas is non-existent.

The accretion itself has not been observed yet but as the gas would be pristine it is expected
it could have low metallicity, which combined with a low SFR in the outskirts should result in
low metallicities and N/O abundance ratios proper of low metallicity (but not pristine) gas. As
one example, O/H abundance values of ∼8.2 have been obtained for NGC 1512 and NGC 3169 by
Bresolin et al. (2012), and are seen to be constant in their outskirts. This amounts to roughly a third
of the solar value. If the values of roughly 8.0∼8.1 that we found in the outskirts of NGC 3274 are
correct, this means (compared to a solar value of 8.69), roughly a fifth or a quarter metallicity than
the solar value.

8.2.6 Conclusions

We describe the results from the first set of GTC MOS observations in the context of the TERP
project. The aim of the observational work presented here is to measure the metallicities of the gas
outside the main disk of galaxies through the MOS observations of faint HII regions. Through these
measurements, we want to explore the process of accretion of pristine gas onto galaxies from the
intergalactic medium. We observed candidate HII regions on the outskirts of the late-type galaxy
NGC 3274, a galaxy which from GALEX UV imaging is known to host an extended star-forming
disk. We obtained good spectra for eight HII regions in the outskirts, four of which are outside the
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UV surface brightness contour used to define an XUV disk. From their redshifts and their location
in the BPT line ratio diagrams, we conclude that these regions are indeed HII regions in the disk
of NGC 3274. In addition, we obtained spectra of three background galaxies at z ∼ 0.35, as well
as of an object with broad emission lines which we tentatively identify as either a nova or a LBV
star in NGC 3274.

The oxygen abundance gradient we obtained show that our values are consistent with the
ones obtained from other studies of low mass/surface brightness disk galaxies. Using the N2
calibrator and the calibration of PP04, we obtained -0.042 [±0.027] dex kpc−1 for the slope of the
gradient and 8.241 [±0.070] for the zeropoint. Using the same calibrator and the calibration of
M13, we got -0.027 [±0.019] dex kpc−1 for the slope, and 8.196 [±0.049] for the zeropoint.

We also attempted to obtain the oxygen abundance with the O3N2 calibrator and abundance
gradient calibrations from the same authors. Using the O3N2 calibrator and the calibration of
PP04, we obtained -0.011 [±0.025] kpc−1 for the slope of the gradient and 8.186 [±0.063] for the
zeropoint. Using the same calibrator and the calibration of M13, we got -0.000 [±0.014] kpc−1

for the slope of the gradient and 8.156 [±0.036] for the zeropoint.

Our pilot programme on NGC 3274 has allowed us to establish that our technique is feasible,
and has resulted in several improvements in observing strategy which we have implemented, in-
cluding a better pre-imaging strategy and longer MOS exposure times. We aim to observe faint HII

regions in the outer disk regions of several galaxies to establish whether the metallicities there are
indeed generally low and the N/O abundance ratios unaltered by accretion, which would support a
scenario of continued accretion of unenriched gas from the intergalactic medium. We also aim to
uncover any differences in metallicity as may exist within disks or between different galaxies. In
future papers, we will describe the results from further observing runs with OSIRIS-MOS on the
GTC.

8.3 Ongoing work: MOS observations of NGC 6946

While our observations of NGC 3274 yielded inconclusive results regarding its oxygen abundance
gradient due to the faintness of the sources and the low-SNR due to a shorter than requested ex-
posure time, our technique was proven to be feasible. We were initially awarded 15 hours of
GTC/OSIRIS MOS observations in order to expand on our technique. Unfortunately, sky condi-
tions were not favorable during semester GTC2015B and no data was acquired. We were then
awarded 4 additional hours. Learning from our pilot program, we chose a brighter target, namely
NGC 6946 (Figure 8.9), having similar properties in terms of structure, having extended star form-
ing regions, albeit being of a higher stellar mass. We pre-selected HII regions from a Subaru/-
SuprimeCam Hα image (P.I. Jin Koda; private communication). We successfully obtained ∼60
spectra of HII region candidates, and the data is under analysis. We should have better measure-
ments of the Hα, Hβ, [NII]6584Å, and [OII]3727Å and [OIII]5007Å lines, and consequently be
able to measure a precise oxygen abundance gradient. If the gradient turns out to be constant and
very negative and the N/O relatively flat, it will mean that fewer metals are found in the outskirts,
and thus in turn, will mean that star formation is using pristine/primordial gas, unpolluted or only
to a certain degree, by supernovae ejecta. If the other way around (if it flattens out or the gradient
is shallow), it could well be that low-metallicity gas is non-existent around the galaxy, or is be-
ing polluted by supernovae feedback, or that radial mixing and/or galactic winds within the disk
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Figure 8.9: The galaxy NGC 6946 in GALEX FUV (topleft), GTC/OSIRIS sloan-g (topright), and Subaru/Suprime-
Cam Rc (bottom left) filters. A color composite image has been made out of the three images and is displayed at the
bottomright.

smoothes out the metallicity distribution.
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9
Conclusions

A la izquierda en la página anterior: la galaxia NGC4656.

Conclusiones

Hemos demostrado a lo largo de esta tesis, mediante el análisis de la fotometría multi-frecuencia
desde el UV hasta el IR de la la muestra S4G, que la fotometría multi-banda de las galaxias puede
proporcionar mucha información sobre las actividad de formación de estrellas en el Universo Lo-
cal. Utilizando la fotometría UV recientemente obtenida por el satélite GALEX, complementada
mediante fotometría IR del instrumento IRAC de la misión Spitzer, pudimos evaluar, por primera
vez en un conjunto tan grande de galaxias, las variaciones globales y locales (superficiales) de la
emisión UV e IR en los bulbos y discos de galaxias cercanas.

Para analizar la distribución de las poblaciones jóvenes (trazadas por la emisión UV) y las
más evolucionadas (trazadas por la emisión de IR cercano) reunimos imágenes GALEX (en bandas
FUV y NUV) y IRAC (3.6 µm) y construimos una muestra sin precedentes de galaxias cercanas
con cobertura multi-frecuencia: la muestra GALEX/S4G. Realizamos el análisis más detallado y
exhaustivo de la fotometría UV e IR para la muestra más grande de galaxias cercanas hasta la fecha,
aumentando en un factor de diez el conjunto de datos fotométricos en estas bandas disponibles de
forma homogénea. Así, obtuvimos una muestra de galaxias de 1931 con medidas homogéneas en
FUV (1528Å), NUV (2271Å) y 3.6 µm.

Como parte de nuestro análisis se llevó a cabo la substracción del cielo, el enmascaramiento
y las mediciones de flujo en las bandas FUV y NUV de la misma manera que el método utilizado
por Gil de Paz et al. (2007), mientras que las mediciones obtenidas a 3.6 µm se llevaron a cabo con
procedimiento equivalente, tal y como se describe en Muñoz-Mateos et al. (2015). El fondo del
cielo se midió alrededor de cada objetivo dentro de un anillo elíptico (con el mismo cociente de
ejes y orientación que la propia galaxia) dividido y promediado en más de 90 áreas de igual tama-
ño. El proceso de enmascaramiento y desenmascaramiento se realizó de forma semiautomática y
semiautomática, realizando un primer paso con una detección automática de contornos isócronos
basada en el color (FUV − NUV), seguido de la intervención del ojo humano con el objetivo de
eliminar cualquier tipo de error trivial donde la detección automática haya fallado, como el en-
mascaramiento accidental de protuberancias, estrellas en primer plano excesivamente brillantes,
viñetas y otros defectos en el detector, tales como reflejos en la ventana de la cámara NUV. Por
otro lado, las fuentes genuinamente emisoras de UV, como las galaxias con formación estelar ac-
tiva o galaxias quiescentes con gran número de estrellas en la rama horizontal extrema (EHB, del
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inglés Extreme Horizontal Branch), pueden ser erróneamente enmascaradas, y en esos casos, se
debieron tomar decisiones sobre la naturaleza (real o no) de la emisión detectada. Finalmente, las
regiones enmascaradas se interpolaron utilizando los valores de los píxeles vecinos. La fotometría
se realizó dentro de anillos concéntricos elípticos con ángulos de posición fijos, cada 6 segundos
de arcos de paso en semieje mayor y un ancho de 6 segundos de arco (omitiendo los 3 segundos de
arco interiores). Nuestro catálogo de fotometría es uno de los mejores en términos de (1) tamaño de
la muestra (∼2000), (2) cobertura espectral (de UV a IR), y (3) datos homogeneizados con buena
resolución espacial (6 segundos de arco).

Los productos obtenidos son los perfiles de brillo superficial en las bandas FUV y NUV
(resueltos espacialmente con pasos de 6 segundos arco), los perfiles de color (FUV − NUV) a la
misma resolución e imágenes RGB generadas a partir de estas dos bandas. También se obtuvieron
curvas de crecimiento (magnitudes acumulativas) y sus correspondinentes magnitudes asintóticas
a partir del ajuste de la correspondiente curva de crecimiento. Una vez que el conjunto de datos
estuvo listo, fue analizado en detalle, lo que resultó en varias publicaciones en revistas arbitradas
del área.

Respecto al análisis de este conjunto de datos, en primer lugar exploramos las propiedades
globales de los galxies en nuestra muestra usando las magnitudes asintóticas, tal y como se descri-
be en el Capítulo 4. Construimos el diagrama color-color (FUV − NUV) vs. (NUV − [3.6]), donde
vimos que la distribución de las galaxias es claramente bimodal. Así, encontramos que las gala-
xias se separan en dos secuencias notablemente estrechas (en colores) que llamamos GALEX Blue
Sequence o GBS, y GALEX Red Sequence o GRS. Descubrimos que las galaxias en la secuencia
GBS (hasta ahora La Nube Azul) son principalmente objetos con intensa actividad reciente de for-
mación de estrellas, mientras que las galaxias en la secuencia GRS son en su mayoría inactivas o
quiescentes. Las galaxias GBS se encontraron distribuidas en un rango de color estrecho (FUV −
NUV), de 0 a 1 magnitud, pero se extendieron a lo largo de todo el rango de color (NUV − [3.6]),
de 0 a 8 magnitudes. Por otro lado, las galaxias GRS se encontraron distribuidas casi perpendicu-
larmente en este diagrama, en un rango de color estrecho (NUV − [3.6]) de 5 a 6 de magnitudes,
pero distribuidas a lo largo de la gama de colores (FUV − NUV) de 0.5 a 3 de magnitudes. Usando
estas dos secuencias, definimos una región en nuestro diagrama color-color más roja que el GBS
en color (FUV − NUV) pero más azul que el GRS en color (NUV − [3.6]) a la que llamamos el
GALEX Green Valley o GGV. Encontramos que una gran fracción de las galaxias del GGV son
galaxias espirales de tipo temprano (de acuerdo a la secuencia de Hubble) como galaxias S0, S0-a
hasta tipos Sa. También encontramos que la fracción de galaxias del cúmulo de Virgo dentro del
GGV es mayor que dentro de las secuencias GBS o GRS, lo que indica un efecto del entorno a la
hora de poblar la región correspondiente al GGV, ya sea desde la secuencia GBS (debido a un cese
o mitigación de la formación estelar) o desde la secuencia GRS (rejuvenecimiento). Comparando
con modelos de poblaciones estelares simples (SSP, del inglés Simple/Single Stellar Populations

de (Bruzual & Charlot, 2003)) y con modelos de evolución de discos de galaxias, así como con un
modelo de pérdida de gas por presión de embestida (en inglés Ram Pressure Stripping) interpre-
tamos que estas galaxias están experimentando una transformación (en colores) y una evolución
rápida de menos de 1 Gyr, consistente con escalas de tiempo de la vida útil de estrellas OB traza-
das por el color (FUV − NUV). En el caso de que dicha transición sea del GBS al GRS esta sería
debida a un cese o, al menos, mitigación de la actividad de formación de estrellas o a un aumento
reciente de esta (rejuvenecimiento) en el caso de la transición del GRS hacia el GBS y a través del
GGV.
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Estos resultados se han publicado en Bouquin et al. (2015) en Astrophysical Journal Letters.

Como se describe en el Capítulo 5, publicado en Zaritsky et al. (2014), estos datos nos
han permitido también encontrar una estrecha correlación entre el color (FUV − NUV) y la
relación masa-luminosidad Υ⋆. Así, las galaxias con mayor Υ⋆ tienen un color UV más azul. Esto
podría explicarse por la presencia de estrellas de rama horizontal extrema asociada a una población
de estrellas de baja masa y elevada edad. Esto, a su vez, estaría relacionado con la cantidad de
estrellas formadas dentro del extremo de baja masa de la Función Inicial de Masas (IMF, del inglés
Initial Mass Function) estelar. Por lo tanto, conjeturamos que el color UV podría usarse como un
trazador para identificar de forma sencilla galaxias de tipo temprano (o ETGs, del inglés Early-

Type Galaxies) con ciertas propiedades de su IMF e incluso inferir a partir de este el valor de
Υ⋆. A partir de este primer resultado, llevamos a cabo un análisis similar aumentando el tamaño
de nuestra muestra de ETGs, y volvimos a publicar nuestros resultados en Zaritsky et al. (2015).
Confirmamos nuevamente que la fuerte correlación entre el color UV y la masa estelar -La relación
de luz Υ⋆ es real, lo que de nuevo interpretamos como causado por la presencia de estrellas EHB,
fruto de una IMF tipo bottom-heavy en objetos con colores UV muy azules.

En el Capítulo 6 hicimos uso extensivo de la fotometría superficial del total de la muestra en
pasos de 6 segundos de arco. Analizamos los perfiles de brillo superficial en las bandas FUV, NUV
y 3.6 µm, así como los correspondientes perfiles de color. También diseñamos un método para
obtener las velocidades de rotación y los parámetros de espín (momento angular específico) para
nuestra muestra, a partir de la comparación con los modelos de evolución de discos de Boissier &
Prantzos (2000) ejecutados por los autores específicamente para este propósito. Encontramos los
siguientes resultados principales: (1) La mayoría de las galaxias de disco están ubicadas en una
secuencia que llamamos a la "secuencia principal espacialmente resuelta de discos formadores de
estrellas". Nótese que esta secuencia incluye medidas en diferentes regiones de diferentes objetos,
principalmente las regiones correspondientes a sus discos, donde tiene lugar la mayor parte de la
formación de estrellas en la actualidad. Así, encontramos que las galaxias de las regiones GBS,
GGV y GRS previamente definidas a partir de medidas asintóticas están bien separadas en el plano
µFUV vs. µ[3.6]. Las galaxias GBS tienen las densidades superficiales de tasa de formación estelar
específica (sSFR, del inglés specific Star Formation Rate, o SFR por unidad de masa) más altas,
mientras que las galaxias GRS tienen densidades superficiales de sSFR más bajas que, además,
permanecen radialmente constantes alrededor de un valor ΣsSFR = 10−12 yr −1 pc −2. Si bien la
ΣsSFR para galaxias GBS suele ser más alta cuanto menor es el brillo superficial de masa estelar,
este no es siempre el caso, porque en algunos casos se observa una disminución del valor de ΣsSFR

en las partes externas de los discos, debido muy posiblemente se deba a la amortiguación de la
formación de estrellas en la periferia de los discos (en estas regiones la contribución del polvo
interestelar al enrojecimiento es despreciable y, en todo caso, menor que el esperado en la regio-
nes más centrales). (2) Las galaxias GBS, GGV y GRS están bien separadas en el plano (FUV −
[3.6]) vs. µ[3.6]. La isofota que encierra el 80 % de la luz a 3.6 µm, que corresponde muy apro-
ximadamente al mismo porcentaje en masa estelar, está especialmente bien diferenciada en este
plano equivalente a sSFR vs. densidad superficial de masa estelar. Así, el lugar geométrico de esta
isofota se encuentra en una región muy estrecha de 21 a 23 mag arcsec−2 y color (FUV − [3.6])
de 6 a 7 magnitudes para las galaxias del GRS. Para las galaxias GGV, esta isofota llena el espacio
entre las galaxias GRS y GBS. (3) Se encontró que normalizando las distancias galactocentrícas
al semi-eje mayor de dicha isofota, que llamamos R80, la dispersión en las propiedades de los
discos se redujo considerablemente. Tras llevar a cabo dicha normalización, realizamos un ajuste
lineal en la parte externa de estos perfiles de brillo superficial utilizando varios criterios de corte
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en brillo superficial y R/R80. Obtuvimos así pendientes y ordenadas en el origen para el disco de
cada galaxia minimizando el χ2 de los ajustes. Los errores de estos valores se obtuvieron mediante
simulaciones de MonteCarlo de 1000 partículas sobre los errores observacionales de los prefiles
de brillo. (4) Comparamos estas pendientes y ordenadas en el origen con las obtenidas de mode-
los de discos simulados de Boissier & Prantzos (2000). La comparación de las distribuciones de
probabilidad de las galaxias con las predicciones de los modelos obtuvimos los mejores valores
(y sus errores) para la velocidad circular y el espín (momento angular específico o λ). A pesar de
la gran dispersión, pudimos obtener velocidades circulares de entre una y dos veces los valores
observados por diferentes autores en la literatura (principalmente a partir de mapas en la línea de
21cm de HI), pero usando únicamente fotometría espacialmente resuelta en 3.6 µm.

Finalmente, analizamos nuestra muestra GALEX/S4G para identificar y clasificar las galaxias
de disco XUV en tipo 1 y tipo 2, como se muestra en el Capítulo 7. Así, encontramos 217 discos
XUV de tipo 1 (11.2 % de la muestra) cubriendo todos los tipos morfológicos excepto E y S0,
siendo la fracción más alta la correspondiente a espirales de tipo tardío Sc (37.8 %) y 110 discos
XUV de tipo 2 (6 % de la muestra) de Tipo 2 y 21 discos XUV de tipo 1+2 (∼1 % de la muestra).
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9.1 Conclusions

We have shown throughout this thesis, where we have made use of the S4G sample, that galaxies
as seen in both UV and IR can tell us a lot about the star formation activity in nearby galax-
ies. Using newly obtained UV photometry from GALEX, complemented by IR photometry from
Spitzer/IRAC, we were able to assess, for the first time on such a large set of galaxies, both the
global and local (surface) variations of the UV and IR light distributions across their disks.

In order to do this, we gathered images in the UV for galaxies also having infrared images
and constructed an unprecedentedly large sample of nearby galaxies with broad multi-wavelength
imaging coverage: the GALEX/S4G sample. We performed the most detailed and comprehensive
analysis of the UV and IR photometry for the largest sample of nearby galaxies to-date, increasing
by a factor of ten the previously available homogeneous data sets. We obtained a sample of 1931
galaxies having homogeneous measurements in FUV (1528Å), NUV (2271Å), and 3.6 µm.

Sky subtraction, masking, and measurements in FUV and NUV were performed over the UV
sample in the same manner as in the method used by Gil de Paz et al. (2007), as well as measure-
ments obtained at 3.6 µm by Muñoz-Mateos et al. (2015). The sky background is measured around
each target within a ring-annulus divided and averaged over 90 areas of equal size. The masking
and unmasking process was done in a semi-automatic, semi-manual way, performing a first pass
with an automatic isochrome contour detection based on the (FUV−NUV) color, followed by
the intervention of the human-eye with the aim of removing any kind of trivial errors wherever
the automatic detection may have failed, such as accidental masking of bulges, excessively bright
foreground stars, vignetting, and other defects. On the other hand, genuinely UV-emitting sources
such as actively star-forming galaxies, or very old quiescent galaxies holding a large amount of
UV-upturn stars, may be wrongly masked, and in those cases, educated-guesses were performed to
unmask and keep these regions to be included in the subsequent photometry. Masked regions were
interpolated using neighbor pixels. Photometry was performed within concentric elliptical annuli
with fixed position angles, every 6′′steps in semi-major axis and a width of 6′′(omitting the inner
3′′). Our photometry catalog is one of the best-to-date in terms of (1) size, (2) multi-wavelength
completeness (from UV to IR), and (3) homogenized data with good spatial resolution (6 arcsec).

The data products obtained are the spatially-resolved (6 arcsec steps) FUV and NUV surface
brightnesses profiles, (FUV − NUV) color profiles, and RGB images. Growth curves (cumulative
magnitudes) and their asymptotic magnitudes were also obtained. Once the dataset was ready, we
explored it in detail, resulting in several publication in top-tier academic journals. We also made
use of disk models of Boissier & Prantzos (2000) for comparison with our data products. These
models are able to reproduce multiwavelength surface photometry and we generated 6258 models,
specifically for this work, varying circular velocity and spin parameter. We also used Single Stellar
Population (SSP) models of Bruzual & Charlot (2003), as well as more recent models of S. Charlot
& G. Bruzual (private communication).

First, we explored the global properties of the galaxies in our sample using the asymptotic
magnitudes, as described in Chapter 4. By constructing the (FUV − NUV) vs (NUV − [3.6])
color-color diagram, we found that the distribution of galaxies is clearly bimodal. We found that
galaxies separate into two remarkably narrow sequences (in colors) which we called the GALEX

Blue Sequence or GBS, and the GALEX Red Sequence or GRS. We found that the galaxies in the
GBS (until this work, the Blue Cloud) are mostly star-forming, while the galaxies in the GRS are
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mostly quiescent. GBS galaxies were found distributed in a narrow (FUV−NUV) color range
from 0 to 1 magnitude, but spread along the entire (NUV− [3.6]) color range from 0 to 8 mag.
On the other hand, GRS galaxies were found distributed quasi-perpendicularly in this diagram, in
a narrow (NUV − [3.6]) color range from 5 to 6 magnitude, but spread along the (FUV − NUV)
color range from 0.5 to 3 magnitude. Using these two sequences, we could define a region in our
color-color diagram, redder than the GBS in (FUV − NUV) color yet bluer than the GRS in (NUV
− [3.6]) color, which we call the GALEX Green Valley or GGV. We found that a large fraction of
GGV galaxies are early-type disk galaxies such as S0, S0-a, and late-type Sa galaxies. We also
found that a larger fraction of GGV galaxies belong to the Virgo cluster, hinting at an environmental
effect on the colors of these galaxies. Comparing with SSP models combined with disk models
of galaxies, as well as a ram-pressure stripping model, we could interpret these galaxies to be
undergoing a transformation (in colors) and rapid evolution of less than 1 Gyr, consistent with
timescales of the lifespan of OB stars traced by the (FUV − NUV) color, transitioning (in colors)
either from the GBS to the GRS in the case of the quenching of star formation, either from the
GRS to the GBS in the case of rejuvenation. These results have been published in Bouquin et al.
(2015) in the Astrophysical Journal Letters.

As described in Chapter 5, and published in Zaritsky et al. (2014), we also found a tight
correlation between the (FUV−NUV) color and the stellar mass-to-light ratio Υ⋆ in early-type
galaxies (ETGs). Galaxies with larger Υ⋆ are bluer in the UV. This could be explained by the
presence of Extreme Horizontal-Branch stars due to old low-mass stellar population. This, in
turn, would be related to the low-mass end of the stellar Initial Mass Function (IMF). Thus, we
conjectured that the UV could be used as a tracer to determine ETGs with certain IMF properties
and even infer its Υ⋆. We also performed the analysis after increasing our ETGs sample size,
and re-published our results in Zaritsky et al. (2015). We re-confirmed that the strong correlation
between the UV and the stellar-mass-to-light ratio Υ⋆ is real, which is again interpreted to be
caused by the presence of EHB stars.

In Chapter 6, we looked at our photometry in detail, down to 6′′ steps in galactocentric dis-
tance. We analyzed the FUV, NUV, and 3.6µm surface brightness profiles, as well as the color
profiles. We also devise a method to obtain the rotational velocities and spin parameters for our
sample, based on the disk models of Boissier & Prantzos (2000) specifically made for this pur-
pose. We found the following: (1) Most disk galaxies are located in a sequence that we call the
“spatially-resolved main sequence of star-forming disks”. GBS, GGV, and GRS galaxies are ex-
tremely well-separated in the µFUV vs. µ[3.6] plane. GBS galaxies are found to have the highest
sSFR surface densities, whereas GRS galaxies have the lowest sSFR surface densities that also
stay approximately constant with radius at a value of ΣsSFR = 10−12 yr−1 pc−2 or below. While
the ΣsSFR for the disks of GBS galaxies is higher the later the type is, this is not always the case,
because inside-out reddening is seen in some cases. This reddening is due to a sudden drop in
sSFR, which is in turn possibly due to the quenching (or damping) of star formation in the out-
skirt of disks. (2) GBS, GGV, and GRS galaxies are well-separated in the (FUV − [3.6]) vs µ[3.6]

plane. The isophote enclosing 80% of the light at 3.6 micron, which can be translated to the same
percentage in stellar mass, yield colors that are especially well-separated in this plane. The locus
of this isophote is found in a very narrow region from 21 to 23 mag arcsec−2 and an (FUV −
[3.6]) color range from 6 to 7 magnitude for GRS galaxies. For GGV galaxies, this isophote is
filling the gap between those of the GRS and GBS galaxies. (3) We devised a distance unit for
this isophote that we call R80, and normalized the 3.6 micron surface brightness profiles. We then
performed a linear fit to the outer part of these SB profiles using various cutoffs, and obtained
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slopes and y-intercepts for each galaxy. We found sets of best cutoffs values by minimizing the
χ2 of the fits. These slopes and y-intercepts translates to the circular velocity and spin (specific
angular momentum) of the objects. (4) Indeed, we compared these slopes and y-intercepts to those
obtained from simulated disk models of Boissier & Prantzos (2000), which have circular velocity
and spin as free parameters. Performing a 1000-particle Monte-Carlo sampling, we obtained the
corresponding circular velocity and spin which we compared to observed values. Despite the large
scatter, we were able to obtain circular velocities from 1× to 2× the observed values, only from
spatially-resolved photometry at 3.6 µm.

We analyze our GALEX/S4G sample to classify Type 1 and Type 2 XUV-disk galaxies, as
shown in Chapter 7. We find 217 Type1 XUVs (11.2% of the sample) of all morphological types,
except for E and S0, with the highest fraction dominated by late-type spirals Sc (37.8%). We find
110 Type 2 XUVs (6 % of the sample), and 21 Type 1 + 2 (∼1 % of the sample).

As a pilot project, we observed a relatively low stellar mass Type 1 XUV galaxy, NGC 3274,
with GTC/OSIRIS in MOS mode, targeting bonafide HIII regions in the outskirts of the disk.
Despite the low S/N, we successfully obtained spectra for six of our targets. We measured the
main parameters of the Hβ, [OIII]λ5007, Hα, [NII]λ6584, and [SII] lines, and determined metal-
licities using a variety of methods which give consistent results. We find metallicities of ∼8.2
(12+log10(O/H)), but no significant gradients between radii of 2 to 11 kpc. The success of this pilot
program led to the proposal acceptance and observations of yet another XUV galaxy, NGC 6946,
with GTC/OSIRIS in MOS mode for which the analysis is ongoing.
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Future Work

A la izquierda en la página anterior: la galaxia NGC5055.

Resumen

El trabajo futuro incluye el uso de grandes exploraciones con nuevas instalaciones en el espacio y
terrestres, y el advenimiento de las técnicas de aprendizaje automático. Para un futuro más cercano,
instrumentos como las Unidades de campo integradas de MEGARA nos permitirán estudiar más
objetivos en detalle con una resolución espacial y espectral sin precedentes.
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Figure 10.1: Artist impressions of future telescopes. From left to right, top to bottom: the Euclid space telescope
(credit: ESA/C. Carreau), the LSST (credit: Courtesy of LSST Corp. and NOAO), the JWST (credit: Northrop
Grumman, NASA). the TMT (credit: Courtesy TMT International Observatory), the ELT (credit: ESO/L. Calçada),
and the GMT (credit: Giant Magellan Telescope – GMTO Corporation).

10.1 Chapter summary

Future work includes the use of large surveys with new space and ground-based facilities, comple-
mented with the advent of machine learning techniques. For the nearer future, instruments such
as integrated field units allow us to study more targets in detail with an unprecedented spatial and
spectral configuration.

10.2 Future work

Larger and better samples will be needed to have a better idea of how the evolution occurs within
galaxies. Numerous new facilities are about to be built within the next decade, and will allow us to
increase our current sample sizes by several order of magnitudes. Some of the near-future facilities,
in the category of extremely large telescopes for example, are the Euclid space telescope (Amiaux
et al., 2012), the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST) (Ivezić & the LSST Science Collabo-
ration, 2013), the James-Webb Space Telescope (JWST) (Gardner et al., 2006), the Thirty-Meter
Telescope (TMT) (Schöck et al., 2009), the Extremely Large Telescope (ELT) (Vernin et al., 2011;
Vázquez Ramió et al., 2012; Varela et al., 2014), and the Giant Magellan Telescope (GMT) (GMT,
2008) (see Figure 10.1).

As a result of bigger and better facilities, we will inevitably collect more data, and more
computing power will become necessary, not only for the reduction processes, but also for its
analysis. One promising aspect to deal with such large and complex data is the use of deep-
learning by neural networks as a tool to help astronomers in their task. Deep-learning and pattern
recognition techniques are starting to be used on astronomical objects, and looks promising (e.g.
Huertas-Company et al., 2015). The future lies in extraordinarily larger and larger data sets that
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the human kind had ever faced. How will we make good use of it will depend on how to correctly
handle the data and interpret the results.

It is worth emphasizing here that our method, shown in Chapter 6 Section 6.6, of inferring
the circular velocity and spin parameter of a galaxy based on the slope and y-intercept of the linear
fit to the outer parts of the 3.6µm surface brightness profiles of disk galaxies, can be used on
increasingly larger data sets, since it is solely based on the 3.6µm surface brightness profile. Our
method can be used with future surveys in order to rapidly obtain properties of a vast amount of
galaxies at once.

We have shown in Chapter 7 that there is a substantial amount of XUV-disk galaxies in the
Local Volume, and extended structures surrounding galaxies at higher redshift are also starting to
be discovered. We need a better census of these objects to assess their properties and the mecha-
nism(s) that triggers their star formation in these low-density parts of galaxies. One such attempt,
besides the work presented in this thesis, is a citizen science project of classifying XUV-disk galax-
ies “à la Galaxy Zoo” (P.I. David Thilker). The project is still in its pre-approval phase, and may
yield important results if ever undertaken.

As of August 2017, the Gran Telescopio Canarias (GTC or Grantecan) is now equipped
with the new Multi Espectrógrapho en GTC de Alta Resolución para Astronomía (MEGARA)
(P.I. Armando Gil de Paz) (Figure 10.2). It is an Integral-Field Unit (IFU) capable of obtaining
photometric as well as spectroscopic data via two modes of acquisition: the Low Compact Bundle
Integral-Field Unit (LCB IFU) and Multi-Object Spectrograph (MOS). The LCB comprises 623
fibers and has an FoV of 12.5 × 11.3 arcsec2. The MOS comprises 92 bundles of 7 fibers, all
together spanning over a large 3.5 × 3.5 arcmin2 FoV. The spaxel size in both mode is 0.62 arcsec.
Each fiber then goes through the MEGARA spectrograph where a Volumetric Phase Holographic
(VPH) grating are available. A total of 18 VPH can be chosen from, 6 in low-resolution (LR;
R=6000), 10 in medium-resolution (MR; R=12500), and 2 in high-resolution (HR; R=20000).
With the sensitivity of MEGARA combined with the light-gathering power of the world’s largest
mirror of the GTC, we will be able to measure, for example, emission lines across entire sur-
faces of galaxies with unprecedented spectral resolution. For comparison, the best line resolution
for OSIRIS is 0.62Å/pix (with the R2500U grism), whereas even the worst case with MEGARA
(with the LR-Z VPH) is 0.36Å/pix, and at its best (with the MR-UB or HR-R VPHs) 0.09Å/pix.
MEGARA would be optimal for a detailed study of the spectroscopic properties (including the
determination of electron temperature Te-based abundances) of XUV-disk galaxies, placing fibers
onto selected already-known HII regions, and measuring their emission lines with the LCB IFU
mode, or by simply observing HII regions throughout entire galaxies in MOS mode. Note that the
spectral resolution of MEGARA would improve the detectability of faint emission lines such as
Te-sensitive lines [OIII]4363Å or [NII]5755Å.

It would also be interesting to see the evolution of the restframe (FUV − NUV) vs. (NUV −
[3.6]) color-color diagram with redshift. This would allow us to trace the SF activity over billions
of years, much larger than the color-transition timescale of GGV (<1Gyr), and may be used to
determine, for example, the evolution of the fractions of GBS, GGV, and GRS galaxies.

As a final note, the author hopes that this spatially-resolved surface brightnesses and color
profiles of the GALEX/S4G sample presented in this work will become a useful tool for astronomers
interested in the star formation in nearby galaxies for years to come, as there will not be another
UV satellite nor UV capable instrument planned to be launched any time soon (the launch of the
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Figure 10.2: The two units of MEGARA at GTC: the focal plane interface (left) and the spectrograph on the Nasmyth-
A platform (right, in black).

World Space Observatory - Ultraviolet or WSO-UV is expected for 2024), especially with the
capabilities of observing in the FUV band, once HST will be decommissioned, presumably around
2020.
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A
The DAGAL Database

A la izquierda en la página anterior: la galaxia NGC 628.

A.1 DAGAL Database Overview

As we keep collecting new information, astronomical data is growing both in volume and com-
plexity. Although there exist large databases such as the Mikulski Archive for Space Telescopes
(MAST) or the NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED), with multi-wavelength data available,
we needed our own image repository for a quicker access and retrieval of imaging data for the
entire DAGAL network1 (6 institutions across 5 countries), since we all used the same S4G sample
as a base. The main idea was to have a single, readily accessible, easy to use, image repository
where one would go to to obtain FITS images.

The DAGAL database serves exactly that purpose and is an image repository of FITS im-
ages of galaxies in the S4G sample. It consists of a fixed, simple table (see Section A.2) of galaxy
names with links to FITS images, and is accessible online via any browser over any platform.
The pages are written in PHP, and the database in SQLite3. The repository is kindly hosted
at the Kapteyn Astronomical Institute and is publicly accessible via a web browser at the URL
http://www.astro.rug.nl/~dagal/, and was developed by the author during a short
stay at the Rijksuniversiteit Groningen (RUG) in 2014.

The repository is also relatively secure, even when using the WGET script files. Security-
wise, the true links to the image files (where the actual FITS files are stored, not on the same
server) are hidden from the outsider.

This image repository also includes a searchable and filterable form, useful to better constrain
the selection of a subsample. Below, we describe the main functionalities of the image repository
and of the searchable form.

A.2 The long table

The DAGAL database is an image repository of the parent S4G sample. It is shown as a long table
of one row per galaxy and comprises 2352 galaxies. The table has the following columns:

1www.dagalnetwork.eu
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Figure A.1: DAGAL database main page. Only 15 of the 2352 objects in the database are shown.

• PGC name (1 column)

• Name (1 column)

• GALEX FUV and NUV (2 columns)

• SDSS u, g, r, i, z (5 columns)

• Spitzer full frames at 3.6 µm and 4.5µm (2 columns)

• Spitzer cropped frames at 3.6 µm and 4.5µm (2 columns)

• Spitzer weight maps at 3.6 µm and 4.5µm (2 columns)

• Spitzer masks at 3.6 µm and 4.5µm (2 columns)

• HI cube data (1 column)

The table is sorted by PGC number in the first column. The user is required to use the browsers’
search function to search through the table. The more conventional S4G name follows, which
includes ESO, IC, NGC, PGC, and UGC objects. The rest of the columns listed above are direct
links to downloadable FITS files. We recommend that the HI cube data should be downloaded
with a good internet connection as they are quite large (a few Gigabytes). All data are available
as FITS files, and are readily downloadable by simply clicking on the link (if existing) in the table
cells. The rest of the table also includes the following columns that do not contain images but a
data file where more details can be found. These are:
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Figure A.2: DAGAL database search page. The direct link to this page is
www.astro.rug.nl/~dagal/stringsearchplus.php.

• Kinematic data: CO (1 column)

• Kinematic data: Hα (1 column)

• Kinematic data: IFU (1 column)

• Hα-Fabry Perot (1 column)

• Download (1 column)

This last column shown as a WGET button is a link to a file executable via unix Terminal (see
Section A.4

The “Kinematic data” columns, on the other hand, are not images but just a text file contain-
ing links to where to retrieve the data from and which reference is associated. Their purpose is to
see at a glance whether a galaxy has kinematic measurements available or not, and if so, display
the name of the reference that has the measurement. The original links and/or references to the
data can be followed in the links provided in the downloaded data files.

A.3 The searchable form

A link named “String Search Page” is provided at the top left of the table and redirects the user to
the searchable form of the database (Figure A.2). This searchable form provides a search box and
can be searched by conventional name. A list of possible names is provided as from the “available
galaxy” link on the right of the text input box. Filters are hidden at first and should be visible when
clicking on the “Show/Hide Filters” link. Filters that can be adjusted to help constrain the original
S4G sample and create a subsample. Details are explained in Section A.3.2. We present in the next
subsection, the basic usage of the form first, followed by a subsection on the filtering options, and
display modes of the results.

www.astro.rug.nl/~dagal/stringsearchplus.php
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Figure A.3: DAGAL database search result for a single object.

A.3.1 Basic usage

First, to access the form, either click on the “String Search Page” link, or go to the following URL
using any web browser: http://www.astro.rug.nl/~dagal/stringsearchplus.php
The search form is kept quite simple, and all that one needs to do is type the name of a galaxy in
the text box and either hit the return-key or click on the “Search/Refresh” button. For example,
if you already know the name of your galaxy of interest, you can start searching right away and
see whether or not it is part of the S4G sample. The list of all the conventional names used the
S4G galaxies is available, for reference, in the link “available galaxy”. For the user to run the
search just write the name of the galaxy in the textfield, make sure that the selector box on the right
is set to "name", and hit the Return key.

The results should appear below the search form and should look like Figure A.3 if data is
available, or like Figure A.4 if it is in the S4G sample but data is not available.

The textfield is not case sensitive, so both "NGC" or "ngc" work for example. It is also not
an exact search, but will try to match the string that is input. For example, typing "ngc" in the
textfield and hitting the Return key will output all matches contining the string "ngc".

The caveat that arises from this search method is the case of similar galaxy name such as
NGC1326, NGC1326A, and NGC1326B, as it will display the three galaxies when one types
"NGC1326" since the other occurrences also contain that same string and not be able to single out
NGC1326. However, the number of objects in this situation is rather limited as the object names
always take into account the maximum number of objects in each catalog (i.e. object 14 in NGC

http://www.astro.rug.nl/~dagal/stringsearchplus.php
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Figure A.4: DAGAL database search result when the object is in the S4G sample but does not have GALEX data.

catalog is NGC0014, not NGC14).

Other types of search can be made besides the string search by choosing the field value next
to the input box. There are currently three search possibilities, (1) by name, (2) by morphological
type, and (3) by PGC number. Morphological type allows the following as input: E, E-S0, S0,
S0-a, Sa, Sb, Sc, Sd, Sm, Irr. PGC allows the letters “P”, “G”, and “C” and numbers from 0
to 9. All of these are simply string searches and will look for the same string pattern within the
corresponding columns of the database. The string search is just done per field, and not over the
entire database.

A.3.2 Filtering

The main feature of this search table is the ability to filter the sample into a subsample by adding
constraints with the filters (Figure A.5). The filter window is separated into 4 categories: (1) Sort

order, (2) Constraints1, (3) Constraints2, and (4) Existing Bands.

Sort order allows the user to sort the output in either ascending or descending order, either
by name, numerical morphological type (tnum), right ascension (RA), declination (Dec), or PGC
number.

Constraints1 includes various properties that are in the database. It is in no way complete but
shows a few conditions that were added upon users requests, and many more conditions could be
added. The sample can thus be constrained by adjusting whichever value present in the constraints,
including: right ascension range (RA), declination range (Dec), inclination of the galaxy, numer-
ical morphological type range (tnum in the RC2 catalog; de Vaucouleurs et al. (1991)) from -5.0
to 10.0 and -999 reserved for unclassified objects, angular size in units of arcminute (2a_arcmin),
B-band apparent magnitude (btc), B-band absolute magnitude (mabsB), asymptotic FUV mag-
nitude (FUV_asympt), asymptotic NUV magnitude (NUV_asympt), (FUV−NUV) color, and
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Figure A.5: DAGAL database search form, expanding the "Filters" feature.

(NUV− 3.6µm) color.

Constraints2 allows to extract just the galaxies classified as XUV (XUV flag value = 1 for
Type 1 and XUV flag value = 2 for Type 2; 0 otherwise), and/or Virgo Cluster galaxies (Cluster
flag value >0).

Finally, Existing Bands allows to see whether a galaxy has the corresponding image FITS file
in our image repository. For example. if one leaves the text field blank, and checked the checkbox
next to FUV in Existing Bands Filters, the results are all the galaxies that have a corresponding
FUV FITS image file.

A.3.3 Display modes and outputs

Four options are available for Display Mode including Data Table, Data and Images, Available

FITS images, and GALEX images gallery (Figure A.6). Currently, only GALEX RGB images
and UV radial profiles data are available as offered as a quick visual inspection in the Data and

images display and GALEX images gallery modes.

Data Table displays the extracted subsample in a table. The data table itself can be down-
loaded by clicking on the button Download CSV data table. The file is, as its name indicate, a
comma-separated values file. Another button reads Download WGET script to batch download

ALL the currently selected FITS file. This allows to obtain the WGET script explained in Sec-
tion A.2.

In the case of the display mode Data and images, the left hand-side consists of a table of basic
properties such as the right ascension and declination of the object, its simple RC2 morphological
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Figure A.6: The 4 display modes: Data table (top left), Data and images (top right), Available FITS images (bottom
left), and GALEX images gallery (bottom right)

type (de Vaucouleurs et al., 1991; Corwin et al., 1994), numerical morphological, angular diam-
eters obtained from HyperLEDA (Makarov et al., 2014), redshift-independent distance obtained
from NED, FUV and NUV surface brightnesses, (FUV−NUV) and (NUV− [3.6]) colors that we
measured, the inclination, the apparent B-band magnitude (btc), the absolute B-band magnitude
(mabsB), a “Cluster flag” that is set to a non-zero integer if it is in Virgo or by zero if it not in the
GOLDMine database (Gavazzi et al., 2003), and finally, “XUV flag” indicating whether the galaxy
is a Type 1 or Type 2 XUV-disk galaxy or not (Thilker et al., 2007, see Chapter 7). The central
column shows the RGB composite of the GALEX FUV and NUV image. The right-most column
shows the FUV (cyan) and NUV (red) surface brightness profiles, as well as the (FUV−NUV)
color profile (green) of the galaxy.

In the case of the Available FITS images mode, a table in a similar format as the long table
is displayed, with links to individual FITS files for each galaxy.

Finally, the GALEX image gallery mode allows the user to display their search results in the
form of an 8-by-4 panels gallery.

A.4 WGET files

The provided WGET files are executable script files to be run within a unix Terminal, Xterm or
Console. They allow the user to download all available FITS files for a single target, or for a
filtered and constrained subsample (see Section A.3.2). The user is advised to open the WGET file
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with a regular text editor and follow the instructions written in that file. One of the advantage of
using WGET is that they are easily stackable with a simple cat command and can all be launched at
once. Finally, executing the WGET script starts downloading the images in their respective folder.

We would like to remark and emphasize that the construction of such tools turned out to be
quite useful during our investigations and for the rest of the S4G/DAGAL team, as it allowed a very
quick-look at our dataset, and is readily available from anywhere with a good internet connection.
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2MASS Two Micron All Sky Survey. Survey of the whole sky in the J , H and KS bands (1.2µm,
1.6µm and 2.2µm, respectively).

AGB Asymptotic Giant Branch. A late stage in stellar evolution undertaken by low- to intermediate-
mass stars.

AGN Active Galactic Nucleus. Very luminous and compact source in the center of a galaxy,
possibly hosting a supermassive black hole.

ALMA Atacama Large Millimeter/Submillimeter Array. Interferometer built in the Atacama
desert (Chile), that observes in the spectral range between 0.3 mm to 9.6 mm.

BCG Brightest Cluster Galaxy.

BCD Blue Compact Dwarf.

B/D Bulge-to-disk ratio. Ratio between the bulge and disk luminosities of a spiral galaxy.

CALIFA The Calar Alto Legacy Integral Field Area Survey.

CARMA Combined Array for Research in Millimeter Astronomy. Millimeter interferometer re-
sulting from the combination of the Berkeley Illinois Maryland Association interferometer
(BIMA) and the Owens Valley Radio Observatory (OVRO).

CCD (1) Charge-Coupled Device. (2) Color-Color Diagram.

CDM Cold Dark Matter.

CDFS Chandra Deep Field South.

CDS Centre de Donées Astronomiques de Strasbourg. Strasbourg Astronomical Data Center.

CMD Color-Magnitude Diagram.

CTIO Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory.

D25 B-band surface brightness µB = 25.0mag/arcsec2 isophotal contour diameter.

DDO David Dunlap Observatory Catalogue.

E3D Euro3D. Software tool for visualizing and analyzing integral-field spectroscopy data.

ESO European Southern Observatory (also ESO/Uppsala Survey of the ESO(B) Atlas).
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ETG Early-Type Galaxy.

EW Equivalent Width. In a spectral feature, width of a rectangle whose height is equal to the
continuum level, and whose area is the same as that encompassed by the spectral feature.

FITS Flexible Image Transport System. Standard image format used in astronomy.

FIR Far-Infrared (from 25-40µm to 200-350µm).

FoV Field-of-view.

FUV Far-Ultraviolet (1350-1750 Å).

FWHM Full Width at Half Maximum. Measurement of the width of a function (such as a spectral
line or a PSF), defined as the difference between the two values of the x variable when the y
one is equal to half of its maximum value.

GALEX Galaxy Evolution Explorer. Space telescope that observed in the FUV and NUV bands.

GBS GALEX Blue Sequence. A narrow sequence of SFG, mostly late-type galaxies found in the
(FUV−NUV) vs (NUV− [3.6]) color-color diagram.

GGV GALEX Green Valley. Found in the (FUV−NUV) vs (NUV− [3.6]) color-color diagram,
intermediate type between GBS and GRS.

GRS GALEX Red Sequence. A narrow sequence of quiescent, mostly early-type galaxies found
in the (FUV−NUV) vs (NUV− [3.6]) color-color diagram.

GTC Gran Telescopio Canarias, or Grantecan. The world’s largest optical telescope (2017), with
a diameter of 10.4-meter, situated on El Roque de Los Muchachos in La Palma, Canary
Islands.

HB Horizontal Branch. A stage in stellar evolution that follows the asymptotic giant branch in the
Hertzsprung-Russell diagram.

HLEDA HyperLEDA. See LEDA.

HST Hubble Space Telescope.

HUDF Hubble Ultra Deep Field. Deepest image of the distant universe taken by the Hubble Space
Telescope.

IC Index Catalogue.

IFS Integral-Field Spectroscopy. Technique that allows gathering two-dimensional spectra of ex-
tended objects simultaneously.

IFU Integral Field Unit. Instrument designed to perform two-dimensional spectroscopy.

IGIMF Integrated Galactic Initial Mass Function. Mass distribution of newly born stars in a
whole galaxy, resulting from the combination of the IMFs of all clusters in that galaxy,
which follow themselves their own mass function.
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IMF Initial Mass Function. Function describing the mass distribution of newly born stars in a
single cluster, in terms of number of stars per mass interval.

IPAC Infrared Processing and Analysis Center.

IRAC Infrared Array Camera. Mid-infrared instrument onboard Spitzer, providing images at
3.6µm, 4.5µm, 5.8µm and 8.0µm.

IRAF Image Reduction and Analysis Facility. Software to reduce and analyze astronomical data.

IRAS Infrared Astronomical Satellite. An infrared space observatory that performed an all-sky
survey at 12µm, 25µm, 60µm and 100µm.

IRS Infrared Spectrograph. Instrument onboard Spitzer that provides low- and high-resolution
mid-infrared spectra from 5.2µm to 38µm.

IRX-β Relation between the total-infrared to UV ratio (or infrared excess, IRX) and the slope of
the UV spectrum (β).

ISM Interstellar medium. The gas and dust pervading space between stars.

ΛCDM Lambda Cold Dark Matter. Cosmological model that includes dark energy (in the form of
a cosmological constant Λ) and non-baryonic dark matter moving at non-relativistic speeds
at z∼3500.

KPNO Kitt Peak National Observatory.

KUG Kiso Survey for Ultraviolet-excess Galaxies.

LBV Luminous Blue Variable. Very massive, hot, unstable supergiant star.

LEDA Lyon-Meudon Extragalactic Database. Database of galaxies now referred to as Hyper-
Leda, after having merged with the Hypercat database.

LGA 2MASS Large Galaxy Atlas. Compilation of the galaxies with the largest apparent sizes
observed by 2MASS.

LIRG Luminous Infrared Galaxy. Galaxy whose total infrared luminosity is larger than 1011 solar
luminosities.

LSB Low Surface Brightness.

LSBG Low Surface Brightness Galaxy.

ULIRG Ultra-Luminous Infrared Galaxy. Galaxy whose total infrared luminosity is larger than
1012 solar luminosities.

M Messier catalogue.

MEGARA Multi-Espectrógrafo en GTC de Alta Resolución para Astronomía.

MIPS Multiband Imaging Photometer. Camera onboard Spitzer observing in the far-infrared, at
24µm, 70µm and 160µm.
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MIR Mid-Infrared (from 5µm to 25-40µm).

Mpc Megaparsec. A million parsec. Approx. 3.26 million light-years.

MRK Markarian Catalogue.

MW Milky Way.

NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

NED NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database. Database that compiles positions, basic data and bib-
liographic references for millions of extragalactic objects.

NGC New General Catalogue.

NIR Near-infrared (from 0.7-1µm to 5µm).

NTT New Technology Telescope. A 3.6 m telescope in La Silla (Chile).

NUV Near-Ultraviolet (1750-2750 Å).

PA Position Angle. Angle between a galaxy’s major axis and the north celestial pole, measured
counterclockwise when north is up and east is left.

PACS Photodetector Array Camera and Spectrometer. One of the instruments onboard the Her-
schel Space Observatory, that can work either as an imaging photometer or an IFU in the
spectral range from 57µm to 210µm.

PAH Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbon. Very large and flat molecules consisting of an hexagonal
grid of carbon atoms surrounded by hydrogen ones.

PDR Photodissociation Region. Predominantly neutral region of the interstellar medium in which
FUV photons regulate the heating and chemistry.

PGC Principal Galaxies Catalogue.

PINGS PPAK IFS Nearby Galaxies Survey. Two-dimensional spectroscopic survey of 17 nearby
galaxies, performed with the PPAK instrument at the CAHA 3.5-m telescope.

PPAK PMAS fiber pack. An off-axis fiber bundle of PMAS, the Potsdam Multi-Aperture Spec-
trophotometer mounted on the 3.5 m telescope in Calar Alto observatory. It provides integral
field spectroscopy observations in the optical range.

PSF Point Spread Function. Image of a point source yielded by an optical system.

R3D Software package for reducing fiber-based integral field spectroscopy data.

RC3 Third Reference Catalogue of Bright Galaxies. Catalog of thousands of nearby galaxies in
the optical range.

RGB Red Giant Branch; Red-Green-Blue.

S4G Spitzer Survey of Stellar Structure in Galaxies. A volume-, magnitude-, and size-limited
sample of over 2300 nearby galaxies.
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SBF Surface Brightness Fluctuations.

SCUBA Submillimeter Common-User Bolometer Array. Submillimeter array detector at 450µm
and 850µm, operating at the James Clerk Maxwell Telescope.

SDSS Sloan Digital Sky Survey. Photometric and spectroscopic survey of more than a quarter of
the sky in the optical range.

SED Spectral Energy Distribution. Variation with wavelength of an object’s luminosity.

SF Star Formation.

SFE Star Formation Efficiency.

SFG Star Forming Galaxy.

SFH Star Formation History. Temporal evolution of the star formation rate.

SFR Star Formation Rate. Mass of gas transformed into stars per unit of time.

SINGS Spitzer Infrared Nearby Galaxies Survey. Mid- and far-IR survey of 75 representative
nearby galaxies, complemented with ground-based optical images.

SKA Square Kilometre Array.

S/N Signal-to-noise ratio.

SPH Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics. Numerical method that simulates fluids as made of dis-
crete and smoothed elements.

sSFR Specific Star Formation Rate. Ratio of the SFR to the total stellar mass.

SSPS Single/Simple Stellar Population Synthesis.

SSPSF Stochastic Self-Propagating Star Formation. Supernovae shockwaves triggering star for-
mation.

THINGS The HI Nearby Galaxies Survey. Survey of 34 nearby galaxies performed with the Very
Large Array at the 21 cm hydrogen line.

TIR Total Infrared (3-1100µm).

TF Tully-Fisher. Empirical relation between a galaxy’s luminosity and its rotational velocity.

TOL Tololo Catalogue.

TRGB Tip of the Red Giant Branch.

UGC Uppsala General Catalogue.

VIMOS Visible Multi-Object Spectrograph. Imager, multi-object spectrograph and integral field
unit in the optical range, mounted on one of the telescopes (unit 3) of the Very Large Tele-
scope facility.
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VLA Very Large Array. Radio interferometer in New Mexico.

VLT Very Large Telescope. Array of four fixed 8.2 m telescopes and four movable 1.8 m ones at
Cerro Paranal (Chile).

VV Vorontsov-Velyaminov catalogue of interacting galaxies.

XSC 2MASS Extended Source Catalog.

XUV Extended Ultraviolet emission found in some spirals beyond their optical size.
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THE GALEX/S4G UV CATALOG OF NEARBY GALAXIES – This is a compilation of the
Galaxy Evolution Explorer (GALEX) space-telescope FUV+NUV RGB composite imaging data,
FUV and NUV surface brightness, as well as (FUV−NUV) color profiles, presented in Bouquin
et al. (2015) and Bouquin et al. (2018), which we call the GALEX/S4G sample. The base sample
is the Spitzer Survey of Stellar Structure in Galaxies (S4G) sample of 2352 galaxies (Sheth et al.,
2010) for which images were taken at 3.6 and 4.5 µm with channel 1 & 2 of the Infrared Array
Camera (IRAC) aboard the Spitzer space-telescope. The S4G sample is one of the largest and
deepest survey of nearby galaxies, and is a volume-limited sample of the Local Volume. The
GALEX/S4G sample comprises 1931 galaxies of all morphological types, covering over ∼82% of
the S4G sample remains statistically significant.

These were produced from gathering publicly available raw data, and processing them as in
the method used in the GALEX Ultraviolet Atlas of Nearby Galaxies of Gil de Paz et al. (2007).
The GALEX/S4G sample shown here comprises 1931 galaxies having not only both FUV and
NUV, but also Spitzer IRAC1 3.6 µm photometry (Muñoz-Mateos et al., 2015).

Sample selection criteria, methods of reduction and analysis, and results obtained from our
spatially-resolved sample can be found in Bouquin et al. (2018) and in the previous half of this
thesis joined to this catalog. where (FUV−NUV), (NUV− [3.6]), and (FUV− [3.6]) colors and
µFUV, µNUV, and µ[3.6] surface brightnesses are used to derive SFR and sSFR surface densities, or
stellar mass surface densities.

The galaxies are alphabetically ordered and using the S4G naming convention and includes
ESO, IC, NGC, PGC, and UGC objects. A data table is provided at the very end, also sorted by
name rather than the more conventional order by right ascension for ease of use in a paper-printed
version, while in a digital version, a simple text search will suffice to find the correct row. The
images and profiles are displayed in white text over a black background to avoid the Hermann grid

illusion, an optical illusion first reported by German physiologist and speech scientist Ludimar
Hermann (1838-1914), where grey dots appear at the cross-section of the white bands when a grid
of black squares is placed. The use of a dark background and white text effectively suppresses the
illusion for a more comfortable reading.
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TableB.1 THE GALEX/S4G SAMPLE
Namea RAb DECc Td Distancee FUVf NUVg M3.6

h Group IDi

ESO013-016 23.201707 -79.47388 7.5 23.0 ± 0.9 14.8 ± 0.01 14.57 ± 0.01 13.127 ± 0.0020 0
ESO026-001 306.246017 -81.576532 5.9 19.2 ± 8.6 14.75 ± 0.06 14.64 ± 0.05 13.387 ± 0.0020 0
ESO027-001 328.110719 -81.530872 5.0 18.3 ± 12.2 14.22 ± 0.02 13.84 ± 0.01 11.515 ± 0.0020 0
ESO027-008 335.768204 -79.996981 5.1 31.0 ± 5.6 15.9 ± 0.01 15.24 ± 0.02 11.683 ± 0.0010 1030
ESO048-017 332.228699 -73.382242 6.9 29.5 ± 5.1 16.16 ± 0.01 15.91 ± 0.01 14.726 ± 0.0010 0
ESO079-003 8.009728 -64.253213 3.1 39.0 ± 4.1 16.66 ± 0.02 16.14 ± 0.03 11.604 ± 0.0010 0
ESO079-005 10.182495 -63.441987 7.0 23.5 ± 2.8 15.28 ± 0.01 14.97 ± 0.01 13.866 ± 0.0040 1032
ESO079-007 12.517568 -66.552204 4.0 25.2 ± 4.5 15.21 ± 0.04 14.94 ± 0.01 13.57 ± 0.0010 0
ESO085-014 73.68245 -62.800049 9.0 15.9 ± -999.0 14.43 ± 0.01 13.95 ± 0.02 13.339 ± 0.0010 0
ESO085-030 75.373662 -63.293363 -0.4 31.1 ± 9.4 15.6 ± 0.01 15.28 ± 0.01 13.227 ± 0.0010 938
ESO085-047 76.93084 -62.99095 9.0 16.7 ± -999.0 15.29 ± 0.01 15.09 ± 0.01 15.117 ± 0.018 0
ESO115-021 39.452357 -61.333936 7.5 5.7 ± 0.9 14.64 ± 0.01 14.37 ± 0.01 13.552 ± 0.0020 236
ESO119-016 72.870026 -61.649696 9.7 26.6 ± 12.0 16.11 ± 0.01 15.81 ± 0.01 14.665 ± 0.0010 0
ESO120-012 84.996724 -58.584689 7.1 14.4 ± 2.2 14.85 ± 0.01 14.65 ± 0.01 14.072 ± 0.0010 0
ESO120-021 88.3107 -59.06638 10.0 17.4 ± -999.0 16.35 ± 0.05 16.07 ± 0.01 15.618 ± 0.03 0
ESO145-025 328.520398 -57.61159 9.0 22.5 ± -999.0 15.15 ± 0.04 15.04 ± 0.04 14.713 ± 0.0050 0
ESO146-014 333.249272 -62.068365 6.5 21.4 ± 2.4 16.13 ± 0.03 15.87 ± 0.02 15.208 ± 0.0090 1081
ESO149-001 356.9529 -57.07261 8.0 22.7 ± -999.0 14.79 ± 0.01 14.35 ± 0.01 13.509 ± 0.0040 0
ESO149-003 358.011185 -52.57744 9.7 6.3 ± 0.2 15.64 ± 0.01 15.59 ± 0.01 15.707 ± 0.057 356
ESO150-005 5.607727 -53.648004 7.8 15.2 ± 2.2 15.48 ± 0.01 15.26 ± 0.01 14.083 ± 0.0060 0
ESO154-023 44.201502 -54.577723 8.9 6.8 ± 1.3 13.77 ± 0.01 13.59 ± 0.01 12.782 ± 0.0050 237
ESO157-049 69.903689 -53.01257 5.5 24.3 ± 0.6 17.63 ± 0.13 17.22 ± 0.03 12.652 ± 0.0010 0
ESO159-025 85.77587 -52.706139 10.0 11.8 ± -999.0 16.36 ± 0.14 16.01 ± 0.02 15.192 ± 0.021 0
ESO187-035 314.233238 -55.720531 9.0 26.2 ± -999.0 16.54 ± 0.1 16.39 ± 0.02 15.424 ± 0.011 0
ESO187-051 316.88834 -54.950367 9.0 16.8 ± -999.0 16.16 ± 0.05 15.96 ± 0.02 15.029 ± 0.0080 0
ESO202-035 68.068681 -49.675887 3.5 23.8 ± 2.3 15.33 ± 0.01 14.92 ± 0.01 12.61 ± 0.0010 988
ESO202-041 69.236166 -52.17518 8.9 17.0 ± 4.2 15.88 ± 0.02 15.74 ± 0.01 15.66 ± 0.0050 0
ESO234-043 308.05724 -48.53057 8.9 27.0 ± 4.4 16.0 ± 0.01 15.59 ± 0.01 14.495 ± 0.0010 1055
ESO234-049 308.82525 -49.86563 4.1 34.5 ± -999.0 14.71 ± 0.01 14.39 ± 0.01 13.107 ± 0.0030 0
ESO236-039 326.311016 -49.008637 8.6 21.4 ± -999.0 16.76 ± 0.01 16.54 ± 0.02 15.648 ± 0.0020 0
ESO237-052 334.447544 -49.259695 7.5 36.5 ± 3.4 15.96 ± 0.01 15.69 ± 0.01 14.372 ± 0.0090 0
ESO238-018 338.933199 -50.890996 5.5 39.4 ± -999.0 15.49 ± 0.01 15.34 ± 0.01 14.527 ± 0.0080 0
ESO240-011 354.455877 -47.727325 4.9 41.4 ± 7.4 16.08 ± 0.02 15.64 ± 0.01 11.109 ± 0.0010 1296
ESO245-005 26.26605 -43.59854 9.9 4.2 ± 0.5 13.75 ± 0.01 13.6 ± 0.01 13.738 ± 0.0010 235
ESO245-007 27.774822 -44.444637 9.5 0.4 ± 0.0 16.39 ± 0.01 15.28 ± 0.02 13.883 ± 0.027 222
ESO248-002 46.276229 -45.961821 6.9 19.9 ± 1.3 16.2 ± 0.01 15.76 ± 0.01 13.57 ± 0.0010 0
ESO249-008 54.328722 -43.586393 1.3 16.7 ± -999.0 15.95 ± 0.01 15.71 ± 0.01 14.26 ± 0.0080 0
ESO249-026 58.5537 -43.75734 7.2 12.4 ± -999.0 16.43 ± 0.01 16.15 ± 0.03 16.001 ± 0.01 0
ESO249-027 58.62285 -44.75316 9.9 16.4 ± -999.0 16.67 ± 0.06 16.35 ± 0.02 15.124 ± 0.0010 0
ESO249-035 59.73779 -45.85919 5.9 22.9 ± 4.1 17.64 ± 0.01 17.33 ± 0.01 17.009 ± 0.0020 0
ESO249-036 59.8155 -45.87331 10.0 9.4 ± -999.0 16.25 ± 0.01 16.03 ± 0.01 15.251 ± 0.014 0
ESO285-048 311.167157 -45.978448 5.9 33.1 ± 2.2 15.31 ± 0.01 14.95 ± 0.01 13.271 ± 0.0010 1051
ESO286-044 316.411012 -42.781278 -0.8 31.8 ± -999.0 18.74 ± 0.47 17.34 ± 0.06 13.299 ± 0.0010 0
ESO287-009 320.318039 -46.152687 4.3 44.1 ± 9.2 16.76 ± 0.01 16.4 ± 0.01 13.777 ± 0.0010 0
ESO287-037 323.631159 -44.313991 8.5 34.6 ± -999.0 15.51 ± 0.01 15.19 ± 0.01 13.594 ± 0.0080 0
ESO287-043 324.550622 -43.934117 5.9 30.6 ± 1.9 16.45 ± 0.01 16.14 ± 0.01 14.176 ± 0.0010 1152
ESO288-013 327.9436 -43.123678 9.0 34.2 ± -999.0 16.23 ± 0.03 15.92 ± 0.01 14.448 ± 0.0010 0
ESO289-026 335.88679 -42.273446 7.9 26.5 ± 4.3 15.73 ± 0.01 15.5 ± 0.01 14.417 ± 0.0070 0
ESO289-048 340.237094 -45.660639 4.9 34.3 ± 1.8 16.47 ± 0.01 16.13 ± 0.01 14.556 ± 0.0020 0
ESO291-024 350.919492 -42.402196 5.0 27.5 ± 4.0 16.67 ± 0.01 16.36 ± 0.01 14.794 ± 0.0010 1086
ESO292-014 355.64679 -44.904787 6.7 29.5 ± 6.0 16.62 ± 0.02 16.05 ± 0.01 13.076 ± 0.0010 0
ESO293-034 1.58355 -41.49728 6.2 18.3 ± -999.0 14.77 ± 0.01 14.38 ± 0.01 11.612 ± 0.0010 0
ESO293-045 2.853125 -41.398099 7.8 27.9 ± 5.5 16.27 ± 0.01 16.11 ± 0.01 15.784 ± 0.0070 0
ESO298-015 32.661758 -40.918056 6.2 21.5 ± 1.9 15.97 ± 0.01 15.68 ± 0.01 14.156 ± 0.058 0
ESO298-023 33.615 -39.185112 6.0 18.3 ± -999.0 16.16 ± 0.01 15.95 ± 0.01 15.136 ± 0.117 0
ESO300-014 47.409897 -41.031622 8.9 11.5 ± 2.1 15.02 ± 0.01 14.67 ± 0.01 13.026 ± 0.0030 952
ESO302-014 57.920049 -38.453462 10.0 9.3 ± -999.0 15.87 ± 0.01 15.79 ± 0.02 15.948 ± 0.012 0
ESO302-021 58.969024 -40.685862 5.0 10.5 ± -999.0 16.92 ± 0.01 16.75 ± 0.08 16.138 ± 0.018 0
ESO305-009 77.032183 -38.309897 8.0 13.2 ± 3.0 14.44 ± 0.01 14.19 ± 0.01 13.818 ± 0.0010 954
ESO305-017 78.751506 -41.392456 9.9 14.3 ± -999.0 15.73 ± 0.01 15.44 ± 0.01 14.657 ± 0.0010 0
ESO340-008 304.29915 -40.92369 6.1 44.1 ± 4.5 18.53 ± 0.23 17.23 ± 0.03 14.259 ± 0.0010 1117
ESO340-009 304.337454 -38.674033 7.1 33.9 ± 3.1 15.93 ± 0.01 15.45 ± 0.01 14.627 ± 0.017 1117
ESO340-017 304.922719 -39.288508 8.0 35.0 ± -999.0 15.44 ± 0.02 15.0 ± 0.03 13.626 ± 0.0040 0
ESO340-042 308.733284 -40.623914 7.8 35.5 ± -999.0 16.01 ± 0.01 15.67 ± 0.01 14.378 ± 0.0030 0
ESO341-032 315.889158 -39.446309 9.0 36.8 ± -999.0 15.19 ± 0.01 14.91 ± 0.01 13.692 ± 0.0030 0
ESO342-050 322.062601 -37.861329 5.0 31.5 ± 3.4 15.15 ± 0.01 14.79 ± 0.01 12.066 ± 0.0020 1161
ESO345-046 340.815874 -39.867725 7.0 26.7 ± -999.0 14.96 ± 0.01 14.84 ± 0.01 13.478 ± 0.0020 0
ESO346-001 342.140642 -39.649081 5.1 28.2 ± 10.2 17.52 ± 0.02 17.07 ± 0.01 13.379 ± 0.0010 1152

Continued on next page
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Namea RAb DECc Td Distancee FUVf NUVg M3.6
h Group IDi

ESO346-014 343.779034 -38.583455 6.6 45.1 ± 5.7 16.41 ± 0.01 16.04 ± 0.01 14.911 ± 0.0080 1152
ESO347-008 350.2047 -41.73094 9.0 1.0 ± -999.0 16.15 ± 0.01 15.98 ± 0.01 15.306 ± 0.033 0
ESO347-017 351.7344 -37.34695 9.0 8.2 ± -999.0 15.6 ± 0.01 15.37 ± 0.01 14.442 ± 0.0050 0
ESO347-029 354.113871 -38.783104 7.9 24.7 ± 4.3 15.3 ± 0.01 15.07 ± 0.01 13.949 ± 0.0030 1094
ESO355-026 38.072987 -35.030535 4.2 31.5 ± 4.8 15.63 ± 0.01 15.32 ± 0.01 13.197 ± 0.0020 0
ESO356-018 43.801852 -36.299647 5.0 20.9 ± 1.2 16.71 ± 0.01 16.48 ± 0.01 15.029 ± 0.0040 0
ESO357-007 47.59798 -33.153556 9.0 14.7 ± 3.0 16.36 ± 0.01 16.09 ± 0.01 14.857 ± 0.0030 846
ESO357-012 49.222491 -35.541387 7.0 22.6 ± 2.6 15.24 ± 0.01 15.04 ± 0.01 13.881 ± 0.018 843
ESO357-025 50.905079 -35.778525 -2.8 17.3 ± 4.4 17.62 ± 0.01 17.11 ± 0.01 14.926 ± 0.0020 843
ESO358-005 51.819008 -33.485802 9.0 21.7 ± -999.0 16.66 ± 0.01 16.36 ± 0.02 14.794 ± 0.0050 0
ESO358-015 53.27847 -34.80705 8.9 16.1 ± -999.0 17.32 ± 0.02 16.95 ± 0.04 15.157 ± 0.0020 0
ESO358-020 53.739019 -32.639537 9.3 23.4 ± -999.0 17.25 ± 0.01 16.72 ± 0.01 14.285 ± 0.0070 0
ESO358-025 53.88729 -32.465485 -2.6 18.6 ± 4.3 17.92 ± 0.01 16.79 ± 0.02 13.213 ± 0.0010 843
ESO358-051 55.385988 -34.887995 0.0 15.7 ± -999.0 16.3 ± 0.01 15.85 ± 0.01 13.685 ± 0.0030 843
ESO358-054 55.759165 -36.272745 8.0 16.9 ± -999.0 15.66 ± 0.01 15.44 ± 0.01 14.315 ± 0.0010 0
ESO358-060 56.30115 -35.57055 9.9 10.7 ± -999.0 16.66 ± 0.01 16.6 ± 0.01 16.549 ± 0.0040 0
ESO358-063 56.579091 -34.94358 7.7 19.7 ± 3.9 15.91 ± 0.01 15.16 ± 0.01 11.314 ± 0.0010 843
ESO359-003 58.00376 -33.468005 1.4 15.8 ± 3.4 16.98 ± 0.07 16.33 ± 0.03 14.415 ± 0.0010 843
ESO359-022 62.189941 -35.389356 8.6 19.1 ± -999.0 17.13 ± 0.01 16.99 ± 0.01 16.645 ± 0.0060 0
ESO361-009 71.74515 -35.91653 9.9 17.9 ± -999.0 16.47 ± 0.03 16.19 ± 0.01 15.892 ± 0.035 0
ESO361-015 72.989 -33.17927 6.7 19.5 ± 3.6 15.64 ± 0.01 15.19 ± 0.01 13.146 ± 0.0030 954
ESO361-019 73.719621 -37.320854 1.1 30.9 ± -999.0 15.6 ± 0.01 15.28 ± 0.01 14.171 ± 0.0020 0
ESO362-009 77.997256 -32.972063 9.1 10.2 ± -999.0 14.1 ± 0.01 13.86 ± 0.01 13.189 ± 0.0010 0
ESO362-011 79.161786 -37.10284 4.3 20.2 ± 3.9 15.26 ± 0.02 14.7 ± 0.02 11.674 ± 0.0010 955
ESO362-019 80.26546 -36.95673 8.9 16.5 ± 1.4 15.17 ± 0.01 14.96 ± 0.01 14.651 ± 0.0010 955
ESO399-025 303.365434 -37.188765 0.4 33.9 ± -999.0 16.45 ± 0.28 15.74 ± 0.04 12.469 ± 0.0040 0
ESO400-025 306.909657 -32.957578 7.8 29.0 ± -999.0 16.7 ± 0.05 16.22 ± 0.02 14.755 ± 0.0030 0
ESO402-025 320.566343 -36.627557 4.8 34.3 ± -999.0 17.15 ± 0.05 16.82 ± 0.04 15.175 ± 0.0020 0
ESO402-026 320.630719 -36.681526 1.9 48.2 ± 6.8 16.31 ± 0.02 15.76 ± 0.01 11.658 ± 0.0010 0
ESO402-030 321.685171 -34.49894 -0.8 36.0 ± -999.0 16.31 ± 0.04 15.63 ± 0.01 12.905 ± 0.0020 0
ESO403-024 326.665209 -36.205534 6.0 34.9 ± -999.0 17.28 ± 0.01 16.81 ± 0.03 14.708 ± 0.0010 0
ESO404-012 329.280033 -34.58214 5.1 36.4 ± 2.0 14.73 ± 0.01 14.33 ± 0.01 12.049 ± 0.0010 0
ESO404-017 330.233716 -35.286633 7.6 41.3 ± 7.9 16.42 ± 0.03 16.3 ± 0.02 15.09 ± 0.0020 1152
ESO404-018 330.2922 -32.57877 6.8 27.9 ± 4.1 17.05 ± 0.02 16.65 ± 0.02 15.191 ± 0.0060 1153
ESO404-027 330.949233 -32.284993 5.0 39.4 ± 7.0 15.81 ± 0.01 15.43 ± 0.01 12.976 ± 0.0020 1152
ESO406-042 345.55935 -37.08359 8.8 19.7 ± 2.6 15.58 ± 0.01 15.4 ± 0.01 14.749 ± 0.0090 0
ESO407-007 347.413896 -36.42003 3.1 32.8 ± 7.8 17.57 ± 0.02 16.72 ± 0.07 12.325 ± 0.0010 1087
ESO407-009 348.1868 -37.207927 6.7 24.6 ± 4.2 16.39 ± 0.01 16.05 ± 0.02 13.788 ± 0.0030 1087
ESO407-014 349.414827 -34.790799 5.1 40.5 ± 5.3 15.19 ± 0.01 14.89 ± 0.01 13.156 ± 0.0010 1302
ESO407-018 351.61665 -32.38919 9.8 2.0 ± 0.5 15.41 ± 0.01 15.19 ± 0.01 14.535 ± 0.01 234
ESO408-012 354.393697 -36.996204 6.8 56.6 ± 13.0 16.6 ± 0.07 16.31 ± 0.02 15.085 ± 0.0080 0
ESO409-015 1.38364 -28.099908 5.4 9.8 ± -999.0 15.94 ± 0.01 15.86 ± 0.01 15.873 ± 0.0010 0
ESO410-012 7.073298 -27.982521 4.6 20.6 ± -999.0 17.44 ± 0.01 17.18 ± 0.01 16.736 ± 0.0060 0
ESO410-018 8.545903 -30.774519 8.9 19.0 ± -999.0 15.39 ± 0.01 15.21 ± 0.01 14.536 ± 0.057 0
ESO411-013 11.776317 -31.581403 9.0 23.5 ± -999.0 17.87 ± 0.25 17.36 ± 0.03 16.037 ± 0.0020 0
ESO411-026 13.190037 -31.717423 9.0 21.5 ± -999.0 17.57 ± 0.01 17.33 ± 0.01 15.931 ± 0.0030 0
ESO418-008 52.877732 -30.213335 7.7 20.7 ± 3.5 15.26 ± 0.01 14.99 ± 0.01 13.804 ± 0.0030 844
ESO420-009 62.752711 -31.407467 5.0 18.3 ± -999.0 15.65 ± 0.01 15.41 ± 0.01 13.39 ± 0.0020 0
ESO421-019 72.30208 -29.20713 9.0 17.0 ± -999.0 14.53 ± 0.01 14.33 ± 0.01 13.218 ± 0.0020 0
ESO422-005 73.0232 -28.59197 9.5 26.3 ± 7.0 16.05 ± 0.01 15.91 ± 0.01 15.592 ± 0.272 0
ESO422-033 76.70456 -27.657357 9.7 16.9 ± -999.0 15.56 ± 0.01 15.42 ± 0.01 14.56 ± 0.0030 0
ESO423-002 78.817973 -30.526685 6.5 21.4 ± 1.9 15.21 ± 0.01 14.8 ± 0.01 12.729 ± 0.0010 886
ESO438-017 169.32392 -27.82243 4.9 16.6 ± -999.0 15.81 ± 0.03 15.37 ± 0.03 13.747 ± 0.0010 0
ESO440-004 176.424282 -28.366263 7.9 49.0 ± 5.7 15.56 ± 0.19 15.06 ± 0.09 14.363 ± 0.0020 417
ESO440-011 177.189725 -28.2935 6.9 27.6 ± -999.0 14.56 ± 0.07 14.11 ± 0.01 12.43 ± 0.0010 0
ESO440-027 178.350191 -28.553057 6.6 21.6 ± 2.2 15.34 ± 0.03 14.75 ± 0.01 11.907 ± 0.0010 417
ESO440-044 180.69374 -29.09284 8.7 11.4 ± 2.4 15.42 ± 0.03 14.95 ± 0.01 13.913 ± 0.0060 417
ESO440-046 181.17165 -28.11641 8.7 15.4 ± 6.6 15.73 ± 0.01 15.16 ± 0.01 13.522 ± 0.0040 417
ESO440-049 181.391815 -31.423583 6.9 30.2 ± -999.0 16.06 ± 0.05 15.79 ± 0.02 14.228 ± 0.0090 0
ESO441-011 182.355 -28.8013 5.7 30.8 ± 2.1 16.74 ± 0.19 16.21 ± 0.02 15.444 ± 0.0030 420
ESO441-014 182.558127 -30.079869 4.2 28.9 ± -999.0 16.59 ± 0.04 16.11 ± 0.02 14.485 ± 0.0020 420
ESO441-017 182.782784 -31.126646 4.4 34.9 ± 1.7 15.47 ± 0.05 14.98 ± 0.01 13.26 ± 0.0040 0
ESO442-013 189.306177 -28.49352 5.9 24.6 ± 4.7 14.6 ± 0.03 14.25 ± 0.01 13.762 ± 0.0080 413
ESO443-021 194.941287 -29.599978 5.7 47.5 ± 5.1 17.19 ± 0.12 16.52 ± 0.04 12.631 ± 0.0010 78
ESO443-069 196.721036 -28.557378 6.0 34.8 ± 2.7 14.66 ± 0.01 14.23 ± 0.01 12.699 ± 0.0010 0
ESO443-079 197.594976 -27.9763 9.8 25.4 ± 2.8 16.62 ± 0.1 16.18 ± 0.01 15.448 ± 0.0040 52
ESO443-080 197.79023 -28.01012 8.7 36.8 ± 10.3 14.77 ± 0.01 14.5 ± 0.01 14.523 ± 0.0070 52
ESO443-085 198.80851 -32.25393 8.0 23.1 ± 3.7 16.76 ± 0.02 16.12 ± 0.01 14.212 ± 0.0010 0
ESO444-033 201.518758 -32.12903 8.4 31.5 ± 3.9 16.69 ± 0.01 16.22 ± 0.01 14.735 ± 0.0010 70
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ESO444-037 201.7536 -30.07641 7.5 34.8 ± 8.9 15.72 ± 0.01 15.42 ± 0.01 15.149 ± 0.025 53
ESO445-089 210.266984 -30.327145 6.7 36.3 ± -999.0 14.53 ± 0.01 14.16 ± 0.01 12.839 ± 0.0020 0
ESO466-014 328.595368 -31.969123 3.5 47.7 ± 15.7 19.01 ± 0.04 18.32 ± 0.01 13.914 ± 0.0020 0
ESO467-051 335.82165 -28.98088 6.1 19.7 ± 1.7 15.93 ± 0.01 15.71 ± 0.01 14.899 ± 0.0090 0
ESO469-015 347.231746 -30.858073 3.5 27.5 ± 5.1 16.72 ± 0.01 16.37 ± 0.01 13.552 ± 0.0010 1092
ESO471-006 355.93785 -31.9593 8.6 5.9 ± 1.8 14.89 ± 0.01 14.7 ± 0.01 14.033 ± 0.0040 233
ESO476-010 21.676041 -25.314961 8.8 21.8 ± 1.7 16.63 ± 0.01 16.39 ± 0.03 15.466 ± 0.0020 923
ESO477-016 29.066558 -22.900982 4.2 36.8 ± 6.0 16.74 ± 0.07 16.4 ± 0.02 13.99 ± 0.0010 0
ESO479-004 36.58979 -24.29105 8.5 19.4 ± 1.1 14.31 ± 0.01 14.04 ± 0.01 12.726 ± 0.0010 894
ESO479-025 40.531085 -24.130707 5.5 20.6 ± -999.0 16.3 ± 0.01 15.9 ± 0.01 13.587 ± 0.0010 0
ESO480-025 45.959885 -25.272082 8.8 23.0 ± -999.0 17.08 ± 0.02 16.36 ± 0.42 15.063 ± 0.0070 0
ESO481-014 48.41813 -25.18888 8.9 20.5 ± 2.0 15.04 ± 0.01 14.8 ± 0.01 14.274 ± 0.0030 850
ESO481-030 52.409081 -23.350583 7.0 23.0 ± 2.5 17.71 ± 0.07 17.28 ± 0.02 15.747 ± 0.0050 0
ESO482-005 53.25953 -24.13285 7.7 30.1 ± 0.6 16.98 ± 0.09 16.73 ± 0.01 15.213 ± 0.023 0
ESO482-011 54.072417 -25.604645 4.6 21.2 ± -999.0 17.51 ± 0.03 17.03 ± 0.02 14.336 ± 0.014 0
ESO482-013 54.2244 -24.91278 -1.0 24.6 ± -999.0 16.48 ± 0.01 16.17 ± 0.01 14.997 ± 0.0060 0
ESO482-035 55.311813 -23.83704 2.2 27.3 ± 3.9 16.1 ± 0.03 15.6 ± 0.01 13.009 ± 0.0020 849
ESO482-046 57.426015 -26.9936 5.1 23.1 ± 3.7 16.41 ± 0.01 15.94 ± 0.01 13.128 ± 0.0010 849
ESO483-008 61.51024 -22.631343 9.0 19.9 ± -999.0 17.34 ± 0.08 17.17 ± 0.07 16.298 ± 0.0050 0
ESO483-013 63.171322 -23.158943 -2.6 12.0 ± -999.0 15.85 ± 0.01 15.42 ± 0.02 13.503 ± 0.0010 0
ESO485-021 73.221073 -25.246472 8.2 16.0 ± -999.0 14.22 ± 0.01 14.07 ± 0.01 13.596 ± 0.023 0
ESO486-003 74.890986 -22.697084 8.9 23.5 ± -999.0 16.69 ± 0.08 16.62 ± 0.02 15.554 ± 0.0010 0
ESO486-021 75.833051 -25.422974 4.2 11.1 ± -999.0 15.32 ± 0.01 15.1 ± 0.01 14.536 ± 0.0010 0
ESO501-080 160.659181 -23.935891 4.9 14.0 ± 1.7 15.11 ± 0.01 14.66 ± 0.01 13.771 ± 0.0040 1013
ESO502-023 168.0585 -24.23299 10.0 19.5 ± -999.0 16.82 ± 0.15 16.47 ± 0.01 16.071 ± 0.0010 0
ESO503-022 173.37255 -26.94621 9.8 23.2 ± 1.5 16.49 ± 0.03 16.05 ± 0.01 14.369 ± 0.0010 0
ESO504-010 175.762209 -23.433477 8.7 25.8 ± -999.0 17.72 ± 0.1 17.24 ± 0.02 16.112 ± 0.0010 0
ESO504-024 178.40759 -26.995978 9.0 25.3 ± -999.0 17.63 ± 0.24 17.23 ± 0.02 15.399 ± 0.0030 0
ESO504-028 178.727357 -27.249699 7.0 27.0 ± -999.0 16.22 ± 0.04 15.79 ± 0.01 13.67 ± 0.0020 0
ESO505-002 180.13275 -24.72393 9.7 22.8 ± -999.0 15.74 ± 0.06 15.37 ± 0.03 14.33 ± 0.0060 0
ESO505-003 180.2799 -24.56847 7.7 24.5 ± 4.2 15.63 ± 0.01 15.11 ± 0.01 13.394 ± 0.0010 417
ESO505-008 180.8958 -25.38031 4.0 28.3 ± 8.0 16.49 ± 0.03 16.06 ± 0.01 14.613 ± 0.0010 417
ESO505-009 180.961311 -27.601938 5.0 28.5 ± -999.0 16.89 ± 0.04 16.31 ± 0.02 15.378 ± 0.0030 0
ESO505-013 181.530507 -22.8497 8.5 25.7 ± -999.0 14.37 ± 0.01 14.02 ± 0.01 13.29 ± 0.0010 0
ESO506-018 188.423713 -23.680613 5.6 55.9 ± 0.4 18.19 ± 0.14 17.6 ± 0.2 16.368 ± 0.0020 0
ESO506-029 189.814772 -26.910782 6.0 39.9 ± -999.0 16.22 ± 0.01 15.93 ± 0.01 14.35 ± 0.017 0
ESO506-033 190.057556 -25.326814 -2.0 16.2 ± -999.0 19.03 ± 0.76 16.18 ± 0.03 11.867 ± 0.0010 0
ESO507-065 195.2706 -26.09101 8.6 34.2 ± -999.0 16.6 ± 0.08 16.32 ± 0.03 14.918 ± 0.041 0
ESO508-007 196.782378 -24.110334 7.0 32.7 ± 5.2 19.4 ± 0.71 15.62 ± 0.03 15.147 ± 0.022 0
ESO508-011 196.937662 -22.857803 6.6 33.0 ± 5.4 15.56 ± 0.01 15.01 ± 0.01 13.364 ± 0.0030 73
ESO508-030 198.72855 -23.14375 9.9 23.5 ± -999.0 16.6 ± 0.05 15.53 ± 0.27 15.761 ± 0.127 0
ESO508-051 200.123719 -26.08554 7.9 27.8 ± 5.9 15.95 ± 0.26 15.76 ± 0.02 14.685 ± 0.0040 51
ESO509-074 203.922318 -24.073721 4.7 35.0 ± 3.1 16.26 ± 0.1 15.49 ± 0.02 12.121 ± 0.0010 81
ESO510-058 211.155747 -24.833142 5.9 30.9 ± -999.0 15.88 ± 0.07 15.37 ± 0.04 12.918 ± 0.0010 0
ESO510-059 211.19264 -24.82708 5.9 33.6 ± -999.0 14.47 ± 0.01 14.12 ± 0.01 13.393 ± 0.0050 0
ESO532-014 330.738775 -22.472753 5.9 21.4 ± 3.9 16.2 ± 0.01 16.03 ± 0.01 15.527 ± 0.0020 1107
ESO532-022 332.297317 -27.16584 5.5 30.4 ± 2.4 15.98 ± 0.01 15.75 ± 0.01 14.482 ± 0.0020 0
ESO532-032 333.221624 -25.64297 7.9 33.9 ± 0.9 17.57 ± 0.05 17.34 ± 0.02 16.454 ± 0.0050 0
ESO533-028 336.663972 -24.87167 4.6 34.4 ± -999.0 15.59 ± 0.01 15.23 ± 0.01 13.227 ± 0.0010 0
ESO536-003 350.567274 -23.700715 6.0 23.8 ± -999.0 18.77 ± 0.14 17.96 ± 0.03 15.367 ± 0.0040 0
ESO539-007 4.701543 -19.007968 8.7 25.6 ± -999.0 16.27 ± 0.07 16.05 ± 0.03 15.256 ± 0.011 0
ESO540-031 12.4575 -21.01273 9.8 3.4 ± 0.2 16.85 ± 0.01 16.59 ± 0.02 16.189 ± 0.048 233
ESO541-004 14.741564 -18.742712 4.2 32.5 ± 4.8 15.26 ± 0.01 14.92 ± 0.01 12.419 ± 0.0010 1301
ESO541-005 14.826662 -20.578984 8.0 26.1 ± -999.0 17.06 ± 0.07 16.81 ± 0.03 15.462 ± 0.0010 0
ESO544-027 33.227604 -19.31666 3.5 40.3 ± 8.0 18.33 ± 0.06 17.97 ± 0.07 13.665 ± 0.0010 888
ESO544-030 33.7386 -20.21175 7.9 16.1 ± 3.5 15.5 ± 0.01 15.06 ± 0.01 13.203 ± 0.0010 0
ESO545-002 34.813343 -18.932474 8.9 21.4 ± 1.5 16.19 ± 0.02 16.01 ± 0.01 14.602 ± 0.01 894
ESO545-003 34.871868 -21.43541 4.0 19.4 ± 3.2 16.9 ± 0.07 16.51 ± 0.01 15.272 ± 0.0020 894
ESO545-005 35.025414 -19.750732 7.6 31.2 ± 1.4 16.06 ± 0.01 15.53 ± 0.01 12.949 ± 0.0030 888
ESO545-016 36.49725 -21.42161 9.0 18.4 ± -999.0 16.06 ± 0.06 15.84 ± 0.06 14.635 ± 0.0010 0
ESO546-034 44.654521 -18.698195 8.8 20.9 ± -999.0 16.7 ± 0.01 16.53 ± 0.01 16.038 ± 0.053 0
ESO547-005 45.8955 -18.36709 10.0 21.2 ± -999.0 16.84 ± 0.01 16.63 ± 0.01 15.246 ± 0.0010 0
ESO547-012 47.403999 -17.831404 7.9 36.0 ± 1.7 18.05 ± 0.01 17.75 ± 0.01 16.789 ± 0.02 0
ESO547-020 48.239985 -17.929781 9.5 26.6 ± -999.0 16.53 ± 0.01 16.39 ± 0.01 15.292 ± 0.022 0
ESO548-009 51.1587 -19.2978 6.7 91.9 ± -999.0 19.0 ± 0.05 18.54 ± 0.03 17.107 ± 0.0060 0
ESO548-016 51.51 -21.340651 6.9 28.3 ± -999.0 19.08 ± 0.23 18.29 ± 0.07 14.838 ± 0.011 0
ESO548-021 51.898514 -21.22791 7.7 21.2 ± 1.4 17.07 ± 0.02 16.62 ± 0.01 14.155 ± 0.0030 849
ESO548-023 52.060513 -17.419897 -3.7 21.9 ± -999.0 16.65 ± 0.01 16.22 ± 0.01 14.42 ± 0.044 0
ESO548-032 53.080187 -17.718751 9.0 33.3 ± 9.3 15.82 ± 0.02 15.67 ± 0.01 15.158 ± 0.0060 0
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ESO548-063 54.894465 -20.015207 4.0 25.1 ± 2.0 19.09 ± 0.2 18.02 ± 0.03 14.445 ± 0.011 0
ESO548-082 55.681087 -17.507317 4.2 23.0 ± -999.0 17.19 ± 0.09 16.57 ± 0.02 15.542 ± 0.0010 0
ESO549-002 55.739281 -19.020772 9.6 14.8 ± -999.0 16.4 ± 0.18 16.06 ± 0.06 14.802 ± 0.0020 0
ESO549-018 57.058561 -21.474404 4.8 31.0 ± 7.9 16.26 ± 0.01 15.9 ± 0.04 12.593 ± 0.0090 849
ESO549-035 58.766495 -20.383236 6.0 24.3 ± -999.0 16.77 ± 0.01 16.49 ± 0.01 15.508 ± 0.0070 0
ESO550-005 61.499487 -17.773913 8.8 22.8 ± 1.6 16.09 ± 0.01 15.89 ± 0.01 14.979 ± 0.043 0
ESO550-024 65.307 -21.84583 6.7 13.6 ± 3.8 14.26 ± 0.01 13.98 ± 0.01 12.665 ± 0.0010 987
ESO551-016 68.918902 -21.988227 4.1 19.0 ± 4.7 16.3 ± 0.03 15.91 ± 0.03 14.83 ± 0.0030 0
ESO551-031 70.61985 -21.69146 6.7 23.5 ± 1.0 16.92 ± 0.12 16.38 ± 0.04 14.702 ± 0.0020 0
ESO553-017 77.79989 -19.612803 5.0 38.2 ± 0.7 17.04 ± 0.03 16.85 ± 0.02 15.933 ± 0.0090 0
ESO569-014 162.850288 -19.890663 6.4 26.5 ± 2.6 15.62 ± 0.01 15.2 ± 0.01 12.989 ± 0.0010 434
ESO572-012 178.488049 -20.137782 4.8 18.5 ± 0.5 16.59 ± 0.03 16.35 ± 0.01 14.885 ± 0.083 409
ESO572-018 178.961221 -18.196321 4.7 25.7 ± 4.6 15.25 ± 0.04 14.97 ± 0.01 13.454 ± 0.0010 409
ESO572-030 179.606343 -22.440118 9.1 21.6 ± 3.7 15.67 ± 0.12 15.43 ± 0.01 14.112 ± 0.0040 409
ESO575-061 197.064135 -21.00136 7.0 29.4 ± 5.2 17.76 ± 0.9 17.53 ± 0.14 14.511 ± 0.086 50
ESO576-001 197.598995 -21.684189 3.1 85.6 ± 25.1 17.7 ± 0.21 17.0 ± 0.03 13.405 ± 0.0010 0
ESO576-003 197.648723 -21.748127 6.7 34.5 ± 7.3 15.3 ± 0.08 14.76 ± 0.01 13.567 ± 0.0010 93
ESO576-005 197.824856 -19.828256 8.0 36.7 ± -999.0 16.69 ± 0.37 17.25 ± 0.03 14.43 ± 0.223 0
ESO576-008 198.078717 -19.445963 -1.6 37.6 ± -999.0 18.12 ± 0.38 17.31 ± 0.02 13.687 ± 0.0070 0
ESO576-011 198.271297 -19.976962 5.8 36.9 ± 4.0 16.22 ± 0.04 15.75 ± 0.01 12.699 ± 0.0010 93
ESO576-017 198.804007 -17.966628 7.0 37.0 ± -999.0 16.31 ± 0.04 15.94 ± 0.04 14.248 ± 0.0010 0
ESO576-032 199.966741 -22.278931 5.8 29.1 ± 11.0 15.04 ± 0.01 14.59 ± 0.01 12.201 ± 0.0010 73
ESO576-040 200.182506 -22.051112 6.7 22.6 ± 4.5 16.28 ± 0.2 15.85 ± 0.03 13.872 ± 0.0010 51
ESO576-059 201.64548 -22.238148 9.8 22.7 ± -999.0 16.38 ± 0.08 16.4 ± 0.11 14.779 ± 0.115 0
ESO577-038 207.10665 -18.87146 6.9 37.1 ± 0.4 17.44 ± 0.21 17.31 ± 0.02 16.889 ± 0.0010 0
ESO580-022 221.521819 -18.022008 7.7 29.6 ± -999.0 15.46 ± 0.06 15.14 ± 0.04 13.417 ± 0.0020 0
ESO580-029 221.890282 -19.76409 5.0 34.3 ± 3.1 16.96 ± 0.14 16.37 ± 0.02 12.186 ± 0.0010 722
ESO580-030 221.897735 -18.070462 5.5 35.4 ± -999.0 15.12 ± 0.09 14.89 ± 0.01 13.25 ± 0.0010 0
ESO580-034 221.97675 -19.13045 5.1 36.4 ± -999.0 16.78 ± 0.09 16.24 ± 0.01 15.319 ± 0.0040 0
ESO580-041 222.652075 -18.151099 4.1 33.4 ± 8.0 15.66 ± 0.14 15.28 ± 0.01 13.419 ± 0.0030 708
ESO581-025 228.378847 -20.674888 6.9 29.9 ± 2.8 15.17 ± 0.06 14.62 ± 0.03 11.566 ± 0.0010 701
ESO582-004 230.191535 -18.349013 5.0 30.8 ± 2.5 16.51 ± 0.14 15.84 ± 0.04 14.376 ± 0.0060 0
ESO601-007 330.590287 -21.041171 8.2 19.9 ± 3.3 17.49 ± 0.13 17.1 ± 0.01 14.896 ± 0.0020 1107
ESO601-031 333.415501 -21.733619 9.9 34.7 ± -999.0 16.3 ± 0.01 16.07 ± 0.02 15.541 ± 0.0010 0
ESO602-003 334.20976 -21.249852 9.9 33.3 ± -999.0 15.71 ± 0.01 15.44 ± 0.01 14.939 ± 0.0010 0
ESO602-015 335.710447 -20.350209 6.7 37.1 ± 3.9 16.41 ± 0.01 16.18 ± 0.01 15.856 ± 0.049 1155
ESO602-030 339.212659 -19.806985 6.8 30.9 ± -999.0 15.74 ± 0.01 15.41 ± 0.01 14.124 ± 0.0010 0
ESO603-031 344.360144 -17.885553 1.0 30.2 ± -999.0 16.6 ± 0.01 16.29 ± 0.02 14.468 ± 0.0030 0
ESO605-015 354.1509 -21.86164 6.5 21.6 ± 2.3 17.8 ± 0.12 17.6 ± 0.1 16.853 ± 0.069 0
IC0101 21.035722 9.930381 3.0 44.4 ± 1.0 17.51 ± 0.03 16.98 ± 0.01 14.174 ± 0.0010 908
IC0167 27.785705 21.912753 5.0 27.7 ± 5.8 15.03 ± 0.02 14.76 ± 0.01 13.554 ± 0.0030 916
IC0210 32.367652 -9.67993 4.1 25.5 ± 1.0 16.4 ± 0.02 15.97 ± 0.01 11.757 ± 0.0010 897
IC0217 34.043222 -11.927323 5.7 27.1 ± 2.8 16.03 ± 0.01 15.47 ± 0.01 13.056 ± 0.0010 897
IC0223 35.504723 -20.746179 10.0 18.8 ± -999.0 14.97 ± 0.01 14.76 ± 0.01 14.449 ± 0.01 0
IC0335 53.87942 -34.447001 -2.1 18.0 ± 4.6 18.87 ± 0.06 17.26 ± 0.04 11.881 ± 0.0010 843
IC0600 154.295366 -3.498385 7.8 20.3 ± -999.0 14.96 ± 0.01 14.66 ± 0.01 13.647 ± 0.0010 0
IC0718 174.969881 8.874605 9.8 26.4 ± -999.0 16.43 ± 0.01 15.99 ± 0.01 14.12 ± 0.0010 0
IC0719 175.077073 9.009916 -2.0 28.6 ± 5.2 16.87 ± 0.05 16.22 ± 0.02 12.277 ± 0.0010 0
IC0749 179.641973 42.734048 5.9 34.5 ± 14.3 14.85 ± 0.01 14.47 ± 0.01 12.176 ± 0.0010 0
IC0750 179.717665 42.722339 2.2 23.5 ± 6.2 17.13 ± 0.1 16.31 ± 0.05 10.505 ± 0.0010 0
IC0755 180.293464 14.104525 3.5 29.6 ± 0.6 15.41 ± 0.01 15.1 ± 0.01 13.976 ± 0.0010 0
IC0758 181.049601 62.505431 6.0 26.7 ± 4.8 15.7 ± 0.01 15.33 ± 0.01 13.637 ± 0.0020 0
IC0764 182.559215 -29.736487 5.0 28.3 ± 4.0 14.44 ± 0.01 14.04 ± 0.01 12.223 ± 0.0010 420
IC0769 183.13468 12.123775 4.0 42.6 ± 14.6 15.66 ± 0.01 15.13 ± 0.02 13.009 ± 0.0010 177
IC0776 184.762881 8.856207 7.9 29.7 ± 8.9 15.63 ± 0.01 15.48 ± 0.01 14.459 ± 0.0070 56
IC0796 187.359707 16.404918 -0.2 20.7 ± -999.0 18.33 ± 0.07 16.74 ± 0.04 13.005 ± 0.0040 0
IC0797 187.978448 15.124148 6.0 18.2 ± -999.0 15.72 ± 0.01 15.27 ± 0.01 13.063 ± 0.0010 1T
IC0800 188.486212 15.354727 5.2 68.6 ± 50.1 16.01 ± 0.02 15.57 ± 0.01 13.169 ± 0.0010 1T
IC0851 197.142947 21.049853 3.8 34.9 ± -999.0 16.26 ± 0.02 15.83 ± 0.01 13.835 ± 0.0010 836
IC0863 199.301756 -17.254394 0.4 33.6 ± -999.0 16.47 ± 0.06 15.74 ± 0.02 12.697 ± 0.0010 0
IC0902 204.005264 49.960741 3.0 32.1 ± 2.0 17.63 ± 0.05 16.82 ± 0.01 12.775 ± 0.0010 747
IC1014 217.076777 13.780263 8.1 24.2 ± -999.0 15.17 ± 0.02 14.74 ± 0.01 13.057 ± 0.0020 0
IC1024 217.863256 3.008893 -2.0 19.4 ± -999.0 16.75 ± 0.01 16.18 ± 0.01 12.441 ± 0.0010 0
IC1029 218.113591 49.904677 3.1 47.7 ± 21.6 16.53 ± 0.02 16.13 ± 0.01 11.607 ± 0.0010 733
IC1048 220.740877 4.890275 4.0 29.4 ± 3.3 16.93 ± 0.01 16.22 ± 0.02 12.101 ± 0.0010 670
IC1055 221.857074 -13.716193 3.1 39.2 ± 2.3 16.27 ± 0.02 15.63 ± 0.01 12.001 ± 0.0010 0
IC1066 223.26199 3.295988 3.2 32.4 ± 3.7 16.27 ± 0.03 15.79 ± 0.02 13.034 ± 0.0010 0
IC1067 223.271914 3.331731 3.0 21.0 ± -999.0 15.79 ± 0.01 15.36 ± 0.01 12.46 ± 0.0010 0
IC1125 233.273353 -1.628301 7.3 35.2 ± 0.2 14.96 ± 0.16 14.82 ± 0.03 13.176 ± 0.0010 0
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IC1151 239.634781 17.441499 5.1 27.8 ± 6.7 15.48 ± 0.01 15.0 ± 0.01 12.898 ± 0.0010 3
IC1158 240.392046 1.707827 5.1 35.3 ± 7.8 15.35 ± 0.03 14.93 ± 0.01 12.676 ± 0.0010 1234
IC1197 242.072192 7.538655 6.0 25.3 ± 2.9 16.58 ± 0.02 15.9 ± 0.01 13.291 ± 0.0030 1243
IC1210 243.6258 62.53668 2.1 50.7 ± 3.3 16.57 ± 0.03 16.08 ± 0.01 13.231 ± 0.0020 0
IC1251 257.553509 72.410525 6.0 15.6 ± -999.0 15.79 ± 0.01 15.41 ± 0.01 14.273 ± 0.0010 0
IC1265 264.164351 42.088251 2.0 28.9 ± -999.0 16.15 ± 0.08 15.84 ± 0.03 13.368 ± 0.0010 0
IC1438 334.121147 -21.430606 1.2 33.8 ± -999.0 15.65 ± 0.01 15.26 ± 0.01 11.842 ± 0.0010 0
IC1447 337.499209 -5.119821 3.2 48.3 ± 4.2 15.88 ± 0.09 15.47 ± 0.01 12.846 ± 0.0020 0
IC1532 2.468434 -64.372169 4.0 28.7 ± 5.3 16.74 ± 0.08 16.38 ± 0.01 14.59 ± 0.0040 1031
IC1553 8.167184 -25.607556 7.0 33.4 ± 1.6 16.17 ± 0.02 15.87 ± 0.01 12.97 ± 0.0010 1300
IC1555 8.636397 -30.017818 7.0 23.1 ± 2.0 15.94 ± 0.01 15.52 ± 0.01 14.438 ± 0.0010 1096
IC1558 8.946172 -25.374404 9.0 13.7 ± 4.6 14.73 ± 0.01 14.43 ± 0.01 13.337 ± 0.0020 1100
IC1574 10.765448 -22.245836 9.9 4.8 ± 0.2 16.57 ± 0.01 16.09 ± 0.01 14.749 ± 0.017 355
IC1596 13.678501 21.522619 2.0 35.7 ± -999.0 16.22 ± 0.02 15.82 ± 0.02 13.877 ± 0.0030 0
IC1727 26.87445 27.33333 8.9 6.8 ± 0.4 13.54 ± 0.01 13.26 ± 0.01 12.298 ± 0.0010 330
IC1826 39.76505 -27.44381 -0.6 36.2 ± 17.1 14.81 ± 0.01 14.45 ± 0.01 12.618 ± 0.0010 0
IC1892 47.113261 -23.056018 7.7 35.2 ± -999.0 15.25 ± 0.01 14.98 ± 0.01 13.909 ± 0.0030 879
IC1898 47.58319 -22.40462 5.7 19.9 ± 2.3 16.3 ± 0.01 15.83 ± 0.01 12.323 ± 0.0010 851
IC1913 49.893976 -32.465228 3.4 21.4 ± 3.8 16.31 ± 0.01 15.95 ± 0.01 14.172 ± 0.0050 9
IC1914 49.8551 -49.59967 6.9 18.1 ± 4.7 14.63 ± 0.01 14.43 ± 0.01 13.201 ± 0.0020 950
IC1933 51.41621 -52.785524 6.2 20.1 ± 5.9 14.13 ± 0.01 13.89 ± 0.01 12.802 ± 0.0010 951
IC1952 53.361049 -23.712795 4.0 24.3 ± -999.0 16.41 ± 0.01 15.78 ± 0.01 12.436 ± 0.0010 862
IC1954 52.880028 -51.904846 3.2 15.3 ± 2.6 14.14 ± 0.01 13.73 ± 0.01 11.277 ± 0.0010 951
IC1959 53.302096 -50.414497 8.5 8.2 ± 2.0 14.47 ± 0.01 14.25 ± 0.01 13.425 ± 0.0010 239
IC1986 55.14687 -45.35605 8.8 17.8 ± -999.0 16.11 ± 0.01 15.94 ± 0.02 15.119 ± 0.0020 0
IC1993 56.770168 -33.709981 3.0 14.4 ± -999.0 15.76 ± 0.01 15.16 ± 0.01 11.609 ± 0.0020 9
IC2000 57.281877 -48.85821 6.2 20.1 ± 6.5 15.14 ± 0.01 14.75 ± 0.01 12.177 ± 0.0010 950
IC2007 58.845054 -28.157722 3.7 22.5 ± 0.5 15.79 ± 0.01 15.44 ± 0.01 12.968 ± 0.0010 0
IC2032 61.76302 -55.32213 9.9 13.4 ± -999.0 15.84 ± 0.01 15.69 ± 0.02 15.135 ± 0.0020 0
IC2035 62.257649 -45.517592 -2.6 16.5 ± -999.0 18.76 ± 0.23 16.1 ± 0.02 11.564 ± 0.0010 933
IC2056 64.10196 -60.206804 3.8 20.5 ± 6.3 14.34 ± 0.01 13.84 ± 0.01 11.573 ± 0.0010 0
IC2058 64.476119 -55.933017 6.5 21.5 ± 3.7 16.11 ± 0.01 15.64 ± 0.01 13.167 ± 0.0020 0
IC2135 83.305347 -36.399266 5.9 25.2 ± 11.9 14.98 ± 0.01 14.55 ± 0.01 11.874 ± 0.0010 959
IC2233 123.49515 45.74313 6.5 13.3 ± 1.4 14.47 ± 0.01 14.18 ± 0.01 13.298 ± 0.0010 299
IC2574 157.098327 68.412137 8.9 3.8 ± 0.6 12.17 ± 0.02 12.01 ± 0.03 10.923 ± 0.0010 217
IC2604 162.354451 32.772656 9.1 21.8 ± -999.0 15.52 ± 0.01 15.23 ± 0.01 14.45 ± 0.0060 0
IC2627 167.47243 -23.725921 4.6 18.5 ± 9.0 14.23 ± 0.02 13.75 ± 0.01 11.52 ± 0.0010 0
IC2763 170.57685 13.06513 6.0 21.0 ± -999.0 17.47 ± 0.01 16.79 ± 0.02 14.811 ± 0.019 0
IC2764 171.771025 -28.98017 -0.1 22.3 ± -999.0 16.11 ± 0.05 15.55 ± 0.01 11.88 ± 0.0010 0
IC2828 171.795633 8.731073 3.6 13.9 ± -999.0 16.4 ± 0.03 15.93 ± 0.01 14.83 ± 0.0030 0
IC2963 177.352357 -5.118424 -0.9 22.3 ± -999.0 16.61 ± 0.01 15.96 ± 0.01 13.649 ± 0.0010 0
IC2969 178.130396 -3.87235 3.9 27.5 ± -999.0 15.07 ± 0.01 14.74 ± 0.01 13.457 ± 0.0020 0
IC2995 181.445732 -27.94027 5.5 21.0 ± 3.3 14.97 ± 0.01 14.43 ± 0.01 12.32 ± 0.0010 417
IC2996 181.452469 -29.972313 3.5 30.6 ± 5.3 16.86 ± 0.26 16.13 ± 0.03 13.559 ± 0.0030 417
IC3005 181.809222 -30.024671 5.6 26.6 ± 3.3 15.83 ± 0.03 15.4 ± 0.01 12.311 ± 0.0010 417
IC3021 182.477466 13.05008 9.0 32.0 ± -999.0 17.99 ± 0.03 17.47 ± 0.06 15.206 ± 0.0050 3
IC3023 182.507377 14.366799 9.7 32.0 ± -999.0 17.16 ± 0.04 16.85 ± 0.05 16.172 ± 0.0040 3
IC3033 182.791562 13.587592 7.7 32.0 ± -999.0 17.04 ± 0.06 16.59 ± 0.05 15.206 ± 0.0040 3
IC3044 183.202166 13.976299 6.0 32.0 ± -999.0 16.25 ± 0.01 15.79 ± 0.01 14.274 ± 0.016 3
IC3059 183.729535 13.460791 9.8 17.0 ± -999.0 17.0 ± 0.02 16.52 ± 0.02 14.634 ± 0.0050 1
IC3061 183.76867 14.029141 5.2 17.0 ± 4.2 16.96 ± 0.02 16.5 ± 0.01 13.243 ± 0.0030 1
IC3099 184.288389 12.453955 6.1 17.0 ± 1.3 17.53 ± 0.08 17.02 ± 0.03 14.255 ± 0.0020 1
IC3102 184.35763 6.690086 -0.9 28.9 ± 1.3 18.18 ± 0.02 16.8 ± 0.02 11.727 ± 0.0010 56
IC3105 184.390706 12.387922 9.8 17.0 ± -999.0 15.61 ± 0.01 15.35 ± 0.01 15.253 ± 0.019 1
IC3115 184.499496 6.654283 5.5 23.0 ± 3.4 15.57 ± 0.01 15.23 ± 0.01 13.613 ± 0.0010 2
IC3229 185.719815 6.679708 4.0 23.0 ± -999.0 17.28 ± 0.01 16.9 ± 0.01 14.931 ± 0.0010 2
IC3247 185.808153 28.893543 6.5 25.1 ± 0.8 17.94 ± 0.04 17.58 ± 0.06 14.456 ± 0.0020 200
IC3258 185.93534 12.47838 9.7 17.0 ± 2.8 14.97 ± 0.01 14.71 ± 0.01 13.866 ± 0.0010 1
IC3259 185.952006 7.186872 7.9 23.0 ± 0.1 16.86 ± 0.01 16.38 ± 0.01 13.422 ± 0.015 2
IC3267 186.022997 7.041304 5.9 23.0 ± -999.0 16.74 ± 0.01 16.2 ± 0.01 13.4 ± 0.194 2
IC3268 186.031865 6.606997 10.0 23.0 ± -999.0 15.26 ± 0.01 14.91 ± 0.01 13.551 ± 0.016 2
IC3298 186.265727 17.015701 5.2 17.0 ± -999.0 17.28 ± 0.03 16.7 ± 0.01 14.769 ± 0.0010 1
IC3311 186.387824 12.260666 7.4 17.0 ± 0.2 17.48 ± 0.05 16.85 ± 0.01 13.986 ± 0.0020 1
IC3322 186.475661 7.555111 6.3 23.0 ± 2.9 17.15 ± 0.01 16.51 ± 0.01 13.085 ± 0.0010 2
IC3322A 186.427991 7.216818 6.0 26.4 ± 4.4 15.91 ± 0.01 15.46 ± 0.01 12.112 ± 0.0010 5
IC3355 186.71189 13.17791 9.7 17.0 ± -999.0 16.44 ± 0.01 16.24 ± 0.01 15.767 ± 0.015 1
IC3356 186.7107 11.55883 9.7 17.0 ± 1.2 16.55 ± 0.1 16.35 ± 0.1 15.694 ± 0.032 1
IC3371 186.842705 10.8668 6.0 17.0 ± 3.4 16.73 ± 0.02 16.37 ± 0.01 15.481 ± 0.0070 1
IC3391 187.113693 18.415099 5.9 17.0 ± 3.0 15.63 ± 0.01 15.27 ± 0.01 13.195 ± 0.0020 1
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IC3392 187.180354 14.999453 2.4 17.0 ± 4.2 17.64 ± 0.02 16.16 ± 0.01 11.829 ± 0.0010 1
IC3473 188.079601 18.245359 7.0 17.0 ± -999.0 19.08 ± 0.41 17.33 ± 0.14 14.082 ± 0.052 1
IC3474 188.15235 2.66077 6.6 17.0 ± 1.1 16.79 ± 0.07 16.13 ± 0.02 14.575 ± 0.0030 1
IC3476 188.174492 14.050349 9.6 17.0 ± 1.8 14.79 ± 0.01 14.45 ± 0.01 12.934 ± 0.0010 1
IC3517 188.62856 9.15452 8.5 17.0 ± 5.1 17.25 ± 0.01 16.9 ± 0.01 15.098 ± 0.0020 1
IC3521 188.6637 7.15879 9.9 17.0 ± -999.0 16.48 ± 0.01 15.9 ± 0.01 13.03 ± 0.0020 1
IC3576 189.15694 6.620577 8.6 17.0 ± -999.0 15.39 ± 0.01 15.15 ± 0.01 14.233 ± 0.094 1
IC3583 189.18235 13.258442 9.6 17.0 ± 3.7 14.81 ± 0.01 14.46 ± 0.02 13.538 ± 0.028 1
IC3611 189.767176 13.363627 -1.0 17.0 ± -999.0 17.29 ± 0.1 16.34 ± 0.03 13.988 ± 0.0050 1
IC3631 189.950134 12.97401 -1.2 17.0 ± 1.1 17.2 ± 0.12 16.47 ± 0.02 13.847 ± 0.0020 1
IC3687 190.563 38.5026 9.9 4.2 ± 0.8 14.71 ± 0.01 14.54 ± 0.01 14.343 ± 0.0010 212
IC3718 191.189856 12.351006 -5.0 17.0 ± -999.0 18.07 ± 0.04 16.61 ± 0.02 13.635 ± 0.0010 1
IC3727 191.273609 10.900936 6.0 17.0 ± -999.0 21.41 ± 0.62 18.48 ± 0.09 14.188 ± 0.024 1
IC3806 192.230903 14.907626 0.9 18.8 ± -999.0 18.42 ± 0.06 17.27 ± 0.05 13.207 ± 0.0020 0
IC3881 193.702374 19.177279 5.8 17.0 ± -999.0 15.34 ± 0.01 15.11 ± 0.01 13.75 ± 0.018 1
IC3908 194.169353 -7.562521 6.8 21.0 ± 0.8 17.01 ± 0.12 16.42 ± 0.02 11.425 ± 0.0010 0
IC4182 196.455748 37.605226 8.8 4.3 ± 0.7 13.45 ± 0.01 13.16 ± 0.01 12.083 ± 0.0040 212
IC4213 198.04635 35.67038 5.8 19.6 ± 1.5 15.91 ± 0.01 15.51 ± 0.01 13.689 ± 0.0010 797
IC4214 199.427889 -32.101719 1.4 27.3 ± -999.0 15.67 ± 0.12 14.72 ± 0.01 10.745 ± 0.0010 71
IC4216 199.25779 -10.769939 5.8 37.9 ± -999.0 15.57 ± 0.27 15.36 ± 0.02 13.367 ± 0.0010 0
IC4221 199.62652 -14.608889 4.7 37.5 ± 3.4 15.5 ± 0.02 14.97 ± 0.03 12.784 ± 0.0010 0
IC4231 200.8065 -26.29952 4.1 29.9 ± 3.0 16.92 ± 0.27 16.42 ± 0.01 13.163 ± 0.0010 52
IC4237 201.136512 -21.136886 3.5 40.1 ± 4.5 15.44 ± 0.03 14.86 ± 0.01 11.977 ± 0.0010 73
IC4247 201.6852 -30.3625 6.9 5.0 ± 0.1 16.02 ± 0.01 15.49 ± 0.01 14.594 ± 0.0020 231
IC4263 202.138905 46.927184 6.6 36.1 ± -999.0 16.85 ± 0.02 16.44 ± 0.01 14.58 ± 0.01 726
IC4316 205.076544 -28.893078 9.9 4.4 ± 0.0 16.15 ± 0.06 15.85 ± 0.04 13.993 ± 0.0010 240
IC4351 209.475912 -29.315657 3.3 31.3 ± 4.2 15.7 ± 0.06 15.03 ± 0.03 10.612 ± 0.0010 83
IC4407 215.90329 -5.98187 8.8 36.2 ± -999.0 16.44 ± 0.03 16.2 ± 0.01 14.656 ± 0.0040 0
IC4468 219.61144 -22.367539 4.7 34.0 ± 2.0 15.74 ± 0.07 15.39 ± 0.03 12.402 ± 0.0010 722
IC4951 302.38215 -61.85057 7.7 9.5 ± 2.1 15.22 ± 0.01 14.96 ± 0.01 14.303 ± 0.023 347
IC4986 304.297697 -55.035486 7.6 30.9 ± 4.5 16.14 ± 0.02 15.65 ± 0.03 14.282 ± 0.0040 0
IC5007 310.893137 -29.703815 6.7 34.0 ± 1.3 14.41 ± 0.01 14.08 ± 0.01 12.445 ± 0.0010 1118
IC5026 312.117083 -78.069225 6.7 36.5 ± 2.2 17.86 ± 0.19 17.08 ± 0.07 14.111 ± 0.0020 1047
IC5039 310.809676 -29.853357 4.0 32.5 ± 3.2 15.0 ± 0.01 14.6 ± 0.01 12.359 ± 0.0010 1118
IC5052 313.02465 -69.20345 7.0 8.1 ± 1.9 13.88 ± 0.01 13.38 ± 0.01 11.5 ± 0.0010 348
IC5069 315.043324 -71.810632 3.4 37.6 ± -999.0 16.22 ± 0.01 15.89 ± 0.02 13.953 ± 0.0010 0
IC5078 315.630149 -16.818157 5.0 21.5 ± 1.9 15.37 ± 0.01 14.93 ± 0.01 12.258 ± 0.0010 1295
IC5152 330.66996 -51.296397 9.7 1.8 ± 0.4 12.83 ± 0.01 12.51 ± 0.01 10.918 ± 0.0010 234
IC5156 330.811848 -33.838286 2.2 36.1 ± 3.6 16.15 ± 0.01 15.56 ± 0.01 11.683 ± 0.0010 1152
IC5176 333.732905 -66.849476 4.5 26.9 ± 3.5 15.94 ± 0.01 15.5 ± 0.01 11.251 ± 0.0010 1127
IC5240 340.46829 -44.76718 1.1 25.4 ± 2.4 15.56 ± 0.01 15.11 ± 0.01 11.331 ± 0.0010 0
IC5249 341.77605 -64.83193 6.9 29.2 ± 4.3 16.27 ± 0.01 15.71 ± 0.02 14.015 ± 0.0020 1149
IC5264 344.221241 -36.55435 2.3 47.8 ± 16.0 16.87 ± 0.01 16.31 ± 0.01 11.903 ± 0.0010 0
IC5269 344.431873 -36.026205 -1.9 26.2 ± 1.1 19.5 ± 0.13 17.55 ± 0.01 12.214 ± 0.0010 1085
IC5269A 343.9806 -36.34807 8.9 37.8 ± 1.2 16.04 ± 0.01 15.78 ± 0.01 14.614 ± 0.0020 0
IC5269B 344.152926 -36.249902 5.5 25.1 ± 5.2 15.55 ± 0.01 15.12 ± 0.01 12.921 ± 0.0010 1087
IC5269C 345.20066 -35.37049 7.0 23.8 ± -999.0 16.04 ± 0.01 15.67 ± 0.01 13.976 ± 0.0020 0
IC5270 344.478682 -35.858016 5.7 22.7 ± 3.3 15.16 ± 0.01 14.71 ± 0.01 11.875 ± 0.0010 1085
IC5271 344.507659 -33.742182 3.0 22.6 ± 1.9 15.67 ± 0.01 15.06 ± 0.01 10.967 ± 0.0010 1087
IC5273 344.861151 -37.702888 5.7 16.6 ± 1.4 13.73 ± 0.01 13.43 ± 0.01 11.326 ± 0.0010 1091
IC5321 351.583281 -17.956044 1.8 41.9 ± 3.8 15.12 ± 0.01 14.84 ± 0.01 13.695 ± 0.013 0
IC5325 352.180928 -41.33327 4.2 18.1 ± -999.0 14.06 ± 0.01 13.53 ± 0.01 10.975 ± 0.0010 0
IC5333 353.719789 -65.396102 3.3 32.3 ± 4.0 16.7 ± 0.01 16.16 ± 0.01 13.332 ± 0.0020 0
IC5334 353.651739 -4.534257 3.7 39.6 ± 5.0 16.92 ± 0.04 16.42 ± 0.03 12.696 ± 0.0020 0
NGC0007 2.087407 -29.914812 4.8 21.9 ± 1.6 15.48 ± 0.01 15.18 ± 0.01 14.021 ± 0.0020 1096
NGC0024 2.484438 -24.964018 5.1 6.9 ± 2.8 14.11 ± 0.01 13.79 ± 0.01 11.492 ± 0.0010 355
NGC0059 3.854846 -21.444339 -2.9 4.9 ± 0.6 16.1 ± 0.01 15.35 ± 0.01 12.749 ± 0.0010 0
NGC0063 4.439552 11.450338 -3.4 18.8 ± 0.2 16.81 ± 0.03 15.61 ± 0.02 11.838 ± 0.0010 1213
NGC0100 6.011113 16.486026 5.9 16.4 ± 3.1 15.79 ± 0.04 15.32 ± 0.01 13.002 ± 0.0020 1214
NGC0115 6.6927 -33.677098 3.9 30.7 ± 5.3 15.16 ± 0.01 14.91 ± 0.01 13.752 ± 0.0010 1097
NGC0131 7.410483 -33.259902 3.0 18.8 ± -999.0 16.08 ± 0.01 15.65 ± 0.01 13.036 ± 0.0020 0
NGC0148 8.564559 -31.785999 -2.0 18.4 ± -999.0 19.37 ± 0.66 17.79 ± 0.12 11.744 ± 0.0010 0
NGC0150 8.564448 -27.803522 3.4 21.0 ± 3.3 14.19 ± 0.01 13.86 ± 0.01 10.918 ± 0.0010 1100
NGC0157 8.694906 -8.396344 4.0 19.5 ± 5.4 13.59 ± 0.01 12.96 ± 0.01 10.066 ± 0.0010 1105
NGC0178 9.784857 -14.172626 8.7 18.4 ± -999.0 14.16 ± 0.01 13.99 ± 0.01 13.193 ± 0.0010 0
NGC0210 10.145717 -13.872773 3.1 21.0 ± 1.3 13.99 ± 0.08 13.76 ± 0.01 10.792 ± 0.0010 1102
NGC0216 10.363123 -21.044899 -1.9 19.1 ± -999.0 15.54 ± 0.01 15.1 ± 0.01 13.059 ± 0.0040 0
NGC0244 11.44343 -15.59657 -2.0 11.6 ± -999.0 15.19 ± 0.01 14.94 ± 0.01 13.593 ± 0.0030 0
NGC0247 11.785305 -20.760176 6.9 3.6 ± 0.5 11.42 ± 0.02 11.12 ± 0.02 9.135 ± 0.0010 233
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NGC0254 11.865155 -31.421775 -1.2 17.1 ± -999.0 17.71 ± 0.15 16.39 ± 0.03 11.387 ± 0.0010 0
NGC0255 11.946929 -11.468734 4.1 20.0 ± -999.0 13.98 ± 0.01 13.75 ± 0.02 12.252 ± 0.0020 0
NGC0274 12.757695 -7.056978 -2.8 20.3 ± 1.5 14.52 ± 0.01 14.13 ± 0.01 12.091 ± 0.0010 1103
NGC0275 12.768555 -7.06573 6.0 21.9 ± -999.0 14.5 ± 0.01 14.15 ± 0.01 12.284 ± 0.0010 0
NGC0289 13.176101 -31.205822 4.0 22.8 ± 4.1 13.32 ± 0.05 13.15 ± 0.06 10.522 ± 0.0030 1098
NGC0298 13.759547 -7.332947 5.9 23.4 ± -999.0 15.71 ± 0.04 15.23 ± 0.02 13.838 ± 0.0090 0
NGC0300 13.722672 -37.684196 6.9 2.0 ± 0.3 10.28 ± 0.03 10.12 ± 0.03 8.408 ± 0.0010 234
NGC0337 14.95875 -7.57818 6.7 22.1 ± 2.1 13.83 ± 0.01 13.12 ± 0.01 11.465 ± 0.0010 1103
NGC0337A 15.391406 -7.588056 8.0 13.7 ± -999.0 14.08 ± 0.06 13.68 ± 0.08 12.882 ± 0.0010 0
NGC0360 15.714461 -65.609977 4.4 32.8 ± 5.5 16.7 ± 0.02 16.21 ± 0.03 11.7 ± 0.0010 1290
NGC0428 18.23175 0.98168 8.6 14.7 ± 1.2 13.38 ± 0.01 13.12 ± 0.01 11.808 ± 0.0010 334
NGC0450 18.876938 -0.860852 5.8 20.1 ± 1.5 14.05 ± 0.01 13.69 ± 0.01 12.512 ± 0.0020 921
NGC0470 19.936847 3.409903 3.1 38.9 ± 6.0 14.8 ± 0.01 14.37 ± 0.01 11.32 ± 0.0010 901
NGC0473 19.979376 16.54477 -0.3 29.8 ± -999.0 16.19 ± 0.02 15.53 ± 0.03 12.152 ± 0.0010 0
NGC0474 20.027841 3.415528 -2.0 30.9 ± 2.1 18.04 ± 0.12 15.89 ± 0.08 11.284 ± 0.0010 0
NGC0485 20.365077 7.018252 6.0 35.7 ± 3.2 16.45 ± 0.01 15.83 ± 0.01 13.231 ± 0.0010 901
NGC0488 20.444924 5.256812 2.9 29.3 ± -999.0 14.6 ± 0.01 13.99 ± 0.01 9.663 ± 0.0010 0
NGC0489 20.474474 9.206617 5.0 43.3 ± 5.1 17.05 ± 0.01 16.45 ± 0.03 12.252 ± 0.0010 908
NGC0493 20.537547 0.945508 5.9 25.7 ± 2.9 14.79 ± 0.01 14.37 ± 0.01 12.381 ± 0.0010 901
NGC0514 21.016153 12.917441 5.2 29.4 ± 4.1 14.68 ± 0.01 14.31 ± 0.01 11.775 ± 0.0010 907
NGC0518 21.073533 9.330937 1.0 35.4 ± -999.0 19.91 ± 0.1 18.15 ± 0.15 12.392 ± 0.0090 0
NGC0520 21.145375 3.791594 1.3 27.8 ± -999.0 15.99 ± 0.02 15.08 ± 0.01 10.773 ± 0.0010 0
NGC0522 21.190962 9.994722 4.1 46.1 ± 8.6 18.58 ± 0.14 17.83 ± 0.07 11.975 ± 0.0010 913
NGC0532 21.322172 9.264103 1.9 31.2 ± 1.3 17.7 ± 0.25 16.65 ± 0.04 11.466 ± 0.0010 908
NGC0578 22.619133 -22.667096 5.0 21.8 ± 3.4 13.5 ± 0.01 13.16 ± 0.01 11.181 ± 0.0010 923
NGC0584 22.836269 -6.867963 -4.7 19.9 ± 2.3 17.44 ± 0.06 15.69 ± 0.02 10.033 ± 0.0010 895
NGC0600 23.271901 -7.311644 7.0 22.9 ± -999.0 14.67 ± 0.01 14.34 ± 0.01 12.609 ± 0.0010 0
NGC0613 23.575714 -29.418573 4.0 25.1 ± 5.3 13.45 ± 0.01 12.92 ± 0.01 9.517 ± 0.0010 0
NGC0615 23.773623 -7.340295 3.0 27.1 ± 2.8 15.56 ± 0.01 15.12 ± 0.01 11.203 ± 0.0010 895
NGC0628 24.173866 15.783626 5.2 9.1 ± 1.1 11.73 ± 0.03 11.33 ± 0.02 9.074 ± 0.0010 0
NGC0658 25.540183 12.601835 3.0 38.8 ± 4.4 15.14 ± 0.01 14.73 ± 0.01 12.222 ± 0.0010 0
NGC0672 26.976993 27.432764 6.0 8.0 ± 1.1 13.24 ± 0.01 12.82 ± 0.01 11.037 ± 0.0010 330
NGC0676 27.238619 5.906035 0.0 19.5 ± -999.0 16.84 ± 0.04 15.43 ± 0.01 10.611 ± 0.0010 0
NGC0691 27.673772 21.75999 4.0 36.9 ± 2.5 15.41 ± 0.03 14.83 ± 0.03 11.401 ± 0.0010 916
NGC0693 27.628478 6.145309 0.2 20.8 ± 0.1 16.28 ± 0.01 15.44 ± 0.01 11.694 ± 0.0010 900
NGC0718 28.305342 4.195761 1.0 21.4 ± -999.0 18.0 ± 0.16 16.43 ± 0.03 11.326 ± 0.0010 0
NGC0723 28.440354 -23.757733 3.8 19.8 ± -999.0 15.02 ± 0.01 14.73 ± 0.01 12.736 ± 0.0020 0
NGC0755 29.09446 -9.06143 3.4 20.2 ± 2.3 14.74 ± 0.01 14.42 ± 0.01 12.584 ± 0.0020 898
NGC0772 29.831391 19.007664 3.1 30.3 ± 7.2 14.04 ± 0.03 13.41 ± 0.02 9.829 ± 0.0010 0
NGC0779 29.927683 -5.964238 3.0 17.7 ± 1.9 15.0 ± 0.01 14.44 ± 0.01 10.705 ± 0.0010 893
NGC0784 30.32055 28.83725 7.9 4.6 ± 0.9 13.95 ± 0.01 13.49 ± 0.01 12.329 ± 0.0040 332
NGC0803 30.936258 16.031049 5.3 24.7 ± 4.3 15.04 ± 0.01 14.72 ± 0.01 12.26 ± 0.0010 925
NGC0855 33.514658 27.877278 -4.8 9.7 ± -999.0 16.0 ± 0.01 15.15 ± 0.04 12.425 ± 0.0010 337
NGC0864 33.865121 6.002503 5.1 18.8 ± 2.0 13.57 ± 0.01 13.19 ± 0.01 11.159 ± 0.0010 0
NGC0895 35.402017 -5.521277 6.0 29.6 ± 3.4 14.15 ± 0.01 13.79 ± 0.01 11.686 ± 0.0010 875
NGC0899 35.47107 -20.8238 9.9 18.5 ± -999.0 14.16 ± 0.01 13.97 ± 0.01 12.818 ± 0.0050 0
NGC0907 35.76102 -20.71175 7.6 20.6 ± 1.1 15.42 ± 0.01 14.97 ± 0.01 12.345 ± 0.0010 894
NGC0908 35.768854 -21.233821 5.1 17.6 ± 1.8 13.45 ± 0.01 12.92 ± 0.01 9.784 ± 0.0010 894
NGC0918 36.461655 18.496316 5.2 18.1 ± 1.7 13.73 ± 0.11 13.2 ± 0.05 11.323 ± 0.0010 927
NGC0936 36.905968 -1.155945 -1.2 20.7 ± 3.1 16.58 ± 0.04 15.36 ± 0.02 9.679 ± 0.0010 891
NGC0941 37.116078 -1.15148 5.3 27.3 ± 6.2 14.66 ± 0.01 14.34 ± 0.01 12.691 ± 0.0010 0
NGC0955 37.638036 -1.108416 2.0 23.1 ± 2.5 16.82 ± 0.01 16.17 ± 0.01 11.418 ± 0.0010 891
NGC0986 38.393089 -39.045003 2.4 17.2 ± 8.6 14.89 ± 0.01 13.99 ± 0.01 10.3 ± 0.0010 0
NGC0986A 38.17476 -39.29515 9.9 19.1 ± -999.0 16.31 ± 0.01 16.01 ± 0.01 14.771 ± 0.0040 0
NGC0991 38.886123 -7.154328 5.0 18.8 ± -999.0 14.37 ± 0.01 14.14 ± 0.01 12.399 ± 0.0010 0
NGC1022 39.636265 -6.677424 1.1 18.5 ± -999.0 16.95 ± 0.02 15.34 ± 0.01 10.987 ± 0.0010 0
NGC1035 39.87144 -8.13296 5.2 18.5 ± 3.1 15.78 ± 0.01 15.21 ± 0.01 11.539 ± 0.0010 889
NGC1042 40.099821 -8.433523 6.0 9.4 ± 4.1 13.55 ± 0.01 13.27 ± 0.01 11.133 ± 0.0010 0
NGC1047 40.136733 -8.147679 -0.5 17.9 ± -999.0 19.66 ± 0.18 17.69 ± 0.07 13.573 ± 0.0020 0
NGC1051 40.260387 -6.935825 8.8 15.9 ± -999.0 15.06 ± 0.01 14.71 ± 0.01 13.075 ± 0.0010 0
NGC1052 40.270028 -8.255802 -4.7 19.5 ± 1.5 16.81 ± 0.05 15.28 ± 0.04 10.042 ± 0.0010 889
NGC1073 40.918832 1.376104 5.3 15.2 ± -999.0 13.12 ± 0.01 12.88 ± 0.01 11.287 ± 0.0010 0
NGC1079 40.934715 -29.003273 0.6 26.1 ± 12.9 15.47 ± 0.14 15.27 ± 0.29 11.005 ± 0.0010 845
NGC1084 41.499538 -7.578474 4.9 21.2 ± 5.0 13.54 ± 0.01 13.01 ± 0.01 10.223 ± 0.0010 889
NGC1087 41.6051 -0.498845 5.2 17.5 ± 2.2 13.54 ± 0.01 13.05 ± 0.01 10.847 ± 0.0010 892
NGC1090 41.641312 -0.247139 3.8 32.3 ± 4.1 15.05 ± 0.01 14.62 ± 0.01 11.705 ± 0.0020 874
NGC1097 41.578937 -30.274717 3.3 20.0 ± 5.3 12.6 ± 0.04 12.16 ± 0.06 8.702 ± 0.0010 845
NGC1110 42.289425 -7.837685 8.9 19.8 ± 2.1 15.49 ± 0.02 15.18 ± 0.01 14.155 ± 0.0030 889
NGC1140 43.639673 -10.028115 9.2 19.0 ± 1.1 13.85 ± 0.01 13.69 ± 0.01 12.705 ± 0.0020 889
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NGC1145 43.639653 -18.634924 5.2 28.1 ± 8.5 16.72 ± 0.04 16.17 ± 0.02 11.849 ± 0.0010 856
NGC1163 45.092124 -17.152503 4.1 33.8 ± 6.5 17.53 ± 0.02 17.06 ± 0.01 12.785 ± 0.0010 868
NGC1179 45.660498 -18.89794 5.9 18.2 ± 4.1 14.3 ± 0.01 14.01 ± 0.01 12.052 ± 0.0010 0
NGC1187 45.656559 -22.867103 5.0 18.8 ± 1.4 13.33 ± 0.02 13.0 ± 0.02 10.538 ± 0.0010 851
NGC1222 47.236407 -2.955155 -2.6 31.0 ± -999.0 15.58 ± 0.02 14.86 ± 0.02 12.103 ± 0.0020 0
NGC1232 47.439256 -20.579 5.0 18.7 ± 2.6 12.38 ± 0.01 12.13 ± 0.01 9.844 ± 0.0010 0
NGC1249 47.505009 -53.335851 6.0 15.9 ± 2.6 13.74 ± 0.01 13.4 ± 0.01 11.996 ± 0.0010 953
NGC1253 48.537841 -2.822648 5.9 22.7 ± 3.1 13.38 ± 0.01 13.12 ± 0.01 11.607 ± 0.0010 929
NGC1255 48.383339 -25.725095 4.0 21.5 ± 2.4 13.62 ± 0.01 13.32 ± 0.01 11.163 ± 0.0010 850
NGC1258 48.522911 -21.774392 5.7 25.8 ± 4.4 15.88 ± 0.04 15.5 ± 0.01 13.448 ± 0.0010 0
NGC1291 49.327329 -41.107973 0.1 8.6 ± -999.0 15.17 ± 0.29 13.52 ± 0.12 8.216 ± 0.0010 0
NGC1292 49.561816 -27.61043 5.0 21.5 ± 3.5 14.61 ± 0.01 14.28 ± 0.01 12.122 ± 0.0010 847
NGC1297 49.80924 -19.100066 -2.5 23.5 ± 7.3 19.24 ± 0.49 16.99 ± 0.24 11.63 ± 0.0010 852
NGC1299 50.040339 -6.261997 3.0 31.1 ± -999.0 15.48 ± 0.01 15.04 ± 0.01 12.624 ± 0.0010 869
NGC1300 49.921009 -19.411096 4.0 18.1 ± 2.8 13.72 ± 0.03 13.29 ± 0.03 10.201 ± 0.0010 0
NGC1309 50.52719 -15.400028 3.9 28.0 ± 4.3 13.63 ± 0.01 13.25 ± 0.01 11.462 ± 0.0010 867
NGC1310 50.264124 -37.101747 5.0 22.0 ± 3.7 15.11 ± 0.01 14.75 ± 0.01 12.376 ± 0.0010 9
NGC1311 50.02914 -52.187509 8.8 5.3 ± 0.7 14.81 ± 0.01 14.45 ± 0.01 13.023 ± 0.016 238
NGC1313 49.5642 -66.49737 7.0 4.0 ± 0.4 10.65 ± 0.04 10.45 ± 0.04 9.387 ± 0.0010 236
NGC1316C 51.243398 -37.00961 -1.9 16.9 ± -999.0 18.4 ± 0.11 17.4 ± 0.03 13.49 ± 0.0010 9
NGC1325 51.106537 -21.54406 4.0 22.0 ± 2.5 14.85 ± 0.01 14.48 ± 0.01 11.369 ± 0.0010 849
NGC1325A 51.202039 -21.336643 6.9 17.7 ± -999.0 15.82 ± 0.01 15.47 ± 0.01 12.963 ± 0.0020 0
NGC1326 50.984851 -36.464532 -0.8 17.0 ± 1.7 14.77 ± 0.08 14.36 ± 0.12 10.117 ± 0.0010 9
NGC1326A 51.2868 -36.36308 8.9 16.9 ± 1.0 15.18 ± 0.03 15.05 ± 0.03 14.24 ± 0.0070 9
NGC1326B 51.3339 -36.3868 8.9 16.9 ± -999.0 14.45 ± 0.01 14.21 ± 0.01 13.408 ± 0.0030 9
NGC1337 52.024671 -8.388262 6.0 16.1 ± 2.8 14.17 ± 0.01 13.81 ± 0.01 11.782 ± 0.0010 931
NGC1338 52.227253 -12.153353 3.1 33.0 ± -999.0 15.89 ± 0.05 15.33 ± 0.03 12.573 ± 0.0010 0
NGC1339 52.027299 -32.28607 -4.3 20.8 ± 3.8 18.1 ± 0.19 16.58 ± 0.05 11.442 ± 0.0010 9
NGC1341 51.993394 -37.150167 1.3 16.9 ± -999.0 15.03 ± 0.01 14.5 ± 0.01 12.19 ± 0.0010 9
NGC1345 52.382023 -17.778122 5.2 18.1 ± -999.0 15.16 ± 0.03 14.91 ± 0.03 13.5 ± 0.011 0
NGC1350 52.783562 -33.628346 1.9 20.9 ± 3.6 15.02 ± 0.03 14.48 ± 0.06 9.94 ± 0.0010 9
NGC1351A 52.203007 -35.178076 4.2 23.5 ± 4.5 17.72 ± 0.02 17.08 ± 0.03 12.923 ± 0.0010 9
NGC1357 53.32103 -13.664128 1.9 24.7 ± -999.0 15.23 ± 0.05 14.73 ± 0.06 10.84 ± 0.0010 0
NGC1359 53.449101 -19.492207 8.5 33.8 ± 9.4 13.51 ± 0.01 13.39 ± 0.01 12.989 ± 0.0010 0
NGC1365 53.401552 -36.140394 3.2 17.9 ± 2.7 12.24 ± 0.02 11.88 ± 0.02 8.699 ± 0.0010 9
NGC1367 53.755581 -24.933204 1.1 23.3 ± 3.1 14.39 ± 0.02 14.05 ± 0.01 10.351 ± 0.0010 849
NGC1385 54.368701 -24.501198 5.9 15.0 ± 4.1 13.33 ± 0.01 12.87 ± 0.01 10.752 ± 0.0010 849
NGC1386 54.192386 -35.999202 -0.7 16.2 ± 0.8 16.81 ± 0.01 15.66 ± 0.01 10.64 ± 0.0010 9
NGC1389 54.298861 -35.746101 -2.8 17.7 ± 3.1 18.66 ± 0.04 16.73 ± 0.01 11.256 ± 0.0010 9
NGC1390 54.467418 -19.008275 0.4 16.4 ± -999.0 17.14 ± 0.13 16.59 ± 0.2 14.069 ± 0.0020 0
NGC1411 54.686891 -44.100608 -3.0 15.5 ± 6.1 17.95 ± 0.12 16.11 ± 0.02 10.887 ± 0.0010 950
NGC1415 55.236843 -22.56452 0.5 17.7 ± -999.0 16.36 ± 0.06 15.79 ± 0.09 10.857 ± 0.0010 849
NGC1421 55.621924 -13.488081 4.1 26.4 ± 1.6 13.95 ± 0.01 13.45 ± 0.01 10.836 ± 0.0010 866
NGC1422 55.380461 -21.681209 2.3 21.5 ± 5.6 17.87 ± 0.02 17.0 ± 0.02 13.178 ± 0.0010 849
NGC1425 55.547806 -29.893391 3.2 21.3 ± 1.9 14.01 ± 0.01 13.72 ± 0.01 10.806 ± 0.0010 848
NGC1427A 55.03875 -35.62451 9.9 16.4 ± 0.7 15.18 ± 0.01 14.87 ± 0.01 13.506 ± 0.0010 9
NGC1436 55.90451 -35.853062 2.0 18.4 ± 1.5 16.01 ± 0.01 15.3 ± 0.01 11.438 ± 0.0010 843
NGC1461 57.113007 -16.392844 -2.0 20.8 ± 3.2 18.53 ± 0.14 17.07 ± 0.06 11.031 ± 0.0010 0
NGC1473 56.859234 -68.220939 9.7 18.0 ± 1.6 14.52 ± 0.01 14.26 ± 0.01 13.287 ± 0.0090 0
NGC1476 58.037201 -44.532433 1.4 22.5 ± -999.0 15.4 ± 0.01 15.09 ± 0.01 14.07 ± 0.0020 0
NGC1483 58.198876 -47.477544 4.0 20.7 ± 5.2 14.82 ± 0.01 14.57 ± 0.01 12.973 ± 0.0020 0
NGC1484 58.574062 -36.970931 3.2 17.5 ± 2.4 16.37 ± 0.03 15.76 ± 0.01 13.234 ± 0.0010 843
NGC1487 58.936324 -42.3674 7.2 8.9 ± -999.0 13.53 ± 0.01 13.29 ± 0.01 11.971 ± 0.0010 0
NGC1493 59.364187 -46.210719 6.0 11.3 ± -999.0 13.44 ± 0.01 13.21 ± 0.01 11.45 ± 0.0010 0
NGC1494 59.426459 -48.908346 7.0 15.2 ± 2.1 13.99 ± 0.01 13.74 ± 0.01 12.181 ± 0.0010 950
NGC1495 59.591884 -44.466494 5.1 17.3 ± 1.4 15.59 ± 0.01 15.11 ± 0.01 12.325 ± 0.0010 0
NGC1510 60.886044 -43.399972 -1.6 11.0 ± 1.0 15.09 ± 0.02 14.81 ± 0.02 13.526 ± 0.015 0
NGC1511 59.902289 -67.633865 1.8 16.5 ± 1.3 14.41 ± 0.01 13.73 ± 0.01 10.649 ± 0.0010 939
NGC1511A 60.08073 -67.807157 1.6 23.1 ± 7.7 16.74 ± 0.02 16.16 ± 0.01 13.457 ± 0.0030 939
NGC1511B 60.227182 -67.611847 7.1 8.5 ± 0.4 16.75 ± 0.2 16.32 ± 0.03 15.183 ± 0.0010 0
NGC1512 60.975601 -43.348746 1.1 12.3 ± 1.6 13.43 ± 0.18 13.36 ± 0.12 10.033 ± 0.0010 950
NGC1515 61.011081 -54.100224 4.0 16.9 ± 2.7 15.63 ± 0.01 15.03 ± 0.01 10.42 ± 0.0010 933
NGC1518 61.707614 -21.172711 8.2 9.6 ± 1.7 13.51 ± 0.01 13.17 ± 0.01 11.903 ± 0.0010 985
NGC1519 62.031561 -17.192868 3.0 25.6 ± 2.8 15.95 ± 0.01 15.51 ± 0.01 12.913 ± 0.0010 855
NGC1533 62.465849 -56.118495 -2.5 18.4 ± 3.0 16.49 ± 0.05 15.59 ± 0.03 10.39 ± 0.0010 933
NGC1546 63.651264 -56.060915 -0.4 13.4 ± -999.0 17.09 ± 0.02 15.41 ± 0.03 10.513 ± 0.0010 0
NGC1553 64.043625 -55.780023 -2.3 15.1 ± 5.1 16.39 ± 0.03 14.55 ± 0.01 8.83 ± 0.0010 933
NGC1556 64.436689 -50.164436 2.6 18.7 ± 3.7 14.94 ± 0.01 14.63 ± 0.01 13.333 ± 0.0010 0
NGC1592 67.420164 -27.408694 7.6 12.6 ± -999.0 14.17 ± 0.01 14.13 ± 0.01 14.318 ± 0.0010 0
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NGC1640 70.560419 -20.434823 3.0 19.1 ± -999.0 14.56 ± 0.01 14.3 ± 0.01 11.372 ± 0.0010 0
NGC1679 72.479197 -31.965522 9.4 12.7 ± 1.9 13.38 ± 0.01 13.07 ± 0.01 11.954 ± 0.0010 957
NGC1703 73.21712 -59.742332 3.2 17.4 ± -999.0 14.05 ± 0.01 13.52 ± 0.01 11.541 ± 0.0010 0
NGC1705 73.555973 -53.360988 -2.9 5.4 ± 0.6 13.37 ± 0.01 13.49 ± 0.01 13.064 ± 0.0010 934
NGC1744 74.9922 -26.02809 6.7 10.9 ± 1.6 13.1 ± 0.02 12.81 ± 0.01 11.768 ± 0.0010 991
NGC1792 76.309986 -37.980583 4.0 13.2 ± 2.3 13.82 ± 0.01 13.12 ± 0.01 9.437 ± 0.0010 954
NGC1800 76.606801 -31.954077 8.0 7.4 ± -999.0 14.72 ± 0.01 14.43 ± 0.01 12.811 ± 0.0030 0
NGC1824 76.734164 -59.727516 8.9 13.8 ± 1.8 14.9 ± 0.01 14.43 ± 0.01 13.14 ± 0.0010 936
NGC1827 77.519105 -36.960375 5.9 11.6 ± -999.0 15.16 ± 0.01 14.66 ± 0.01 12.637 ± 0.0020 0
NGC1879 79.950593 -32.142932 8.6 21.1 ± 4.8 14.57 ± 0.07 14.4 ± 0.01 13.188 ± 0.0010 0
NGC2101 86.60085 -52.08862 9.9 13.3 ± -999.0 14.62 ± 0.01 14.3 ± 0.01 13.774 ± 0.036 0
NGC2104 86.768892 -51.552576 8.7 14.1 ± 2.9 14.93 ± 0.01 14.52 ± 0.01 13.22 ± 0.0010 940
NGC2460 119.217974 60.349392 1.9 31.9 ± 11.7 15.16 ± 0.08 14.85 ± 0.08 11.107 ± 0.0020 0
NGC2500 120.471726 50.737187 7.0 10.1 ± -999.0 13.57 ± 0.01 13.34 ± 0.01 11.817 ± 0.0010 0
NGC2537 123.31035 45.991675 8.7 7.9 ± 1.5 13.98 ± 0.01 13.69 ± 0.01 11.727 ± 0.0010 0
NGC2541 123.667218 49.061618 6.0 12.4 ± 1.5 13.4 ± 0.01 13.26 ± 0.01 12.195 ± 0.0010 296
NGC2543 123.241433 36.254596 3.0 33.6 ± 4.2 15.14 ± 0.01 14.77 ± 0.01 11.909 ± 0.0010 408
NGC2551 126.209258 73.412064 0.5 34.1 ± -999.0 15.96 ± 0.01 15.62 ± 0.02 12.019 ± 0.0010 0
NGC2552 124.83555 50.00967 9.0 11.9 ± 2.0 14.28 ± 0.01 14.1 ± 0.01 12.833 ± 0.0010 296
NGC2591 129.35557 78.026289 5.9 21.0 ± 2.2 16.56 ± 0.01 15.98 ± 0.01 11.921 ± 0.0010 122
NGC2608 128.822289 28.473461 3.3 26.5 ± 4.5 15.67 ± 0.01 15.12 ± 0.02 11.878 ± 0.0010 569
NGC2633 132.01899 74.098973 3.0 29.4 ± 2.7 15.08 ± 0.01 14.68 ± 0.01 11.307 ± 0.0010 136
NGC2648 130.66589 14.285562 1.1 34.3 ± 0.2 18.08 ± 0.1 16.6 ± 0.05 11.262 ± 0.0010 0
NGC2654 132.29929 60.221263 2.0 26.2 ± 2.5 16.35 ± 0.05 15.86 ± 0.04 11.133 ± 0.0010 167
NGC2655 133.908239 78.223301 0.1 24.4 ± -999.0 16.59 ± 0.18 14.88 ± 0.04 9.61 ± 0.0010 0
NGC2681 133.386411 51.313604 0.4 15.3 ± 2.8 16.65 ± 0.01 14.83 ± 0.02 10.169 ± 0.0010 292
NGC2685 133.894531 58.73441 -1.0 13.5 ± 2.6 15.5 ± 0.01 14.99 ± 0.01 10.959 ± 0.0010 0
NGC2701 134.773903 53.771599 5.2 40.8 ± 6.0 14.61 ± 0.01 14.25 ± 0.01 12.233 ± 0.0010 392
NGC2710 134.951442 55.706361 3.1 50.4 ± 4.6 15.76 ± 0.01 15.45 ± 0.01 13.008 ± 0.0010 0
NGC2712 134.877018 44.91395 3.1 31.2 ± 2.2 15.1 ± 0.01 14.73 ± 0.01 11.684 ± 0.0010 396
NGC2715 137.025975 78.085355 5.2 21.9 ± 2.9 14.32 ± 0.01 13.92 ± 0.01 11.184 ± 0.0010 122
NGC2726 136.236642 59.932967 1.0 24.0 ± -999.0 16.92 ± 0.01 16.2 ± 0.01 12.443 ± 0.0010 167
NGC2731 135.535322 8.301702 4.2 41.0 ± 0.8 16.14 ± 0.07 15.48 ± 0.01 12.81 ± 0.0010 587
NGC2735 135.661084 25.934486 3.0 47.3 ± 6.5 16.25 ± 0.01 16.02 ± 0.01 12.374 ± 0.0060 0
NGC2742 136.889776 60.479448 5.3 23.8 ± 2.0 14.71 ± 0.01 14.21 ± 0.01 11.215 ± 0.0010 167
NGC2743 136.225353 25.0039 7.9 39.9 ± -999.0 16.49 ± 0.01 15.95 ± 0.01 13.296 ± 0.0060 0
NGC2748 138.429388 76.475236 4.0 21.6 ± 1.4 14.91 ± 0.01 14.45 ± 0.01 11.16 ± 0.0010 122
NGC2750 136.4497 25.43743 5.3 38.4 ± -999.0 14.69 ± 0.01 14.27 ± 0.01 11.938 ± 0.0010 0
NGC2764 137.072973 21.443379 -1.8 37.4 ± -999.0 17.11 ± 0.09 16.32 ± 0.01 12.193 ± 0.0010 0
NGC2768 137.905841 60.037458 -4.5 20.1 ± 3.1 16.94 ± 0.06 14.7 ± 0.07 9.646 ± 0.0010 167
NGC2770 137.390214 33.123451 5.3 30.4 ± 3.3 15.01 ± 0.01 14.59 ± 0.01 11.925 ± 0.0010 389
NGC2775 137.583953 7.037979 1.7 17.0 ± -999.0 15.43 ± 0.01 14.42 ± 0.02 9.473 ± 0.0010 0
NGC2776 138.060538 44.954873 5.2 27.6 ± 8.0 14.09 ± 0.01 13.7 ± 0.01 11.539 ± 0.0010 0
NGC2780 138.184865 34.925594 3.0 55.6 ± 24.5 17.06 ± 0.02 16.29 ± 0.03 13.264 ± 0.0010 0
NGC2782 138.521287 40.113657 1.1 23.4 ± 10.7 14.75 ± 0.01 14.24 ± 0.01 11.232 ± 0.014 0
NGC2787 139.827383 69.203333 -1.0 10.2 ± 3.9 17.49 ± 0.23 15.68 ± 0.04 9.922 ± 0.0010 153
NGC2793 139.1943 34.43168 8.7 26.3 ± -999.0 15.34 ± 0.01 15.0 ± 0.01 13.614 ± 0.0020 0
NGC2798 139.345273 41.999978 1.1 25.7 ± 3.1 16.51 ± 0.01 15.54 ± 0.02 11.366 ± 0.0010 0
NGC2799 139.37953 41.993907 8.8 27.4 ± -999.0 16.2 ± 0.01 15.74 ± 0.02 13.679 ± 0.0010 0
NGC2805 140.085004 64.10298 6.9 27.8 ± 0.8 13.3 ± 0.02 13.11 ± 0.01 11.783 ± 0.0010 0
NGC2814 140.2977 64.25194 2.8 27.1 ± -999.0 15.73 ± 0.01 15.49 ± 0.03 13.518 ± 0.0010 0
NGC2820 140.440427 64.257798 5.3 32.1 ± 4.4 15.21 ± 0.01 14.89 ± 0.01 12.101 ± 0.0010 0
NGC2841 140.511219 50.976585 3.0 16.8 ± 5.3 13.7 ± 0.01 13.19 ± 0.01 8.713 ± 0.0010 293
NGC2844 140.450136 40.151265 0.6 37.9 ± 9.3 16.6 ± 0.08 16.25 ± 0.01 12.389 ± 0.0010 388
NGC2854 141.013174 49.204229 3.1 33.7 ± 1.9 16.31 ± 0.01 15.85 ± 0.01 12.501 ± 0.0010 0
NGC2859 141.077201 34.513533 -1.2 27.3 ± 1.9 17.13 ± 0.18 15.78 ± 0.21 10.467 ± 0.0010 0
NGC2882 141.650581 7.954567 5.0 37.9 ± 1.5 16.39 ± 0.01 15.69 ± 0.01 12.45 ± 0.0010 582
NGC2893 142.570656 29.540002 0.3 26.8 ± -999.0 15.9 ± 0.01 15.33 ± 0.01 12.719 ± 0.0010 0
NGC2894 142.376007 7.718839 1.0 42.3 ± 3.2 16.86 ± 0.01 15.91 ± 0.01 11.786 ± 0.0010 582
NGC2903 143.042403 21.501831 4.0 9.1 ± 1.6 12.36 ± 0.02 11.87 ± 0.02 8.4 ± 0.0010 271
NGC2906 143.025968 8.441823 5.9 38.4 ± 1.3 15.95 ± 0.02 15.35 ± 0.01 11.724 ± 0.0010 555
NGC2919 143.698035 10.283742 3.7 41.8 ± 4.1 16.01 ± 0.01 15.51 ± 0.01 12.583 ± 0.0010 582
NGC2938 144.604049 76.319302 5.8 46.0 ± 13.5 15.54 ± 0.02 15.25 ± 0.01 14.027 ± 0.0040 154
NGC2962 145.224724 5.16591 -1.1 33.9 ± 4.3 17.25 ± 0.01 16.53 ± 0.01 11.353 ± 0.0010 555
NGC2964 145.725892 31.847374 4.1 21.2 ± 2.3 14.73 ± 0.01 14.07 ± 0.01 10.789 ± 0.0010 378
NGC2966 145.547837 4.673138 4.2 25.9 ± 4.7 16.06 ± 0.01 15.48 ± 0.02 12.077 ± 0.0020 0
NGC2967 145.513799 0.336436 5.2 30.9 ± -999.0 14.34 ± 0.04 13.64 ± 0.03 11.322 ± 0.0010 0
NGC2968 145.800077 31.92874 1.2 13.9 ± 9.1 19.07 ± 0.16 16.79 ± 0.17 10.93 ± 0.0050 0
NGC2974 145.638709 -3.699192 -4.3 24.7 ± 6.0 16.98 ± 0.05 15.59 ± 0.03 10.52 ± 0.0010 537
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NGC2976 146.813661 67.916707 5.2 3.6 ± 0.7 13.1 ± 0.01 12.71 ± 0.01 9.907 ± 0.0010 217
NGC3003 147.148757 33.421633 4.3 22.7 ± 3.7 14.02 ± 0.01 13.7 ± 0.01 11.871 ± 0.0010 378
NGC3018 147.42269 0.621409 3.1 24.9 ± -999.0 15.33 ± 0.01 14.83 ± 0.01 13.687 ± 0.0010 0
NGC3020 147.52759 12.81372 5.9 28.5 ± 9.5 13.86 ± 0.01 13.64 ± 0.01 12.922 ± 0.0010 401
NGC3021 147.738159 33.553599 4.0 27.3 ± 3.8 15.19 ± 0.01 14.66 ± 0.01 11.665 ± 0.0010 378
NGC3023 147.468653 0.619035 5.5 31.5 ± 2.5 14.39 ± 0.01 14.1 ± 0.01 12.992 ± 0.0010 0
NGC3024 147.613982 12.765714 5.0 18.9 ± -999.0 15.25 ± 0.01 14.86 ± 0.01 13.436 ± 0.0090 0
NGC3026 147.730456 28.551058 9.7 25.4 ± 1.3 15.63 ± 0.01 15.21 ± 0.01 13.209 ± 0.0010 0
NGC3031 148.888327 69.065347 2.4 3.7 ± 0.5 10.82 ± 0.02 10.04 ± 0.15 6.345 ± 0.0010 217
NGC3032 148.033996 29.236235 -1.9 22.9 ± 1.7 16.2 ± 0.01 15.33 ± 0.02 12.226 ± 0.0010 379
NGC3034 148.968 69.67975 7.5 3.8 ± 0.7 12.54 ± 0.01 11.4 ± 0.01 6.763 ± 0.0010 217
NGC3043 149.0619 59.30716 3.0 46.2 ± 0.6 15.97 ± 0.02 15.52 ± 0.01 12.939 ± 0.0010 0
NGC3044 148.419984 1.579714 5.6 23.3 ± 2.2 14.37 ± 0.01 13.92 ± 0.01 11.36 ± 0.0010 373
NGC3049 148.706654 9.2712 2.5 30.8 ± 1.1 15.19 ± 0.01 14.67 ± 0.01 12.43 ± 0.0010 401
NGC3055 148.825245 4.269998 5.3 31.6 ± 3.2 14.7 ± 0.01 14.24 ± 0.01 11.909 ± 0.0010 557
NGC3057 151.414585 80.286652 7.9 25.7 ± -999.0 14.94 ± 0.01 14.66 ± 0.01 13.538 ± 0.04 0
NGC3061 149.050248 75.866441 5.3 55.1 ± 22.9 15.78 ± 0.01 15.52 ± 0.01 13.146 ± 0.0010 0
NGC3067 149.587799 32.370092 2.1 21.3 ± 2.9 16.13 ± 0.01 15.41 ± 0.01 11.328 ± 0.0010 0
NGC3073 150.216899 55.61886 -2.8 23.2 ± 7.3 17.58 ± 0.01 16.61 ± 0.03 13.194 ± 0.0080 157
NGC3079 150.490903 55.679875 6.6 19.1 ± 1.5 13.74 ± 0.02 13.33 ± 0.02 9.585 ± 0.0010 157
NGC3094 150.358116 15.770114 1.1 39.2 ± 3.4 16.0 ± 0.01 15.3 ± 0.01 11.197 ± 0.0010 0
NGC3098 150.569611 24.711167 -1.5 20.3 ± 5.5 19.34 ± 0.16 17.07 ± 0.03 11.816 ± 0.0010 0
NGC3104 150.9879 40.75575 9.9 9.4 ± -999.0 14.49 ± 0.01 14.25 ± 0.01 13.382 ± 0.0030 0
NGC3115 151.308123 -7.718601 -2.9 10.2 ± 1.4 15.77 ± 0.02 14.03 ± 0.03 8.476 ± 0.0010 270
NGC3118 151.798218 33.027431 4.1 27.8 ± 1.1 15.89 ± 0.01 15.37 ± 0.01 13.895 ± 0.0020 378
NGC3147 154.223547 73.400756 3.9 41.5 ± 5.9 14.29 ± 0.01 13.69 ± 0.01 9.89 ± 0.0010 781
NGC3155 154.415912 74.347523 3.5 51.4 ± 6.3 16.2 ± 0.05 15.9 ± 0.04 13.45 ± 0.013 781
NGC3162 153.381615 22.737555 4.6 26.7 ± 3.2 14.02 ± 0.01 13.7 ± 0.01 11.775 ± 0.0010 0
NGC3165 153.3804 3.37494 8.5 17.8 ± -999.0 16.41 ± 0.01 15.99 ± 0.01 14.158 ± 0.0010 0
NGC3166 153.440425 3.424893 0.3 22.0 ± -999.0 16.47 ± 0.11 15.01 ± 0.03 9.85 ± 0.0010 0
NGC3169 153.562655 3.466118 1.2 19.1 ± 3.5 14.41 ± 0.07 13.78 ± 0.05 9.712 ± 0.0010 372
NGC3182 154.8876 58.20573 0.5 28.4 ± -999.0 17.01 ± 0.03 16.26 ± 0.03 12.057 ± 0.0020 0
NGC3185 154.410705 21.688247 1.2 24.7 ± 3.2 16.23 ± 0.02 15.62 ± 0.01 11.779 ± 0.0010 368
NGC3187 154.449436 21.873358 5.0 35.2 ± 10.1 15.17 ± 0.01 14.9 ± 0.03 13.201 ± 0.0070 0
NGC3190 154.523556 21.83218 0.9 23.6 ± 2.9 17.51 ± 0.13 15.59 ± 0.03 10.066 ± 0.0010 368
NGC3193 154.603845 21.893986 -4.8 29.3 ± 4.0 17.7 ± 0.11 15.83 ± 0.06 10.647 ± 0.0010 368
NGC3206 155.448521 56.930494 6.0 20.7 ± 0.4 14.31 ± 0.01 13.99 ± 0.01 12.889 ± 0.0020 157
NGC3220 155.936494 57.02679 3.0 15.9 ± -999.0 15.91 ± 0.01 15.65 ± 0.01 14.236 ± 0.0010 0
NGC3225 156.291394 58.150035 5.8 39.5 ± 6.4 15.29 ± 0.01 15.0 ± 0.01 13.184 ± 0.0040 183
NGC3239 156.27567 17.161338 9.8 8.1 ± -999.0 12.85 ± 0.01 12.59 ± 0.01 12.178 ± 0.0010 0
NGC3245A 156.755028 28.63942 3.4 24.6 ± 3.3 17.27 ± 0.01 16.55 ± 0.09 14.206 ± 0.0020 370
NGC3246 156.674245 3.861968 7.9 33.7 ± 2.5 15.41 ± 0.01 14.91 ± 0.01 13.273 ± 0.0020 0
NGC3252 158.596713 73.764945 7.4 26.0 ± 3.8 15.94 ± 0.06 15.72 ± 0.04 12.62 ± 0.0010 0
NGC3254 157.333126 29.491723 4.0 32.2 ± 5.8 14.65 ± 0.01 14.32 ± 0.01 11.52 ± 0.0010 370
NGC3259 158.145202 65.041132 3.7 34.4 ± 4.7 15.02 ± 0.02 14.77 ± 0.01 12.614 ± 0.0030 121
NGC3264 158.08275 56.08341 7.9 20.7 ± 3.2 14.68 ± 0.01 14.54 ± 0.01 13.86 ± 0.0020 0
NGC3274 158.07195 27.66875 6.6 13.1 ± 8.4 14.38 ± 0.01 14.08 ± 0.01 13.252 ± 0.0020 0
NGC3277 158.23105 28.511813 1.9 25.0 ± -999.0 15.89 ± 0.01 15.21 ± 0.02 11.46 ± 0.0010 0
NGC3279 158.678007 11.197334 6.4 36.7 ± 9.1 17.83 ± 0.02 16.91 ± 0.02 11.852 ± 0.0010 403
NGC3287 158.697027 21.648151 7.6 22.1 ± 2.4 15.24 ± 0.01 14.78 ± 0.01 12.282 ± 0.0010 368
NGC3294 159.067776 37.32479 5.1 29.8 ± 2.9 14.56 ± 0.01 13.94 ± 0.01 10.829 ± 0.0010 404
NGC3299 159.099353 12.707618 8.0 5.4 ± -999.0 16.31 ± 0.03 15.67 ± 0.01 12.945 ± 0.0040 0
NGC3301 159.233496 21.882133 -0.3 23.3 ± -999.0 19.1 ± 0.28 16.41 ± 0.01 11.143 ± 0.0010 0
NGC3306 159.292614 12.652605 7.8 50.1 ± 3.4 15.89 ± 0.03 15.5 ± 0.01 12.747 ± 0.0010 577
NGC3310 159.691035 53.503397 4.0 18.1 ± 0.8 12.26 ± 0.01 11.99 ± 0.01 10.7 ± 0.0030 0
NGC3319 159.789297 41.686808 6.0 16.5 ± 7.1 13.52 ± 0.01 13.25 ± 0.01 11.841 ± 0.0010 287
NGC3320 159.901922 47.397967 5.8 36.6 ± 4.1 15.15 ± 0.01 14.74 ± 0.01 12.509 ± 0.0010 184
NGC3321 159.710904 -11.64869 5.1 44.5 ± 8.8 15.33 ± 0.02 14.86 ± 0.01 13.014 ± 0.0020 432
NGC3338 160.531536 13.746848 5.1 24.8 ± 2.8 13.61 ± 0.01 13.19 ± 0.01 10.868 ± 0.0010 364
NGC3344 160.879688 24.922415 4.0 6.1 ± -999.0 12.51 ± 0.03 12.11 ± 0.02 10.018 ± 0.0010 278
NGC3346 160.912476 14.8719 5.9 22.4 ± -999.0 14.57 ± 0.01 14.15 ± 0.01 11.707 ± 0.0010 0
NGC3353 161.3433 55.960548 3.4 18.9 ± 1.5 14.7 ± 0.01 14.44 ± 0.01 12.884 ± 0.0020 0
NGC3361 161.12151 -11.207953 5.0 31.7 ± 2.7 15.53 ± 0.01 15.13 ± 0.01 12.659 ± 0.0010 433
NGC3364 162.124375 72.425011 5.0 36.4 ± -999.0 15.69 ± 0.07 15.34 ± 0.07 12.728 ± 0.0010 0
NGC3365 161.552248 1.813463 5.9 18.2 ± 3.0 15.42 ± 0.01 14.86 ± 0.01 12.651 ± 0.0010 279
NGC3368 161.69035 11.819975 2.2 10.9 ± 1.6 14.25 ± 0.08 13.53 ± 0.08 8.83 ± 0.0010 266
NGC3370 161.766981 17.273733 5.1 27.4 ± 3.3 14.41 ± 0.01 14.08 ± 0.01 11.747 ± 0.0010 361
NGC3377A 161.84295 14.06938 8.9 7.2 ± 3.0 16.29 ± 0.01 15.89 ± 0.01 13.992 ± 0.12 0
NGC3380 162.050769 28.6019 1.0 21.4 ± -999.0 16.19 ± 0.02 15.66 ± 0.01 12.428 ± 0.0010 369
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NGC3381 162.103649 34.711411 3.2 21.7 ± -999.0 14.87 ± 0.01 14.46 ± 0.01 12.553 ± 0.0010 0
NGC3389 162.116243 12.533251 5.3 21.3 ± 2.2 14.28 ± 0.01 13.73 ± 0.01 11.867 ± 0.0010 364
NGC3395 162.458909 32.982951 5.8 25.8 ± 2.2 13.62 ± 0.01 13.27 ± 0.01 12.153 ± 0.0020 0
NGC3396 162.479994 32.990683 9.4 24.9 ± 4.4 14.23 ± 0.01 13.87 ± 0.01 12.367 ± 0.0030 0
NGC3403 163.478664 73.690336 4.0 26.8 ± 4.6 15.07 ± 0.02 14.84 ± 0.02 12.16 ± 0.0010 120
NGC3413 162.836397 32.766139 -1.5 16.2 ± -999.0 15.27 ± 0.01 14.79 ± 0.01 13.081 ± 0.0010 288
NGC3414 162.817566 27.975097 -2.0 29.0 ± 5.4 17.29 ± 0.09 16.03 ± 0.03 10.566 ± 0.0010 369
NGC3423 162.809667 5.840103 6.0 10.9 ± 0.8 13.37 ± 0.01 12.97 ± 0.01 11.197 ± 0.0010 0
NGC3424 162.942894 32.900768 3.1 29.2 ± 1.4 16.16 ± 0.01 15.63 ± 0.01 11.418 ± 0.0010 0
NGC3430 163.047466 32.95043 5.1 29.2 ± 3.0 14.16 ± 0.01 13.79 ± 0.01 11.334 ± 0.0010 371
NGC3433 163.016045 10.14836 5.3 39.5 ± -999.0 14.9 ± 0.01 14.4 ± 0.01 12.049 ± 0.0010 0
NGC3437 163.149046 22.934173 5.3 24.8 ± 2.8 14.97 ± 0.01 14.44 ± 0.01 11.264 ± 0.0010 365
NGC3440 163.456276 57.11866 3.0 42.8 ± 0.0 15.63 ± 0.01 15.28 ± 0.01 14.044 ± 0.0020 127
NGC3443 163.250233 17.573881 6.6 22.3 ± 2.7 15.54 ± 0.01 15.21 ± 0.01 14.023 ± 0.0010 361
NGC3445 163.648112 56.990824 8.9 22.5 ± 8.7 14.23 ± 0.01 14.03 ± 0.01 12.871 ± 0.014 127
NGC3447 163.349772 16.773345 8.8 20.1 ± -999.0 14.24 ± 0.01 13.92 ± 0.01 13.397 ± 0.0020 0
NGC3448 163.662696 54.305524 1.8 24.5 ± -999.0 14.4 ± 0.01 13.99 ± 0.01 11.886 ± 0.0010 0
NGC3454 163.622746 17.343735 5.5 26.6 ± 3.0 16.72 ± 0.01 16.14 ± 0.01 12.861 ± 0.0040 0
NGC3455 163.629522 17.284719 3.1 29.0 ± 5.0 14.92 ± 0.01 14.48 ± 0.01 12.867 ± 0.0010 361
NGC3485 165.009877 14.841695 3.1 19.1 ± -999.0 14.6 ± 0.01 14.26 ± 0.01 12.106 ± 0.0010 0
NGC3486 165.099512 28.975084 5.2 14.1 ± 3.1 12.6 ± 0.02 12.3 ± 0.03 10.527 ± 0.0010 0
NGC3488 165.348528 57.67769 5.2 48.4 ± 2.4 15.57 ± 0.01 15.24 ± 0.01 13.04 ± 0.0010 0
NGC3489 165.07735 13.901148 -1.2 9.6 ± 2.8 16.72 ± 0.02 14.85 ± 0.02 10.041 ± 0.0010 266
NGC3495 165.317357 3.627985 6.4 20.4 ± 4.1 14.83 ± 0.01 14.26 ± 0.01 11.338 ± 0.0010 280
NGC3501 165.697216 17.989291 5.9 23.8 ± 1.9 16.44 ± 0.01 15.91 ± 0.01 11.768 ± 0.0010 360
NGC3504 165.796794 27.972648 2.1 20.1 ± 9.1 14.29 ± 0.01 13.68 ± 0.01 10.568 ± 0.0010 0
NGC3507 165.855719 18.135503 3.1 15.8 ± 5.7 14.32 ± 0.01 13.87 ± 0.01 11.08 ± 0.0010 0
NGC3510 165.9309 28.88713 8.6 14.1 ± 4.9 14.7 ± 0.01 14.33 ± 0.01 13.323 ± 0.0020 269
NGC3512 166.012288 28.036831 5.1 25.0 ± -999.0 14.92 ± 0.01 14.6 ± 0.01 12.185 ± 0.0010 0
NGC3513 165.942221 -23.245621 5.1 13.2 ± 4.8 13.67 ± 0.01 13.26 ± 0.01 11.662 ± 0.0010 0
NGC3521 166.452415 -0.035937 4.0 12.1 ± 2.8 13.07 ± 0.03 12.26 ± 0.02 8.202 ± 0.0010 281
NGC3522 166.668624 20.085584 -4.9 25.5 ± -999.0 19.63 ± 0.33 17.02 ± 0.07 12.855 ± 0.0010 360
NGC3547 167.483061 10.720932 3.1 27.1 ± 4.6 15.24 ± 0.01 14.78 ± 0.01 12.874 ± 0.0010 366
NGC3549 167.737026 53.387772 5.1 40.6 ± 4.4 15.5 ± 0.01 15.03 ± 0.01 11.706 ± 0.0010 138
NGC3583 168.545545 48.318621 3.1 30.8 ± 2.7 15.04 ± 0.01 14.42 ± 0.01 10.966 ± 0.0010 0
NGC3589 168.806779 60.701023 7.0 26.3 ± -999.0 15.75 ± 0.01 15.55 ± 0.01 14.408 ± 0.0020 0
NGC3592 168.613743 17.259994 5.3 26.6 ± 4.1 17.73 ± 0.01 17.07 ± 0.01 13.324 ± 0.0020 358
NGC3593 168.654084 12.818151 -0.4 5.5 ± -999.0 16.66 ± 0.03 15.23 ± 0.02 9.992 ± 0.0010 267
NGC3599 168.862334 18.110373 -2.0 19.7 ± 0.8 18.11 ± 0.05 16.59 ± 0.01 11.812 ± 0.0010 358
NGC3600 168.966828 41.591802 1.0 17.0 ± 5.4 15.27 ± 0.01 14.8 ± 0.01 12.858 ± 0.0020 0
NGC3608 169.245658 18.148687 -4.8 24.3 ± 2.2 17.58 ± 0.11 15.51 ± 0.13 10.55 ± 0.0020 358
NGC3611 169.37572 4.55558 1.0 33.3 ± 8.5 15.87 ± 0.03 15.06 ± 0.02 11.79 ± 0.012 0
NGC3614 169.588937 45.748199 5.2 39.6 ± 8.7 14.64 ± 0.01 14.33 ± 0.01 12.197 ± 0.0010 191
NGC3619 169.840041 57.757838 -0.9 27.9 ± -999.0 16.67 ± 0.02 15.69 ± 0.02 11.158 ± 0.0010 0
NGC3622 170.051685 67.2419 6.0 27.4 ± 0.8 15.34 ± 0.01 14.98 ± 0.01 13.178 ± 0.0090 0
NGC3623 169.73298 13.092343 1.0 12.6 ± 2.2 15.07 ± 0.02 13.97 ± 0.01 8.687 ± 0.0010 267
NGC3625 170.13062 57.781621 3.1 38.8 ± 7.7 16.32 ± 0.01 15.91 ± 0.01 13.551 ± 0.0010 125
NGC3627 170.062528 12.991503 3.1 10.0 ± 1.7 12.78 ± 0.01 12.06 ± 0.01 8.302 ± 0.0010 267
NGC3628 170.070643 13.588986 3.1 11.3 ± 2.8 14.31 ± 0.01 13.16 ± 0.01 8.537 ± 0.0010 267
NGC3629 170.132478 26.963377 5.9 38.9 ± 9.1 14.61 ± 0.01 14.27 ± 0.01 13.122 ± 0.0030 405
NGC3631 170.262092 53.169623 5.2 13.1 ± 6.1 13.1 ± 0.01 12.76 ± 0.01 10.443 ± 0.0010 0
NGC3633 170.109304 3.585475 1.0 41.7 ± 1.6 18.07 ± 0.24 16.96 ± 0.04 12.231 ± 0.0010 0
NGC3642 170.574635 59.074523 4.0 27.5 ± -999.0 13.71 ± 0.04 13.58 ± 0.06 11.491 ± 0.0010 0
NGC3654 171.0447 69.41308 4.0 39.1 ± 5.8 15.92 ± 0.01 15.5 ± 0.01 13.119 ± 0.0020 0
NGC3655 170.727582 16.590137 5.0 30.9 ± 5.0 15.22 ± 0.01 14.52 ± 0.01 11.184 ± 0.0010 358
NGC3664 171.100947 3.324848 9.0 24.4 ± -999.0 14.3 ± 0.01 14.05 ± 0.01 13.35 ± 0.0010 0
NGC3666 171.108575 11.342071 5.2 18.9 ± 2.8 14.82 ± 0.01 14.37 ± 0.01 11.623 ± 0.0010 362
NGC3669 171.361653 57.721441 6.8 55.6 ± 20.7 15.32 ± 0.01 14.89 ± 0.01 13.096 ± 0.0010 125
NGC3672 171.260309 -9.795331 5.0 27.1 ± 4.9 14.3 ± 0.01 13.74 ± 0.01 10.677 ± 0.0010 422
NGC3673 171.303583 -26.736739 3.2 24.8 ± 3.4 14.75 ± 0.04 14.31 ± 0.01 11.079 ± 0.0010 418
NGC3681 171.624147 16.86343 4.0 24.2 ± -999.0 14.88 ± 0.02 14.57 ± 0.01 11.635 ± 0.0010 0
NGC3682 171.92163 66.589826 -0.1 20.1 ± -999.0 16.22 ± 0.02 15.47 ± 0.02 11.713 ± 0.0010 0
NGC3683 171.882472 56.876877 5.0 33.2 ± 5.2 16.54 ± 0.04 15.85 ± 0.01 10.916 ± 0.0010 125
NGC3683A 172.299025 57.132329 5.1 40.8 ± 2.1 15.26 ± 0.01 14.88 ± 0.01 12.244 ± 0.0010 134
NGC3684 171.796673 17.030224 4.0 23.8 ± 1.7 14.41 ± 0.01 13.97 ± 0.01 11.749 ± 0.0010 0
NGC3686 171.933239 17.224113 4.1 18.6 ± 4.3 14.2 ± 0.01 13.71 ± 0.01 11.016 ± 0.0010 0
NGC3687 172.002507 29.511099 3.8 27.2 ± 7.3 15.3 ± 0.01 14.93 ± 0.01 12.346 ± 0.0010 0
NGC3689 172.045933 25.661113 5.3 41.5 ± 8.2 15.87 ± 0.02 15.17 ± 0.01 11.73 ± 0.0010 193
NGC3691 172.039075 16.92031 3.0 28.3 ± 4.2 15.36 ± 0.01 14.95 ± 0.01 13.07 ± 0.0010 0
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NGC3692 172.100079 9.407708 3.1 35.9 ± 2.4 15.83 ± 0.02 15.25 ± 0.01 11.81 ± 0.0010 367
NGC3701 172.370591 24.093465 4.0 45.6 ± 5.0 15.24 ± 0.03 14.97 ± 0.03 13.066 ± 0.0060 193
NGC3705 172.530776 9.276725 2.4 18.6 ± 2.0 14.42 ± 0.01 13.85 ± 0.01 10.508 ± 0.0010 362
NGC3712 172.789004 28.566394 6.0 21.1 ± -999.0 16.55 ± 0.04 16.16 ± 0.03 14.93 ± 0.087 0
NGC3715 172.884739 -14.23143 3.8 40.7 ± 7.1 15.86 ± 0.01 15.18 ± 0.01 12.043 ± 0.0010 423
NGC3726 173.338078 47.029241 5.1 16.9 ± 2.4 13.04 ± 0.01 12.69 ± 0.01 10.265 ± 0.0010 102
NGC3729 173.455785 53.125554 1.2 20.2 ± 1.6 15.5 ± 0.01 14.87 ± 0.01 11.116 ± 0.0010 0
NGC3733 173.756855 54.85054 5.6 25.0 ± 4.0 14.59 ± 0.01 14.34 ± 0.01 12.713 ± 0.0040 0
NGC3735 173.988433 70.535538 5.3 38.7 ± 4.5 15.14 ± 0.01 14.65 ± 0.01 10.891 ± 0.0010 766
NGC3738 173.95238 54.523905 9.8 3.6 ± 1.3 13.83 ± 0.01 13.46 ± 0.01 12.132 ± 0.0030 256
NGC3752 173.13448 74.627471 2.0 32.6 ± 0.9 16.34 ± 0.03 15.81 ± 0.01 12.95 ± 0.0010 0
NGC3755 174.138961 36.410322 5.2 35.0 ± 8.4 14.5 ± 0.01 14.2 ± 0.01 12.975 ± 0.0040 170
NGC3756 174.200202 54.293545 4.0 21.4 ± 2.5 14.75 ± 0.01 14.28 ± 0.01 11.266 ± 0.0010 104
NGC3769 174.433698 47.892941 3.4 16.5 ± 1.8 14.82 ± 0.01 14.38 ± 0.01 11.71 ± 0.0010 0
NGC3773 174.553946 12.112163 -2.0 17.0 ± -999.0 14.85 ± 0.01 14.62 ± 0.01 13.174 ± 0.017 0
NGC3779 174.712489 -10.583813 6.7 22.5 ± -999.0 15.7 ± 0.01 15.46 ± 0.01 14.644 ± 0.0020 0
NGC3780 174.843182 56.270703 5.2 42.6 ± 4.1 14.48 ± 0.01 14.14 ± 0.01 11.374 ± 0.0010 0
NGC3782 174.836452 46.513874 6.5 14.6 ± 1.4 14.48 ± 0.01 14.19 ± 0.01 13.145 ± 0.0030 0
NGC3786 174.92709 31.909477 1.1 46.2 ± 3.5 16.26 ± 0.05 15.7 ± 0.02 11.828 ± 0.0010 0
NGC3788 174.93562 31.931278 2.3 50.1 ± 9.6 15.95 ± 0.02 15.26 ± 0.01 11.825 ± 0.0010 0
NGC3794 175.225897 56.202077 6.3 19.9 ± 4.5 14.83 ± 0.01 14.58 ± 0.01 13.347 ± 0.0010 104
NGC3810 175.244835 11.471085 5.2 18.3 ± 3.4 13.51 ± 0.01 12.93 ± 0.01 10.33 ± 0.0010 362
NGC3813 175.327698 36.546894 3.3 25.6 ± 2.1 14.62 ± 0.01 14.08 ± 0.01 11.222 ± 0.0010 170
NGC3835 176.020427 60.119816 2.0 44.7 ± 4.3 16.4 ± 0.01 15.77 ± 0.01 12.205 ± 0.0010 134
NGC3846A 176.061724 55.034941 9.7 25.3 ± -999.0 15.46 ± 0.01 15.13 ± 0.01 13.585 ± 0.017 0
NGC3850 176.398437 55.886969 5.3 17.8 ± 3.5 15.76 ± 0.01 15.44 ± 0.01 13.639 ± 0.013 104
NGC3870 176.485913 50.199858 -2.0 16.9 ± 0.7 15.11 ± 0.01 14.83 ± 0.01 13.178 ± 0.01 102
NGC3877 176.532209 47.494593 5.1 15.6 ± 1.3 15.42 ± 0.01 14.7 ± 0.01 10.245 ± 0.0010 102
NGC3879 176.706539 69.383639 8.0 27.2 ± 3.2 15.42 ± 0.01 15.03 ± 0.01 13.936 ± 0.0040 0
NGC3885 176.693591 -27.922193 0.3 27.8 ± -999.0 17.25 ± 0.07 15.85 ± 0.02 10.928 ± 0.0010 417
NGC3887 176.769131 -16.854523 3.9 19.3 ± 1.7 13.65 ± 0.01 13.2 ± 0.01 10.561 ± 0.0010 0
NGC3888 176.893303 55.967317 5.3 40.3 ± 1.6 14.99 ± 0.01 14.53 ± 0.01 11.756 ± 0.0010 0
NGC3892 177.004335 -10.962115 -1.1 27.2 ± -999.0 19.56 ± 0.27 16.47 ± 0.05 10.935 ± 0.0010 0
NGC3893 177.15901 48.710949 5.2 18.1 ± 1.2 13.37 ± 0.01 12.87 ± 0.01 10.347 ± 0.0010 0
NGC3896 177.235142 48.674726 0.2 12.9 ± -999.0 15.69 ± 0.06 15.22 ± 0.05 13.591 ± 0.339 0
NGC3898 177.313532 56.084566 1.7 21.9 ± -999.0 15.0 ± 0.02 14.61 ± 0.03 10.371 ± 0.0010 0
NGC3900 177.289416 27.022055 -0.2 17.0 ± 3.8 15.71 ± 0.02 15.16 ± 0.02 11.328 ± 0.0010 1
NGC3901 175.70589 77.373377 6.0 22.5 ± -999.0 15.76 ± 0.01 15.44 ± 0.01 13.901 ± 0.0080 0
NGC3906 177.418986 48.42613 6.7 12.8 ± -999.0 15.39 ± 0.01 15.02 ± 0.01 13.069 ± 0.0010 0
NGC3912 177.51853 26.478859 3.1 17.0 ± 3.6 15.91 ± 0.01 15.3 ± 0.01 12.31 ± 0.0010 1
NGC3917 177.689346 51.824478 5.9 17.4 ± 1.5 15.38 ± 0.01 14.91 ± 0.01 11.584 ± 0.0010 102
NGC3922 177.806019 50.156901 -0.1 17.0 ± -999.0 18.71 ± 0.27 17.24 ± 0.05 12.685 ± 0.0010 0
NGC3928 177.948492 48.683185 -4.8 16.0 ± 1.3 15.41 ± 0.01 14.97 ± 0.01 12.134 ± 0.0010 102
NGC3930 177.941185 38.015242 5.2 17.6 ± 1.3 14.5 ± 0.01 14.15 ± 0.01 12.593 ± 0.0010 108
NGC3936 178.085699 -26.905993 4.4 22.6 ± 3.5 16.02 ± 0.7 15.22 ± 0.01 11.545 ± 0.0010 417
NGC3941 178.230691 36.986351 -2.0 14.2 ± 3.5 17.4 ± 0.23 15.54 ± 0.02 10.022 ± 0.0030 108
NGC3949 178.423881 47.858747 4.0 18.3 ± 1.9 13.53 ± 0.01 13.1 ± 0.01 10.956 ± 0.0010 102
NGC3952 178.419401 -3.99662 9.3 27.0 ± -999.0 15.11 ± 0.01 14.7 ± 0.01 13.671 ± 0.011 0
NGC3955 178.48817 -23.164223 0.3 20.6 ± -999.0 15.56 ± 0.03 14.72 ± 0.01 11.104 ± 0.0010 0
NGC3956 178.502999 -20.56733 5.1 27.3 ± 4.9 14.64 ± 0.01 14.21 ± 0.01 12.331 ± 0.0010 409
NGC3976 178.988569 6.749317 3.2 35.6 ± 3.7 14.89 ± 0.03 14.51 ± 0.02 11.173 ± 0.0010 57
NGC3985 179.175556 48.334026 8.8 12.9 ± 6.4 15.23 ± 0.01 14.77 ± 0.01 12.607 ± 0.022 102
NGC4010 179.658 47.26141 6.8 19.0 ± 2.1 15.94 ± 0.02 15.47 ± 0.01 11.85 ± 0.0010 102
NGC4013 179.630592 43.947461 3.1 18.6 ± 2.5 16.41 ± 0.01 15.06 ± 0.01 10.065 ± 0.0010 102
NGC4020 179.736 30.41247 6.9 17.0 ± -999.0 15.31 ± 0.01 14.84 ± 0.01 12.781 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4030 180.098393 -1.100035 4.0 24.5 ± 2.9 13.69 ± 0.01 12.98 ± 0.01 9.835 ± 0.0010 427
NGC4032 180.136876 20.073961 9.8 17.0 ± -999.0 14.75 ± 0.01 14.33 ± 0.01 12.838 ± 0.0060 1
NGC4034 180.373847 69.324021 6.0 31.6 ± -999.0 16.45 ± 0.02 16.19 ± 0.06 13.802 ± 0.0010 0
NGC4037 180.348636 13.401076 2.9 17.2 ± -999.0 15.5 ± 0.01 15.02 ± 0.09 12.355 ± 0.0010 0
NGC4038 180.47088 -18.867559 8.9 20.9 ± 5.5 12.76 ± 0.01 12.31 ± 0.01 9.65 ± 0.0010 409
NGC4039 180.472987 -18.88611 8.9 20.9 ± 5.5 13.84 ± 0.01 13.31 ± 0.01 10.853 ± 0.0010 409
NGC4041 180.551016 62.137293 4.0 22.7 ± -999.0 14.04 ± 0.01 13.55 ± 0.01 10.775 ± 0.0010 0
NGC4045 180.676005 1.976741 1.3 17.0 ± 3.9 15.94 ± 0.02 15.22 ± 0.01 11.24 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4049 180.7269 18.75216 7.5 17.0 ± -999.0 15.78 ± 0.01 15.45 ± 0.01 13.849 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4050 180.724783 -16.373602 2.2 33.7 ± 6.3 15.29 ± 0.11 14.85 ± 0.02 11.244 ± 0.0010 409
NGC4051 180.790072 44.53131 4.0 14.6 ± 2.2 13.38 ± 0.01 12.89 ± 0.01 9.974 ± 0.0010 102
NGC4062 181.015893 31.895706 5.3 16.3 ± 3.6 14.74 ± 0.01 14.15 ± 0.01 10.674 ± 0.0010 200
NGC4064 181.046458 18.443637 1.4 17.0 ± 4.8 17.08 ± 0.01 15.45 ± 0.01 11.192 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4067 181.048123 10.85442 3.1 17.0 ± 0.8 15.89 ± 0.01 15.47 ± 0.01 12.495 ± 0.0010 1
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NGC4068 181.007354 52.58772 9.9 4.7 ± 0.8 14.3 ± 0.01 14.12 ± 0.01 13.579 ± 0.0020 258
NGC4080 181.2159 26.992591 9.5 17.0 ± -999.0 16.17 ± 0.01 15.68 ± 0.01 13.321 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4081 181.13955 64.43761 1.1 30.2 ± 2.3 17.26 ± 0.01 16.61 ± 0.01 12.469 ± 0.0010 106
NGC4085 181.344462 50.352827 5.2 20.3 ± 3.3 15.84 ± 0.01 15.23 ± 0.01 11.541 ± 0.0010 102
NGC4088 181.392798 50.539232 4.7 16.2 ± 2.1 13.82 ± 0.01 13.21 ± 0.01 9.833 ± 0.0010 102
NGC4094 181.474931 -14.526197 5.4 20.8 ± 2.2 14.56 ± 0.01 14.18 ± 0.01 11.723 ± 0.0010 0
NGC4100 181.535613 49.582707 4.1 20.8 ± 2.9 14.61 ± 0.03 14.04 ± 0.02 10.483 ± 0.0010 102
NGC4102 181.596029 52.711082 3.1 20.4 ± 4.3 15.67 ± 0.01 14.84 ± 0.01 10.251 ± 0.0010 102
NGC4108 181.685813 67.163193 5.2 34.2 ± -999.0 14.91 ± 0.01 14.54 ± 0.01 12.325 ± 0.0010 0
NGC4108B 181.800066 67.235217 7.0 34.2 ± -999.0 15.52 ± 0.01 15.3 ± 0.01 14.381 ± 0.0030 0
NGC4111 181.763138 43.065677 -1.3 15.6 ± 4.0 17.7 ± 0.09 15.8 ± 0.01 10.262 ± 0.0010 102
NGC4116 181.90365 2.69163 7.4 17.0 ± 2.5 13.97 ± 0.01 13.64 ± 0.01 12.1 ± 0.0040 1
NGC4117 181.9422 43.126381 -2.1 20.2 ± 4.1 17.77 ± 0.05 17.24 ± 0.05 12.714 ± 0.0010 0
NGC4123 182.046302 2.878353 5.0 17.0 ± 3.6 13.93 ± 0.01 13.63 ± 0.01 11.299 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4129 182.22169 -9.036706 2.3 21.1 ± 1.6 15.17 ± 0.01 14.57 ± 0.01 11.851 ± 0.0080 437
NGC4136 182.323869 29.927558 5.2 17.0 ± -999.0 13.67 ± 0.01 13.37 ± 0.01 11.719 ± 0.0030 1
NGC4138 182.374155 43.685207 -0.8 15.6 ± 1.6 15.44 ± 0.01 14.99 ± 0.01 10.786 ± 0.0010 102
NGC4141 182.4471 58.84915 6.0 25.4 ± -999.0 15.47 ± 0.01 15.22 ± 0.01 14.487 ± 0.0060 0
NGC4142 182.37572 53.104794 6.5 26.1 ± 3.6 15.7 ± 0.01 15.34 ± 0.03 13.953 ± 0.0010 102
NGC4144 182.493675 46.457355 5.9 6.6 ± 1.6 14.04 ± 0.01 13.58 ± 0.01 11.858 ± 0.0010 212
NGC4145 182.50716 39.882832 6.9 18.5 ± 3.8 13.78 ± 0.01 13.4 ± 0.03 11.174 ± 0.0010 0
NGC4151 182.635615 39.405775 2.0 9.9 ± 6.7 13.83 ± 0.03 13.69 ± 0.02 10.108 ± 0.0010 0
NGC4152 182.656236 16.032915 5.0 32.0 ± 4.6 14.34 ± 0.01 13.99 ± 0.01 11.992 ± 0.0010 3
NGC4157 182.768244 50.48501 3.3 19.1 ± 2.3 15.13 ± 0.01 14.51 ± 0.01 9.804 ± 0.0010 102
NGC4158 182.792329 20.175634 3.1 37.5 ± 13.7 15.46 ± 0.01 15.02 ± 0.01 12.38 ± 0.0010 4
NGC4159 182.723164 76.125665 6.5 23.4 ± -999.0 16.32 ± 0.07 15.92 ± 0.03 13.449 ± 0.0070 0
NGC4162 182.968735 24.123626 4.0 37.5 ± 5.4 14.96 ± 0.01 14.5 ± 0.01 11.819 ± 0.0040 4
NGC4163 183.03915 36.16925 9.9 2.9 ± 0.4 15.41 ± 0.01 14.97 ± 0.02 13.502 ± 0.084 214
NGC4165 183.049182 13.246485 1.9 32.0 ± 15.2 17.19 ± 0.03 16.6 ± 0.06 13.475 ± 0.0010 3
NGC4173 183.089577 29.206709 7.2 17.0 ± 1.1 15.28 ± 0.01 14.85 ± 0.01 13.829 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4178 183.1929 10.8658 7.0 17.0 ± 2.7 13.84 ± 0.01 13.46 ± 0.01 11.292 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4180 183.262778 7.038855 2.0 32.0 ± 6.9 17.04 ± 0.01 15.9 ± 0.06 11.646 ± 0.0010 3
NGC4183 183.320123 43.698461 5.8 17.7 ± 2.6 15.04 ± 0.01 14.53 ± 0.01 12.385 ± 0.0010 102
NGC4189 183.446907 13.424757 6.0 32.0 ± 6.8 14.93 ± 0.01 14.33 ± 0.01 11.501 ± 0.0010 3
NGC4190 183.43575 36.63337 9.9 3.1 ± 0.5 14.75 ± 0.01 14.35 ± 0.01 13.393 ± 0.0060 214
NGC4193 183.473247 13.172955 4.1 32.0 ± 5.4 16.02 ± 0.01 15.38 ± 0.01 11.975 ± 0.0010 3
NGC4194 183.540203 54.526522 9.5 39.1 ± -999.0 15.47 ± 0.01 14.68 ± 0.01 11.513 ± 0.0010 0
NGC4203 183.771051 33.19738 -2.7 14.9 ± 4.0 16.65 ± 0.03 15.54 ± 0.03 10.067 ± 0.0020 200
NGC4204 183.809945 20.658951 8.0 17.0 ± -999.0 14.44 ± 0.01 14.1 ± 0.01 12.819 ± 0.0020 1
NGC4206 183.82006 13.024038 4.0 17.0 ± 2.1 15.38 ± 0.01 14.84 ± 0.01 12.003 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4207 183.876809 9.584936 9.3 17.0 ± 1.2 17.08 ± 0.04 16.44 ± 0.02 11.871 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4212 183.913988 13.901552 4.9 17.0 ± 3.2 14.64 ± 0.01 13.98 ± 0.01 10.769 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4216 183.976566 13.149445 3.0 17.0 ± 2.1 15.81 ± 0.01 14.72 ± 0.01 9.142 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4217 183.962439 47.091597 3.1 19.6 ± 1.7 16.0 ± 0.03 15.23 ± 0.02 10.006 ± 0.0010 102
NGC4220 184.048959 47.883429 -0.3 17.9 ± 1.3 17.1 ± 0.02 15.93 ± 0.03 10.778 ± 0.0010 102
NGC4222 184.093938 13.306955 6.6 17.0 ± 5.6 16.71 ± 0.01 16.19 ± 0.01 12.56 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4224 184.140805 7.462085 1.0 32.0 ± 4.2 18.4 ± 0.04 16.86 ± 0.04 11.264 ± 0.0010 3
NGC4234 184.288151 3.683112 8.8 32.0 ± -999.0 15.23 ± 0.01 14.9 ± 0.01 12.718 ± 0.0010 3
NGC4235 184.291232 7.191602 1.0 32.0 ± 8.8 19.1 ± 0.15 16.52 ± 0.05 11.008 ± 0.0010 3
NGC4237 184.297628 15.324096 4.0 17.0 ± 4.1 15.94 ± 0.01 14.97 ± 0.01 11.189 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4238 184.232751 63.409927 6.5 36.9 ± -999.0 15.9 ± 0.05 15.42 ± 0.01 13.806 ± 0.0010 0
NGC4242 184.375759 45.61928 7.9 7.9 ± 2.3 14.02 ± 0.01 13.52 ± 0.01 11.686 ± 0.0010 209
NGC4244 184.372822 37.807293 6.0 4.1 ± 1.7 12.73 ± 0.01 12.21 ± 0.01 10.218 ± 0.0010 212
NGC4245 184.403289 29.607996 0.1 17.0 ± -999.0 16.69 ± 0.02 15.63 ± 0.02 10.904 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4248 184.46028 47.409078 8.0 7.3 ± -999.0 16.85 ± 0.01 15.99 ± 0.02 12.726 ± 0.0030 0
NGC4252 184.628916 5.559509 3.1 32.0 ± -999.0 16.42 ± 0.01 16.09 ± 0.01 14.443 ± 0.04 3
NGC4254 184.706831 14.416424 5.2 17.0 ± 1.6 12.59 ± 0.01 11.98 ± 0.01 9.333 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4256 184.679475 65.898237 3.0 39.1 ± -999.0 17.87 ± 0.07 16.4 ± 0.02 10.915 ± 0.0010 0
NGC4258 184.739572 47.303979 4.0 7.4 ± 0.8 11.98 ± 0.05 11.57 ± 0.05 8.031 ± 0.0010 209
NGC4260 184.842693 6.098679 1.0 23.0 ± 5.9 17.87 ± 0.07 16.4 ± 0.08 11.204 ± 0.0010 2
NGC4262 184.877456 14.877674 -2.7 17.0 ± 4.9 17.01 ± 0.05 15.98 ± 0.03 11.102 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4267 184.938737 12.79827 -2.7 17.0 ± 3.4 16.82 ± 0.54 16.23 ± 0.02 10.498 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4273 184.98355 5.343328 5.2 32.0 ± 3.3 14.49 ± 0.01 13.97 ± 0.01 11.319 ± 0.0010 3
NGC4274 184.960787 29.614801 1.7 17.0 ± 6.3 15.68 ± 0.01 14.81 ± 0.01 9.702 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4276 185.031128 7.691909 7.6 23.0 ± -999.0 15.84 ± 0.01 15.36 ± 0.01 13.004 ± 0.0030 2
NGC4278 185.028457 29.280724 -4.8 17.0 ± 3.8 16.0 ± 0.05 14.99 ± 0.04 9.789 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4283 185.086543 29.310898 -4.8 17.0 ± 2.7 18.73 ± 0.19 16.25 ± 0.46 11.676 ± 0.0020 1
NGC4286 185.175391 29.345905 1.0 17.0 ± -999.0 17.4 ± 0.04 16.74 ± 0.02 13.463 ± 0.014 1
NGC4287 185.202099 5.639827 3.4 23.0 ± -999.0 18.3 ± 0.02 17.65 ± 0.04 13.928 ± 0.0030 2
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NGC4288 185.158842 46.291796 7.0 14.8 ± 9.8 14.63 ± 0.01 14.36 ± 0.01 13.11 ± 0.054 0
NGC4289 185.259659 3.722154 5.7 17.0 ± 6.0 17.48 ± 0.16 16.88 ± 0.03 12.387 ± 0.0030 1
NGC4294 185.324329 11.510592 5.8 17.0 ± 2.9 14.16 ± 0.01 13.75 ± 0.01 12.226 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4298 185.386497 14.606122 5.2 17.0 ± 2.5 15.06 ± 0.01 14.29 ± 0.01 10.847 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4299 185.417996 11.503073 8.5 17.0 ± -999.0 13.99 ± 0.01 13.76 ± 0.01 12.768 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4302 185.42626 14.597819 5.4 17.0 ± 10.7 16.3 ± 0.02 15.15 ± 0.02 10.274 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4303A 185.613501 4.566198 6.4 17.1 ± -999.0 14.63 ± 0.01 14.43 ± 0.01 13.68 ± 0.0040 0
NGC4307 185.523417 9.043665 3.2 23.0 ± 4.1 18.09 ± 0.02 16.55 ± 0.02 11.232 ± 0.0010 2
NGC4309 185.551518 7.144303 -0.9 23.0 ± -999.0 18.97 ± 0.02 17.48 ± 0.04 12.505 ± 0.0020 2
NGC4310 185.609563 29.208715 -0.9 17.0 ± -999.0 17.68 ± 0.02 16.66 ± 0.03 12.245 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4312 185.630232 15.537985 2.0 17.0 ± 1.0 17.74 ± 0.04 15.97 ± 0.01 11.366 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4313 185.660546 11.80087 2.1 17.0 ± 3.9 17.74 ± 0.03 16.12 ± 0.02 11.097 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4314 185.633408 29.895454 1.0 17.0 ± -999.0 15.55 ± 0.01 14.66 ± 0.01 10.067 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4316 185.676019 9.332875 5.6 23.0 ± 4.8 17.42 ± 0.01 16.35 ± 0.01 11.762 ± 0.0010 2
NGC4321 185.728879 15.8223 4.1 17.0 ± 2.5 12.62 ± 0.01 12.01 ± 0.02 9.026 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4324 185.775774 5.250364 -0.9 17.0 ± 3.2 16.35 ± 0.03 15.78 ± 0.01 11.156 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4330 185.821674 11.368272 6.1 17.0 ± 0.6 15.76 ± 0.01 15.24 ± 0.01 12.057 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4331 185.6487 76.1722 9.9 26.6 ± -999.0 16.0 ± 0.01 15.78 ± 0.01 14.22 ± 0.019 0
NGC4336 185.874353 19.42692 -0.1 17.0 ± -999.0 18.24 ± 0.06 16.41 ± 0.02 12.521 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4343 185.911213 6.954054 3.0 23.0 ± 3.4 17.17 ± 0.01 16.35 ± 0.01 11.559 ± 0.0010 2
NGC4344 185.906052 17.540928 -2.1 17.0 ± -999.0 16.49 ± 0.01 15.62 ± 0.02 12.7 ± 0.0030 1
NGC4346 185.866563 46.993792 -2.0 15.7 ± 1.9 18.29 ± 0.04 16.32 ± 0.01 10.893 ± 0.0010 102
NGC4348 185.974694 -3.442804 4.1 32.7 ± 4.1 16.54 ± 0.08 15.79 ± 0.02 11.431 ± 0.0010 62
NGC4351 186.006393 12.204898 2.5 17.0 ± 7.6 15.49 ± 0.01 14.84 ± 0.01 12.572 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4353 186.001163 7.785225 9.9 23.0 ± -999.0 16.87 ± 0.01 16.34 ± 0.01 13.377 ± 0.0070 2
NGC4356 186.06 8.5358 5.8 23.0 ± 1.0 18.9 ± 0.06 16.96 ± 0.03 12.252 ± 0.0020 2
NGC4359 186.04664 31.52164 5.0 17.0 ± 4.5 15.77 ± 0.01 15.19 ± 0.01 12.816 ± 0.0070 1
NGC4369 186.150834 39.382945 1.0 21.6 ± -999.0 14.77 ± 0.01 14.17 ± 0.01 11.409 ± 0.0010 0
NGC4370 186.228891 7.444458 0.9 23.0 ± 9.7 19.5 ± 0.36 17.85 ± 0.06 11.87 ± 0.0040 2
NGC4371 186.231043 11.704254 -1.3 17.0 ± 1.6 17.38 ± 0.23 16.02 ± 0.02 10.32 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4374 186.26566 12.886954 -4.3 17.0 ± 2.4 15.77 ± 0.05 14.31 ± 0.03 8.737 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4376 186.3252 5.74111 9.9 23.0 ± -999.0 15.38 ± 0.01 15.09 ± 0.01 13.534 ± 0.0060 2
NGC4378 186.325498 4.925144 1.0 17.0 ± 10.4 15.7 ± 0.01 15.2 ± 0.03 10.938 ± 0.0020 1
NGC4380 186.342423 10.016819 2.3 23.0 ± 3.7 15.63 ± 0.01 15.03 ± 0.01 11.148 ± 0.0010 2
NGC4383 186.356334 16.470044 1.0 17.0 ± 3.1 14.26 ± 0.01 14.0 ± 0.01 11.768 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4384 186.299872 54.506337 1.0 36.6 ± -999.0 15.67 ± 0.01 15.19 ± 0.01 13.001 ± 0.0010 756
NGC4385 186.428378 0.572676 -0.5 17.0 ± -999.0 15.29 ± 0.01 14.83 ± 0.01 12.266 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4388 186.444897 12.662089 2.8 17.0 ± 6.6 15.0 ± 0.01 14.18 ± 0.02 10.391 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4389 186.395406 45.685032 4.1 15.1 ± 1.1 15.06 ± 0.01 14.45 ± 0.01 11.588 ± 0.0010 102
NGC4390 186.461145 10.459107 5.0 23.0 ± 5.5 15.2 ± 0.01 14.84 ± 0.01 12.939 ± 0.0030 2
NGC4394 186.481842 18.213953 3.0 17.0 ± -999.0 15.18 ± 0.01 14.58 ± 0.01 10.601 ± 0.0020 1
NGC4396 186.49516 15.67162 6.9 17.0 ± -999.0 14.86 ± 0.01 14.53 ± 0.01 12.414 ± 0.0020 1
NGC4402 186.531181 13.112509 3.3 17.0 ± 4.7 16.39 ± 0.01 15.51 ± 0.01 10.837 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4405 186.529746 16.181045 -0.1 17.0 ± -999.0 16.71 ± 0.01 15.67 ± 0.01 11.931 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4409 186.74355 2.49457 4.7 19.1 ± 2.8 14.65 ± 0.01 14.24 ± 0.01 12.053 ± 0.0010 4T
NGC4411A 186.624589 8.872196 5.4 16.8 ± -999.0 15.4 ± 0.01 15.02 ± 0.02 13.399 ± 0.0010 0
NGC4411B 186.696822 8.884604 6.3 16.8 ± -999.0 14.67 ± 0.01 14.37 ± 0.01 12.882 ± 0.0010 0
NGC4412 186.650361 3.964702 3.1 17.0 ± -999.0 15.21 ± 0.01 14.78 ± 0.01 12.146 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4413 186.634496 12.611609 2.0 17.0 ± 0.4 15.65 ± 0.01 15.09 ± 0.02 12.097 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4414 186.613032 31.223453 5.2 17.0 ± 2.4 14.07 ± 0.01 13.38 ± 0.01 9.429 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4416 186.694731 7.918558 5.9 17.0 ± -999.0 15.37 ± 0.01 14.91 ± 0.01 12.514 ± 0.0040 1
NGC4419 186.73524 15.04743 1.2 17.0 ± 3.6 17.03 ± 0.01 15.63 ± 0.01 10.389 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4423 186.787104 5.879604 7.8 23.0 ± 2.9 15.85 ± 0.01 15.43 ± 0.01 13.573 ± 0.0010 2
NGC4424 186.798453 9.42055 1.0 23.0 ± 1.2 16.19 ± 0.01 15.12 ± 0.01 11.506 ± 0.0010 2
NGC4428 186.867823 -8.167922 5.0 41.2 ± 2.7 15.78 ± 0.01 15.23 ± 0.01 11.973 ± 0.0010 82
NGC4430 186.860045 6.262747 3.4 23.0 ± 1.8 15.11 ± 0.01 14.7 ± 0.01 12.022 ± 0.0010 2
NGC4434 186.902746 8.154357 -4.8 17.0 ± 3.7 19.05 ± 0.13 17.15 ± 0.04 11.835 ± 0.0030 1
NGC4437 188.189657 0.115273 6.0 11.6 ± 3.1 14.39 ± 0.01 13.71 ± 0.01 9.908 ± 0.0010 247
NGC4438 186.940332 13.008759 0.6 17.0 ± 2.2 15.07 ± 0.01 14.23 ± 0.01 9.504 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4442 187.016219 9.80368 -1.9 23.0 ± 1.0 17.22 ± 0.02 15.81 ± 0.02 9.99 ± 0.0010 2
NGC4445 187.066534 9.43646 2.1 23.0 ± 4.2 17.71 ± 0.01 16.75 ± 0.01 12.358 ± 0.0010 2
NGC4448 187.064371 28.620289 1.8 17.0 ± 19.2 16.25 ± 0.02 15.38 ± 0.01 10.472 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4451 187.168827 9.259121 2.4 23.0 ± 4.8 16.23 ± 0.01 15.5 ± 0.01 12.392 ± 0.0030 2
NGC4454 187.211475 -1.939154 0.0 35.7 ± -999.0 17.14 ± 0.03 16.38 ± 0.04 11.599 ± 0.0010 0
NGC4455 187.18391 22.82132 7.0 17.0 ± 2.2 14.52 ± 0.01 14.17 ± 0.01 13.156 ± 0.0040 1
NGC4457 187.245941 3.570638 0.4 17.0 ± -999.0 15.72 ± 0.01 14.72 ± 0.03 10.214 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4460 187.189923 44.864188 -0.9 8.9 ± 1.1 15.51 ± 0.01 14.77 ± 0.01 11.614 ± 0.0040 209
NGC4461 187.262645 13.183861 -0.8 17.0 ± -999.0 18.0 ± 0.04 16.25 ± 0.12 10.709 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4462 187.33807 -23.166683 2.1 26.2 ± 1.5 16.07 ± 0.02 15.41 ± 0.01 11.178 ± 0.0010 0
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NGC4470 187.40759 7.824203 1.4 17.0 ± 7.1 14.92 ± 0.01 14.54 ± 0.01 12.474 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4472 187.444891 8.000501 -4.8 17.0 ± 2.4 14.78 ± 0.03 13.6 ± 0.04 7.9 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4480 187.611662 4.246629 5.1 17.0 ± 3.3 15.24 ± 0.01 14.84 ± 0.01 12.275 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4485 187.62962 41.700751 9.7 9.3 ± -999.0 13.67 ± 0.06 13.37 ± 0.05 12.369 ± 0.0010 0
NGC4487 187.768625 -8.054005 6.0 20.0 ± 1.1 13.78 ± 0.01 13.42 ± 0.01 11.458 ± 0.0010 0
NGC4488 187.71413 8.360126 0.0 17.0 ± -999.0 19.13 ± 0.15 17.0 ± 0.03 12.063 ± 0.0020 1
NGC4489 187.717761 16.758762 -4.8 17.0 ± 2.8 19.45 ± 0.16 16.97 ± 0.03 12.063 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4491 187.738123 11.483284 1.2 17.0 ± -999.0 17.47 ± 0.02 16.42 ± 0.01 12.512 ± 0.012 1
NGC4492 187.74892 8.077984 1.0 17.0 ± -999.0 16.67 ± 0.06 15.85 ± 0.03 11.611 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4496A 187.913727 3.939422 7.6 15.6 ± 1.5 13.61 ± 0.01 13.32 ± 0.01 11.774 ± 0.0010 4T
NGC4498 187.91478 16.85274 6.4 17.0 ± 3.6 14.8 ± 0.01 14.35 ± 0.01 12.232 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4501 187.996511 14.420326 3.3 17.0 ± 5.8 13.66 ± 0.01 12.89 ± 0.01 8.83 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4502 188.013493 16.68768 5.8 17.0 ± 3.0 16.32 ± 0.01 15.95 ± 0.01 14.273 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4503 188.025941 11.176459 -1.7 17.0 ± 6.2 18.32 ± 0.06 16.49 ± 0.02 10.614 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4504 188.072592 -7.563575 6.0 21.8 ± 3.4 13.88 ± 0.04 13.48 ± 0.04 11.661 ± 0.0020 31
NGC4506 188.043908 13.419629 1.1 17.0 ± -999.0 18.1 ± 0.05 16.9 ± 0.06 12.91 ± 0.028 1
NGC4517A 188.117006 0.390591 7.8 22.7 ± 4.7 14.59 ± 0.01 14.28 ± 0.01 13.07 ± 0.0090 0
NGC4519 188.376142 8.654843 6.9 17.0 ± 7.8 13.94 ± 0.01 13.66 ± 0.01 12.058 ± 0.0050 1
NGC4522 188.415224 9.174421 6.0 17.0 ± 5.1 15.2 ± 0.01 14.75 ± 0.01 12.034 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4523 188.450136 15.169088 9.1 17.0 ± -999.0 14.58 ± 0.01 14.31 ± 0.01 13.741 ± 0.032 1
NGC4525 188.463079 30.277458 5.9 17.0 ± 3.7 15.64 ± 0.01 15.13 ± 0.01 12.69 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4527 188.53528 2.653994 4.0 17.0 ± 4.0 15.05 ± 0.01 14.36 ± 0.01 9.392 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4528 188.525309 11.321373 -2.0 17.0 ± 3.0 18.53 ± 0.17 17.08 ± 0.01 11.718 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4531 188.566123 13.075345 -0.5 17.0 ± -999.0 16.75 ± 0.07 15.68 ± 0.01 11.419 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4532 188.580435 6.467453 9.7 17.0 ± 3.0 13.67 ± 0.01 13.25 ± 0.01 11.901 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4534 188.522751 35.518377 7.8 14.2 ± 3.0 14.01 ± 0.01 13.83 ± 0.01 13.054 ± 0.0040 211
NGC4535 188.584573 8.197976 5.0 17.0 ± 2.9 12.9 ± 0.01 12.52 ± 0.01 9.709 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4540 188.71193 15.551698 6.2 17.0 ± -999.0 15.62 ± 0.01 14.85 ± 0.01 11.788 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4544 188.902486 3.034492 1.5 17.0 ± 0.8 17.83 ± 0.22 17.03 ± 0.06 12.6 ± 0.0020 1
NGC4545 188.642538 63.525134 5.6 40.3 ± 4.3 15.13 ± 0.01 14.76 ± 0.01 12.581 ± 0.0010 761
NGC4546 188.872951 -3.793157 -2.7 18.1 ± 2.8 17.39 ± 0.04 15.41 ± 0.03 10.066 ± 0.0010 33
NGC4548 188.86023 14.496336 3.1 17.0 ± 1.6 14.52 ± 0.01 13.93 ± 0.01 9.731 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4550 188.877512 12.220789 -2.1 17.0 ± 4.3 17.75 ± 0.02 16.2 ± 0.01 11.385 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4561 189.03375 19.322878 7.2 17.0 ± -999.0 14.33 ± 0.01 14.08 ± 0.01 13.094 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4562 188.89455 25.84982 7.1 17.0 ± 2.1 16.63 ± 0.01 16.12 ± 0.01 13.669 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4565 189.086628 25.987649 3.3 17.0 ± 4.8 13.91 ± 0.02 13.32 ± 0.02 8.519 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4567 189.136328 11.257971 4.0 17.0 ± 12.4 14.73 ± 0.02 13.91 ± 0.01 10.99 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4568 189.142956 11.238855 4.1 17.0 ± 6.0 14.94 ± 0.01 14.03 ± 0.01 10.046 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4569 189.207582 13.16288 2.4 17.0 ± 3.8 14.42 ± 0.05 13.16 ± 0.01 9.267 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4571 189.234933 14.217348 6.5 17.0 ± 3.4 14.77 ± 0.01 14.16 ± 0.01 10.959 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4572 188.94167 74.246172 5.0 23.1 ± -999.0 17.51 ± 0.03 16.9 ± 0.02 13.346 ± 0.0030 0
NGC4580 189.451589 5.368519 1.6 17.0 ± 3.7 16.58 ± 0.01 15.51 ± 0.01 11.507 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4584 189.57452 13.109937 1.5 17.0 ± -999.0 17.94 ± 0.02 16.67 ± 0.01 13.083 ± 0.0030 1
NGC4591 189.80188 6.012247 3.3 17.0 ± 7.3 16.31 ± 0.01 15.88 ± 0.01 12.808 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4592 189.8283 -0.53197 8.0 11.6 ± 2.7 13.67 ± 0.01 13.35 ± 0.01 12.039 ± 0.0050 247
NGC4593 189.914371 -5.344142 3.0 33.9 ± 9.3 14.73 ± 0.06 14.13 ± 0.08 10.542 ± 0.0010 0
NGC4594 189.997622 -11.622993 1.1 10.4 ± 3.4 14.51 ± 0.02 13.02 ± 0.05 7.447 ± 0.0020 31
NGC4595 189.966307 15.297742 3.8 17.0 ± 2.0 15.04 ± 0.01 14.6 ± 0.01 12.524 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4596 189.983179 10.176125 -0.9 17.0 ± -999.0 17.2 ± 0.03 15.77 ± 0.01 9.94 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4597 190.052809 -5.799322 8.7 17.0 ± -999.0 14.04 ± 0.01 13.72 ± 0.01 12.504 ± 0.0010 0
NGC4599 190.112921 1.19694 0.4 17.0 ± -999.0 19.02 ± 0.11 17.88 ± 0.12 12.379 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4604 190.187311 -5.302511 10.0 35.5 ± -999.0 16.2 ± 0.04 15.72 ± 0.01 13.795 ± 0.0010 0
NGC4605 189.99704 61.609135 5.1 4.9 ± 0.9 13.08 ± 0.01 12.59 ± 0.01 10.193 ± 0.0010 261
NGC4606 190.239886 11.911981 0.6 17.0 ± 4.4 17.9 ± 0.05 15.91 ± 0.02 11.986 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4607 190.301651 11.886833 4.0 17.0 ± 4.7 17.88 ± 0.01 16.66 ± 0.06 11.951 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4618 190.387044 41.150802 8.7 7.3 ± -999.0 12.91 ± 0.01 12.59 ± 0.01 10.962 ± 0.0010 0
NGC4625 190.469657 41.273867 8.8 8.2 ± -999.0 14.51 ± 0.13 14.19 ± 0.07 12.292 ± 0.0050 0
NGC4628 190.605202 -6.97103 2.9 44.9 ± 1.5 17.13 ± 0.06 16.43 ± 0.02 11.781 ± 0.0020 0
NGC4630 190.62968 3.9604 9.8 17.0 ± 1.1 15.25 ± 0.01 14.78 ± 0.01 12.221 ± 0.0020 1
NGC4632 190.6333 -0.082499 5.1 17.0 ± 4.0 14.34 ± 0.01 13.85 ± 0.01 11.527 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4633 190.65578 14.357223 7.9 17.0 ± -999.0 15.71 ± 0.01 15.31 ± 0.01 13.308 ± 0.0020 1
NGC4634 190.6695 14.2983 5.9 17.0 ± -999.0 16.21 ± 0.01 15.48 ± 0.01 11.609 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4635 190.663404 19.945292 6.6 17.0 ± -999.0 15.26 ± 0.01 14.88 ± 0.01 12.87 ± 0.0020 1
NGC4639 190.718303 13.257456 3.5 17.0 ± 2.7 14.49 ± 0.01 14.15 ± 0.01 11.327 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4641 190.781898 12.051248 -2.0 17.0 ± -999.0 17.41 ± 0.03 16.25 ± 0.09 13.229 ± 0.019 1
NGC4642 190.824095 -0.644271 3.9 42.4 ± 3.6 15.93 ± 0.01 15.45 ± 0.01 13.005 ± 0.0010 88
NGC4643 190.833916 1.978357 -0.6 17.0 ± -999.0 17.9 ± 0.15 15.55 ± 0.03 10.04 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4651 190.927704 16.393353 5.2 17.0 ± 5.6 13.79 ± 0.01 13.33 ± 0.01 10.404 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4653 190.962184 -0.561305 6.0 40.2 ± 1.6 14.65 ± 0.01 14.31 ± 0.01 12.439 ± 0.0020 0
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NGC4656 190.99118 32.16941 9.0 6.3 ± 1.2 11.61 ± 0.01 11.53 ± 0.01 11.853 ± 0.0030 211
NGC4658 191.15731 -10.083328 4.0 31.8 ± 6.1 15.05 ± 0.01 14.43 ± 0.01 12.176 ± 0.0010 65
NGC4659 191.122453 13.498538 0.0 17.0 ± -999.0 21.25 ± 0.54 16.93 ± 0.07 11.99 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4666 191.285943 -0.461991 5.1 18.2 ± 2.8 14.42 ± 0.01 13.83 ± 0.01 9.402 ± 0.0010 9T
NGC4668 191.383344 -0.535808 7.4 16.4 ± 1.9 15.14 ± 0.01 14.73 ± 0.01 13.31 ± 0.0040 36
NGC4680 191.728117 -11.637123 0.0 36.6 ± 5.2 15.54 ± 0.01 14.97 ± 0.01 12.178 ± 0.0010 65
NGC4682 191.814633 -10.063369 5.8 33.0 ± 5.8 15.52 ± 0.03 15.08 ± 0.01 12.17 ± 0.0010 0
NGC4684 191.823046 -2.727365 -1.1 19.3 ± 7.3 16.28 ± 0.02 15.43 ± 0.01 11.269 ± 0.0010 36
NGC4688 191.94382 4.335944 6.0 17.0 ± -999.0 14.15 ± 0.01 13.89 ± 0.02 12.791 ± 0.011 1
NGC4691 192.057963 -3.333361 0.3 22.5 ± -999.0 13.67 ± 0.01 13.18 ± 0.01 10.805 ± 0.0010 0
NGC4694 192.06271 10.983724 -2.0 17.0 ± 5.0 16.43 ± 0.02 14.91 ± 0.02 11.554 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4698 192.095456 8.487359 1.7 17.0 ± 6.7 15.61 ± 0.07 14.56 ± 0.04 10.176 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4700 192.284136 -11.409777 4.9 15.6 ± 11.9 13.94 ± 0.01 13.5 ± 0.01 12.278 ± 0.0010 27
NGC4707 192.09555 51.1659 8.8 8.0 ± -999.0 15.2 ± 0.01 15.03 ± 0.01 14.736 ± 0.0050 0
NGC4710 192.41194 15.165815 -0.9 17.0 ± -999.0 17.41 ± 0.07 15.5 ± 0.02 10.248 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4713 192.4912 5.311358 6.8 17.0 ± 2.4 13.5 ± 0.01 13.21 ± 0.01 11.803 ± 0.0020 1
NGC4722 192.884862 -13.329981 0.0 17.5 ± -999.0 16.61 ± 0.01 15.97 ± 0.01 12.08 ± 0.0010 0
NGC4723 192.76245 -13.23633 8.8 17.4 ± -999.0 15.92 ± 0.01 15.59 ± 0.01 14.977 ± 0.031 0
NGC4725 192.61073 25.500699 2.2 17.0 ± 2.8 13.12 ± 0.02 12.84 ± 0.03 8.912 ± 0.0010 206
NGC4731 192.7551 -6.39352 5.9 19.8 ± 8.7 13.29 ± 0.01 12.99 ± 0.01 11.63 ± 0.0020 28
NGC4733 192.778235 10.912114 -3.8 17.0 ± 1.8 19.56 ± 0.09 16.96 ± 0.02 11.743 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4736 192.721 41.120213 2.4 5.1 ± 0.8 11.96 ± 0.01 11.52 ± 0.02 7.61 ± 0.0050 212
NGC4746 192.980601 12.082676 3.1 17.0 ± 5.5 15.7 ± 0.01 15.21 ± 0.01 11.783 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4747 192.940137 25.775222 7.1 17.0 ± -999.0 15.52 ± 0.01 15.05 ± 0.01 12.095 ± 0.0020 1
NGC4749 192.801585 71.635388 3.0 29.6 ± 1.8 18.34 ± 0.02 17.34 ± 0.07 11.826 ± 0.0010 763
NGC4750 192.530452 72.874626 2.4 26.1 ± -999.0 14.94 ± 0.01 14.33 ± 0.01 10.663 ± 0.0010 0
NGC4753 193.09196 -1.199554 -1.2 16.9 ± 4.7 16.93 ± 0.12 14.54 ± 0.02 9.261 ± 0.0010 10
NGC4754 193.072962 11.313866 -2.4 17.0 ± 1.5 17.61 ± 0.07 15.93 ± 0.02 10.11 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4758 193.183368 15.848609 9.1 17.0 ± 2.2 16.64 ± 0.01 16.02 ± 0.03 12.535 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4765 193.310577 4.463251 0.0 17.0 ± -999.0 14.65 ± 0.01 14.26 ± 0.01 13.038 ± 0.0020 1
NGC4771 193.338664 1.269438 6.2 17.0 ± 1.9 15.84 ± 0.01 15.24 ± 0.01 11.576 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4772 193.371597 2.16834 1.2 17.0 ± 10.8 16.5 ± 0.06 15.56 ± 0.02 10.961 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4775 193.440236 -6.622108 6.9 26.6 ± -999.0 13.39 ± 0.01 13.13 ± 0.01 11.835 ± 0.0010 0
NGC4779 193.461849 9.710047 4.6 17.0 ± 1.5 15.12 ± 0.01 14.72 ± 0.01 12.288 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4781 193.599219 -10.537113 7.0 16.1 ± 3.8 13.55 ± 0.01 13.08 ± 0.01 11.058 ± 0.0010 27
NGC4789A 193.5219 27.14908 9.9 4.1 ± 0.2 14.9 ± 0.02 14.81 ± 0.02 15.382 ± 0.0010 0
NGC4790 193.716481 -10.247756 4.8 23.5 ± 0.5 14.41 ± 0.01 13.98 ± 0.01 12.256 ± 0.0010 0
NGC4791 193.683173 8.053144 1.0 33.8 ± -999.0 17.85 ± 0.12 17.46 ± 0.01 13.985 ± 0.02 0
NGC4793 193.669277 28.938712 5.1 37.5 ± 4.2 14.86 ± 0.01 14.24 ± 0.01 11.176 ± 0.0010 4
NGC4799 193.814776 2.896736 3.2 17.0 ± -999.0 16.75 ± 0.01 16.1 ± 0.01 12.412 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4800 193.657441 46.531158 3.0 22.5 ± 10.3 15.14 ± 0.01 14.46 ± 0.01 10.955 ± 0.0010 0
NGC4802 193.95696 -12.055179 -2.1 11.5 ± -999.0 15.35 ± 0.01 14.3 ± 0.01 11.443 ± 0.0010 31
NGC4806 194.051696 -29.502817 4.9 32.1 ± -999.0 14.79 ± 0.02 14.35 ± 0.01 12.837 ± 0.0010 0
NGC4808 193.953948 4.304154 5.9 17.0 ± 1.8 14.36 ± 0.01 13.87 ± 0.01 11.435 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4809 193.71363 2.652782 9.9 22.2 ± -999.0 14.97 ± 0.02 14.78 ± 0.01 14.471 ± 0.0060 0
NGC4814 193.841356 58.344109 3.1 41.5 ± 1.5 14.88 ± 0.01 14.45 ± 0.01 11.601 ± 0.0010 783
NGC4818 194.203723 -8.525242 2.0 20.1 ± 2.1 17.16 ± 0.23 15.9 ± 0.03 10.573 ± 0.0010 38
NGC4826 194.181848 21.683075 2.3 17.0 ± 0.9 13.63 ± 0.01 12.59 ± 0.01 7.963 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4845 194.505002 1.5757 2.3 17.0 ± 5.3 17.51 ± 0.17 16.02 ± 0.07 10.372 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4856 194.838519 -15.042028 -0.7 21.1 ± -999.0 17.47 ± 0.06 15.83 ± 0.02 10.243 ± 0.0010 0
NGC4866 194.862856 14.171236 -0.1 17.0 ± 7.0 17.03 ± 0.05 15.87 ± 0.03 10.625 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4880 195.044177 12.483317 -1.4 17.0 ± -999.0 19.41 ± 0.25 16.53 ± 0.06 11.946 ± 0.0040 1
NGC4897 195.220631 -13.449838 4.0 45.0 ± 4.9 14.54 ± 0.01 14.18 ± 0.01 12.191 ± 0.0010 0
NGC4899 195.235971 -13.944218 5.0 34.7 ± 4.6 14.67 ± 0.01 14.22 ± 0.01 11.981 ± 0.0010 0
NGC4900 195.163183 2.501229 5.2 17.0 ± 7.1 13.61 ± 0.01 13.23 ± 0.01 11.323 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4902 195.248961 -14.513546 3.0 39.2 ± -999.0 14.05 ± 0.01 13.65 ± 0.01 10.756 ± 0.0010 0
NGC4904 195.244504 -0.02761 5.8 17.0 ± 3.5 14.9 ± 0.01 14.37 ± 0.01 11.885 ± 0.0010 1
NGC4920 195.51782 -11.378805 10.0 17.8 ± -999.0 14.73 ± 0.01 14.55 ± 0.01 14.03 ± 0.0080 0
NGC4928 195.752374 -8.084897 4.0 29.1 ± 0.6 14.37 ± 0.01 13.98 ± 0.01 12.695 ± 0.0020 0
NGC4941 196.054612 -5.551558 2.1 18.2 ± 6.7 15.24 ± 0.03 14.72 ± 0.02 10.765 ± 0.0010 0
NGC4942 196.079625 -7.649544 6.9 32.6 ± 3.3 15.26 ± 0.01 14.85 ± 0.01 13.168 ± 0.0010 0
NGC4948 196.233583 -7.948151 7.3 22.0 ± -999.0 16.56 ± 0.01 15.81 ± 0.01 12.896 ± 0.0010 0
NGC4948A 196.274367 -8.161587 7.7 26.2 ± -999.0 15.52 ± 0.01 15.22 ± 0.01 13.789 ± 0.0050 0
NGC4951 196.282111 -6.493844 6.0 16.6 ± 3.8 14.84 ± 0.01 14.3 ± 0.01 11.486 ± 0.0010 0
NGC4958 196.453743 -8.020209 -1.9 18.5 ± 4.7 17.5 ± 0.06 15.58 ± 0.01 10.2 ± 0.0010 0
NGC4961 196.448293 27.734238 5.6 37.5 ± 10.4 15.33 ± 0.01 14.99 ± 0.01 13.233 ± 0.0010 4
NGC4965 196.788944 -28.228221 6.7 42.5 ± 7.2 14.35 ± 0.01 13.89 ± 0.01 12.414 ± 0.0010 0
NGC4980 197.291774 -28.641644 1.1 19.0 ± -999.0 15.02 ± 0.02 14.57 ± 0.01 13.372 ± 0.041 48
NGC4981 197.203149 -6.777515 4.0 24.7 ± 2.3 14.44 ± 0.01 13.87 ± 0.01 11.141 ± 0.0010 34
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NGC4984 197.238585 -15.516291 -0.8 21.3 ± -999.0 16.07 ± 0.04 14.97 ± 0.05 10.234 ± 0.0010 0
NGC4995 197.419343 -7.83341 3.1 28.9 ± 3.4 14.72 ± 0.01 14.05 ± 0.01 10.802 ± 0.0010 34
NGC5002 197.658982 36.634275 9.0 14.5 ± -999.0 15.76 ± 0.01 15.46 ± 0.01 14.279 ± 0.0010 0
NGC5005 197.734421 37.059029 4.0 19.9 ± 6.7 14.79 ± 0.01 13.8 ± 0.01 9.088 ± 0.0010 797
NGC5012 197.904381 22.915584 5.1 37.5 ± 2.2 14.76 ± 0.01 14.35 ± 0.01 11.317 ± 0.0010 4
NGC5014 197.88009 36.282017 1.4 19.3 ± 2.2 16.52 ± 0.01 15.89 ± 0.01 12.606 ± 0.0010 797
NGC5016 198.027832 24.095029 4.4 37.5 ± 2.1 15.08 ± 0.01 14.72 ± 0.01 12.276 ± 0.0010 4
NGC5018 198.254385 -19.518276 -4.4 37.7 ± 6.2 18.07 ± 0.49 15.32 ± 0.07 10.263 ± 0.0010 93
NGC5022 198.378374 -19.546685 3.7 41.7 ± 8.0 16.43 ± 0.09 15.95 ± 0.02 12.006 ± 0.0020 93
NGC5023 198.049154 44.038159 5.9 10.1 ± 3.5 14.74 ± 0.01 14.26 ± 0.01 12.484 ± 0.0010 210
NGC5033 198.36451 36.593835 5.1 19.6 ± 7.4 13.2 ± 0.04 12.89 ± 0.05 9.422 ± 0.0040 797
NGC5042 198.87923 -23.983885 5.0 15.6 ± 3.1 13.66 ± 0.04 13.06 ± 0.01 11.454 ± 0.0010 48
NGC5054 199.243655 -16.634561 4.2 19.9 ± 4.4 14.24 ± 0.01 13.61 ± 0.01 10.109 ± 0.0010 49
NGC5055 198.955285 42.029353 4.0 8.3 ± 1.9 12.49 ± 0.01 11.83 ± 0.01 8.018 ± 0.0010 210
NGC5073 199.836139 -14.844605 5.1 37.4 ± 6.0 16.52 ± 0.11 15.99 ± 0.02 11.595 ± 0.0010 69
NGC5078 199.958517 -27.410234 0.9 28.9 ± -999.0 17.54 ± 0.14 15.42 ± 0.06 9.613 ± 0.0010 0
NGC5085 200.073944 -24.439675 5.0 28.9 ± -999.0 14.12 ± 0.03 13.65 ± 0.01 10.572 ± 0.0060 0
NGC5101 200.442364 -27.430411 0.2 27.4 ± -999.0 14.44 ± 0.19 13.47 ± 0.11 9.805 ± 0.0010 0
NGC5105 200.454615 -13.206722 5.0 35.5 ± 1.6 15.1 ± 0.02 14.76 ± 0.01 13.075 ± 0.0030 94
NGC5107 200.354448 38.536969 6.6 19.3 ± 3.0 15.26 ± 0.01 14.94 ± 0.01 13.713 ± 0.0010 0
NGC5109 200.21985 57.64306 5.3 28.4 ± -999.0 15.43 ± 0.01 15.11 ± 0.01 13.54 ± 0.0020 0
NGC5116 200.731782 26.980613 4.9 37.5 ± 2.9 16.33 ± 0.01 15.85 ± 0.01 12.484 ± 0.0010 4
NGC5117 200.735539 28.316484 5.7 37.5 ± 4.5 15.58 ± 0.01 15.32 ± 0.01 13.515 ± 0.02 4
NGC5134 201.327237 -21.134208 2.9 10.9 ± 7.5 14.88 ± 0.04 14.33 ± 0.01 10.779 ± 0.0010 50
NGC5145 201.307892 43.267357 2.0 39.4 ± 22.1 16.52 ± 0.02 16.04 ± 0.01 11.719 ± 0.0010 0
NGC5147 201.582151 2.100822 7.9 21.6 ± -999.0 14.02 ± 0.01 13.73 ± 0.01 12.144 ± 0.0010 0
NGC5169 202.041808 46.67225 4.0 43.6 ± 6.4 15.74 ± 0.01 15.41 ± 0.01 13.792 ± 0.0020 0
NGC5173 202.10529 46.59167 -4.9 38.0 ± -999.0 17.08 ± 0.02 16.39 ± 0.01 12.616 ± 0.01 0
NGC5194 202.469673 47.195165 4.0 7.9 ± 0.9 11.14 ± 0.01 10.58 ± 0.01 7.558 ± 0.0010 0
NGC5195 202.498124 47.266156 0.6 7.9 ± 0.9 13.68 ± 0.04 13.23 ± 0.04 8.918 ± 0.0010 210
NGC5204 202.402175 58.420427 8.9 5.2 ± 1.1 12.95 ± 0.01 12.75 ± 0.01 11.978 ± 0.0010 216
NGC5205 202.515001 62.511573 3.5 30.0 ± 4.1 15.59 ± 0.02 15.22 ± 0.01 12.63 ± 0.0040 743
NGC5216 203.028732 62.700719 -4.9 52.1 ± 5.4 18.2 ± 0.51 17.04 ± 0.07 12.332 ± 0.0020 0
NGC5218 203.043333 62.767866 3.0 51.4 ± 3.9 17.52 ± 0.05 16.22 ± 0.03 11.7 ± 0.0010 0
NGC5229 203.511798 47.915546 6.8 9.4 ± 2.9 15.79 ± 0.01 15.35 ± 0.01 13.837 ± 0.0020 0
NGC5236 204.253572 -29.865537 5.0 7.0 ± 4.1 10.12 ± 0.32 9.28 ± 0.89 6.937 ± 0.0010 231
NGC5238 203.677209 51.613749 8.0 4.9 ± 0.3 15.23 ± 0.01 15.02 ± 0.01 13.857 ± 0.0070 216
NGC5240 203.979981 35.58822 5.8 51.0 ± 5.4 16.08 ± 0.01 15.65 ± 0.01 12.847 ± 0.0010 729
NGC5247 204.51258 -17.88412 4.1 22.2 ± -999.0 12.79 ± 0.01 12.26 ± 0.01 9.923 ± 0.0010 0
NGC5248 204.383361 8.885187 4.0 16.9 ± 4.8 13.38 ± 0.02 12.95 ± 0.03 9.708 ± 0.0010 694
NGC5253 204.983146 -31.640055 8.9 3.7 ± 0.5 12.44 ± 0.01 11.94 ± 0.01 10.465 ± 0.0010 240
NGC5254 204.90804 -11.493816 5.0 33.0 ± 2.4 15.14 ± 0.05 14.81 ± 0.01 11.616 ± 0.0010 66
NGC5264 205.40246 -29.91322 9.7 4.5 ± 0.3 14.85 ± 0.02 14.31 ± 0.02 12.263 ± 0.0020 231
NGC5273 205.534942 35.654273 -1.9 16.0 ± 3.3 17.91 ± 0.03 16.22 ± 0.03 11.281 ± 0.0010 800
NGC5289 206.28631 41.503343 2.0 39.8 ± 2.7 16.54 ± 0.01 16.18 ± 0.01 12.337 ± 0.0010 725
NGC5290 206.329799 41.712392 4.0 35.0 ± 3.4 17.02 ± 0.01 16.17 ± 0.01 10.982 ± 0.0010 725
NGC5297 206.598724 43.87235 4.9 33.2 ± 3.5 14.58 ± 0.01 14.22 ± 0.01 11.422 ± 0.0010 0
NGC5300 207.066964 3.950817 5.2 21.6 ± 2.8 14.4 ± 0.01 14.14 ± 0.01 11.742 ± 0.0010 692
NGC5301 206.602903 46.10766 4.7 23.9 ± 2.0 15.49 ± 0.01 14.85 ± 0.01 11.446 ± 0.0010 807
NGC5304 207.506289 -30.578426 -3.2 59.9 ± 7.1 18.06 ± 0.31 16.89 ± 0.15 12.176 ± 0.01 2543
NGC5311 207.233606 39.985205 -0.1 35.3 ± -999.0 17.83 ± 0.05 16.7 ± 0.05 11.756 ± 0.0030 0
NGC5313 207.434784 39.984754 3.1 42.5 ± 4.8 15.63 ± 0.01 15.07 ± 0.01 11.349 ± 0.0010 725
NGC5320 207.584997 41.366269 5.2 35.5 ± 5.1 14.99 ± 0.01 14.67 ± 0.01 12.241 ± 0.0060 725
NGC5326 207.711248 39.574928 1.0 31.7 ± 5.0 18.97 ± 0.16 17.0 ± 0.04 11.502 ± 0.0010 0
NGC5334 208.226925 -1.114638 5.2 32.6 ± 5.5 14.32 ± 0.01 13.96 ± 0.01 11.886 ± 0.0010 0
NGC5336 208.040902 43.242907 5.9 31.0 ± -999.0 15.25 ± 0.01 15.08 ± 0.02 13.495 ± 0.0030 0
NGC5337 208.095945 39.687306 2.0 52.2 ± -999.0 16.91 ± 0.01 16.34 ± 0.01 12.573 ± 0.0010 0
NGC5338 208.360689 5.207779 -2.0 12.8 ± -999.0 17.7 ± 0.02 16.46 ± 0.06 13.081 ± 0.0010 692
NGC5339 208.50113 -7.930663 1.1 36.5 ± -999.0 15.3 ± 0.01 14.85 ± 0.01 12.004 ± 0.0020 0
NGC5346 208.257954 39.580807 5.8 40.7 ± 3.3 16.63 ± 0.01 16.21 ± 0.01 13.805 ± 0.0030 725
NGC5347 208.324208 33.490854 2.0 27.3 ± 8.1 15.84 ± 0.05 15.46 ± 0.03 11.968 ± 0.0010 0
NGC5348 208.546959 5.22706 3.8 19.8 ± 5.2 16.08 ± 0.01 15.66 ± 0.02 13.125 ± 0.0010 692
NGC5350 208.340092 40.363994 3.6 31.3 ± 3.6 14.75 ± 0.01 14.22 ± 0.01 11.32 ± 0.0010 725
NGC5353 208.361305 40.283029 -2.0 33.8 ± 5.3 17.72 ± 0.04 15.05 ± 0.37 10.292 ± 0.0020 0
NGC5354 208.361363 40.302757 -2.1 30.7 ± -999.0 18.37 ± 0.53 15.4 ± 0.11 10.816 ± 0.0030 0
NGC5356 208.743196 5.333759 3.8 25.2 ± 2.7 17.32 ± 0.01 16.47 ± 0.01 11.897 ± 0.0010 692
NGC5360 208.91005 4.98465 0.1 22.9 ± -999.0 17.53 ± 0.02 16.71 ± 0.03 13.566 ± 0.0030 0
NGC5362 208.722173 41.313476 3.4 31.7 ± 4.2 15.88 ± 0.01 15.39 ± 0.01 12.549 ± 0.0010 725
NGC5371 208.916473 40.461737 4.0 29.5 ± 7.1 13.98 ± 0.01 13.47 ± 0.01 10.287 ± 0.0010 0
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NGC5375 209.233329 29.164339 2.4 41.9 ± 4.0 15.19 ± 0.01 14.87 ± 0.01 11.764 ± 0.0010 0
NGC5376 208.816764 59.506625 2.3 44.6 ± 15.5 16.11 ± 0.01 15.47 ± 0.01 11.769 ± 0.0010 742
NGC5377 209.069472 47.235639 1.0 27.5 ± 2.7 16.19 ± 0.11 15.52 ± 0.06 10.906 ± 0.0010 749
NGC5383 209.270704 41.846198 3.1 37.6 ± 1.9 15.06 ± 0.01 14.46 ± 0.01 11.17 ± 0.0010 0
NGC5403 209.962235 38.182565 3.0 36.6 ± -999.0 17.38 ± 0.03 16.77 ± 0.04 11.471 ± 0.0010 0
NGC5422 210.175025 55.164428 -1.4 28.1 ± 4.9 18.68 ± 0.09 17.36 ± 0.01 11.482 ± 0.0010 0
NGC5425 210.198645 48.443937 6.5 38.7 ± 6.4 16.11 ± 0.01 15.72 ± 0.01 13.585 ± 0.0010 735
NGC5426 210.853603 -6.068947 5.0 39.7 ± 2.2 14.64 ± 0.01 14.18 ± 0.01 11.71 ± 0.0030 0
NGC5427 210.858545 -6.030747 5.0 33.8 ± 6.2 14.04 ± 0.01 13.49 ± 0.01 11.041 ± 0.0010 0
NGC5430 210.190845 59.328712 3.1 39.9 ± 3.9 15.07 ± 0.01 14.63 ± 0.01 11.419 ± 0.0010 796
NGC5443 210.549156 55.814049 3.0 30.9 ± 0.5 16.79 ± 0.01 16.18 ± 0.01 11.667 ± 0.0020 738
NGC5448 210.708493 49.172603 1.4 36.3 ± 2.6 15.21 ± 0.01 14.77 ± 0.01 11.297 ± 0.0010 735
NGC5457 210.802231 54.348854 6.0 6.9 ± 0.9 10.1 ± 0.03 9.88 ± 0.03 7.82 ± 0.0030 216
NGC5464 211.768285 -30.017067 9.5 33.8 ± 3.9 14.54 ± 0.01 14.06 ± 0.01 13.293 ± 0.0020 0
NGC5468 211.645409 -5.45302 6.0 44.5 ± 6.2 13.78 ± 0.01 13.46 ± 0.01 11.95 ± 0.0010 705
NGC5470 211.633029 6.029062 3.1 24.7 ± 2.0 18.22 ± 0.04 17.31 ± 0.01 12.412 ± 0.0010 0
NGC5472 211.729283 -5.46039 2.1 42.3 ± 1.8 17.7 ± 0.09 16.91 ± 0.02 13.018 ± 0.0040 0
NGC5473 211.18023 54.892643 -2.7 33.4 ± 4.1 18.43 ± 0.1 16.65 ± 0.05 11.044 ± 0.0010 0
NGC5474 211.255537 53.662209 6.1 6.5 ± 0.7 13.0 ± 0.01 12.82 ± 0.01 11.514 ± 0.0010 216
NGC5476 212.035607 -6.092172 7.8 35.4 ± -999.0 15.43 ± 0.01 15.01 ± 0.01 12.787 ± 0.0010 0
NGC5477 211.388901 54.460823 8.8 6.4 ± -999.0 14.98 ± 0.01 14.91 ± 0.01 14.387 ± 0.055 216
NGC5486 211.854122 55.102954 8.7 34.2 ± 8.5 15.39 ± 0.01 15.08 ± 0.01 14.041 ± 0.0010 0
NGC5496 212.90765 -1.157978 6.5 24.1 ± 5.4 14.58 ± 0.01 14.11 ± 0.01 12.896 ± 0.0020 676
NGC5506 213.312091 -3.20757 1.2 23.8 ± 5.2 17.33 ± 0.01 16.22 ± 0.01 10.71 ± 0.0010 0
NGC5507 213.332751 -3.148883 -2.3 34.3 ± -999.0 18.5 ± 0.07 17.42 ± 0.04 11.873 ± 0.0010 0
NGC5520 213.094982 50.348433 3.1 38.9 ± 4.7 15.55 ± 0.01 15.0 ± 0.01 12.287 ± 0.0010 735
NGC5523 213.718153 25.317654 5.8 20.0 ± 1.5 14.86 ± 0.01 14.48 ± 0.01 12.275 ± 0.0010 808
NGC5526 213.473747 57.77122 4.1 27.2 ± -999.0 17.23 ± 0.16 16.36 ± 0.02 12.688 ± 0.0020 739
NGC5529 213.89241 36.227312 5.2 44.1 ± 7.0 16.42 ± 0.03 15.77 ± 0.01 11.026 ± 0.0010 0
NGC5534 214.417818 -7.417378 2.1 31.8 ± -999.0 14.43 ± 0.01 14.13 ± 0.01 12.147 ± 0.0020 0
NGC5560 215.018979 3.992663 3.0 20.6 ± 2.8 15.97 ± 0.03 15.35 ± 0.05 11.918 ± 0.0010 0
NGC5569 215.133694 3.983213 5.8 17.4 ± -999.0 15.77 ± 0.01 15.45 ± 0.01 13.752 ± 0.023 0
NGC5574 215.23324 3.237995 -2.8 24.0 ± 4.8 19.43 ± 0.27 17.12 ± 0.08 12.034 ± 0.0020 674
NGC5576 215.265352 3.270906 -4.8 23.9 ± 2.4 17.35 ± 0.08 15.43 ± 0.05 10.41 ± 0.0010 674
NGC5577 215.304615 3.435799 3.8 23.0 ± 3.3 15.67 ± 0.01 15.21 ± 0.01 12.306 ± 0.0020 674
NGC5584 215.599074 -0.38768 6.0 26.7 ± 5.5 13.9 ± 0.01 13.54 ± 0.01 11.823 ± 0.0010 671
NGC5585 214.950431 56.729396 6.9 8.7 ± 1.1 13.01 ± 0.01 12.78 ± 0.01 11.668 ± 0.0010 216
NGC5587 215.544643 13.918033 -0.1 30.7 ± -999.0 16.7 ± 0.05 16.16 ± 0.01 12.354 ± 0.0010 0
NGC5595 216.055175 -16.723053 4.9 36.2 ± 2.3 14.15 ± 0.01 13.67 ± 0.01 11.532 ± 0.0010 707
NGC5597 216.114267 -16.762877 6.0 38.6 ± -999.0 14.44 ± 0.02 13.96 ± 0.01 11.706 ± 0.0010 0
NGC5600 215.956354 14.638758 4.8 87.8 ± 28.6 14.68 ± 0.01 14.11 ± 0.01 11.795 ± 0.0010 0
NGC5602 215.578395 50.501372 1.0 29.6 ± -999.0 20.82 ± 0.31 18.37 ± 0.67 12.308 ± 0.0010 0
NGC5604 216.178323 -3.2122 1.3 41.8 ± 1.8 15.32 ± 0.07 15.05 ± 0.02 12.131 ± 0.0010 706
NGC5608 215.82285 41.776 9.8 15.2 ± 3.5 15.11 ± 0.01 14.93 ± 0.01 13.639 ± 0.142 0
NGC5630 216.902345 41.257761 7.9 33.2 ± 6.6 15.11 ± 0.01 14.7 ± 0.01 13.242 ± 0.0010 731
NGC5631 216.638724 56.582616 -1.9 29.8 ± 2.7 18.11 ± 0.3 16.39 ± 0.14 10.945 ± 0.0050 739
NGC5636 217.412613 3.266328 -0.4 22.2 ± -999.0 17.64 ± 0.04 16.56 ± 0.17 13.074 ± 0.0020 0
NGC5645 217.663866 7.275124 6.6 22.2 ± 3.5 14.55 ± 0.01 14.1 ± 0.01 12.298 ± 0.0020 675
NGC5658 218.118944 0.294198 -1.6 22.3 ± -999.0 17.12 ± 0.01 16.48 ± 0.01 13.558 ± 0.0060 0
NGC5660 217.457647 49.62267 5.2 37.2 ± -999.0 14.04 ± 0.01 13.65 ± 0.01 11.779 ± 0.0010 0
NGC5661 217.989218 6.25044 3.2 48.6 ± 5.2 15.44 ± 0.01 15.14 ± 0.01 13.498 ± 0.0060 677
NGC5665 218.1075 8.07841 5.0 27.7 ± 5.3 15.15 ± 0.01 14.56 ± 0.01 11.802 ± 0.0010 677
NGC5667 217.595421 59.469737 6.0 25.9 ± -999.0 14.86 ± 0.01 14.56 ± 0.01 13.067 ± 0.0020 0
NGC5668 218.351364 4.450473 6.9 26.9 ± -999.0 13.49 ± 0.01 13.2 ± 0.01 11.914 ± 0.0010 0
NGC5669 218.183079 9.89188 6.0 25.0 ± 5.9 13.74 ± 0.01 13.43 ± 0.02 11.981 ± 0.0010 685
NGC5676 218.195296 49.457878 4.7 32.5 ± 4.3 14.89 ± 0.01 14.15 ± 0.01 10.434 ± 0.0010 733
NGC5678 218.023148 57.921425 3.4 29.5 ± 4.9 15.16 ± 0.01 14.52 ± 0.01 10.742 ± 0.0010 739
NGC5689 218.873832 48.741566 0.4 35.6 ± -999.0 18.97 ± 0.26 16.87 ± 0.03 11.094 ± 0.0010 0
NGC5690 219.420961 2.291103 5.4 21.3 ± 5.1 15.54 ± 0.01 14.83 ± 0.01 11.275 ± 0.0010 670
NGC5691 219.472372 -0.398855 1.2 30.2 ± -999.0 14.86 ± 0.01 14.39 ± 0.01 12.204 ± 0.0010 0
NGC5693 219.046809 48.584979 6.9 30.4 ± -999.0 15.85 ± 0.01 15.45 ± 0.01 13.524 ± 0.0020 0
NGC5701 219.796189 5.363473 -0.4 26.1 ± -999.0 15.11 ± 0.01 14.69 ± 0.01 10.757 ± 0.0010 0
NGC5707 219.378304 51.561827 2.0 29.5 ± -999.0 17.35 ± 0.05 16.68 ± 0.02 12.027 ± 0.0010 0
NGC5708 219.567623 40.456611 7.8 36.7 ± -999.0 15.74 ± 0.01 15.35 ± 0.01 13.044 ± 0.0010 731
NGC5713 220.047696 -0.28888 4.0 23.8 ± 5.6 14.67 ± 0.01 13.88 ± 0.01 10.698 ± 0.0010 0
NGC5714 219.547957 46.638449 5.8 41.2 ± 4.0 16.37 ± 0.02 15.97 ± 0.01 12.406 ± 0.0010 733
NGC5719 220.234862 -0.318274 2.4 26.0 ± 1.3 16.87 ± 0.06 15.9 ± 0.03 10.728 ± 0.0010 670
NGC5728 220.599531 -17.253039 1.2 30.6 ± 6.4 15.26 ± 0.07 14.71 ± 0.03 10.629 ± 0.0010 708
NGC5729 220.528563 -9.009353 3.2 25.8 ± 1.2 14.81 ± 0.03 14.48 ± 0.01 11.794 ± 0.0010 0
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NGC5730 219.967347 42.742437 9.5 33.8 ± -999.0 16.21 ± 0.02 15.91 ± 0.01 13.317 ± 0.0010 0
NGC5731 220.03835 42.779575 3.6 33.9 ± -999.0 16.06 ± 0.01 15.62 ± 0.01 14.003 ± 0.0030 0
NGC5744 221.658841 -18.512337 0.5 35.4 ± -999.0 15.91 ± 0.03 15.26 ± 0.04 13.7 ± 0.042 0
NGC5750 221.546381 -0.222924 0.4 33.6 ± 2.7 16.17 ± 0.01 15.43 ± 0.01 11.19 ± 0.0010 670
NGC5757 221.943335 -19.078559 3.1 39.5 ± -999.0 14.79 ± 0.05 14.15 ± 0.01 11.392 ± 0.0010 0
NGC5762 222.177364 12.457224 2.0 43.8 ± 5.9 15.41 ± 0.02 15.15 ± 0.01 13.296 ± 0.0010 0
NGC5768 223.033194 -2.529688 5.3 28.8 ± 0.5 14.6 ± 0.01 14.25 ± 0.01 12.309 ± 0.0010 0
NGC5770 223.31257 3.959727 -2.0 22.4 ± 3.0 19.53 ± 0.13 17.08 ± 0.01 11.932 ± 0.0010 670
NGC5774 223.427648 3.582327 6.9 30.6 ± 4.5 14.32 ± 0.01 13.98 ± 0.01 12.623 ± 0.0020 0
NGC5775 223.490211 3.544676 5.2 21.4 ± 4.9 15.07 ± 0.01 14.52 ± 0.01 10.054 ± 0.0010 670
NGC5777 222.824036 58.977848 3.2 50.7 ± 1.1 16.77 ± 0.01 16.14 ± 0.01 11.779 ± 0.0010 739
NGC5781 224.172071 -17.243358 2.8 31.9 ± 1.4 16.16 ± 0.73 15.6 ± 0.04 12.534 ± 0.0020 0
NGC5783 223.367863 52.076198 5.2 37.7 ± 0.8 15.27 ± 0.01 14.93 ± 0.01 12.945 ± 0.0010 736
NGC5789 224.148698 30.233703 7.8 24.0 ± -999.0 14.77 ± 0.01 14.57 ± 0.01 14.072 ± 0.0030 0
NGC5798 224.408158 29.968434 9.7 45.5 ± 11.2 14.95 ± 0.01 14.68 ± 0.01 13.39 ± 0.0060 0
NGC5806 225.001656 1.891348 3.2 25.5 ± 2.4 15.41 ± 0.01 14.74 ± 0.01 10.931 ± 0.0010 668
NGC5809 225.218001 -14.165271 0.2 37.7 ± -999.0 16.18 ± 0.09 15.59 ± 0.48 12.775 ± 0.0030 0
NGC5821 224.748525 53.923295 5.0 11.8 ± -999.0 16.87 ± 0.12 16.55 ± 0.13 13.641 ± 0.0020 0
NGC5832 224.440085 71.681681 3.3 11.5 ± -999.0 14.65 ± 0.01 14.26 ± 0.01 12.362 ± 0.0020 0
NGC5846 226.62199 1.605646 -4.7 26.7 ± 2.6 16.24 ± 0.04 15.18 ± 0.03 9.447 ± 0.0010 668
NGC5850 226.781983 1.544284 3.1 23.2 ± 7.6 14.6 ± 0.01 14.19 ± 0.01 10.507 ± 0.0030 0
NGC5854 226.948784 2.568644 -1.1 23.5 ± 7.5 19.26 ± 0.43 16.56 ± 0.03 11.606 ± 0.0010 0
NGC5861 227.317086 -11.321713 5.0 28.0 ± 3.3 14.21 ± 0.01 13.76 ± 0.1 10.993 ± 0.0010 678
NGC5866B 228.029517 55.784904 7.9 17.7 ± -999.0 16.07 ± 0.02 15.69 ± 0.01 13.909 ± 0.0040 0
NGC5878 228.440573 -14.26981 3.2 30.1 ± 2.2 14.9 ± 0.02 14.17 ± 0.09 10.886 ± 0.0010 697
NGC5879 227.444692 57.000139 3.6 16.1 ± 3.3 14.43 ± 0.01 14.08 ± 0.01 11.197 ± 0.0010 811
NGC5892 228.450962 -15.463805 7.0 31.2 ± 1.6 13.99 ± 0.02 13.6 ± 0.02 11.99 ± 0.0060 0
NGC5894 227.920661 59.80887 7.8 41.9 ± 4.1 17.06 ± 0.01 16.35 ± 0.01 11.558 ± 0.0010 752
NGC5899 228.763592 42.049875 5.3 38.1 ± 7.6 15.82 ± 0.02 15.21 ± 0.01 11.065 ± 0.0010 1251
NGC5900 228.77189 42.209763 3.0 54.3 ± 12.4 19.1 ± 0.89 17.1 ± 0.04 11.728 ± 0.0010 1251
NGC5907 228.972935 56.328744 5.3 16.6 ± 1.9 14.06 ± 0.01 13.63 ± 0.01 9.205 ± 0.0010 811
NGC5913 230.230924 -2.577949 1.0 32.0 ± 1.3 16.42 ± 0.13 15.94 ± 0.04 11.694 ± 0.0010 668
NGC5915 230.387934 -13.091746 2.7 27.6 ± 4.4 13.75 ± 0.01 13.22 ± 0.01 11.845 ± 0.0010 0
NGC5916 230.407985 -13.169347 1.2 31.0 ± -999.0 16.48 ± 0.05 15.71 ± 0.02 12.039 ± 0.0010 0
NGC5916A 230.307713 -13.100623 5.0 30.6 ± -999.0 16.29 ± 0.06 15.7 ± 0.01 13.951 ± 0.0030 0
NGC5921 230.485416 5.07065 4.0 19.9 ± 5.6 13.69 ± 0.02 13.22 ± 0.02 10.781 ± 0.0010 0
NGC5930 231.533157 41.67605 2.3 35.0 ± 4.7 16.86 ± 0.04 16.07 ± 0.01 11.768 ± 0.0010 0
NGC5937 232.692212 -2.829458 3.2 38.8 ± 1.1 14.87 ± 0.13 14.35 ± 0.01 11.344 ± 0.0010 669
NGC5949 232.002853 64.763167 4.0 14.3 ± 2.8 15.25 ± 0.01 14.73 ± 0.01 11.83 ± 0.0010 827
NGC5951 233.429292 15.007238 5.2 27.8 ± 3.9 15.57 ± 0.01 15.08 ± 0.01 12.684 ± 0.0010 1230
NGC5953 233.634882 15.193827 0.0 27.1 ± 4.8 16.49 ± 0.03 15.39 ± 0.02 11.542 ± 0.0010 0
NGC5954 233.645938 15.200128 6.0 32.1 ± -999.0 15.57 ± 0.01 14.83 ± 0.01 12.34 ± 0.0010 0
NGC5956 233.743871 11.750275 5.9 25.4 ± -999.0 15.32 ± 0.01 15.07 ± 0.01 12.426 ± 0.0010 0
NGC5957 233.846748 12.047615 3.0 24.4 ± -999.0 14.82 ± 0.05 14.53 ± 0.01 11.907 ± 0.0010 0
NGC5962 234.132014 16.60778 5.1 34.1 ± 4.2 14.15 ± 0.01 13.66 ± 0.01 10.87 ± 0.0010 1230
NGC5963 233.366064 56.559613 4.1 26.8 ± 8.3 14.28 ± 0.02 13.97 ± 0.03 12.248 ± 0.0010 811
NGC5964 234.400742 5.974246 6.9 26.6 ± 1.6 14.23 ± 0.01 13.8 ± 0.01 11.846 ± 0.0010 691
NGC5981 234.473028 59.391934 4.2 29.2 ± -999.0 18.93 ± 0.03 17.7 ± 0.03 11.846 ± 0.0010 1254
NGC5984 235.72157 14.23145 6.4 20.0 ± 3.0 15.73 ± 0.01 15.13 ± 0.01 12.525 ± 0.0010 713
NGC5985 234.904449 59.332081 3.0 42.3 ± 4.8 14.64 ± 0.01 14.17 ± 0.01 10.765 ± 0.0010 754
NGC6012 238.557973 14.601196 1.7 21.9 ± 3.0 15.04 ± 0.03 14.38 ± 0.05 11.871 ± 0.0010 0
NGC6014 238.989244 5.931938 -1.8 33.2 ± -999.0 17.27 ± 0.02 16.45 ± 0.02 12.346 ± 0.0010 0
NGC6015 237.85512 62.310045 5.9 16.8 ± 1.6 13.63 ± 0.01 13.33 ± 0.01 10.93 ± 0.0010 812
NGC6063 241.804177 7.979013 5.9 46.2 ± 7.7 16.0 ± 0.01 15.57 ± 0.01 13.041 ± 0.0010 1249
NGC6070 242.494549 0.709305 6.0 31.3 ± 3.3 14.0 ± 0.01 13.44 ± 0.01 10.936 ± 0.0010 0
NGC6106 244.696615 7.410886 5.3 24.6 ± 2.8 14.71 ± 0.01 14.22 ± 0.01 12.12 ± 0.0010 1243
NGC6140 245.241847 65.390646 5.6 18.6 ± -999.0 13.74 ± 0.01 13.46 ± 0.02 12.024 ± 0.0020 0
NGC6155 246.534706 48.366805 5.2 32.2 ± -999.0 15.62 ± 0.01 15.07 ± 0.01 12.415 ± 0.0010 1318
NGC6168 247.838674 20.184911 8.0 33.6 ± -999.0 16.37 ± 0.15 16.23 ± 0.02 12.944 ± 0.0010 1246
NGC6181 248.087333 19.826457 5.2 33.4 ± 4.6 14.64 ± 0.01 14.11 ± 0.01 11.065 ± 0.0010 1246
NGC6236 251.143417 70.780095 5.9 24.9 ± 3.5 14.75 ± 0.01 14.33 ± 0.01 13.158 ± 0.0020 818
NGC6237 251.592597 70.356372 6.4 15.1 ± -999.0 15.21 ± 0.01 14.85 ± 0.01 13.941 ± 0.0040 818
NGC6239 252.520879 42.739887 3.3 22.3 ± 3.4 14.59 ± 0.01 14.25 ± 0.01 12.425 ± 0.0010 830
NGC6255 253.69698 36.50183 5.9 22.7 ± 5.0 14.44 ± 0.01 14.24 ± 0.01 13.561 ± 0.0020 816
NGC6267 254.53606 22.985143 4.8 54.0 ± 4.2 15.71 ± 0.01 15.17 ± 0.02 12.608 ± 0.0010 0
NGC6278 255.209677 23.01102 -1.9 39.2 ± 6.3 20.61 ± 0.36 17.81 ± 0.49 11.759 ± 0.0010 0
NGC6339 259.277283 40.844976 6.3 30.5 ± 3.7 15.36 ± 0.01 14.67 ± 0.01 12.548 ± 0.0010 1309
NGC6340 257.603321 72.304458 0.4 22.0 ± -999.0 17.53 ± 0.02 15.61 ± 0.04 10.793 ± 0.0010 0
NGC6395 261.630211 71.096231 5.8 22.6 ± 4.7 15.43 ± 0.01 14.97 ± 0.01 13.191 ± 0.0030 817
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NGC6412 262.405506 75.704463 5.2 23.5 ± -999.0 14.18 ± 0.01 13.79 ± 0.01 11.806 ± 0.0010 0
NGC6861E 302.757122 -48.689778 2.0 35.6 ± 5.1 17.43 ± 0.01 16.87 ± 0.01 14.162 ± 0.0010 1049
NGC6870 302.545313 -48.286978 2.1 55.4 ± 13.9 16.6 ± 0.01 15.83 ± 0.03 11.596 ± 0.0010 1049
NGC6887 304.322116 -52.796599 3.7 32.7 ± 2.6 15.36 ± 0.01 14.83 ± 0.01 11.441 ± 0.0010 0
NGC6889 304.721395 -53.956999 3.7 34.8 ± 1.3 15.71 ± 0.02 15.25 ± 0.01 13.178 ± 0.0010 0
NGC6902 306.116884 -43.653433 2.3 38.5 ± 5.0 14.09 ± 0.02 13.63 ± 0.02 11.291 ± 0.0010 0
NGC6902B 305.779267 -43.868594 5.5 38.2 ± -999.0 15.5 ± 0.01 15.14 ± 0.01 14.019 ± 0.0060 0
NGC6925 308.585657 -31.980826 4.0 30.7 ± 3.9 14.15 ± 0.01 13.66 ± 0.01 10.614 ± 0.0010 1118
NGC7051 319.96385 -8.782951 0.9 27.4 ± 2.1 15.31 ± 0.03 15.16 ± 0.01 11.874 ± 0.0020 0
NGC7059 321.839586 -60.014545 5.6 33.1 ± 10.5 14.53 ± 0.01 14.02 ± 0.01 11.987 ± 0.0020 1078
NGC7064 322.26242 -52.7676 5.1 11.4 ± 1.3 14.18 ± 0.01 13.92 ± 0.01 13.177 ± 0.0040 351
NGC7070 322.60566 -43.087133 6.0 30.3 ± -999.0 14.71 ± 0.01 14.37 ± 0.01 12.287 ± 0.0010 0
NGC7079 323.146792 -44.0676 -1.8 31.8 ± 4.7 18.93 ± 0.19 16.45 ± 0.11 11.363 ± 0.0010 0
NGC7090 324.12035 -54.5573 5.0 8.4 ± 1.7 14.18 ± 0.01 13.52 ± 0.01 10.687 ± 0.0010 351
NGC7091 323.53305 -36.65376 7.9 34.3 ± -999.0 14.69 ± 0.01 14.49 ± 0.01 13.554 ± 0.0080 0
NGC7107 325.611011 -44.792539 8.6 27.6 ± -999.0 15.1 ± 0.01 14.8 ± 0.01 13.186 ± 0.0010 0
NGC7151 328.76615 -50.65761 5.9 24.9 ± 2.3 15.31 ± 0.02 14.95 ± 0.01 12.849 ± 0.0010 0
NGC7154 328.837836 -34.814275 9.5 28.4 ± 5.4 14.58 ± 0.01 14.21 ± 0.01 12.644 ± 0.0010 0
NGC7162 329.912629 -43.306085 4.8 34.4 ± 4.0 15.28 ± 0.01 15.0 ± 0.01 12.563 ± 0.0010 0
NGC7162A 330.1482 -43.14054 8.9 30.3 ± 5.5 14.82 ± 0.01 14.63 ± 0.01 13.299 ± 0.0010 0
NGC7167 330.127658 -24.632678 5.1 31.1 ± 1.6 14.88 ± 0.01 14.56 ± 0.01 12.686 ± 0.0010 0
NGC7179 331.205659 -64.046775 3.7 45.9 ± 6.0 16.5 ± 0.01 16.01 ± 0.01 12.207 ± 0.0010 1141
NGC7180 330.576851 -20.547801 -2.6 18.6 ± 3.1 19.51 ± 0.14 17.7 ± 0.02 12.348 ± 0.0010 1126
NGC7183 330.590089 -18.916374 -0.8 35.2 ± -999.0 17.63 ± 0.12 16.74 ± 0.04 11.002 ± 0.0010 0
NGC7184 330.665926 -20.812582 4.5 33.6 ± 2.8 14.72 ± 0.01 14.24 ± 0.01 10.459 ± 0.0010 1156
NGC7188 330.870856 -20.317876 3.5 23.5 ± -999.0 16.45 ± 0.01 16.03 ± 0.01 13.291 ± 0.0020 0
NGC7191 331.715667 -64.634559 5.1 37.7 ± 1.8 16.87 ± 0.01 16.2 ± 0.01 12.759 ± 0.0010 1141
NGC7205 332.143063 -57.442622 4.0 19.4 ± 2.4 13.77 ± 0.01 13.3 ± 0.01 10.412 ± 0.0020 1077
NGC7218 332.548788 -16.660919 5.6 24.8 ± 2.5 14.2 ± 0.01 13.76 ± 0.01 11.767 ± 0.0010 1106
NGC7219 333.287444 -64.848971 0.6 41.2 ± 2.4 15.85 ± 0.01 15.43 ± 0.01 12.34 ± 0.0010 1141
NGC7241 333.95805 19.23221 4.0 19.3 ± -999.0 14.67 ± 0.01 14.39 ± 0.01 11.239 ± 0.0010 0
NGC7247 334.421854 -23.731002 3.1 34.4 ± 4.7 15.84 ± 0.01 15.27 ± 0.01 12.177 ± 0.0010 1155
NGC7254 335.650546 -21.737066 2.9 36.3 ± -999.0 15.8 ± 0.01 15.39 ± 0.01 13.509 ± 0.0010 0
NGC7290 337.110163 17.147457 4.0 47.2 ± 5.8 15.38 ± 0.01 15.08 ± 0.01 13.193 ± 0.0010 0
NGC7314 338.942525 -26.050427 4.0 18.5 ± 2.1 13.86 ± 0.01 13.49 ± 0.01 10.615 ± 0.0010 1129
NGC7361 340.575384 -30.058492 4.6 17.2 ± 2.8 14.55 ± 0.01 14.28 ± 0.01 12.488 ± 0.0010 1090
NGC7368 341.382 -39.341626 3.1 32.7 ± 2.6 16.04 ± 0.01 15.64 ± 0.01 11.544 ± 0.0010 1152
NGC7371 341.515562 -11.001164 0.0 31.2 ± -999.0 15.12 ± 0.02 14.67 ± 0.02 11.705 ± 0.0010 0
NGC7378 341.948674 -11.816639 2.2 33.5 ± 3.0 16.32 ± 0.01 15.79 ± 0.01 12.444 ± 0.0050 1163
NGC7412 343.940723 -42.641951 3.2 12.5 ± 6.8 14.09 ± 0.01 13.73 ± 0.01 11.241 ± 0.0010 1086
NGC7416 343.923603 -5.495344 3.1 33.1 ± 2.5 16.31 ± 0.02 15.75 ± 0.01 11.742 ± 0.0010 1164
NGC7418 344.150401 -37.029971 5.8 19.9 ± 2.6 13.82 ± 0.01 13.41 ± 0.01 10.843 ± 0.0010 0
NGC7418A 344.17181 -36.772661 6.5 25.4 ± -999.0 14.62 ± 0.06 14.52 ± 0.05 14.208 ± 0.0030 0
NGC7421 344.226412 -37.347299 3.7 24.0 ± -999.0 15.06 ± 0.01 14.69 ± 0.01 11.817 ± 0.0010 0
NGC7456 345.543087 -39.56941 6.0 16.2 ± 3.3 14.13 ± 0.01 13.83 ± 0.01 11.929 ± 0.0010 353
NGC7462 345.693717 -40.835369 3.6 12.3 ± 2.4 14.1 ± 0.01 13.69 ± 0.01 12.021 ± 0.0010 353
NGC7479 346.235905 12.322926 4.3 33.9 ± 3.1 13.93 ± 0.01 13.34 ± 0.01 10.336 ± 0.0010 1169
NGC7513 348.308531 -28.357522 3.2 19.9 ± 1.3 16.1 ± 0.01 15.27 ± 0.02 11.305 ± 0.0030 1092
NGC7531 348.701872 -43.599845 4.0 22.8 ± 5.0 14.08 ± 0.02 13.8 ± 0.04 11.063 ± 0.0010 1086
NGC7552 349.044945 -42.584962 2.4 17.2 ± 3.3 14.26 ± 0.01 13.43 ± 0.01 9.841 ± 0.0010 0
NGC7582 349.598373 -42.370341 2.1 20.6 ± 2.4 15.23 ± 0.01 14.32 ± 0.01 9.749 ± 0.0010 1086
NGC7590 349.728242 -42.239033 4.4 25.3 ± 4.8 14.17 ± 0.01 13.76 ± 0.01 10.887 ± 0.0010 1086
NGC7599 349.83761 -42.257048 5.2 20.3 ± 1.7 14.21 ± 0.01 13.78 ± 0.01 10.932 ± 0.0010 1086
NGC7625 350.125617 17.225432 1.0 23.0 ± -999.0 16.09 ± 0.02 15.24 ± 0.01 11.371 ± 0.0010 0
NGC7661 351.810392 -65.271899 5.9 32.1 ± 6.1 15.68 ± 0.01 15.41 ± 0.01 13.919 ± 0.0010 0
NGC7667 351.096201 -0.108078 8.6 36.0 ± -999.0 15.36 ± 0.01 15.22 ± 0.01 15.028 ± 0.01 1181
NGC7689 353.319824 -54.09438 5.9 25.2 ± 1.2 13.62 ± 0.01 13.39 ± 0.01 11.587 ± 0.0010 1043
NGC7690 353.260783 -51.698309 2.9 22.7 ± 3.2 15.07 ± 0.01 14.74 ± 0.01 11.996 ± 0.0010 0
NGC7694 353.31534 -2.702694 10.0 30.4 ± -999.0 15.88 ± 0.02 15.37 ± 0.01 13.305 ± 0.0030 0
NGC7709 353.8647 -16.70507 -1.8 23.8 ± -999.0 15.67 ± 0.01 15.2 ± 0.01 13.15 ± 0.0050 0
NGC7714 354.058874 2.15503 3.1 30.9 ± 4.0 13.98 ± 0.02 13.72 ± 0.07 11.835 ± 0.014 0
NGC7715 354.091184 2.156767 9.6 36.3 ± -999.0 15.9 ± 0.04 15.28 ± 0.05 14.455 ± 0.01 0
NGC7716 354.131053 0.297294 3.0 33.0 ± 0.5 15.19 ± 0.01 14.88 ± 0.01 11.94 ± 0.0010 0
NGC7721 354.702613 -6.517802 4.9 22.3 ± 2.8 14.42 ± 0.01 14.04 ± 0.01 11.197 ± 0.0010 1159
NGC7723 354.737695 -12.961152 3.1 27.4 ± 3.3 14.46 ± 0.01 13.91 ± 0.01 10.833 ± 0.0010 1160
NGC7724 354.779885 -12.223988 3.1 37.6 ± 5.5 16.7 ± 0.01 16.15 ± 0.01 12.939 ± 0.0010 0
NGC7731 355.371188 3.740011 1.0 36.8 ± -999.0 16.33 ± 0.2 16.21 ± 0.05 13.273 ± 0.0020 0
NGC7732 355.39191 3.725125 6.7 38.7 ± -999.0 15.91 ± 0.02 15.59 ± 0.03 13.691 ± 0.0010 0
NGC7741 355.97641 26.07612 5.9 14.3 ± 2.1 13.52 ± 0.01 13.13 ± 0.01 11.493 ± 0.0010 1206
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NGC7742 356.065549 10.76707 2.8 22.2 ± -999.0 14.69 ± 0.02 14.31 ± 0.01 11.274 ± 0.0010 0
NGC7743 356.088115 9.934155 -0.9 21.4 ± 2.7 17.87 ± 0.25 15.89 ± 0.08 11.013 ± 0.0040 1174
NGC7750 356.657568 3.799891 5.5 32.2 ± 6.7 15.47 ± 0.01 15.12 ± 0.01 12.581 ± 0.0010 1182
NGC7755 356.965579 -30.521935 5.0 31.5 ± 4.6 14.38 ± 0.01 13.99 ± 0.01 11.326 ± 0.0010 0
NGC7757 357.189705 4.171214 5.3 39.4 ± -999.0 14.59 ± 0.01 14.32 ± 0.01 12.76 ± 0.0090 0
NGC7764 357.72423 -40.729995 9.4 20.5 ± -999.0 14.08 ± 0.01 13.81 ± 0.01 12.564 ± 0.0020 0
NGC7793 359.457211 -32.591067 7.4 4.2 ± 0.8 11.23 ± 0.01 10.99 ± 0.01 9.246 ± 0.0010 233
NGC7798 359.856194 20.749814 5.1 32.6 ± -999.0 14.96 ± 0.01 14.5 ± 0.01 11.812 ± 0.0010 0
PGC002492 10.439405 -16.860757 2.0 20.7 ± -999.0 15.74 ± 0.02 15.5 ± 0.01 14.155 ± 0.0060 0
PGC002689 11.515689 -11.506472 8.8 20.2 ± -999.0 15.37 ± 0.03 15.21 ± 0.02 14.693 ± 0.0090 0
PGC002805 11.948177 -9.899568 6.7 16.4 ± 0.5 15.61 ± 0.01 15.32 ± 0.01 14.624 ± 0.0050 1101
PGC003062 13.072022 -3.966015 6.8 18.8 ± -999.0 17.04 ± 0.2 16.59 ± 0.02 15.291 ± 0.0090 0
PGC003853 16.270287 -6.212446 7.0 12.6 ± 1.7 14.51 ± 0.02 13.68 ± 0.01 11.556 ± 0.0010 333
PGC003855 16.28616 -6.279 8.8 32.3 ± -999.0 19.58 ± 0.34 16.96 ± 0.06 15.438 ± 0.0060 0
PGC004143 17.42296 -2.266654 9.8 24.9 ± -999.0 16.5 ± 0.03 16.21 ± 0.03 15.043 ± 0.219 0
PGC005329 21.491078 -3.982276 8.0 26.6 ± -999.0 16.82 ± 0.02 16.39 ± 0.04 15.118 ± 0.021 0
PGC005341 21.560269 -6.093568 5.6 26.9 ± 4.1 15.66 ± 0.01 15.15 ± 0.01 12.933 ± 0.0020 895
PGC006048 24.500044 -7.566303 3.9 25.9 ± -999.0 16.64 ± 0.04 16.21 ± 0.01 14.964 ± 0.0020 0
PGC006190 25.116072 -5.520401 6.8 29.8 ± 2.5 16.62 ± 0.01 16.2 ± 0.01 14.785 ± 0.014 0
PGC006228 25.279657 -5.568173 8.7 21.6 ± 0.4 15.6 ± 0.01 15.29 ± 0.01 13.689 ± 0.0040 0
PGC006244 25.399591 -16.146945 10.0 21.7 ± -999.0 16.27 ± 0.01 16.03 ± 0.01 15.144 ± 0.029 0
PGC006626 27.107385 -12.381307 9.9 19.8 ± -999.0 15.07 ± 0.01 14.86 ± 0.01 13.825 ± 0.0010 0
PGC006703 27.407478 -13.571143 3.1 19.3 ± -999.0 16.73 ± 0.01 16.34 ± 0.01 14.557 ± 0.0010 0
PGC006706 27.417532 -12.824585 9.0 21.0 ± -999.0 17.29 ± 0.03 16.97 ± 0.01 15.085 ± 0.0040 0
PGC006864 27.86846 -6.516583 6.9 44.4 ± 2.1 17.03 ± 0.14 16.6 ± 0.05 15.45 ± 0.01 0
PGC007109 28.72001 -13.65393 9.0 25.6 ± -999.0 16.78 ± 0.5 16.73 ± 0.01 13.961 ± 0.0020 0
PGC007324 29.2461 -11.78055 8.0 25.7 ± 4.1 16.3 ± 0.01 16.01 ± 0.01 15.203 ± 0.0020 897
PGC007654 30.22911 -8.84088 9.9 21.4 ± -999.0 16.47 ± 0.01 16.3 ± 0.01 15.174 ± 0.0010 0
PGC007682 30.376402 -7.291995 1.0 32.8 ± -999.0 16.74 ± 0.01 16.3 ± 0.01 14.501 ± 0.0070 0
PGC007900 31.13083 -6.199099 9.0 22.0 ± 4.8 14.84 ± 0.01 14.63 ± 0.01 14.069 ± 0.01 0
PGC007998 31.45526 -9.821943 9.0 25.3 ± -999.0 15.66 ± 0.01 15.56 ± 0.01 15.376 ± 0.014 0
PGC008295 32.56021 -9.71097 5.0 21.3 ± 0.9 15.5 ± 0.01 15.22 ± 0.01 14.168 ± 0.0040 897
PGC008962 35.369889 -4.413168 6.9 30.9 ± -999.0 16.95 ± 0.01 16.71 ± 0.01 15.822 ± 0.0040 0
PGC009272 36.589388 -9.841708 8.0 25.7 ± -999.0 15.97 ± 0.01 15.74 ± 0.01 14.539 ± 0.0010 876
PGC009354 36.886508 -10.165871 5.1 24.3 ± 1.5 15.02 ± 0.01 14.84 ± 0.01 14.185 ± 0.0080 876
PGC009559 37.672486 -3.81159 7.8 20.2 ± -999.0 15.65 ± 0.02 15.26 ± 0.01 14.22 ± 0.0010 0
PGC010813 42.768814 4.45399 5.0 12.6 ± -999.0 16.13 ± 0.01 15.92 ± 0.03 15.695 ± 0.0040 0
PGC011367 45.13228 -15.736181 6.9 21.0 ± -999.0 15.4 ± 0.03 14.94 ± 0.01 12.919 ± 0.0020 0
PGC011677 46.76916 -14.00349 9.1 18.3 ± -999.0 16.1 ± 0.01 15.8 ± 0.02 14.308 ± 0.0060 0
PGC011744 47.078971 -13.902973 1.0 20.9 ± -999.0 14.52 ± 0.01 14.42 ± 0.01 13.834 ± 0.0050 0
PGC012068 48.659276 -4.774324 10.0 27.6 ± -999.0 15.15 ± 0.01 14.98 ± 0.01 14.283 ± 0.03 0
PGC012439 49.974367 -3.593632 6.2 48.9 ± 0.3 18.68 ± 0.38 17.83 ± 0.04 14.222 ± 0.0020 0
PGC012608 50.465119 -15.71044 9.0 26.8 ± -999.0 16.23 ± 0.02 15.99 ± 0.01 15.378 ± 0.097 0
PGC012633 50.572733 -7.090679 2.3 29.8 ± 2.1 15.62 ± 0.02 15.32 ± 0.01 12.861 ± 0.0010 0
PGC012664 50.729541 -11.203359 6.7 34.7 ± -999.0 15.24 ± 0.01 15.05 ± 0.03 13.788 ± 0.0030 0
PGC012798 51.353879 -16.23345 7.6 29.3 ± 3.9 16.25 ± 0.01 15.76 ± 0.01 13.491 ± 0.0010 867
PGC012981 52.38849 -15.23836 8.7 22.7 ± -999.0 15.1 ± 0.01 14.86 ± 0.01 13.904 ± 0.0010 0
PGC013716 56.004352 -14.358653 4.0 28.0 ± 4.3 15.8 ± 0.01 15.3 ± 0.01 12.319 ± 0.0010 849
PGC013821 56.658809 -16.549839 8.9 16.5 ± -999.0 16.12 ± 0.04 15.35 ± 0.01 12.19 ± 0.0010 849
PGC014487 61.804195 -17.20395 7.9 22.4 ± -999.0 15.49 ± 0.03 15.36 ± 0.01 14.245 ± 0.0010 0
PGC015625 69.102927 -9.513335 9.8 32.3 ± -999.0 15.6 ± 0.07 15.34 ± 0.03 15.428 ± 0.0030 0
PGC016090 72.350404 -12.747515 9.0 29.2 ± -999.0 16.31 ± 0.36 15.91 ± 0.05 15.179 ± 0.0010 0
PGC024469 130.700885 14.265205 4.2 27.4 ± -999.0 17.1 ± 0.02 16.52 ± 0.05 14.312 ± 0.0020 0
PGC027747 145.596634 -6.251936 6.1 30.4 ± 2.7 16.13 ± 0.01 15.66 ± 0.01 14.306 ± 0.0080 537
PGC027825 145.86915 -5.36538 7.0 25.2 ± -999.0 15.75 ± 0.02 15.34 ± 0.03 14.193 ± 0.012 0
PGC027833 145.900907 -5.912533 7.4 28.8 ± -999.0 15.18 ± 0.01 14.87 ± 0.01 13.34 ± 0.0010 0
PGC028308 147.55814 -12.057475 6.7 75.1 ± 0.2 17.93 ± 0.2 17.16 ± 0.71 12.654 ± 0.0010 0
PGC029086 150.650575 -6.012597 7.2 10.2 ± 2.3 16.28 ± 0.01 15.95 ± 0.01 14.91 ± 0.0080 0
PGC029300 151.423327 -7.981516 -1.9 11.3 ± 2.8 18.96 ± 0.4 17.3 ± 0.11 12.728 ± 0.0020 0
PGC029653 152.754321 -4.692623 9.9 1.4 ± 0.2 12.65 ± 0.01 12.53 ± 0.01 12.054 ± 0.0070 227
PGC030591 156.360231 -15.349087 6.9 60.3 ± 1.0 20.45 ± 0.96 17.61 ± 0.05 13.634 ± 0.0010 0
PGC031979 160.900957 -9.856222 6.7 30.2 ± -999.0 14.77 ± 0.01 14.55 ± 0.01 14.02 ± 0.0010 0
PGC032091 161.295181 -10.064444 7.0 33.6 ± -999.0 15.82 ± 0.01 15.43 ± 0.01 13.766 ± 0.0030 0
PGC032548 162.846268 -10.133429 -0.2 49.6 ± 0.3 17.66 ± 0.24 17.19 ± 0.03 14.886 ± 0.0010 0
PGC035271 171.932087 -4.925094 7.0 12.9 ± -999.0 16.92 ± 0.01 16.54 ± 0.01 16.108 ± 0.0040 0
PGC035705 173.438707 -3.436761 7.9 21.4 ± -999.0 16.17 ± 0.03 15.85 ± 0.07 14.954 ± 0.0010 0
PGC036274 175.34505 -6.47948 9.0 27.3 ± -999.0 15.4 ± 0.01 14.95 ± 0.01 13.373 ± 0.0010 0
PGC036551 176.147536 -3.801025 7.6 21.7 ± -999.0 16.02 ± 0.02 15.64 ± 0.01 14.264 ± 0.02 0
PGC036643 176.359003 -10.102892 6.3 27.2 ± -999.0 15.05 ± 0.01 14.77 ± 0.01 13.575 ± 0.0030 414
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PGC037238 178.248799 -4.42651 8.0 19.8 ± -999.0 14.94 ± 0.01 14.74 ± 0.01 14.282 ± 0.0010 0
PGC037373 178.706513 -16.864039 5.8 27.5 ± -999.0 15.27 ± 0.03 15.03 ± 0.05 13.939 ± 0.0050 0
PGC039317 184.118444 -11.528108 9.8 20.6 ± -999.0 16.69 ± 0.03 16.49 ± 0.02 15.696 ± 0.0010 0
PGC039799 185.08845 0.36679 9.1 12.0 ± -999.0 17.09 ± 0.01 16.76 ± 0.01 16.245 ± 0.011 0
PGC040408 186.163887 3.995622 8.9 23.0 ± -999.0 16.92 ± 0.03 16.58 ± 0.01 15.015 ± 0.0030 0
PGC040447 186.223746 61.063754 10.0 9.4 ± -999.0 17.31 ± 0.06 16.88 ± 0.07 15.913 ± 0.023 0
PGC040552 186.395024 45.431692 5.4 94.1 ± 1.0 18.68 ± 0.14 18.0 ± 0.05 14.581 ± 0.0010 0
PGC041725 188.403928 -4.884211 8.8 24.0 ± -999.0 16.22 ± 0.01 15.86 ± 0.01 15.103 ± 0.0030 0
PGC041743 188.479624 -10.679775 9.0 14.0 ± -999.0 17.16 ± 0.04 16.7 ± 0.01 14.568 ± 0.0010 0
PGC041965 188.90715 -7.87676 8.0 19.4 ± -999.0 15.18 ± 0.01 14.94 ± 0.01 13.306 ± 0.0080 0
PGC042068 189.145775 8.054759 3.1 23.9 ± -999.0 17.56 ± 0.01 16.89 ± 0.02 14.327 ± 0.0050 0
PGC042160 189.42315 8.5588 9.5 16.1 ± -999.0 15.72 ± 0.01 15.51 ± 0.01 14.562 ± 0.149 1T
PGC042559 190.345415 -3.05765 -0.8 19.3 ± -999.0 16.98 ± 0.14 16.5 ± 0.02 14.332 ± 0.0020 0
PGC042868 191.014802 -5.676062 8.0 25.4 ± -999.0 14.54 ± 0.01 14.27 ± 0.01 12.723 ± 0.0010 0
PGC043236 192.04061 -10.186662 7.6 32.0 ± -999.0 16.82 ± 0.05 16.38 ± 0.01 14.629 ± 0.0010 0
PGC043341 192.325531 -4.015179 10.0 20.1 ± -999.0 15.73 ± 0.01 15.45 ± 0.01 14.562 ± 0.0030 0
PGC043345 192.34759 -10.119882 9.0 23.3 ± -999.0 14.0 ± 0.04 13.69 ± 0.03 12.614 ± 0.0010 0
PGC043458 192.622673 -10.854541 9.0 31.3 ± 6.2 14.79 ± 0.01 14.46 ± 0.01 13.126 ± 0.0020 65
PGC043679 193.112208 -9.753735 6.5 37.9 ± 2.3 16.7 ± 0.03 16.09 ± 0.01 13.502 ± 0.0010 0
PGC043851 193.48871 -12.10582 9.8 17.3 ± -999.0 15.39 ± 0.01 15.12 ± 0.02 14.796 ± 0.0010 0
PGC043970 193.712705 -11.892337 7.9 33.0 ± -999.0 16.22 ± 0.01 15.75 ± 0.01 14.676 ± 0.0030 0
PGC044157 194.1442 -13.393839 9.0 39.5 ± -999.0 16.88 ± 0.19 16.59 ± 0.01 14.874 ± 0.012 0
PGC044278 194.315894 -5.345941 7.9 16.8 ± -999.0 14.92 ± 0.02 14.69 ± 0.01 13.995 ± 0.0050 0
PGC044358 194.445236 -9.633665 6.7 27.7 ± 1.8 16.01 ± 0.03 15.42 ± 0.01 12.601 ± 0.0010 0
PGC044506 194.7027 -6.11223 7.9 27.3 ± 0.2 16.36 ± 0.1 15.87 ± 0.02 14.552 ± 0.035 0
PGC044532 194.758584 34.859978 8.9 12.7 ± 7.2 13.42 ± 0.01 13.41 ± 0.01 13.562 ± 0.0030 0
PGC044735 195.071339 -12.346628 9.7 26.0 ± -999.0 15.25 ± 0.01 15.03 ± 0.01 13.944 ± 0.0070 0
PGC044906 195.388374 -4.775687 8.0 43.1 ± -999.0 16.24 ± 0.02 15.85 ± 0.02 15.215 ± 0.0030 0
PGC044952 195.513674 -14.882421 5.0 29.7 ± 5.8 16.1 ± 0.1 15.51 ± 0.01 13.49 ± 0.0020 0
PGC044954 195.511945 -10.412826 3.0 37.0 ± -999.0 16.03 ± 0.01 15.63 ± 0.01 14.275 ± 0.0020 0
PGC044982 195.55994 -17.23754 9.7 7.1 ± -999.0 16.66 ± 0.03 15.96 ± 0.06 15.1 ± 0.018 0
PGC045084 195.8199 -17.4229 9.5 5.7 ± 1.0 13.86 ± 0.01 13.68 ± 0.01 13.78 ± 0.0040 245
PGC045195 196.12994 -3.57232 7.7 25.0 ± -999.0 14.01 ± 0.01 13.76 ± 0.01 13.206 ± 0.0020 0
PGC045257 196.314558 -16.888153 9.0 37.9 ± -999.0 16.23 ± 0.02 15.93 ± 0.01 14.949 ± 0.0050 0
PGC045359 196.576837 -17.51497 9.9 23.6 ± -999.0 16.2 ± 0.18 15.81 ± 0.11 15.649 ± 0.03 0
PGC045652 197.44545 -10.32547 6.7 21.7 ± -999.0 14.97 ± 0.01 14.39 ± 0.01 12.019 ± 0.0070 0
PGC045824 197.992614 -12.06428 6.7 32.0 ± -999.0 15.67 ± 0.04 15.42 ± 0.01 14.778 ± 0.0060 0
PGC045877 198.147584 -17.542433 4.9 35.4 ± 4.2 15.61 ± 0.02 14.92 ± 0.01 11.326 ± 0.0010 73
PGC046261 199.2756 -16.25218 5.2 46.7 ± 5.2 16.99 ± 0.01 16.4 ± 0.01 13.305 ± 0.0030 73
PGC046382 199.670839 -8.445982 9.9 23.3 ± -999.0 15.98 ± 0.02 15.54 ± 0.01 14.184 ± 0.0090 0
PGC047721 203.308 -16.121375 4.0 28.9 ± -999.0 16.45 ± 0.05 15.81 ± 0.02 11.913 ± 0.0020 0
PGC047846 203.666017 -12.329857 8.9 20.1 ± -999.0 16.82 ± 0.16 16.56 ± 0.08 14.268 ± 0.042 0
PGC048087 204.270323 -11.829853 8.0 36.5 ± -999.0 16.08 ± 0.24 15.17 ± 0.03 13.692 ± 0.0020 0
PGC050229 211.296845 -3.369809 1.1 21.6 ± -999.0 15.25 ± 0.01 14.94 ± 0.01 13.425 ± 0.0010 0
PGC051291 215.3427 -3.7588 2.0 36.5 ± -999.0 16.09 ± 0.01 15.78 ± 0.01 14.854 ± 0.017 0
PGC051523 216.439101 -5.401815 9.0 22.7 ± -999.0 14.92 ± 0.01 14.72 ± 0.01 14.039 ± 0.024 0
PGC052809 221.850726 -17.445568 5.8 24.8 ± 3.9 16.5 ± 0.06 15.73 ± 0.02 12.026 ± 0.0010 695
PGC052935 222.3873 -10.16417 6.3 24.6 ± -999.0 14.24 ± 0.01 13.9 ± 0.01 14.269 ± 0.031 0
PGC052940 222.377672 -10.175931 9.9 28.8 ± -999.0 14.19 ± 0.12 13.83 ± 0.16 13.678 ± 0.025 0
PGC053134 223.144812 -3.561447 8.0 30.7 ± -999.0 14.66 ± 0.02 14.39 ± 0.02 13.616 ± 0.0040 0
PGC053568 224.920358 -6.990384 8.0 27.9 ± -999.0 16.4 ± 0.02 16.08 ± 0.06 15.118 ± 0.0080 0
PGC053634 225.250422 -15.121703 7.0 34.3 ± 1.6 16.54 ± 0.14 15.9 ± 0.03 14.708 ± 0.0010 710
PGC053724 225.750886 -13.282665 0.7 24.2 ± 7.0 19.74 ± 0.3 17.37 ± 0.28 12.299 ± 0.0020 0
PGC053764 226.01199 -10.737908 5.5 32.5 ± -999.0 17.68 ± 0.3 17.14 ± 0.06 14.864 ± 0.0020 0
PGC053796 226.113293 -14.43983 6.2 38.5 ± 0.0 17.26 ± 0.2 16.65 ± 0.02 14.685 ± 0.0010 0
PGC054817 230.388378 -7.447959 -1.9 28.0 ± 3.9 15.79 ± 0.02 15.09 ± 0.06 13.365 ± 0.0060 0
PGC054944 230.833937 -4.151627 1.8 29.4 ± 0.8 15.21 ± 0.02 14.71 ± 0.01 12.637 ± 0.0010 680
PGC065367 311.715016 -12.846611 9.9 2.1 ± 1.6 16.66 ± 0.01 15.83 ± 0.12 15.312 ± 0.0030 223
PGC066242 317.521256 -3.701667 4.1 40.4 ± 6.6 15.98 ± 0.04 15.6 ± 0.01 14.109 ± 0.0060 0
PGC066559 319.928542 -7.55205 8.0 36.5 ± -999.0 15.6 ± 0.13 15.17 ± 0.1 14.493 ± 0.0070 0
PGC066738 321.499396 -3.809776 7.4 39.1 ± -999.0 16.69 ± 0.01 16.28 ± 0.01 15.012 ± 0.0050 0
PGC067871 330.497276 -12.190439 7.0 36.0 ± -999.0 15.65 ± 0.02 15.36 ± 0.05 14.57 ± 0.012 0
PGC068061 331.729949 -31.053054 0.1 33.5 ± -999.0 15.55 ± 0.01 15.13 ± 0.01 13.23 ± 0.0010 0
PGC068771 336.048 -3.48348 6.6 37.8 ± -999.0 15.76 ± 0.04 15.47 ± 0.03 14.021 ± 0.0030 0
PGC069114 338.194541 -14.096842 6.9 33.5 ± -999.0 16.82 ± 0.04 16.48 ± 0.02 15.559 ± 0.024 0
PGC069224 338.726047 -4.70189 9.8 11.9 ± -999.0 16.01 ± 0.06 15.95 ± 0.01 15.234 ± 0.0050 0
PGC069293 339.1458 -2.90674 8.9 22.9 ± -999.0 15.15 ± 0.02 14.88 ± 0.01 13.194 ± 0.0040 0
PGC069339 339.337551 -8.46084 9.9 37.5 ± -999.0 15.94 ± 0.36 16.22 ± 0.18 15.287 ± 0.125 0
PGC069404 339.737968 -5.853242 8.0 38.9 ± -999.0 15.48 ± 0.01 15.14 ± 0.01 12.115 ± 0.0010 0
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PGC069415 339.786301 -4.759874 9.9 12.0 ± -999.0 16.2 ± 0.19 16.02 ± 0.12 16.043 ± 0.0070 0
PGC069448 340.06301 -2.424063 4.0 39.9 ± 5.8 15.5 ± 0.03 15.11 ± 0.01 12.87 ± 0.0030 0
PGC070657 347.9025 -15.4763 7.1 31.7 ± 0.2 17.4 ± 0.05 17.07 ± 0.02 16.23 ± 0.0030 0
PGC071479 351.83795 -23.499445 -1.0 23.5 ± -999.0 16.94 ± 0.01 16.49 ± 0.02 15.003 ± 0.0060 0
PGC072006 354.703467 -5.746602 9.0 27.2 ± -999.0 16.39 ± 0.01 16.13 ± 0.01 15.164 ± 0.0070 0
PGC072252 356.043786 -6.169588 5.0 27.7 ± 5.0 14.71 ± 0.01 14.52 ± 0.01 13.773 ± 0.0010 1159
PGC090540 20.34869 -1.86272 7.9 40.6 ± 0.6 18.55 ± 0.01 18.03 ± 0.09 16.945 ± 0.012 0
PGC090553 23.88143 2.03158 7.6 46.6 ± 0.5 17.61 ± 0.02 17.21 ± 0.01 16.407 ± 0.013 0
PGC090694 56.825793 -14.697088 7.9 33.7 ± 0.4 18.36 ± 0.15 17.48 ± 0.04 15.314 ± 0.0030 0
PGC091215 189.229038 1.615085 7.9 28.3 ± 0.8 18.34 ± 0.24 17.96 ± 0.04 16.492 ± 0.014 0
PGC091228 191.752715 32.651635 7.9 18.8 ± 0.2 18.72 ± 0.2 18.17 ± 0.17 17.256 ± 0.0020 0
PGC091413 226.63875 -12.71709 7.9 51.5 ± 0.6 17.95 ± 0.05 17.33 ± 0.11 16.201 ± 0.0010 0
PGC1059326 213.820207 -4.358506 3.6 36.5 ± -999.0 16.05 ± 0.25 15.9 ± 0.02 15.38 ± 0.012 0
UGC00017 0.929725 15.218985 9.1 13.0 ± -999.0 16.86 ± 0.08 16.59 ± 0.02 14.88 ± 0.0060 1211
UGC00122 3.32355 17.02928 9.6 11.6 ± 0.7 16.05 ± 0.01 15.89 ± 0.01 15.815 ± 0.029 0
UGC00132 3.503175 12.963801 7.9 22.4 ± -999.0 17.21 ± 0.02 16.69 ± 0.05 14.585 ± 0.0010 0
UGC00156 4.19997 12.35026 9.8 15.9 ± -999.0 16.6 ± 0.07 15.73 ± 0.07 14.176 ± 0.0010 0
UGC00260 6.762137 11.583803 5.8 32.3 ± 2.3 15.36 ± 0.01 15.04 ± 0.01 12.767 ± 0.0010 1188
UGC00290 7.284883 15.899069 9.5 9.0 ± 0.2 17.66 ± 0.21 17.36 ± 0.08 16.412 ± 0.0050 0
UGC00313 7.85842 6.20682 4.3 27.8 ± -999.0 16.78 ± 0.11 16.34 ± 0.04 13.976 ± 0.0040 0
UGC00320 8.12872 2.57464 6.1 40.8 ± 4.7 17.36 ± 0.01 17.04 ± 0.01 15.949 ± 0.0010 0
UGC00477 11.554634 19.489885 7.9 35.8 ± 0.4 15.86 ± 0.01 15.66 ± 0.01 14.328 ± 0.0020 1294
UGC00634 15.353486 7.625458 8.8 28.7 ± -999.0 16.2 ± 0.03 15.95 ± 0.02 15.008 ± 0.0050 904
UGC00711 17.154755 1.640961 6.5 24.7 ± 5.5 16.28 ± 0.01 15.84 ± 0.01 14.335 ± 0.0020 905
UGC00866 20.028489 -0.205455 7.8 26.2 ± 0.3 17.17 ± 0.01 16.84 ± 0.01 15.343 ± 0.0010 921
UGC00882 20.231151 6.574113 9.8 31.1 ± -999.0 17.02 ± 0.03 16.69 ± 0.01 15.168 ± 0.0050 0
UGC00891 20.3295 12.41167 9.0 9.4 ± -999.0 16.31 ± 0.01 16.07 ± 0.01 14.927 ± 0.0030 0
UGC00903 20.449264 17.592603 4.0 40.4 ± 8.8 17.01 ± 0.08 16.59 ± 0.05 11.703 ± 0.0010 910
UGC00941 20.884736 6.960419 9.9 36.4 ± -999.0 16.53 ± 0.03 16.3 ± 0.06 15.439 ± 0.103 0
UGC00958 21.142548 16.536992 5.7 34.4 ± 2.5 16.69 ± 0.01 16.4 ± 0.08 15.531 ± 0.0010 910
UGC00964 21.145607 7.721099 3.0 65.7 ± 24.5 17.2 ± 0.01 16.67 ± 0.02 14.5 ± 0.0020 912
UGC01014 21.598213 6.277794 9.3 28.4 ± -999.0 16.35 ± 0.01 15.98 ± 0.01 14.843 ± 0.01 0
UGC01020 21.68326 17.264476 2.1 34.5 ± -999.0 18.18 ± 0.32 17.08 ± 0.06 13.806 ± 0.0010 0
UGC01104 23.177167 18.317079 9.5 7.6 ± -999.0 15.64 ± 0.01 15.4 ± 0.01 14.314 ± 0.027 0
UGC01110 23.323823 13.332481 5.9 36.3 ± 2.3 17.05 ± 0.03 16.78 ± 0.01 14.384 ± 0.0010 907
UGC01112 23.328585 3.070333 5.8 25.8 ± 0.5 17.1 ± 0.02 16.66 ± 0.01 14.61 ± 0.0090 0
UGC01133 23.761422 4.381263 9.9 25.2 ± -999.0 16.08 ± 0.22 16.18 ± 0.16 15.871 ± 0.0050 0
UGC01176 25.04055 15.9047 9.9 9.2 ± 0.2 15.51 ± 0.06 15.16 ± 0.06 14.425 ± 0.065 0
UGC01195 25.612959 13.977811 9.8 10.8 ± -999.0 15.08 ± 0.01 14.71 ± 0.01 13.633 ± 0.0070 0
UGC01197 25.638084 18.306007 9.8 36.1 ± 1.2 16.76 ± 0.03 16.37 ± 0.04 14.983 ± 0.0050 917
UGC01200 25.70123 13.15599 9.9 10.8 ± -999.0 15.56 ± 0.01 15.27 ± 0.01 13.883 ± 0.0010 329
UGC01240 26.585806 4.264288 7.9 24.0 ± -999.0 16.53 ± 0.01 16.21 ± 0.01 15.411 ± 0.0030 0
UGC01547 30.835402 22.041543 9.9 35.1 ± -999.0 15.01 ± 0.01 14.91 ± 0.02 14.426 ± 0.0020 0
UGC01551 30.906525 24.075191 6.1 35.6 ± -999.0 15.03 ± 0.01 14.82 ± 0.01 13.201 ± 0.0040 0
UGC01670 32.682887 6.758404 8.8 20.7 ± -999.0 16.37 ± 0.08 16.15 ± 0.01 15.179 ± 0.0060 0
UGC01803 35.121774 6.810402 8.8 22.4 ± 0.1 16.99 ± 0.06 16.53 ± 0.02 14.926 ± 0.02 0
UGC01862 36.103289 -2.16237 6.4 20.4 ± 3.5 16.13 ± 0.01 15.72 ± 0.01 13.338 ± 0.0010 891
UGC01945 37.05165 -1.34886 8.2 23.6 ± -999.0 16.25 ± 0.02 15.81 ± 0.01 13.465 ± 0.0020 0
UGC01970 37.475263 25.256365 5.8 37.6 ± 7.1 17.92 ± 0.1 16.9 ± 0.05 13.697 ± 0.0060 932
UGC01981 37.57155 0.9378 9.7 20.2 ± -999.0 18.14 ± 0.07 17.61 ± 0.03 15.34 ± 0.041 0
UGC01999 37.96954 19.15309 5.7 17.0 ± 4.4 15.58 ± 0.05 15.5 ± 0.08 14.812 ± 0.0040 0
UGC02082 39.067475 25.423898 5.8 13.3 ± 1.9 15.59 ± 0.02 14.96 ± 0.01 12.706 ± 0.0030 338
UGC02275 41.99085 3.8855 8.8 13.1 ± -999.0 14.92 ± 0.33 14.68 ± 0.02 14.639 ± 0.017 0
UGC02302 42.28608 2.127514 8.8 14.0 ± -999.0 14.38 ± 0.16 14.27 ± 0.23 14.29 ± 0.156 0
UGC02345 42.9696 -1.1721 8.8 16.5 ± 3.3 15.59 ± 0.02 15.29 ± 0.01 14.552 ± 0.0020 892
UGC02429 44.288243 1.326515 9.0 23.6 ± -999.0 17.17 ± 0.01 16.92 ± 0.01 15.377 ± 0.0040 0
UGC04024 117.138625 62.207304 5.8 33.2 ± 3.5 16.57 ± 0.07 16.14 ± 0.02 14.104 ± 0.0050 486
UGC04121 119.725558 58.043205 8.8 18.9 ± -999.0 16.79 ± 0.02 16.52 ± 0.05 15.208 ± 0.0020 0
UGC04148 120.099351 42.194591 7.2 16.5 ± 2.1 16.64 ± 0.01 16.44 ± 0.01 15.921 ± 0.013 300
UGC04151 121.078618 77.816649 7.9 30.5 ± -999.0 15.37 ± 0.03 15.0 ± 0.01 13.065 ± 0.0010 0
UGC04169 120.637613 61.388083 5.8 32.6 ± 1.1 15.11 ± 0.01 14.81 ± 0.01 13.487 ± 0.0050 486
UGC04305 124.770081 70.720186 9.9 3.3 ± 0.9 12.25 ± 0.05 12.15 ± 0.05 12.04 ± 0.0050 217
UGC04306 124.403286 35.446008 1.3 33.6 ± 2.2 18.74 ± 0.05 17.5 ± 0.07 12.547 ± 0.0010 586
UGC04390 126.966235 73.517471 6.6 33.5 ± -999.0 15.76 ± 0.01 15.51 ± 0.01 13.888 ± 0.015 0
UGC04413 127.439893 73.857547 6.0 37.6 ± 0.1 16.96 ± 0.04 16.6 ± 0.09 15.583 ± 0.0010 0
UGC04426 127.118337 41.856409 9.8 8.2 ± 2.6 16.83 ± 0.02 16.43 ± 0.03 15.487 ± 0.011 301
UGC04483 129.261627 69.775918 9.8 3.4 ± 0.2 15.68 ± 0.01 15.59 ± 0.01 15.637 ± 0.044 217
UGC04499 129.422413 51.653016 8.0 12.8 ± -999.0 14.78 ± 0.01 14.57 ± 0.01 13.915 ± 0.0030 0
UGC04514 129.909151 53.456929 5.9 17.9 ± 3.5 15.46 ± 0.01 15.2 ± 0.01 13.858 ± 0.0020 292
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UGC04543 130.839276 45.736205 7.9 30.0 ± -999.0 15.06 ± 0.04 14.87 ± 0.04 14.479 ± 0.0040 0
UGC04549 131.089447 58.841971 8.1 17.2 ± -999.0 15.72 ± 0.08 15.7 ± 0.02 12.996 ± 0.0040 0
UGC04550 130.816796 13.085964 3.4 37.7 ± 7.9 17.16 ± 0.08 16.36 ± 0.05 13.234 ± 0.0010 579
UGC04551 131.0247 49.793852 -1.9 23.0 ± -999.0 19.16 ± 0.04 17.66 ± 0.02 12.002 ± 0.0010 0
UGC04559 131.031947 30.119085 2.1 38.4 ± 5.6 17.26 ± 0.05 16.76 ± 0.07 12.544 ± 0.0010 570
UGC04628 132.919274 51.118733 5.8 20.1 ± 1.4 17.25 ± 0.01 16.8 ± 0.01 14.987 ± 0.0060 292
UGC04659 133.668282 47.105324 8.0 23.3 ± -999.0 16.79 ± 0.01 16.39 ± 0.01 14.993 ± 0.0040 0
UGC04701 135.504561 78.277612 7.0 18.8 ± -999.0 16.78 ± 0.06 16.4 ± 0.01 14.65 ± 0.0030 0
UGC04704 134.751226 39.209979 7.9 10.9 ± 1.3 15.9 ± 0.01 15.59 ± 0.01 14.814 ± 0.02 0
UGC04714 135.81334 78.56322 3.1 16.7 ± -999.0 16.73 ± 0.05 16.27 ± 0.01 13.653 ± 0.0020 0
UGC04722 135.098271 25.611552 7.9 26.2 ± 2.1 15.75 ± 0.02 15.52 ± 0.01 15.491 ± 0.0020 0
UGC04753 136.141102 45.292386 6.7 37.5 ± 5.6 18.09 ± 0.42 17.43 ± 0.01 14.979 ± 0.0050 0
UGC04777 136.668564 34.619197 9.2 33.6 ± 2.0 16.8 ± 0.02 16.37 ± 0.02 14.722 ± 0.0080 389
UGC04787 136.89592 33.27553 7.9 7.8 ± -999.0 15.96 ± 0.01 15.61 ± 0.01 14.358 ± 0.0030 0
UGC04797 137.044572 5.927763 8.8 19.6 ± -999.0 16.63 ± 0.01 16.05 ± 0.02 14.271 ± 0.0050 0
UGC04800 137.330995 54.911837 5.9 45.1 ± 0.6 16.72 ± 0.01 16.34 ± 0.01 14.127 ± 0.0030 392
UGC04834 137.96202 34.963559 8.0 27.6 ± -999.0 17.41 ± 0.02 17.19 ± 0.02 15.71 ± 0.0040 0
UGC04837 138.0396 35.5316 8.7 28.9 ± -999.0 16.63 ± 0.1 16.26 ± 0.04 15.042 ± 0.0050 0
UGC04841 138.698888 74.232402 6.9 27.3 ± 9.8 14.95 ± 0.01 14.7 ± 0.01 13.133 ± 0.011 0
UGC04845 138.107803 9.955413 6.9 41.3 ± 2.4 16.77 ± 0.08 16.23 ± 0.06 14.175 ± 0.01 582
UGC04867 138.679675 40.879928 7.0 33.3 ± -999.0 15.56 ± 0.01 15.33 ± 0.01 14.499 ± 0.0060 0
UGC04871 138.733922 39.262725 8.8 33.4 ± -999.0 16.69 ± 0.29 16.35 ± 0.01 15.595 ± 0.013 0
UGC04878 138.861767 31.401682 9.0 25.0 ± -999.0 16.77 ± 0.01 16.62 ± 0.01 16.256 ± 0.0030 0
UGC04953 140.107576 36.24564 7.0 29.1 ± -999.0 17.54 ± 0.08 17.31 ± 0.02 16.057 ± 0.0030 0
UGC04970 140.439852 39.524689 5.7 55.5 ± 4.5 18.31 ± 0.09 17.71 ± 0.09 14.502 ± 0.0020 398
UGC04982 140.762661 44.554858 7.9 35.1 ± -999.0 16.65 ± 0.02 16.14 ± 0.01 13.329 ± 0.0010 0
UGC04988 140.813275 34.734417 9.0 21.0 ± -999.0 17.11 ± 0.04 16.78 ± 0.01 14.914 ± 0.0030 0
UGC05004 141.141592 34.659383 10.0 24.5 ± -999.0 17.97 ± 0.03 17.51 ± 0.01 15.004 ± 0.0050 0
UGC05015 141.450252 34.277248 7.9 22.0 ± -999.0 16.64 ± 0.02 16.3 ± 0.01 14.354 ± 0.224 0
UGC05020 141.506205 34.6533 5.8 32.4 ± 2.5 16.89 ± 0.02 16.55 ± 0.01 14.431 ± 0.0020 381
UGC05050 142.795894 76.465184 3.1 29.0 ± -999.0 17.17 ± 0.01 16.66 ± 0.08 13.974 ± 0.0060 0
UGC05107 143.781076 5.120066 6.4 37.4 ± 3.5 16.61 ± 0.01 16.32 ± 0.01 15.186 ± 0.0020 555
UGC05114 145.019931 82.104955 9.9 21.4 ± -999.0 16.44 ± 0.02 16.17 ± 0.03 15.409 ± 0.0060 0
UGC05179 145.756952 58.973606 3.7 18.1 ± -999.0 17.75 ± 0.07 16.82 ± 0.31 14.593 ± 0.0050 0
UGC05203 146.732444 79.810764 6.4 28.4 ± 1.4 16.22 ± 0.01 15.87 ± 0.01 14.966 ± 0.0060 122
UGC05228 146.515258 1.668345 4.9 31.9 ± 3.7 15.88 ± 0.01 15.12 ± 0.01 12.608 ± 0.0010 0
UGC05238 146.724972 0.508064 7.0 34.5 ± 5.8 17.21 ± 0.04 16.15 ± 0.01 14.297 ± 0.0010 538
UGC05249 146.938888 2.626866 6.7 27.7 ± 1.5 15.56 ± 0.01 15.17 ± 0.01 14.055 ± 0.0070 539
UGC05272 147.59413 31.48782 9.8 6.8 ± 0.4 15.0 ± 0.01 14.89 ± 0.01 15.156 ± 0.01 0
UGC05336 149.3832 69.04596 9.9 4.2 ± 2.6 15.1 ± 0.13 15.23 ± 0.08 15.47 ± 0.0030 217
UGC05340 149.19052 28.826112 9.7 5.9 ± 0.0 15.24 ± 0.1 15.15 ± 0.17 15.567 ± 0.011 0
UGC05347 149.319067 4.527696 6.5 50.8 ± 0.9 17.54 ± 0.02 16.89 ± 0.01 14.5 ± 0.0010 555
UGC05349 149.526245 37.292979 7.8 23.4 ± -999.0 15.63 ± 0.01 15.34 ± 0.01 14.145 ± 0.0030 0
UGC05354 149.722582 47.736981 4.3 15.6 ± -999.0 15.16 ± 0.01 14.93 ± 0.01 14.41 ± 0.067 158
UGC05358 149.696492 11.388681 3.1 38.9 ± -999.0 16.5 ± 0.11 16.19 ± 0.01 14.731 ± 0.0020 0
UGC05373 150.00042 5.33222 9.9 1.6 ± 0.3 13.72 ± 0.02 13.42 ± 0.01 12.31 ± 0.0030 227
UGC05376 150.112671 3.374372 7.8 27.3 ± -999.0 16.39 ± 0.02 15.95 ± 0.01 12.042 ± 0.0020 0
UGC05391 150.421554 37.24749 8.9 25.8 ± -999.0 15.55 ± 0.01 15.3 ± 0.01 14.867 ± 0.0030 0
UGC05393 150.425423 33.13638 8.0 24.2 ± -999.0 15.55 ± 0.01 15.29 ± 0.01 14.56 ± 0.0020 0
UGC05401 150.630646 19.033002 9.7 26.7 ± -999.0 17.51 ± 0.15 17.07 ± 0.04 15.888 ± 0.0040 0
UGC05403 150.648093 19.177004 0.0 27.8 ± -999.0 17.4 ± 0.09 16.89 ± 0.08 12.749 ± 0.0010 0
UGC05421 151.17375 55.31136 8.0 15.3 ± 0.1 17.23 ± 0.12 17.08 ± 0.01 16.216 ± 0.014 0
UGC05423 151.37762 70.365217 9.9 7.7 ± 2.1 16.64 ± 0.01 16.25 ± 0.05 14.839 ± 0.0040 217
UGC05427 151.170613 29.364377 7.7 7.1 ± -999.0 16.29 ± 0.01 15.96 ± 0.01 15.071 ± 0.047 274
UGC05446 151.628755 32.946665 5.9 36.8 ± 1.6 16.5 ± 0.01 16.25 ± 0.01 15.213 ± 0.016 378
UGC05451 151.828817 47.006538 9.9 8.4 ± -999.0 16.18 ± 0.01 15.72 ± 0.01 13.639 ± 0.0010 286
UGC05456 151.831795 10.362022 9.0 4.1 ± 1.4 15.02 ± 0.01 14.65 ± 0.01 13.996 ± 0.117 0
UGC05464 152.032153 29.542962 8.7 13.6 ± -999.0 17.18 ± 0.08 16.74 ± 0.01 15.679 ± 0.023 0
UGC05478 152.382549 30.14989 9.9 23.4 ± -999.0 16.08 ± 0.06 15.83 ± 0.01 14.533 ± 0.0050 0
UGC05522 153.495419 7.024039 6.4 38.0 ± 12.9 14.93 ± 0.02 14.68 ± 0.02 14.124 ± 0.024 372
UGC05524 153.59025 22.12451 5.9 34.5 ± 1.0 17.85 ± 0.01 17.26 ± 0.04 14.257 ± 0.0050 0
UGC05540 154.0911 37.77985 5.9 15.6 ± -999.0 16.36 ± 0.01 15.85 ± 0.01 14.639 ± 0.0010 380
UGC05571 154.927402 52.065759 8.8 8.8 ± -999.0 17.18 ± 0.38 16.87 ± 0.1 16.618 ± 0.05 0
UGC05612 156.02775 70.8822 8.0 19.1 ± -999.0 15.1 ± 0.01 14.78 ± 0.01 12.93 ± 0.0010 0
UGC05642 156.42384 11.739306 4.1 47.3 ± 1.3 16.93 ± 0.01 16.39 ± 0.01 13.904 ± 0.0030 574
UGC05646 156.470961 14.363201 4.0 18.3 ± -999.0 15.83 ± 0.01 15.46 ± 0.01 13.591 ± 0.0020 0
UGC05672 157.086655 22.571657 10.0 6.3 ± -999.0 17.25 ± 0.01 16.45 ± 0.02 13.954 ± 0.0010 0
UGC05676 157.268904 54.716456 8.0 18.9 ± -999.0 16.47 ± 0.01 16.16 ± 0.01 14.352 ± 0.0020 0
UGC05677 157.1592 3.56045 8.0 22.0 ± 0.2 17.2 ± 0.01 16.73 ± 0.01 15.86 ± 0.0050 0
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UGC05688 157.603419 70.050207 8.8 30.8 ± -999.0 15.47 ± 0.02 15.18 ± 0.03 13.914 ± 0.0090 0
UGC05689 157.692173 73.885327 6.4 58.3 ± 0.2 17.18 ± 0.32 17.05 ± 0.07 13.823 ± 0.0070 0
UGC05695 157.444987 13.018197 -1.0 39.2 ± -999.0 16.82 ± 0.12 16.39 ± 0.02 14.214 ± 0.0040 0
UGC05707 157.809404 43.137529 5.9 30.2 ± 16.2 15.5 ± 0.01 15.32 ± 0.01 14.205 ± 0.044 0
UGC05708 157.805475 4.472334 6.6 20.3 ± 2.1 15.8 ± 0.01 15.29 ± 0.01 14.324 ± 0.0070 376
UGC05720 158.132855 54.400903 9.9 24.9 ± -999.0 14.92 ± 0.01 14.57 ± 0.01 12.934 ± 0.0040 0
UGC05739 158.58273 13.754643 9.7 39.6 ± -999.0 17.05 ± 0.13 16.37 ± 0.01 12.877 ± 0.0010 0
UGC05740 158.691482 50.768513 8.8 11.3 ± -999.0 15.95 ± 0.01 15.74 ± 0.02 14.793 ± 0.031 0
UGC05764 159.182447 31.547727 9.9 6.9 ± -999.0 16.26 ± 0.01 16.16 ± 0.01 16.199 ± 0.028 0
UGC05765 159.370136 68.819643 4.0 24.3 ± -999.0 16.64 ± 0.01 16.25 ± 0.01 14.567 ± 0.0040 0
UGC05791 159.86205 47.94712 3.0 11.4 ± -999.0 16.32 ± 0.01 15.99 ± 0.01 15.194 ± 0.0050 290
UGC05798 159.945774 47.932121 6.4 20.3 ± -999.0 16.12 ± 0.01 15.75 ± 0.01 14.835 ± 0.0020 185
UGC05829 160.6758 34.44885 9.8 8.0 ± -999.0 14.11 ± 0.03 13.95 ± 0.02 13.871 ± 0.0030 0
UGC05832 160.701825 13.459817 4.2 16.2 ± -999.0 15.35 ± 0.01 14.94 ± 0.01 13.668 ± 0.0020 0
UGC05833 160.774931 20.422298 -2.0 23.2 ± -999.0 17.15 ± 0.02 16.6 ± 0.02 13.715 ± 0.0040 0
UGC05844 160.983655 28.147326 6.6 19.6 ± -999.0 18.09 ± 0.14 17.71 ± 0.02 15.69 ± 0.0050 0
UGC05846 161.12295 60.37105 9.9 19.3 ± -999.0 16.47 ± 0.01 16.28 ± 0.01 15.702 ± 0.052 0
UGC05897 161.922801 11.077198 5.2 42.3 ± 6.4 15.81 ± 0.05 15.38 ± 0.01 12.933 ± 0.0010 578
UGC05898 161.960189 33.728496 8.0 22.0 ± -999.0 17.19 ± 0.04 16.87 ± 0.02 15.868 ± 0.021 0
UGC05918 162.40275 65.53083 9.8 7.3 ± 0.2 16.5 ± 0.04 16.22 ± 0.02 15.756 ± 0.049 0
UGC05921 162.30191 27.925457 8.1 18.8 ± -999.0 16.93 ± 0.02 16.38 ± 0.01 14.805 ± 0.011 0
UGC05922 162.256363 -0.640408 6.8 24.6 ± -999.0 16.37 ± 0.01 16.02 ± 0.01 14.252 ± 0.0020 0
UGC05934 162.49751 31.909483 8.0 21.5 ± -999.0 16.25 ± 0.08 15.95 ± 0.02 15.006 ± 0.038 0
UGC05947 162.62655 19.6443 10.0 22.8 ± -999.0 16.1 ± 0.01 15.88 ± 0.03 15.144 ± 0.024 0
UGC05958 162.815885 27.84874 4.0 29.4 ± 1.1 18.68 ± 0.13 17.88 ± 0.05 14.14 ± 0.0020 370
UGC05979 163.170249 67.988807 9.9 20.6 ± -999.0 16.21 ± 0.03 15.78 ± 0.03 15.035 ± 0.033 0
UGC05989 163.13265 19.7922 9.9 15.0 ± -999.0 15.43 ± 0.01 15.11 ± 0.01 14.106 ± 0.0010 0
UGC05990 163.159915 34.483053 2.0 20.9 ± -999.0 17.5 ± 0.05 17.16 ± 0.05 14.169 ± 0.0030 0
UGC06014 163.427801 9.727919 8.0 15.1 ± -999.0 16.99 ± 0.01 16.58 ± 0.01 15.325 ± 0.0010 0
UGC06023 163.586996 27.239815 6.6 33.0 ± 4.8 15.36 ± 0.01 14.96 ± 0.01 12.898 ± 0.0010 369
UGC06083 165.099045 16.692278 4.1 34.4 ± 1.5 17.48 ± 0.07 17.14 ± 0.02 14.916 ± 0.0020 361
UGC06104 165.462368 16.607059 4.0 49.7 ± 0.1 16.26 ± 0.02 15.82 ± 0.01 14.505 ± 0.016 585
UGC06112 165.647255 16.734846 7.4 20.5 ± -999.0 15.96 ± 0.03 15.67 ± 0.01 14.474 ± 0.017 0
UGC06145 166.394991 -1.863995 9.9 10.0 ± -999.0 18.0 ± 0.2 17.58 ± 0.14 16.347 ± 0.0010 0
UGC06151 166.484116 19.826488 8.8 24.3 ± -999.0 16.26 ± 0.01 15.98 ± 0.01 15.065 ± 0.0030 0
UGC06157 166.604961 17.50796 7.8 43.0 ± -999.0 15.69 ± 0.01 15.44 ± 0.01 14.452 ± 0.0080 0
UGC06162 166.728118 51.203385 6.4 34.0 ± 1.2 14.95 ± 0.01 14.69 ± 0.01 13.427 ± 0.0010 189
UGC06169 166.764243 12.060308 3.0 20.7 ± -999.0 16.88 ± 0.02 16.41 ± 0.02 13.636 ± 0.0020 0
UGC06171 166.79145 18.56943 9.9 23.0 ± -999.0 16.15 ± 0.01 15.94 ± 0.02 14.939 ± 0.02 0
UGC06181 166.944322 19.548484 9.7 15.6 ± -999.0 16.33 ± 0.01 16.03 ± 0.01 15.313 ± 0.0030 0
UGC06194 167.252226 22.929769 4.9 35.2 ± -999.0 15.77 ± 0.01 15.35 ± 0.01 14.003 ± 0.0010 0
UGC06249 168.336602 59.908702 5.9 14.1 ± -999.0 15.63 ± 0.03 15.41 ± 0.02 14.182 ± 0.011 0
UGC06271 168.655144 30.314364 1.0 26.8 ± -999.0 17.6 ± 0.03 17.1 ± 0.05 13.544 ± 0.0010 0
UGC06296 169.213021 17.798718 8.0 24.4 ± 1.7 17.76 ± 0.01 17.09 ± 0.01 13.094 ± 0.0010 0
UGC06309 169.443402 51.476739 4.5 48.6 ± 3.0 16.11 ± 0.01 15.6 ± 0.01 12.732 ± 0.0010 138
UGC06320 169.571898 18.847192 8.0 22.6 ± -999.0 15.43 ± 0.01 14.98 ± 0.01 13.485 ± 0.0010 0
UGC06335 169.941327 59.280557 6.0 39.0 ± -999.0 15.91 ± 0.01 15.81 ± 0.01 14.257 ± 0.0050 0
UGC06345 170.065143 2.52558 9.9 26.9 ± -999.0 15.18 ± 0.01 14.76 ± 0.02 14.37 ± 0.0010 0
UGC06378 170.526487 69.63525 6.5 21.7 ± 2.5 16.27 ± 0.03 15.81 ± 0.02 14.509 ± 0.0050 111
UGC06399 170.84669 50.892744 8.8 18.7 ± 2.5 16.16 ± 0.01 15.89 ± 0.01 14.081 ± 0.019 102
UGC06433 171.38258 38.060637 9.2 28.1 ± -999.0 15.81 ± 0.01 15.53 ± 0.01 14.646 ± 0.0020 0
UGC06446 171.668553 53.746772 6.6 15.9 ± 1.6 14.57 ± 0.01 14.47 ± 0.01 14.04 ± 0.0080 0
UGC06509 172.844584 23.115412 6.6 41.9 ± 6.4 17.24 ± 0.01 16.83 ± 0.05 15.529 ± 0.0020 193
UGC06512 172.935955 34.333429 5.3 24.9 ± -999.0 15.94 ± 0.04 15.74 ± 0.01 14.97 ± 0.0010 0
UGC06517 173.009968 36.698098 3.8 33.2 ± -999.0 16.07 ± 0.01 15.7 ± 0.03 13.684 ± 0.0010 0
UGC06526 173.163699 35.328308 7.0 25.4 ± -999.0 16.53 ± 0.01 15.99 ± 0.01 13.574 ± 0.0020 0
UGC06534 173.33219 63.279085 6.4 20.4 ± 2.2 15.44 ± 0.01 15.05 ± 0.01 13.605 ± 0.0020 105
UGC06545 173.433671 32.63377 3.5 37.0 ± -999.0 17.23 ± 0.21 16.8 ± 0.02 13.258 ± 0.0010 0
UGC06570 173.958255 35.335258 -0.2 21.4 ± -999.0 17.98 ± 0.01 16.88 ± 0.03 13.236 ± 0.0010 0
UGC06575 174.11025 58.19092 5.8 36.1 ± 1.6 15.8 ± 0.01 15.4 ± 0.01 14.123 ± 0.0020 104
UGC06603 174.508637 35.203451 5.9 24.5 ± 2.7 16.09 ± 0.01 15.74 ± 0.01 14.364 ± 0.0040 170
UGC06610 174.683367 33.804643 5.9 36.3 ± 1.1 16.38 ± 0.01 16.03 ± 0.01 14.292 ± 0.0010 170
UGC06628 175.02492 45.943173 8.8 17.0 ± -999.0 14.61 ± 0.01 14.35 ± 0.01 13.307 ± 0.0010 0
UGC06667 175.608794 51.597862 5.9 19.4 ± 2.6 17.3 ± 0.06 16.6 ± 0.02 13.571 ± 0.0030 102
UGC06713 176.10389 48.835629 8.6 17.0 ± -999.0 16.17 ± 0.01 15.87 ± 0.02 14.692 ± 0.0070 0
UGC06782 177.2391 23.83766 9.8 9.4 ± 6.2 16.92 ± 0.01 16.52 ± 0.02 15.216 ± 0.036 0
UGC06791 177.348826 26.741491 6.5 35.3 ± 1.0 17.41 ± 0.01 16.9 ± 0.01 13.963 ± 0.0030 173
UGC06792 177.347328 39.771767 5.9 18.9 ± 4.5 16.47 ± 0.01 15.98 ± 0.01 14.192 ± 0.0010 102
UGC06816 177.69795 56.4554 9.9 22.0 ± 7.1 15.5 ± 0.01 15.28 ± 0.01 14.559 ± 0.0030 0
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UGC06817 177.720715 38.88057 9.9 2.9 ± 0.5 14.86 ± 0.01 14.56 ± 0.01 14.523 ± 0.021 214
UGC06840 178.029959 52.108134 8.8 17.0 ± -999.0 15.96 ± 0.03 15.64 ± 0.01 14.304 ± 0.0060 0
UGC06849 178.16327 50.0379 8.8 13.3 ± -999.0 16.37 ± 0.01 16.07 ± 0.03 14.658 ± 0.0020 0
UGC06862 178.314219 11.634143 6.7 55.0 ± 5.6 18.8 ± 0.23 18.16 ± 0.04 16.275 ± 0.017 57
UGC06879 178.6044 -2.31963 7.1 43.7 ± 6.0 16.41 ± 0.01 16.01 ± 0.01 13.531 ± 0.0040 0
UGC06900 178.91319 31.519217 9.7 5.9 ± -999.0 17.54 ± 0.01 16.84 ± 0.04 14.545 ± 0.015 0
UGC06903 178.904001 1.237206 5.9 30.5 ± -999.0 15.2 ± 0.01 14.98 ± 0.01 12.96 ± 0.0010 0
UGC06917 179.1198 50.42834 8.8 18.9 ± 1.5 15.0 ± 0.01 14.63 ± 0.01 13.025 ± 0.0020 102
UGC06922 179.217316 50.81703 3.8 11.9 ± -999.0 16.13 ± 0.06 15.78 ± 0.03 14.125 ± 0.0010 0
UGC06931 179.35463 57.930134 9.0 15.9 ± -999.0 15.73 ± 0.04 15.43 ± 0.01 14.487 ± 0.048 0
UGC06955 179.624342 38.075883 9.8 17.4 ± 1.8 15.34 ± 0.01 15.03 ± 0.01 13.752 ± 0.0040 108
UGC06956 179.6067 50.91703 8.8 17.0 ± -999.0 16.58 ± 0.07 16.25 ± 0.04 14.769 ± 0.0030 0
UGC07009 180.433572 62.326793 9.9 21.2 ± -999.0 15.73 ± 0.01 15.4 ± 0.01 14.494 ± 0.0030 0
UGC07019 180.621659 62.417932 9.9 20.2 ± -999.0 16.76 ± 0.01 16.35 ± 0.02 15.034 ± 0.0030 0
UGC07035 180.917302 2.641379 1.0 16.4 ± -999.0 16.42 ± 0.01 15.96 ± 0.01 14.181 ± 0.0030 0
UGC07053 181.084428 -1.530585 9.9 25.9 ± -999.0 16.88 ± 0.02 16.59 ± 0.04 15.81 ± 0.043 0
UGC07086 181.48404 77.505019 3.1 37.0 ± 2.2 16.92 ± 0.17 16.4 ± 0.05 12.623 ± 0.0020 763
UGC07089 181.49115 43.14402 7.9 13.9 ± 2.1 15.9 ± 0.01 15.44 ± 0.01 13.504 ± 0.0010 102
UGC07094 181.545388 42.95619 8.0 10.7 ± -999.0 17.85 ± 0.35 16.95 ± 0.05 14.373 ± 0.0010 102
UGC07125 182.1747 36.80256 8.8 15.2 ± 10.6 15.37 ± 0.01 14.99 ± 0.01 14.083 ± 0.0090 0
UGC07129 182.229538 41.74087 2.0 22.9 ± 3.0 17.5 ± 0.08 16.69 ± 0.02 13.03 ± 0.0010 107
UGC07133 182.332338 18.997423 6.6 34.3 ± -999.0 16.71 ± 0.01 16.3 ± 0.01 14.579 ± 0.0020 0
UGC07143 182.444765 25.026097 4.9 34.3 ± -999.0 15.99 ± 0.01 15.67 ± 0.01 14.226 ± 0.0010 0
UGC07153 182.445296 62.26873 5.9 46.0 ± 3.0 17.05 ± 0.05 16.57 ± 0.01 14.431 ± 0.0020 761
UGC07170 182.654179 18.828452 6.0 30.3 ± 4.2 16.65 ± 0.01 16.16 ± 0.01 14.39 ± 0.0020 0
UGC07175 182.727321 39.757391 7.8 22.9 ± -999.0 16.25 ± 0.02 15.74 ± 0.04 15.237 ± 0.028 0
UGC07184 182.833052 1.492445 6.4 34.2 ± 1.8 16.44 ± 0.01 16.07 ± 0.01 14.472 ± 0.0020 56
UGC07186 182.842655 18.016816 9.1 31.1 ± -999.0 17.16 ± 0.15 16.88 ± 0.02 15.778 ± 0.0010 0
UGC07218 183.23552 52.265375 9.9 16.0 ± 1.4 16.23 ± 0.01 15.95 ± 0.01 14.806 ± 0.0010 0
UGC07239 183.536952 7.776652 9.8 24.9 ± -999.0 16.09 ± 0.01 15.73 ± 0.01 13.749 ± 0.018 0
UGC07249 183.65629 12.812907 9.5 23.7 ± 4.9 17.02 ± 0.01 16.69 ± 0.01 15.716 ± 0.0010 1T
UGC07257 183.762165 35.959037 8.1 16.3 ± 5.5 15.22 ± 0.01 15.06 ± 0.01 14.392 ± 0.014 0
UGC07267 183.84867 51.34962 7.8 78.8 ± 40.6 16.38 ± 0.01 15.93 ± 0.01 14.744 ± 0.012 0
UGC07271 183.88912 43.435036 6.9 7.5 ± -999.0 16.55 ± 0.01 16.14 ± 0.01 14.644 ± 0.0070 0
UGC07300 184.1808 28.73067 9.8 9.7 ± -999.0 16.5 ± 0.03 16.31 ± 0.17 15.508 ± 0.057 0
UGC07301 184.175909 46.07895 6.6 21.5 ± 3.7 17.24 ± 0.01 16.79 ± 0.01 15.321 ± 0.012 102
UGC07321 184.391282 22.540243 6.5 15.0 ± 6.3 16.02 ± 0.01 15.42 ± 0.01 13.202 ± 0.0010 260
UGC07332 184.484235 0.435607 9.9 17.6 ± -999.0 15.81 ± 0.01 15.57 ± 0.01 15.173 ± 0.0060 0
UGC07387 185.072556 4.201644 6.7 47.2 ± 6.7 18.19 ± 0.01 17.51 ± 0.02 13.53 ± 0.0010 56
UGC07394 185.115288 1.469785 6.6 32.2 ± 3.0 17.29 ± 0.02 16.73 ± 0.01 14.779 ± 0.0070 4T
UGC07396 185.140672 0.788261 7.6 28.1 ± -999.0 16.75 ± 0.01 16.24 ± 0.01 14.73 ± 0.0020 0
UGC07408 185.313292 45.812093 9.8 6.7 ± -999.0 16.1 ± 0.01 15.5 ± 0.01 14.124 ± 0.0060 209
UGC07522 186.4938 3.42964 5.8 42.9 ± 4.2 18.11 ± 0.31 17.33 ± 0.02 12.483 ± 0.0010 4T
UGC07557 186.797096 7.263045 8.8 16.8 ± -999.0 14.81 ± 0.01 14.53 ± 0.01 14.159 ± 0.018 0
UGC07559 186.773266 37.142477 9.9 4.3 ± 0.9 15.19 ± 0.01 15.01 ± 0.01 14.504 ± 0.056 212
UGC07577 186.9237 43.49405 9.8 3.0 ± 0.8 14.9 ± 0.01 14.47 ± 0.01 13.08 ± 0.0040 214
UGC07590 187.078272 8.72957 4.1 31.1 ± 2.4 15.41 ± 0.01 15.14 ± 0.03 14.218 ± 0.0030 5
UGC07596 187.14159 8.640012 9.8 7.5 ± -999.0 18.08 ± 0.04 17.15 ± 0.03 14.667 ± 0.0050 0
UGC07599 187.11705 37.23484 8.7 5.2 ± 2.4 16.21 ± 0.01 16.02 ± 0.01 15.574 ± 0.0010 212
UGC07605 187.1613 35.71759 9.9 4.3 ± 0.4 15.83 ± 0.01 15.62 ± 0.01 15.149 ± 0.065 212
UGC07608 187.1868 43.22476 9.9 7.6 ± -999.0 14.82 ± 0.01 14.71 ± 0.01 14.988 ± 0.223 0
UGC07612 187.259545 2.721842 8.8 24.3 ± 13.6 15.95 ± 0.01 15.72 ± 0.01 14.783 ± 0.0060 0
UGC07639 187.472556 47.530525 9.9 7.0 ± 1.1 16.25 ± 0.01 15.66 ± 0.01 14.154 ± 0.0010 0
UGC07673 187.9929 29.70949 9.9 9.7 ± -999.0 16.42 ± 0.02 16.21 ± 0.01 15.162 ± 0.0010 0
UGC07690 188.112316 42.704045 9.9 7.5 ± -999.0 14.75 ± 0.01 14.32 ± 0.01 13.543 ± 0.0010 0
UGC07697 188.215024 20.183586 5.9 40.4 ± -999.0 16.95 ± 0.02 16.56 ± 0.01 14.767 ± 0.0020 198
UGC07698 188.2266 31.54103 9.9 5.0 ± 1.6 14.81 ± 0.01 14.55 ± 0.01 13.508 ± 0.017 212
UGC07699 188.199816 37.621412 6.1 15.1 ± 5.2 14.83 ± 0.01 14.46 ± 0.01 13.28 ± 0.0010 0
UGC07700 188.141848 63.877645 7.9 39.6 ± -999.0 15.71 ± 0.01 15.43 ± 0.01 14.468 ± 0.0040 0
UGC07719 188.50273 39.019128 8.0 8.9 ± -999.0 16.06 ± 0.01 15.74 ± 0.01 14.961 ± 0.0080 0
UGC07730 188.525471 64.567108 8.8 37.1 ± -999.0 17.55 ± 0.09 17.1 ± 0.01 15.652 ± 0.0050 0
UGC07739 188.6874 6.30164 9.8 15.2 ± -999.0 17.08 ± 0.01 16.55 ± 0.02 14.668 ± 0.0010 0
UGC07774 189.09733 40.004909 6.3 19.3 ± 6.5 16.3 ± 0.01 15.75 ± 0.01 14.171 ± 0.015 209
UGC07780 189.17535 3.10846 8.5 19.2 ± -999.0 17.44 ± 0.18 17.24 ± 0.06 16.227 ± 0.0030 0
UGC07795 189.43905 7.10371 9.8 0.8 ± -999.0 15.82 ± 0.01 15.75 ± 0.01 15.539 ± 0.015 0
UGC07802 189.587055 7.891779 6.1 24.7 ± 1.2 17.24 ± 0.01 16.71 ± 0.01 14.376 ± 0.0010 1T
UGC07824 189.9597 1.67254 9.0 16.4 ± -999.0 17.24 ± 0.11 16.85 ± 0.03 14.806 ± 0.03 0
UGC07844 190.207499 73.718885 6.1 48.1 ± 1.8 18.92 ± 0.25 18.36 ± 0.07 15.534 ± 0.0020 0
UGC07906 191.0406 12.11446 9.9 13.5 ± -999.0 17.03 ± 0.02 16.81 ± 0.01 16.071 ± 0.0010 0
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UGC07908 190.909622 73.613337 5.9 22.2 ± -999.0 17.97 ± 0.09 17.32 ± 0.02 14.54 ± 0.0020 0
UGC07911 191.1198 0.46808 8.8 23.5 ± -999.0 15.05 ± 0.01 14.84 ± 0.01 13.41 ± 0.016 0
UGC07941 191.502614 64.568425 7.0 43.2 ± 7.2 16.18 ± 0.05 15.91 ± 0.01 14.952 ± 0.0040 762
UGC07982 192.459202 2.852981 4.7 19.6 ± -999.0 17.32 ± 0.02 16.57 ± 0.02 12.675 ± 0.0030 2T
UGC07991 192.662682 1.464231 6.6 29.9 ± 5.2 17.89 ± 0.03 17.17 ± 0.02 13.667 ± 0.0030 22
UGC08040 193.68152 58.776677 4.2 34.0 ± -999.0 16.95 ± 0.01 16.32 ± 0.02 13.275 ± 0.0010 0
UGC08041 193.802651 0.116778 6.9 16.3 ± 1.8 14.67 ± 0.01 14.34 ± 0.01 12.623 ± 0.0030 10
UGC08048 193.91205 -0.26485 9.5 12.4 ± 0.8 17.49 ± 0.01 17.09 ± 0.01 16.07 ± 0.043 0
UGC08052 193.720666 73.178684 4.7 20.6 ± -999.0 16.58 ± 0.01 16.11 ± 0.01 13.512 ± 0.0010 0
UGC08053 193.954686 4.013985 8.0 20.2 ± -999.0 15.64 ± 0.03 15.38 ± 0.01 14.807 ± 0.0020 0
UGC08056 194.082737 10.188733 6.4 36.0 ± -999.0 16.17 ± 0.01 15.95 ± 0.01 15.092 ± 0.0020 0
UGC08067 194.300567 -1.706746 3.7 47.3 ± 2.3 15.92 ± 0.03 15.58 ± 0.01 13.016 ± 0.0090 89
UGC08084 194.593312 2.792704 8.0 41.1 ± -999.0 16.22 ± 0.01 15.76 ± 0.01 14.425 ± 0.0010 0
UGC08085 194.572099 14.557143 5.8 29.3 ± 1.5 16.25 ± 0.01 15.89 ± 0.01 13.666 ± 0.0050 23
UGC08127 195.265386 -1.953113 9.8 18.9 ± -999.0 16.82 ± 0.01 16.52 ± 0.02 15.515 ± 0.0020 0
UGC08146 195.53355 58.70053 6.4 18.1 ± 3.0 15.73 ± 0.01 15.37 ± 0.01 14.352 ± 0.0030 118
UGC08153 195.774719 3.991911 6.6 42.3 ± -999.0 15.81 ± 0.06 15.57 ± 0.01 14.593 ± 0.0020 0
UGC08155 195.811197 7.802216 2.2 39.0 ± -999.0 16.04 ± 0.03 15.73 ± 0.01 13.179 ± 0.082 0
UGC08166 195.968551 10.972446 6.0 50.8 ± 3.2 18.35 ± 0.2 18.04 ± 0.02 16.315 ± 0.0060 0
UGC08181 196.352417 32.900004 8.0 11.8 ± -999.0 17.22 ± 0.11 17.0 ± 0.01 15.581 ± 0.014 0
UGC08201 196.6038 67.70693 9.9 4.4 ± 0.9 14.41 ± 0.01 14.21 ± 0.01 13.809 ± 0.0080 220
UGC08246 197.52 34.18093 5.9 18.7 ± 2.6 15.33 ± 0.01 15.14 ± 0.01 14.384 ± 0.013 797
UGC08282 197.963621 60.247366 5.9 46.5 ± 7.1 16.81 ± 0.98 16.19 ± 0.01 15.121 ± 0.0020 742
UGC08303 198.323333 36.2175 9.9 20.3 ± -999.0 14.95 ± 0.01 14.78 ± 0.01 14.097 ± 0.0070 0
UGC08313 198.475094 42.209803 5.0 9.2 ± -999.0 16.44 ± 0.01 16.02 ± 0.01 14.463 ± 0.0050 0
UGC08320 198.6174 45.91969 9.9 4.5 ± 0.7 14.51 ± 0.01 14.22 ± 0.01 13.678 ± 0.0070 212
UGC08331 198.874242 47.499598 9.9 5.8 ± 2.2 15.96 ± 0.02 15.64 ± 0.06 14.897 ± 0.102 210
UGC08365 199.68825 41.94976 6.4 21.8 ± 1.7 16.1 ± 0.01 15.81 ± 0.01 14.516 ± 0.0060 801
UGC08385 200.159532 9.787536 9.0 22.4 ± -999.0 15.55 ± 0.01 15.27 ± 0.01 14.272 ± 0.0050 0
UGC08441 201.37155 57.8215 9.9 26.8 ± -999.0 15.92 ± 0.11 15.76 ± 0.01 14.673 ± 0.012 0
UGC08449 201.652481 42.764347 7.9 23.9 ± -999.0 16.82 ± 0.01 16.67 ± 0.01 15.614 ± 0.0080 0
UGC08489 202.41135 45.38781 8.0 24.6 ± -999.0 15.61 ± 0.01 15.45 ± 0.01 14.951 ± 0.0050 0
UGC08507 202.74516 19.43744 9.8 22.8 ± -999.0 15.38 ± 0.01 15.14 ± 0.01 13.73 ± 0.0010 0
UGC08516 202.9691 20.001227 5.9 23.3 ± 1.9 15.53 ± 0.01 15.17 ± 0.01 13.442 ± 0.0020 0
UGC08575 203.93998 8.969313 9.8 22.9 ± -999.0 16.38 ± 0.02 16.13 ± 0.02 15.144 ± 0.0020 0
UGC08588 203.928286 45.929622 8.8 26.4 ± -999.0 16.08 ± 0.01 15.87 ± 0.01 14.527 ± 0.0020 0
UGC08597 204.065328 46.200079 6.6 38.4 ± -999.0 15.62 ± 0.01 15.53 ± 0.01 14.326 ± 0.0010 0
UGC08614 204.358607 7.646745 9.9 21.6 ± -999.0 15.47 ± 0.02 14.96 ± 0.02 12.905 ± 0.0040 0
UGC08629 204.627683 8.442486 9.8 13.6 ± -999.0 17.31 ± 0.05 17.05 ± 0.03 14.844 ± 0.026 0
UGC08630 204.6036 33.11771 5.7 32.5 ± -999.0 15.81 ± 0.01 15.44 ± 0.01 13.664 ± 0.103 0
UGC08639 204.74939 51.434787 9.7 29.4 ± -999.0 16.65 ± 0.04 16.28 ± 0.05 14.864 ± 0.0050 0
UGC08642 204.870482 46.015383 6.8 34.4 ± 5.7 17.22 ± 0.08 16.98 ± 0.01 16.005 ± 0.0010 726
UGC08651 204.973777 40.738919 9.9 3.2 ± 0.2 15.71 ± 0.01 15.48 ± 0.01 15.217 ± 0.0030 213
UGC08658 205.166067 54.332885 5.0 41.0 ± 8.6 15.4 ± 0.01 15.11 ± 0.01 13.164 ± 0.0020 748
UGC08662 205.321669 33.772568 5.9 32.2 ± 0.7 17.38 ± 0.02 16.99 ± 0.01 15.194 ± 0.0010 0
UGC08684 205.566481 60.776965 5.9 37.6 ± 1.8 17.75 ± 0.17 17.01 ± 0.02 13.287 ± 0.0020 742
UGC08688 205.876096 43.462425 7.8 18.1 ± -999.0 15.54 ± 0.01 15.34 ± 0.01 14.514 ± 0.013 0
UGC08693 206.118162 35.192746 4.2 32.5 ± -999.0 16.76 ± 0.02 16.4 ± 0.04 13.541 ± 0.136 729
UGC08733 207.162281 43.412834 5.9 33.5 ± 3.3 15.36 ± 0.04 15.11 ± 0.04 13.894 ± 0.0010 725
UGC08737 207.069412 68.084945 4.0 39.1 ± 4.2 18.3 ± 0.12 17.3 ± 0.04 12.135 ± 0.0010 745
UGC08756 207.649636 42.541223 1.2 33.8 ± 5.1 19.21 ± 0.23 17.97 ± 0.12 13.022 ± 0.0010 0
UGC08760 207.71026 38.017903 9.8 3.6 ± 0.8 15.93 ± 0.01 15.6 ± 0.01 14.945 ± 0.0010 213
UGC08795 208.202096 37.490987 6.0 44.0 ± 1.9 17.01 ± 0.01 16.6 ± 0.04 14.557 ± 0.015 725
UGC08839 208.85458 17.794728 9.9 22.2 ± -999.0 16.39 ± 0.27 15.96 ± 0.28 15.205 ± 0.06 0
UGC08851 208.909354 39.716034 7.9 22.9 ± -999.0 17.2 ± 0.13 16.9 ± 0.02 16.034 ± 0.0010 0
UGC08877 209.278943 41.792983 8.0 31.7 ± -999.0 17.0 ± 0.2 16.89 ± 0.05 15.245 ± 0.0070 0
UGC08892 209.4213 57.001 9.9 29.7 ± -999.0 16.01 ± 0.03 15.77 ± 0.01 14.789 ± 0.039 0
UGC08909 209.657786 60.796771 6.9 21.7 ± -999.0 16.05 ± 0.08 15.89 ± 0.03 14.012 ± 0.0040 0
UGC08988 210.834777 60.990133 5.9 44.0 ± 3.4 18.02 ± 0.22 17.7 ± 0.03 14.468 ± 0.0010 0
UGC08995 211.197372 8.80103 7.4 23.6 ± 1.2 16.07 ± 0.01 15.7 ± 0.01 14.128 ± 0.014 693
UGC09057 212.55375 -2.57593 7.0 26.6 ± -999.0 14.66 ± 0.01 14.52 ± 0.01 13.792 ± 0.0080 676
UGC09071 212.512801 54.21838 5.9 33.3 ± 2.2 16.66 ± 0.01 16.24 ± 0.01 14.26 ± 0.0010 738
UGC09126 213.91935 16.5489 9.8 36.0 ± -999.0 16.56 ± 0.05 16.3 ± 0.03 15.27 ± 0.017 0
UGC09128 213.9858 23.0548 9.9 3.6 ± 2.0 16.27 ± 0.01 15.88 ± 0.01 15.224 ± 0.06 229
UGC09169 214.93545 9.3622 9.6 12.7 ± 6.1 15.82 ± 0.01 15.3 ± 0.01 13.768 ± 0.0010 0
UGC09206 215.6142 15.08602 3.8 30.5 ± -999.0 16.3 ± 0.01 15.78 ± 0.01 14.072 ± 0.0010 0
UGC09215 215.863206 1.726241 6.3 28.2 ± 7.1 14.5 ± 0.01 14.18 ± 0.01 12.969 ± 0.0050 674
UGC09240 216.182068 44.526794 9.9 3.0 ± 0.4 14.92 ± 0.01 14.57 ± 0.01 13.717 ± 0.129 213
UGC09242 216.337611 39.539639 6.6 17.4 ± 5.3 15.73 ± 0.01 15.32 ± 0.01 14.09 ± 0.0020 809
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UGC09274 217.01156 21.303913 4.2 15.3 ± -999.0 15.93 ± 0.03 15.6 ± 0.01 13.647 ± 0.0040 0
UGC09299 217.39425 -0.01801 6.4 30.8 ± 3.9 15.18 ± 0.03 14.94 ± 0.04 14.335 ± 0.0080 674
UGC09310 217.504429 3.22138 8.0 30.2 ± -999.0 16.63 ± 0.01 16.14 ± 0.02 14.463 ± 0.0040 0
UGC09345 217.933829 6.158112 6.4 59.2 ± 0.3 17.52 ± 0.01 17.04 ± 0.02 15.469 ± 0.0020 0
UGC09356 218.223029 11.594989 4.6 29.7 ± -999.0 15.72 ± 0.01 15.36 ± 0.01 13.714 ± 0.0020 0
UGC09364 218.340133 6.877719 7.8 28.7 ± -999.0 16.48 ± 0.01 16.17 ± 0.01 14.744 ± 0.0060 0
UGC09380 218.6634 4.26256 9.9 25.1 ± 4.8 16.2 ± 0.01 16.07 ± 0.01 15.401 ± 0.0050 0
UGC09389 218.88858 12.908047 3.2 24.3 ± -999.0 15.78 ± 0.02 15.36 ± 0.01 13.995 ± 0.0010 687
UGC09392 218.951799 3.039115 10.0 23.5 ± -999.0 18.45 ± 0.02 18.08 ± 0.01 16.838 ± 0.0070 0
UGC09394 218.91615 13.169895 5.9 28.2 ± 2.5 15.72 ± 0.01 15.48 ± 0.04 14.542 ± 0.0030 687
UGC09448 219.746395 51.120487 3.3 46.7 ± 0.5 18.3 ± 0.34 17.59 ± 0.05 13.895 ± 0.0010 0
UGC09469 220.434812 -1.806725 9.7 24.5 ± -999.0 16.83 ± 0.02 16.49 ± 0.01 15.078 ± 0.029 0
UGC09470 220.452607 0.687015 7.9 25.2 ± -999.0 16.13 ± 0.01 15.84 ± 0.01 14.889 ± 0.0030 0
UGC09482 220.695522 0.661692 6.6 45.9 ± 0.3 17.36 ± 0.01 16.78 ± 0.01 15.448 ± 0.0010 0
UGC09569 222.9995 43.720568 6.6 33.2 ± -999.0 15.33 ± 0.01 15.04 ± 0.01 14.346 ± 0.0010 0
UGC09601 224.006675 -1.388148 5.9 24.6 ± -999.0 15.66 ± 0.01 15.38 ± 0.01 13.926 ± 0.0020 0
UGC09661 225.51476 1.841294 8.0 16.6 ± -999.0 16.12 ± 0.01 15.75 ± 0.01 13.775 ± 0.0010 0
UGC09663 225.30708 52.595556 9.8 38.2 ± -999.0 16.17 ± 0.01 15.93 ± 0.02 14.917 ± 0.0020 0
UGC09665 225.385605 48.319818 4.0 39.6 ± 1.1 16.86 ± 0.13 16.42 ± 0.02 12.664 ± 0.0010 737
UGC09682 226.12584 -0.851323 8.6 24.1 ± -999.0 16.37 ± 0.02 15.88 ± 0.07 14.752 ± 0.0040 0
UGC09730 226.011679 77.635137 6.6 28.4 ± -999.0 15.97 ± 0.02 15.62 ± 0.01 14.57 ± 0.0020 0
UGC09746 227.568802 1.934999 4.0 23.1 ± -999.0 17.19 ± 0.02 16.61 ± 0.01 13.827 ± 0.0010 668
UGC09751 227.743515 1.437827 6.0 20.7 ± -999.0 18.81 ± 0.03 17.9 ± 0.04 15.925 ± 0.0030 0
UGC09760 228.00954 1.69827 6.6 24.0 ± 6.3 16.67 ± 0.01 16.24 ± 0.01 15.517 ± 0.026 668
UGC09815 229.81264 44.91631 7.9 34.2 ± -999.0 16.96 ± 0.01 16.79 ± 0.01 15.302 ± 0.0020 0
UGC09816 229.699973 59.462504 9.8 8.8 ± -999.0 16.78 ± 0.02 16.46 ± 0.01 14.819 ± 0.0020 0
UGC09837 230.965334 58.052917 5.3 41.2 ± -999.0 15.33 ± 0.01 15.13 ± 0.01 13.678 ± 0.0040 0
UGC09845 231.522848 9.204363 5.8 42.9 ± 0.9 17.26 ± 0.08 16.79 ± 0.04 15.934 ± 0.034 1231
UGC09856 231.6264 41.28973 6.3 33.3 ± 1.8 16.85 ± 0.01 16.54 ± 0.01 14.775 ± 0.0090 1250
UGC09858 231.672811 40.564698 4.0 39.2 ± 5.5 15.28 ± 0.01 14.82 ± 0.01 12.389 ± 0.0010 1250
UGC09875 232.697037 23.06614 8.9 26.5 ± -999.0 16.6 ± 0.02 16.32 ± 0.05 14.709 ± 0.02 0
UGC09936 234.18747 44.236955 8.8 40.7 ± -999.0 16.2 ± 0.01 16.03 ± 0.02 14.994 ± 0.0030 0
UGC09951 234.833586 15.38442 6.6 26.7 ± -999.0 16.97 ± 0.12 16.61 ± 0.04 15.649 ± 0.0010 0
UGC09977 235.498392 0.713368 5.3 28.9 ± 3.1 16.18 ± 0.15 16.03 ± 0.02 13.024 ± 0.0010 1235
UGC09979 235.581165 0.474612 9.9 31.0 ± -999.0 16.72 ± 0.12 16.58 ± 0.03 15.53 ± 0.0090 0
UGC09992 235.450982 67.253835 9.9 11.2 ± -999.0 16.38 ± 0.02 15.97 ± 0.03 15.201 ± 0.02 0
UGC10020 236.435518 20.560417 6.6 33.4 ± -999.0 15.33 ± 0.06 15.08 ± 0.01 13.555 ± 0.0010 0
UGC10025 236.601136 2.844152 8.0 37.4 ± 0.4 18.21 ± 0.15 17.81 ± 0.02 16.896 ± 0.0090 0
UGC10054 235.98204 81.80968 8.0 25.6 ± -999.0 15.51 ± 0.01 15.19 ± 0.01 13.909 ± 0.01 0
UGC10061 237.8127 16.3295 9.9 33.2 ± -999.0 16.54 ± 0.02 16.1 ± 0.02 15.437 ± 0.182 0
UGC10194 241.017383 63.712609 6.8 25.9 ± 0.1 17.46 ± 0.15 17.15 ± 0.01 15.979 ± 0.0060 0
UGC10290 243.637428 0.821747 8.8 30.8 ± -999.0 15.51 ± 0.01 15.27 ± 0.02 14.497 ± 0.01 0
UGC10297 243.870219 18.904994 5.1 38.8 ± 1.9 17.16 ± 0.18 16.44 ± 0.01 14.055 ± 0.0020 1242
UGC10413 247.363128 21.336641 5.7 43.9 ± 3.5 16.43 ± 0.02 16.19 ± 0.02 14.082 ± 0.01 0
UGC10445 248.448338 28.984823 6.0 28.7 ± 10.1 14.89 ± 0.01 14.56 ± 0.01 13.554 ± 0.0050 816
UGC10608 253.5903 53.11214 8.0 21.0 ± -999.0 15.99 ± 0.11 15.98 ± 0.09 16.041 ± 0.034 0
UGC10650 255.061332 23.107423 9.9 39.7 ± -999.0 15.93 ± 0.12 15.66 ± 0.02 14.906 ± 0.0030 0
UGC10713 256.141301 72.446789 3.0 31.0 ± 4.4 16.68 ± 0.03 16.06 ± 0.04 12.916 ± 0.0020 0
UGC10721 257.10657 25.517354 5.8 48.8 ± 4.0 16.03 ± 0.01 15.43 ± 0.01 12.93 ± 0.0010 0
UGC10736 257.019612 69.464303 8.0 12.2 ± -999.0 16.02 ± 0.01 15.56 ± 0.01 14.841 ± 0.0060 0
UGC10791 258.660843 72.398633 8.8 17.7 ± -999.0 17.1 ± 0.08 16.66 ± 0.04 14.371 ± 0.0040 0
UGC10806 259.713596 49.883951 8.0 18.8 ± -999.0 14.5 ± 0.01 14.36 ± 0.01 13.778 ± 0.014 0
UGC10854 261.1931 58.205666 6.0 37.5 ± -999.0 16.94 ± 0.08 16.65 ± 0.01 15.496 ± 0.0020 0
UGC10887 261.53084 77.70348 5.9 41.1 ± 0.3 16.74 ± 0.01 16.4 ± 0.01 15.808 ± 0.0060 0
UGC11782 324.540105 8.961989 8.8 17.0 ± -999.0 15.55 ± 0.04 15.24 ± 0.01 14.236 ± 0.0020 0
UGC12054 337.385193 7.725953 3.0 42.5 ± 1.1 16.63 ± 0.09 16.24 ± 0.01 14.478 ± 0.0020 0
UGC12151 340.391178 0.400582 9.7 23.8 ± -999.0 15.68 ± 0.02 15.46 ± 0.03 14.122 ± 0.035 0
UGC12178 341.285818 6.43034 8.0 26.5 ± -999.0 14.37 ± 0.01 13.86 ± 0.01 12.778 ± 0.0010 0
UGC12613 352.146131 14.745656 9.8 2.2 ± 1.5 15.73 ± 0.01 14.79 ± 0.02 13.374 ± 0.0010 222
UGC12641 352.727423 20.250834 4.0 43.2 ± 5.2 17.32 ± 0.08 16.81 ± 0.01 14.868 ± 0.0060 1197
UGC12681 353.72761 18.07137 4.2 33.2 ± 2.6 15.77 ± 0.02 15.56 ± 0.01 15.074 ± 0.0020 1196
UGC12682 353.72235 18.22668 9.8 20.0 ± -999.0 15.15 ± 0.01 14.81 ± 0.01 14.186 ± 0.0030 0
UGC12709 354.349588 0.391854 8.7 35.1 ± -999.0 15.99 ± 0.01 15.77 ± 0.01 14.312 ± 0.02 0
UGC12732 355.166047 26.236444 8.7 12.4 ± -999.0 14.62 ± 0.13 14.42 ± 0.08 13.854 ± 0.0010 0
UGC12791 357.205365 26.220856 9.9 12.9 ± -999.0 16.82 ± 0.01 16.48 ± 0.01 15.35 ± 0.033 0
UGC12843 358.8759 17.9197 8.2 24.5 ± -999.0 15.18 ± 0.01 14.87 ± 0.01 13.915 ± 0.0010 0
UGC12846 358.94235 18.42587 8.7 24.1 ± -999.0 16.78 ± 0.18 16.51 ± 0.08 15.534 ± 0.0020 0
UGC12856 359.187717 16.81437 9.6 24.5 ± -999.0 15.21 ± 0.01 15.01 ± 0.01 14.395 ± 0.0040 0
UGC12857 359.198196 1.355125 4.0 36.7 ± 2.5 16.72 ± 0.01 16.29 ± 0.01 13.086 ± 0.0010 0
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Namea RAb DECc Td Distancee FUVf NUVg M3.6
h Group IDi

a Galaxy identifier using S4G nomenclature
b Right Ascension in decimal degrees (J2000)
c Declination in decimal degrees (J2000)
d Numerical morphological type from RC2 (1)
e Redshift-independent distance with 1σ standard deviation (2)
f Total GALEX FUV band asymptotic AB magnitude with 1σ uncertainty (3)
g Total GALEX NUV band asymptotic AB magnitude with 1σ uncertainty (3)
h Spitzer/IRAC 3.6 micron band asymptotic AB magnitude with 1σ uncertainty (4).
i Group identifier (5)

Note (1): Obtained from HyperLEDA.
Note (2): Standard deviation obtained from NED. If not available, -999.0 is used.
Note (3): The uncertainties do not include zero point errors, nor errors associated to the misidentification of
background or foreground sources.
Note (4): From Muñoz-Mateos et al. (2015).
Note (5): Obtained by merging Tully et al. (2013) and from the Galaxy On Line Database Milano Network
(GOLDMine Gavazzi et al., 2003) catalogs. When merging the two catalogs into a single column, priority was
given to the GOLDMine group ID. That is, galaxies with a value of 1, 2, 3, 4, or 9 in the GOLDMine catalog,
denoting galaxies in the Virgo Cluster, were kept as such. A value of 1 is assigned if the galaxy is in the Virgo
Cluster at 17Mpc, 2 at 23 Mpc, 3 at 32 Mpc, 4 at 37.5 Mpc, and 9 for the ones at various other distances. For
galaxies not in GOLDMine, we use the Tully group ID, but if the Tully group ID happens to be 1, 2, 3, 4, or
9 (which does not necessarily mean that they are in the Virgo Cluster), we append the value with the letter ‘T’
to differentiate them from the GOLDMine group ID. Only 11 out of 1931 galaxies have a GOLDMine group
ID of 0 but a Tully group ID of 1, 2, 3, 4, or 9, namely: UGC07249 (1T), UGC07394 (4T), UGC07522 (4T),
NGC4409 (4T), NGC4496A (4T), IC0797 (1T), IC0800 (1T), PGC042160 (1T), UGC07802 (1T), NGC4666
(9T), UGC07982 (2T). A group ID of 0 means that the galaxy is not in a group in either catalog.
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